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PREFACE.

It was expected thal the journals of the siege of Sebastopol would ha\'e appeared in
this volume, but the Secretary of State for the War D epartment has ordered them to
be printed separately; the first Paper hou·ever contains the principal results of the

experience gained in executing the laborious works which were required there to overcome the almost inexhaustible resources of its defenders, and the accompanying
observations on the subject by Sir Harry Jones will be found most valuable as a guide
in future sieges.
The Paper on the Troops and. 11 matfaiel" sent to the Crimea shews the extent of the
military resources lately developed by France ; and officers of Engineers will feel an
increased interest in its perusal when they reflect that at two critical periods the
organization of her forces has been confided to officers of the Corps du Genie, viz.
to Carnot at the beginning of the present Cf'ntury, and now to Marshal Vaillant.
The long struggle between the immense masses of troops arrayed on both sides in
the Crimea forms a remarkable contrast to the decisive success of a small body of
Turkish troops in fortifying and defending the Arab Tabia near Silistria against a
large invading army, and to the repulse of the Russians at Kars by similar means,
described in two of the Papers in this volume.

In both these cases success has been principally attributed to the energy of a few
British officers who were present; and the histories of all three memorable defences
unite in impressing, not only on the Enginf'er, but on every soldier, the importance of
a good use of intrenching tools, and of a knowledge of the best modes of employing

military workmen, so as to enable undisciplined, as well as disciplined, troops to resist
greater numbers of assailants, or to prepare the way for an assault of a strongly fortified
position, since without these the best Artillery, Cavalry and Infantry have often found

themselves incapable of making either a. successful attack or defence.

P. J. BAINBRIGGE,
Lieutenant~CoJond Royal .E.;1gim.. ds.
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PROFESSIONAL PAPERS.

PAPER I.
REPORT OF THE SIEGE RECORD BOARD,
ON THE WORKS CONSTRUCTED BEFORE SEBASTOPOL;
M,f.DE BY ORDER OF

L I E U T. GE N E RA L

SIR

H ARR Y JO N E S, K. C. B.,

COMMANDING THE ROYAL ENGINEERS
AND

ACCOMPANIED

BY

HIS

OBSERVATIONS.

BRIOADE ORDER8 FOR THE ASSEMBLY OF THE BOARD,

Head Quarter, before Sebastopol,
.August 31st, 1855.

The Lieut, General Commanding, considering it highJy important that the Journal
of the Siege should be accompanied by a Report on the mode of construction of the
different works, and as many of the Directors have been either killed or wounded, and
the benefit of their opinions lost, directs therefore that a Board shall be formed,
composed of the two Directors of the two attacks and Captain Ewart, who has already
coll ected detailed information. The objects to be attended to are-the original
construction of the battei-ies, parallels and approaches, and the alterations which may
have been made in them; al1 revetting materials, platforms, splinter-proofs, maga•
z ines, intrenching and other tools; in fact, every thing connected with the operation s
which relates to the Engineer Department. Dimensions, scantlings and weighti
should be given in all cases, and neat diagrams made on a half.sheet of fool scap, or
a plain outline drawing with figured dimensions marked on it~ with letters of
reference to elucidate the report. Lieutenant Colonel Chapman will furnish one or
more officers to make these drawings on the application of the Board.
The Board should meet at least once a week for this purpose, and they will ca11 on
any officer or non commissioned officer they may think desirable for such information as they may require on the subjects before them, the great object being to furnish
a full, accurate, and detailed account of all subjects connected with the siege.
The Lieut. General trusts to the hearty concurrence and zeal of the Board, in
carrying out this arduous but very important duty, and requests that the Board will
1,end him, at the end of every month, a memorandum of the subjects they have had
under consideration, and of those they have completed.
Lieutenant Colonel Chapman will, from time to time, examine the proceedings of
the Board, and assist them with his OJlinion and advice when he may consider it
necessary.
By order,
E. F. BOURCHIER, Brigade Major, R.E.
(Signed)
B
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIEGE RECORD BOARD.
FIRST MEETING ,

3rd September, 1855.

President •• MAJOR BENT, Director, Left Attack.
llfembers

{

CAPTAIN CooKE,

Director, Right Attack.

CAPTAIN EWART, Acting Adjutant, in charge of Park.

The Board having assembled in pursuance of the orders of the Commanding Royal
Engineer, dated 31st ult., resolve that their proceedings at each meeting shall be
recorded in a book, and that their meetings shall take place every morning at 12
o'clock.
The Board proceeds to consider the most advisable course to adopt, with the vie\V
of carrying out the instructions detailed in the order above referred to.
Their duty appears to resolve itself into the consideration of subjects under the
following heads:lst.-Construction of works, illustrated by plans and sections of those most
approved from results of practice.
2nd.-Materials; description, how and where obtained; nature and remarks.
3rd.-Superintendence and labour.
4th.-Tools, &c., &c.
It was agreed to endeavour before the next meeting to collect information respect.
Ing the original construction of the batteries.
SECOND MEETING AND CONTINUATION,

September 12th, 1855 ,

Present

MAJOR BENT,
{ CAPTAIN CooKE,
CAPTAIN EWART,

In con sequence of the bombardment and assault upon the works of the enemy,
the Board have not been able to collect fully the memoranda respectlng the original
construction of the batteries, but the following are ordered to be entered upon the
minute s.
The batteries for the siege which were prepared for the first bombardment in
October, 1854, were as follows, viz.:Right Lancaster, in advance, and to the right of the present Victoria Redoubt.
Gordon' s, or 21 gun battery, now first parallel of right attack, on Frenchman's Hill.
Lert Lancaster Battery, below ancl to the left of the Picket-house on the Woronzoff
Road.
Chapman's, or 24 gun battery, n·ow first parallel of left attack, on Green Hill.
The nature of the soil in each case was very similar, being a stiff strong clay, over~
lying the Oolitic formation, with the rock frequently cropping out on the surface.
These batteries were commenced at ranges varying from 1,200 to 2,300 yards from
the work s of the enemy, who however possessed such a powerful artillery, capable of
Lcing brought to bear upon them, that the question of obtaining good cover upon
the ni ght of breaking ground was a most important one.
Under these circumstances then, it was considered that each work should be
comm enced as an ordinary trench, that is, by extending a certain number of men at
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such intervals apart as would enable them to use their tools, the earth excavated
being thrown into gabions placed by them, and to their fronts, to form the parapet
of the future battery.
To increase however the amount of cover thus to be gained, a similarly extended
line of excavators was placed outside, at such a distance as would allow for a
sufficient thickness of parapet, (at first 24 feet.)
Figures 9 and 10, Plate I, shew sections of the Parapets of Batteries; the revetments
used were chiefly gabions in two courses, with a row of fascines between them, and
crowned 'fith one or two rows of sand bags; (see Figure 9). The earth was' obtained
from a ditch in front, or by levelling the terreplein; but was frequently carried in
baskets from whence it could be most easily obtained, when the ground was very
rocky.
In some instances the men were extended along these lines by files instead of by
ranks, the front rank man having a pick and the rear rank man having a shovel.
This plan was always adopted with working parties from the Turkish regiments
attached to the Corps.
The parapets were thus carried up to a height of 6, 7, or 8 feet, solid, and the plat•
forms laid: the embrasures were sapped out and revetted from the interior, remaining
blinded until the night before fire was opened.
The tracing of the works was performed in the usual way adopted for parallels by
the Officers of Engineers, assisted by the Royal Sappers and Miners.
The operations of the working parties were protected by covering parties thrown
well out in front; that for Green Hill was commanded by a Brigadier General, and
that for Frenchman's Hill by a Colonel or Lieut. Colonel. The greatest number in
a. working party was at Green Hill, where as many as 1,200 men were sometimes
required.
Before being armed, traverses were added to the large batteries, which were constructed on the ieft attack principally of sandbags, and on the right attack of gabions
and fascines; they were made on the left attack of great thickness (some 14 feet at
base) as they were not merely required to ·be splinter proof, but to protect the batteries
from oblique fire, in some instances amounting very nearly to enfilade.
Those in the right attack were at first made merely splinter-proof (3 gabions thick
at base), but were afterwards rebuilt of similar thickness to those on the left attack.
The magazines, the construction of which will be hereafter entered upon, were at
first placed under cover of, but separated from the parapet by a narro\f· passage, so
that the entrance was covered by the former. Afterwards they were in some cases
placed against the parapet, but the course adopted in this particular was generally the
result of the position, and more especially depended upon the nature of the soil in the
reverse of the trenches,
Disadvantage was found to arise in some of the early batteries from the embrasures
being made oblique, instead of the parapets being indented, which rendered the
merlons so weak that they would not stand against the enemy's fire.
In constructing an indented battery, it was found to be of the utmost importance
not to deviate from General Pasley's rule, " that the embrasure should not be in the
centre of the indent, but one-third of the distance from the angle cut off." It was
also found by experience with those batteries which were first constructed, that the
size of the embrasures was not sufficient for the large natures of ordnance, which
require wide embrasures, and therefore the strength of the merlons was diminished.
The naval brigade also complained that they had not room to work the heavy gun s.
In consequence of the above, in the batteries constructed in the sr,iring, orders Wt:!te
given to make the parapets thicker, and the distance from centre to :ent 2lo fe 2t , :.'l)r

4
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all natures of ordnance; but this not proving sufficient for guns heavier than 24.
pounders, it was orderecl that two guns should occupy the space hitherto allotted for
three. Latterly, therefore, 27 feet was the distance allowed from centre to centre of
embrasures. In cases where the nature of the ground admitted of it, the batteries
were made sunken or half-sunken in preference to elevated.
MORTAR PLATFORMS.

In taking up mortar platforms, it has been observed that those which had 6 sleepers

,~:I

't

of fir ( 10 inche::i by 8 inches) have sunk considerably in the middle, but those which
have a seventh, or central one, stood well. The deal phnks of platforms rapidly
required renewal, while those of teak, or harder wood, stood well: some of the latter
have lasted for six months, while the former required to be renewed twice in the same
time.
For a 13-inch mortar two transverse sleepers were found to be sufficient, provided
they were carefully laid, and the ground well drained ; in localities where good
drainage had not been secured three, or even four, were found necessary.
The sleepers which were 14 inches by 7 inches, have been found to break in the
middle, and those which were square (13 inches by 13 inches) have stood well.
The result of e:,;:perience with 13-inch mortar platforms appears to be that the
transverse sleepers should be two• in number, 12 inches or 13 inches square, if of
fir, or 10 inches square, if of harder wood; that the longitudinal sleepers should be
six in number, if of the same dimensions as the transverse, and increased in number
if of less dimensions, and that the tops should be of seasoned oak planks, or other
hard wood, not less than 3½ inches thick, and 8 inches broad.
The d imensions adopted for 13-inch mortar platforms were 10 feet by 10 feet, for
land service, and for sea service 12 feet long by 10 feet wide. The latter were not found
to be large enough; 12 feet by 12 feet is the least that should be adopted. When
timber 12 feet long could not be obtained, shorter pieces were scarfed and bolted
together; this was found not to answer, as they invariably give way at the scarf's.
The tops were fastened down by 8-inch spikes, five-eighths of an inch square.
The platforms shewn in Figures 5 and 6, Pl. 2, were used for both 10-inch and
13-inch mortars; the transverse sleepers were 10 inches by 8 inches, and the longitudinal ones 8 inches by 8 inches, and they were covered with deal 4 inches by
4 inches, or 4 inches by 9 inches, as the timber could be procured. The deal
coverings wear very rapidly, and 4" planks were found to be much too narrow for
cov~ring any description of mortar platforms.
For the sea service 13-inch mortar platforms, 4 transverse sleepers, 12 inches by
12 inches, and six longitudinal ones, also 12 inches by 12 inches, were found necessary; ribands of oak, 4! inches by 8 inches, were laid on each side, and bolted down
to the transverse sleepers; these were found to answer when the platform was perfectly firm, but when there was any sinking of the sleepers from imperfect drainage,
or other causes, the play of the planks, when the mortar was fil'ed, broke the ribands
immediately: the bolts were of one-eighth of an inch round iron.
For 10-inch mortar platforms, the following dimensions were adopted, and were
fou~ld to be suffi c_ient wher e the battery was well drained; six longitudinal sleepers,
10 rnches by 10 mches, of fir, covered by oak planks, 8 inches wide and 3½ inches
• " I ha,e observed that in all ca!n where two only ban been used, th8 platforms ha,e 1uuk
in the middle, aniJ am dt opinion that leaa thau three traonerse sleapers aho1dd nner be u1ed."-

F. E. CU.H'lllAN, Lieut. Colonel, R.E.
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deep, Spikes the same as for 13-inch mortars. (Size of platforms, 10 fed by
10 foet.)
For 10-inch mortars no transverse sleepers were considered requisite, and they were
only placed when it was foreseen that the 10 inch would be replaced Ly IS-inch
mortars. Deal planking, 5 inches by 3 inches, of Alderson's pattern, made in
England, al_though not so durable as the oak planking, was found to last well enough
to warrant its use.
Eight-inch mortars were not much used : they were worked on platforms consisting of six longitudinal sleepers, 10 inches by 10 inches, coverecl with 1>lanking of
Alderson's pattern.•
GuN PLATFORMS,

Alderson's.-Too much praise cannot be given to these platforms, they were used
of the dimensions laid down in the British Aide-Memoire (with the exception that
they were 10 feet wide, instead of 9 feet), for 24 and 32-pounders, and 8 inch guns
of 65 cwt., and answered well.
On the right attack the Director (Colonel Tylden) increased the number of sleepers
to eight, and had the tops fastened down by 6-inch spikes (three to each plank).
8-inch guns on travelling carriages were mounted on these, and they answered excellently. This was not adopted on the left attack, but the same object was attained Uy
ribands on each side, spiked down to the sleepers.
In £he early part of the siege, platforms of teak, prepared at ,voo1wich, were used
for 24-pounders : they were of the Madras pattern, with the main difference that they
would not traverse, and they were therefore given up as useless.
The travelling carriages were subsequently always worked on rectangular platforms
of the same dimensions as for the ship carriages. The platforms were prolonged by
earthen ramps, 4 or S feet in length, to receive the trail when r~coiled. This
was found to answer very well.
For 10-inch guns and 68-pounders, of 95 cwt., the platforms were of the same
dimensions as for 32-pounders and 8-inch guns of 65 cwt., with the exce1>tion that
the scantling of the sleepers was increased to 6 inches by 6 inches.
The soil in which the platforms were laid is a marly clay, which turns very rapidly
into mud. It was found that where the drainage was not perfectly efficient, the
mortar platforms of the strength above given would not stand for any time, in consequence of the soil turning into mud, and causing a sinkage of the sleepers.
• NOTB BY THB ED1TOa.-It may be uaeful to remark here, 1U1 a guide in ea.ea where small
,cantline only is procurable, that a mortar platform con1Uli11g onlv of fir baulb, 4 inche• by 3½
incllt1, and 10 feet long, was trierl in the 10ft ground in the manhes at Woolwich by the Ordnance
Select Committee in 18:16, at my 1ugaestion, aod that the:, "ere well aatlsfied witl1 it, ba'i'ing

fired about 15 rounds from h with a 13-inch mortar at 75° eleYatio11, and at a range or 1,100
JlldB.

lt wat thut conslructed: two set11 of 4 baulks each were laid in two trenches parallel to the
line of fire, and so that each set should be under one cheek of th11 mortar bed: over these a
complete floor of baulke was laid trannersely, and another above all longitudioally, the upper
Laulk1 beint connecteJ. by 6 1ets or I-inch iron pin1 of ditl'erent lengths, runoing through 5
equi~dietant holee bored through each. 'l'he upper layer was kept firm by a baulk on each side of
it, placed on edge and pinned. down to tbe lower layer, and also by othen fh:od along the rear.
The mortar bed recoiled easily, for there were no edgee in the ftoorinrc to catch it, and it did
not dbturb these baulks, as wa1 the ca1e with the dowelled baulks laid trannersely, in tl1e previou, n:periments, described at pages 31 and 32, vol, 8, Profeuional Papeni; and it appean
probable chat lor firing at only 46° ele..-ation, one floor would have been sufficient.
Wooden pina might be substituted for the iron ones, and 1vould have the advantage over
dowel, or being more easily replaced; anJ. mud may be got out of the boles bored through the
baulks wore easily than out of dowel-holes, when the platforms 1equire to be re-Jaid,-Eo,
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SLIDE GUN PLATFORMS,

These were used for the 10-inch and 68•pounders as well as for Lancaster guns;
they were macle, from first to last, of the same dimensions as shewn in Fig. 1. Pl. 2,
and answered very well. The five sleepers were latterly made of fir, which was found
to answer as well as oak,
For the very heavy guns, the fighting bolts were made of iron, 16 inches long above
the hurter, and 3 inches in diameter; and for the others 41 inches long above the
hurter, and 2½ inches in diameter.
Bollards were fixed for the purpose of relieving the strain upon the fighting bolt
and assii1ting to run the guns up, They were made of the dimensions and placed as
shewn in plan. When not fixed, the gun's crews attached the breeching ropes to
ring bolts in the hurlers, but this was found to be objectionable as tending to lift the
front of the platform.
The platform shewn in Figure 1, Plate 2, was used for a ship's slide, and has a fighting bolt in the centre of the front end of it, and a bollard with a rin~bolt on
each side of it. The sleepers are 5 inches by 5 inches, or 6 inches by 6 inches,
according to the stuff that could be procured. The covering consists of three 2 inch
oak planks at front and rear, and 1 or 2 thicknesses of deal, 3 inches by 11 inches, in
the middle, at such distance as may be required for the tail of the slide, viz., for an
8-inch gun, 10 feet 6 inches from front of platform; and it is laid with a slope of from
I in 16 to 1 in 24 to the front.
That shewn in Figure 2 was used both with and without a slide ; the sleepers are
6 inches by 6 inches, or 5 inches by 5 inches, according to the material at hand 1 and
are covered with Alderson's planking, 10 feet long; the hurteris 8 inches by 8 inches
(and has 2 ring bolts and a fighting bolt, when used for a slide); this was the best
description of platform used in any case for heavy guns, but not wide enough at the
tail to allow the gun to traverse when an unusually wide range of fire was required,
and it had then to be pieced. (See Figure 3.)
The platform shewn in Figure 4 was laid with 5 transverse sleepers, and was covered
with 8 planks, 3 inches by 12 inches, spiked down, and 2 ribands, 4 inches by 4 inches,
bolted down; this platform did not answer, and should not be used except in cases
where timber could not be procured to make the sleepers of the length and dimensions shewn in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
CHESS PLATFORMS.

II

I

In the early part of the siege some platforms were tried for 32-pounders with
transverse sleepers, instead of longitudinal, and planking laid lengthwise on them;
but this method was discontinued, as it was found that the wood was ploughed up,
apparently from the recoil of the gun being in the direction of the grain of the wood.
REMARKS ON PLAT&'ORMS.

In order to meet the early demand for a large number of platforms, the floors and
roofs of buildings were made use of. This accounts in a great measure for there
being a variety in the scantlings of timbers used in the several batteries in the early
part of the siege.
At the period of the siege when platforms were moved forward from the rear to the
front, the average of those found to be in a serviceable state was 80 per cent., or that
4 could be laid from 6 taken up.
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REVETMENTS,

\Vhen it was first contemplated to invade the Crimea, sap rollers, gabions, fascines,
and pickets were prepared in the neighbourhood of Varna by working parties from
the different Divisions, superintended by the officers of Engineers assisted by the
detachments of Royal Sappers and Miners attached to those Divisions. The sy11 tem of
working by the piece was adopted, and the prices paid were, 14d, per gabion of
two feet in diameter, and 7d. per fascine of 18 feet long.
The gabions and fascines were brought into the dep0t, near the place of embarka•
tion at Varna, by the reserve ammunition horses of Divisions, each horse or mule
carrying two gabions; three were tried, but it was found to be difficult to pack them
so that they should not be kicked off.
When the embarkation took place, three ships were allotted for the Engineer
service, and were filled up with an assortment of such tools, stores, and materials as
was considered would be immediately required, including a large portion of gabions
and fascines. The remainder were distributed among the different transport¾
generally speaking in small numbers, ( 40 or 50).
The arrangement of having special ships for the Engineer service is strongly to be
recommended, as it was found that the stores in these were quickly landed and
were immediately available, whilst it took a long time to collect those which were
distributed among the other transports.
The gabions and fascines, having been landed 11.t Balaklava. were carried to the
Royal Engineer parks at the front (6 to 8 miles) in the arabas, or on the pack mules,
which had been attached to the different companies of sappers.
The Artillery a!!sisted by bringing gabions with the siege guns, the muzzles being
slipped through the gabions.
The Commissariat means of transport were too limited to be of any great assistance
to the Royal Engineer service,
Gabions and fascines were made in the early part of the siege, of the brushwood
growing in the ravines bordering on the Attacks, and on the Heights of Inkermann,
but this source of supply was soon exhausted, in consequence of the consumption at
the same time of the wood for fuel for the troops; a limited supply was obtained
during the spring and early part of the summer, from the brushwood growing on the
hills near the Monastery of St. George. During the latter part of the siege, when
the Allies occupied the line of the Tchernaya, a supply of excellent gabions was
obtained from' the Sardinian troops, and also from a detachment of the line stationed
there for the purpo3e; 200 men of her Majesty's regiments, at the piece work price,
,
. .
.
.
Jupplied 600 gabions per wee~.
The wooden gabions made m the first mstance were of the size ordmanly used m
the British service, viz., 2 feet in diameter, and 2' 9" high in the web; subsequently
larger ones were made for revetting the cheeks of the embrasures, 2' 6" in
diameter, and 3' 9" high, which were found, for this purpose, to be a great improvement; a larger size still was tried (being made on the pattern of some found in the
Russian works), but they were of an inconvenient size to be carried through the
trenches, and it was found that they were too large to be carried or filled by a workiug
party in the limited time of a night relief.
The fascines were made in the usual manner, 18 feet, 9 feet, or G feet longi and
9" diameter, they were bound1 3rd. with strips of hide,
lst. with gads,
4th, 11 iron bands,
2nd, ,, rope yarn,

'

8
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obtained from the Commissariat off the old casks and trusses of compressed hay ; the
Jatter plan was found to be decidedly the best, and quite superseded the other
three.
The large accumulation of hoop iron and hay bands suggested the idea of making
gabions with them, the pickets being of deal, sawn out for the purpose, in con•
sequence of the scarcity of green wood. The iron bands were woven in, the same as
the rods of the wooden gabions, in the manner called II randing ;" the ends being
either turned in or bent round a picket; the la9t plan was fo\J,nd to be by far the best;
iron bands were also used instead of \Tithes for binding the gabions. These gabions
were made in the Royal Engineer Park, or at Balaklava, by permanent detachments
of the line, and when working by task work the day's work for three men was fixed
at four gabions, which they usually completed in 6§ hours.
The advantages of iron gabions were found to be,lst. Their durability, a point of importance in so long a siege.
2nd. That when rendered unserviceable by the destruction of the picket11, the iron
bands were collected, taken to the park, and re•made.
3rd. That they cannot easily be destroyed by fire,
It may also be remarked that iron gabions are not heavier than wooden ones of the
same size, and that, in the case of a protracted siege, the materials can be easily
carried, and worked up after landing.
For repairing cheeks of embrasUTes, an experiment was made with hurdles of wood
and iron, of sizes as per table annexed, but the use of them was discontinued, as it
was found that as soon as (by concussion) they became loosened from the merlon, they
were quickly blown away.
The same remark applies to the revetting of embrasures with fascines.
Fasc ines were considered of value for cro\,ning revetments of parapets, merlons,
and traverses; those most used were 9 feet long.
Th e great extent of the batteries and magazines constructed and maintained during
so Jon g a siege, as well as the extent of cover required for sharpshooters in the
advanced trenches or screem, caused a very great consumption of sandbags, which,
throu ghout the siege, were of the same size as is usual in the British service; they
were of common canvass (untarred) and were fo1md to be very perishable.
The great value of sandbags consisted in their enabling the working parties to
repair embrasures during the night, and the Sappers to effect hasty repairs under fire,
the bags hcing in each case ready filled, in rear of the batteries; they were used also
in stony soi l for covering the tops of the parapets, in order to diminish the danger
from splinters or driven stones.
·when saps had to be carried over ground where there was little depth of soil, sandbags (fi ll ed during the day at convenient places) were thrown or emptied into the
gabion s as they were placed.
Parapets were also revetted with barrels of various sizes obtained from the Commis-sariat, and the ordinary powder barrels, after being emptied by the Royal Artillery.
Th ese, when not exposed to the direct fire of the enemy, were found to be excellent
substi tutes for gabions.
Bread bags, CGa.l sacks, and biscuit bags, filled with earth, were also of great use in
the repair of embrasures, for improving cover, and forming loopholes; but, being
heavy when filled, and therefor e unwieldy, they can only be considered as indifferent
substitutes for sandbags.
The largest sized bag which, when filled with earth, could be carried ordinarily by
one man, was 3' long by 2' 4" broad, ,vhen unfilled.
Banquettes being generally formed after the parapets, were therefore constructed of
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made earth, or debris of rock; they were revetted with dry stone, and in some
instances with old plank and fascines, secured by pickets.
The &ccompanying sketches (Plate 3) shew different methods which were adopted
for revetting parapets of parallels and approaches.
Figs 1 to 8 shew sections through various pnrts of the parallels and approaches,
with the revetments used; the trenches varied in width from 4 to 14 feet, and in
depth from 1 to 4 feet, according to the nature of the ground, the revetments were
chiefly of gabions crowned with sandbags, but powder barrels were often used to
obtain additional cover i stone walls (2 feet thick), backed by earth, and beef and pork
barrels, obtained from the Commissariat, were also used as revetments, Earth had to
be carried in baskets in many instances, from wherever it could be procured, to obtain
sufficient thickness of parapet for the purposes required,
EMBRASURES,

fn the early part of the siege the embrasures were made 2 feet wide at the neck, (as
Ja.id dovm in Pasley's Rules); but at the first general repair of the batteries, it was
deemed absolutely necessary to give greater width, viz., 2 feet 6 iuches, and afterwards
they were still further increased for heavy guns; and at the latter part of the siege
they were made as follows:Heavy 32 prs. . • . • • • • • • • .. • • • • • •
8-inch gun • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . • . . • •
lO•inch gun . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • . . . . •
Lancaster gun and 68 prs. .... • • • •

2 feet 6 inches,

2 ,, 9
3 " 0

,,
,,

8 ,, 8

"

The splay of the embrasures was always regulated by the range of fire required.
The embrasures were generally made sloping, but a few countersloping ones were
made for ricochet fire.
The cheeks of the embrasures were generally revetted with gabions, crowned with
sandb,ags, which was found to be the best revetment for the purpose; when the gabions
were crowned with fascines the latter were soon blown away, and if a fascine picketed
down was struck by a shot the whole cheek was injured.
It was found that, from the feeble nature of the soil, the angle-gabion~ of the
embrasures were, during one day's firing, invariably emptied of the earth by the
concussion of the firing, which shook it out; this was remedied by filling these gabions
with filled sandbags.
When gabions were scarce, five were used in each cheek, but as it was found that
the earth at the mouth fell down and choked the embrasure, the number was increased
to seven, which partially remedied the evil, but it required nine gabions effectually to
do so in the case of a. parapet 24 feet thick at the top, which thickness ,vas found to
be requisite in the advanced batteries opposed to those of the enemy armed with 56 or
68 prs.
TRAVERSES,

The construction of the traverses which were made in the early part of the siege has
been already described, and no material alteration subsequently took place; in some
cases the traverses were detached, a passage 8 feet wide being left between them and
the parapet; in other cases they were attached, the advantage of the former plan being
that it enabled the gunners more readily to obtain cover when a shell burst between
.
the traverses, and the object oft.he latter being to strengthen the merlons.
Small parados traverses were placed in two batteries to protect the gunners from
splinters of shells bursting in rear, they were made 4, 01 li feet high, and thick enough
to be splinter•proof(about. () feet).

'1
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MAO.lZINES,

In the first instance the magazines were usually placed in rear of the battery, and,
where the slope of the hill admitted of it, at such a distance from the parapet as would
secure their being defiladed from shot just clearing the interior crest. As a general
rule the floors of the magazines were 4 feet below the surface of the ground. The
walls were revetted with frames and sheeting of every dimension between 4" X 4" oak,
and 7" x 711 deal. Young trees were also frequentlyused, but never ofless dimensions

than above stated. The splinter proofs were also made of such material as could be
obtained, and were covered with two rows of sandbags filled with earth, and then
with loose earth, until a covering not less than 7' 6n thick was obtained.
The triangular magazines were tried, but were not found to answer, the struts made
of the timber available at the time were too weak, and bent under the downward pres!mre
of the great ,veight of earth required to make them bombproof; another objection to
the triangular magazine is the indifferent stowage which it affords in proportion to
the spaoe taken up, and the heavy guns now used for siege purposes consuming a
much greater bulk of powder than was formerly required, the question of stowage is
increased in importance.
Rectangular powder magazines were universal1y adopted and approved of, as shown
in Plate 3.
,vhen the preparations for the expedition were going on at Varna, the frames,
splinter proofs, and sheeting for magazines complete, of the dimensions and scantling
laid down by General Pasley, were made and embarked ; when however the rectangular
ones arrived at the Royal Engineer park before Sebastopol, it was, after due consider•
ation, determined to alter the mode of fixing the frames, placing them so as to suit
the stowage of the ammunition boxes lately introduced into the service.
The supply of magazine timbers made of materials brought from Varna was necessarily very limited and soon exhausted, the greatest part were constructed from the
wood obtained on the spot, by cutting down trees and dismantling houses.
The frames were in some cases placed at the sides (as in Pasley's pattern), but
frequently as gallery frames (see Figs. 4 and 5, Plate 8).
As in a great many instances the excavation for the body of the magazine ,vas
made in rock, the height of the frames was not more than would allow two boxes to
stand one above the other: when the soil was good the height was from 4' 2" to 5 feet
interior dimensions1 and the breadth was the same; when practicable the floor of the
magazine was sunk 10 feet below the ground, in all instances a roof of splinter proof
timbers of the largest available dimensions, about 9" x 6''. but ranging from S" x 4"
to 13" square 1 was laid over the frames ; these were covered with a course of fascines
or sand bags, and then again with such an amount of earth as to obtain a total thickness of not less than 9 feet.
Advantage was taken, in some batteries, of the geological formation of the soil:
where the upper stratum was of rock about 5 feet thick, overlying a stratum of
clay about 6 feet thick, a gallery was driven into the clay, the rock forming a natural
roof, and the floor consisting of a stratum of shells, underlying the clay: props
were placed in such magazines, near the mortar batteries, as a precaution against the
concussion of heavy mortars; natural caves in the oolitic limestone rock were
converted into magazines b~ building up the entrances with walls of sandbags and
dry stone; the dep8t magazmes were in all instances formed in these caves, in the
sides of the ravines leading to the trenches.
The length and direction of the passages of magazines depended a good deal on the
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form of the ground i the length of passage shewn in Fig. 5 is unneeessarily great for
ordinary purposes: the general principle followed was that the mouth of the passage
should be turned away from the enemy's fire, and that there should be two return, in
it, so that a shell exploding at the mouth of the passage should not penetrate into the
body of the magazine.
LOOPHOLES,

Loopholes were made in the advanced trenches, for the sharpshooters, of sandbags
and sometimes o( stone. the narrowest part being inside ; their construction and
dimensions depended on local circumstances. They were generally arranged or altered
by the sharpshooters to suit their own convenience.
Some wooden trough loop holes having been found in abandoned Russian works,
similar ones were made and tried, but were universally condemned by the sharpshooters, as the smoke hung in them so much that they could not see the result of
their shot without putting their heads above the parapet,
In cases where a wooden loophole was near a sandbag or stone one, they invariably
used the latter in preference to the former.
The object intended to be obtained by the use of the wooden trough loophole was
to give more cover over a man's head, the loop hole being so long that it could be
placed low down in the parapet.
Some loop holes were constructed by placing casks side by side, so that they
joined at the bung diameters, above which a loop hole was formed by crowning the
tops of the casks with rows of sandbags, to cover the heads of the sharpshooters:
others were made by placing powder barrels on end at short intervals apart, the tops
of which were level with the interior crest of the parapet ; these were crowned with
sandbags and were found to answer well,
The small sandbags were found to be so easily penetrated by the Mini~ rifle balls
that the larger bags were preferred for loop holes in the advance.
MEDICAL OFFICERS' HUTI,

In consequence of the distance of the advanced trenches from the camp, it was
considered necessary towards the latter part of the siege to establish bomb proof cover
for the medical officers, in order that they might be able properly to dreis the wounds
in a temporary manner, and sufficiently to enable the men to be carried up to the camp .
These bomb•proof huts were made of the same materials and strength as the
magazines, but were not sunk so deeply, and were so arranged as to admit the light
better.
They varied in dimensions from 6' x 6' (interior dimensions) to 6' X Hi', the height
in the clear being 6' 6".
SUPERINTENDENCE AND LABOUR,

The construction of the trenches and batteries of such grea~ extent entailed a
demand for working pariies which at various periods of the siege it was very difficult,
and often impossible, to obtain, in consequence, in the first instance, of the limited
number of troops available to guard the position and protect the trenches, and su bse•
quently in consequence of the reduced state of the Army caused by sickness.
The working parties were obtained entirely upon requisitions on the Adjutant
General; but, with a view to lessen the demand, a regiment of Turks was obtained
from the Contingent attached to the British troops, and quartered at Balak.lava; ibis
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regiment was encamped on ground near the Royal Engineer Right Attack Park,
and was, in point of employment, entirely at the disposal of Captain (now Colonel)
Gordon, R.E., but owing to the Turks' habits the overslaughs were enormous, and
not more than from 400 to 500 men were available for work.
The night work and winter weather, combined with other causes, led to awful
diminution of the numbers of these Turks, by death or by disease, and in January the
daily number available seldom exceeded 200, who used to be employed, in con
sequence of the scarcity of transport, in conveying stores and materials to tl:.e
batteries, or in bring ing them from the half way dep6t at the Col de Balaklava. In
order to g ive the Turks a stimulus to work, soon after the commencement arrangements were made to pay them daily at the close of the work; each sapper superintendent was furnished with a certain number of tin tickets, and he gave one to
each man who had performed a fair day's work; if a man had worked particularly
well, he gave him two, and from the idle these tickets were withheld, A sergeant of
sappers, on the arrival of the parties in camp, gave a day's pay for each ticket.
This system was found to answer we11.- and to induce the Turks to earn their pay.
During the winter the demands for working parties were sent in daily by the
Commanding Royal Eng ineer, but were frequently much reduced, and not complied
with; it was found impossible to do more than keep up the works already constructed,
and clear the trenches of snow, advance was out of the question.
Early in the spring the contemplated French occupation of the Mamelon, as an
emplacement for a battery against the Malakhoff, led to the construction of No. 9
Battery in the Right Attack ; but as the British army could not furnish the necessary
working parties, the French undertook to do so, and thus th e parapet was thrown up
under the superintendence of our Engineers with a party of French, who were found
to be very diligent workmen. The Sappers' work of the battery was performed by the
British.
When operations were actually resumed in the spring, working parties of the Line
were again furni shed, and continued to be so till the close of the siege; but some
circumstances connected with these parties appear to be deserving of record.
When a party was made up by detachments from different Regiments, collected
probably under an officer who of course could not know his non-commissioned officers
or men, the difficulties of the Engineers in keeping them at work were great, and
the confusion in case of night alarms was generally fatal to a proper resumption of
the work. Experience is strongly in favour of working parties being taken regimentally, and not by detachments.
It is to be observed that there was rarely a sufficient number of Engineer officers
for duty in the trenches, the work they had to superintend being scattered over nearly
nine miles of trenches and batteries, mounting about 200 guns and mortars.
They could therefore devote but little time to each of the several works in progress,
and the efficiency of the woDking parties depended much on the zealous co-operation
of the regimental officers.
Each working party had one or more Sappers attached, and when they were experienc ed and ,,;,ell trained they were of the greatest possible assistance, and performed
their duties in a most creditable manner.
H owever, from the hasty way in which it had been found necessary to increase the
corps of Sappers and Miners, to meet the pressing demand of the war, many of the
younger Sappers were sent out insufficiently instructed in their duties, which they had
to learn during the operations of the siege, and therefore did not render that assistance which is expected from members of the Corps. This explanation appears called
4
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for, as it has been remarked by persons unacquainted with the facts that some of tht!
Sappers did not come up to their preconceived opinion of them.
In the latter part of the siege, in consequence of the rocky nature of the soil in
which works had to be carried on, and the ecarcity of men of the Royal Sappers ancl
Miners, 100 men were sent from different Regiments of the Line 1 and were attached
to the Royal Engineer camp, these men, most of them practised quarrymen, were of
great assistance, and worked very well under the superintendence of some corporals
of the Royal Sappers and Miners, specially selected for the purpose.
The officers of Engineers were empowered to demand a proportion from the night
guard of the trenches to be employed in the works, providing that they could be so
employed without risking the safety of the trenches.
In the last few weeks of the siege, the practice of demanding the night working
parties from the guards of the trenches was discontinued, and a special working party
of 600 men was sent down for the purpose, who were completely under the control of
the Engineer officers until the end of the night's work, when, unless the General of
the Trenches considered their presence necessary to strengthen the guards of the
trenches, they were sent home, This was found a very superior arrangement to the
other.
TOOLS.

The tools which have been in use throughout the siege have proved of good quality
and lasted well, considering the great wear and tear caused by working in such rocky
ground, added to the fact of their being so constantly put into 1he hands of men not
accustomed to their use.
The wheelbarrows were too weak for the nature of the service, and in repairing them
the sides were strengthened with hoop-iron bands. The cast-iron wheels are very
much to be condemned for their brittleness. Wooden ones were latterly made to
replace them.

GEORGE BENT,

A. COOKE,
Captain R. E.

Major,R.E.

C. B. EWART, R,E.,
Major of Brigade.
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Camp, Lefl Attack,
20th July, 1855.
DESCRIPTION

OF

THE

VARIOUS

KINDS

OF

MATERIALS

USED

IN

THE

CoNSTRUCTION OF FIELD ,VoRKS.

Siege of Seba,topol, 185._ and 1'855.

Length.

NAMES.

ft.

~]

ZJ:

ill,

Wooden gabions (common) .
Ditto
(large) •
Iron gabions . . . • • •
Fascines, 5 iron hoops to each
Iron hurdles • • •
9 0
Wooden ditto • • • • • •
7 0
Ammunition barrels • . •
1 9
Powder boxes , • , . • •
1 9
Sandbags . • . • • • • . • • • • • • 2'8"xl'2 11
Barrels, supplied by the Commissariat, various sizes
Bread bags from Commissariat •
. ,
3 0
Ditto
least size .' • • , • . • •
2 4

Oiame- H~fht Le~f'h
ter. wel.lbing Pickets
ll.

in,

ft.

ill,

fl.

in.

2

0

2
3
3

9
9
3

3
4
4

6
6
6

3
3

3
0

4
4

6

12
10
9

2 6
I JO
0 9

14

II
I
I

6

6

5

RETURN OF PLATFORMS TAKEN UP JN THE BATTERIES OF THE FIRST PARALLEL,
SHEWING THE

QUANTIT'\! UNSERVICEABLB.

No. 2 Battery, 5 platforms of 49 pieces each
,, 3
8
,, 4
4

209
127
166

36
20

so

245
147
196

502

86

588

Alderson's siege platforms.
The loss of the materials was mainly attributed to the
absence of the rear trucks of the gun carriages.
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Return shewing the number of Gabions, Fascines, Sandbags, and Breadbags,
expended on the Right Attack during the Siege before Sebastopol, from 18th October,
1854, to the 8th September, 1855 : Common Gabions
Iron
ditto
Fa&cines
Sandbags
Bread bags

13,052
1,437
1,876
159,853
3,413

Expended on the Left Attack from 18th October, 1854, to the 8th September, 1855 : Common Gabions
Iron
ditto
Fas~ines
Sandbags
Bread bags
Hide bags

OBSERVATIONS

3,963
870
904
176,492
4,000
40

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE SIEGE

,vonxs

THROWN

UP BEFORE SEBASTOPOL j
BY LIEUT,-GENERAL SIR HARRY JONES, K.C.B., COMMANDING THE
ROYAL ENGINEERS AT THE SJEOE,

The Report of the Committee which I directed to assemble for the purpose of
placing on record the details of the execution of the siege works thrown up before
Sebastopol, although very clear and satisfactory as far as the works to which it refe1·s
are concerned, is not sufficiently comprehensive so as to give a full and correct
knowledge of all the various operations performed principally by the Royal Engineers
and Royal Sappers and Miners. The object of the present Paper is to notice those
works which have not been referred to by the Committee, and observations are made
relative to many subjects connected with the siege upon which they were not required
to report.
DIFFICULTIES IN OBTAINING MATERIALS ,

One of the greatest difficulties which the Engineers had to contend against was the
entire absence of every resource in the way of materials ; the few houses existing when
the army arrived before Sebastopol were soon pulled down, the timber was carried
away for fuel for the troops, and nothing remained but a few stones : there were no
inhabitants, except in the small town of Balaclava; the ground occupied by the
French and English armies was a barren waste, wild and uncultivated. The heigh!s of
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Jnkermann were co•ered with brushwood (young oaks principally) bot these soon di~
appeared, being cut down and the roots grubbed up for fuel, of which there was a great
scarcity throughout the winter of 1854.5; unfortunately the Engineers were soon
deprived of this resource and were unable to procure more than a small number of oak
implings for gab ions; these made very good gabions, strong and durable, but rather
header than the ordinary gabion,
The heights above the village ofKarani also afforded some brushwood, but at some
miles' distance from the Engineer parks. Balaclava did not possess resources of any
kind; in fact the position of the army resembled a barren island more than any portion
of terra firma, every thing required had to be procured at Constantinople or along the
shores of the Black Sea ; and for th e principal articles, such as tools, platforms, iron ,
sandbags, &c., recourse was had to the Arsenal at Malta or England. Under such
circmmtances, the Engineers had great difficulties to overcome from the deficiency of
every th ing they required to carry on an attack against works of such an ext~nt as the
fortifications of Sebastopol.
GABi ONS,

II

,..

From what has been stated above it is evident that from the difficulty of procuring
brushwood there was always a great deficiency of gabions, and at one period of the
siege it became necessary to send for the materials to Sinope. The French had to
send to Constantinople and Varna, and paid a large price for them: those from Con•
stantinople were made of the same description of wood as the bread baskets used in
that city; they appeared to be tolerably strong, were approved by the French, and
made close work.
A new description of gabion was made with the iron hands which came out on the
trusses of hay, and hoops from the Commissariat stores; it must be borne in mind
th at such resources will seldom be found with an army in the field, and therefore must
not be calculated upon at any siege inland.
The great concussion of the heavy guns and the Jightness of the soil of the parapets
soon made the wooden gabions lose a great portion of the material with which
they had been filled. Whenever the iron bands can be procured in any quantity
it will be desirable to work them up into gabions.
It is very much to be regrettecl that the metal gabions proposed by Capt. Tyler, R.B.,
and of which a large number had been forwarded from England, did not arrive until
two days after the fall of the place. No opinion therefore can be offered as to their
merits or demerits.•
TnrnER,

Timber was extremely difficult to procure: the scantlings were very small (4 11 X 4")
yet of these many gun platforms were necessarily made, which, when spiked down to
the sleepers, answered very well.
No pieces of timber could be procured long enough to make "lean-to" splinter
proof cover in the batteries, wh ich was very much'required; many Jives would have been
saved had there been any, and they would have afforded cover from the heat in
summer. They are, at all times, most desirable in batteries- and in situations exposed
to a fire of shells.
TRANSPORT.

The Engineers experienc;ed very much the want of a Field Equipment properly
horsed ,similar to Baueries of Artillery; had such an establishment been formed, many
• See Paper on Iron Gabione; by Capt. Tyler, R.E., in Vol. V oftbi& Seriee,-E»,
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of the diffic11lt\es experienced in getting materials from Balaclava to the parks would
not have been occasioned, as the horses of the Brigades could then have been most
uacful1y employed in bringing forward the gabions and platforms which were left at
the railway station to be conveyed to the front whenever an opportunity pre sented
itself, preference being given to other articles which, in the eyes of the authorities,
appeared more important.
SAND BAGS.

The consumption of sand bags at the siege was enormous, arising in a great measure
from the want of other materials suitable to the purposes for which they were used,
and from the officers of Engineers not considering the difficulty of procuring them,
and permitting a very lavish expenditure of them, by allowing them to be used in
almost every case possible. There were also a great many issued to the Artillery for
the purpose of carrying shot and shells to the batteries: these were all lost to the
Engineers, as none ever came back, and thousands were to be seen lying about the
trenches. It would be very desirable that some contrivance should be made for the
conveyance of shot and shells, and whatever m.ay be approved of should be sent out
with the Battering Train, and form a part of its equipment; thus the Artillery would
ahvays have at hand the means of readily mo,ing their shot, &c.
The Russians used sand bags of various sizes, much larger than those used in the
British service, to be employed according to the situations for which they were
intended, and when no heavy fire was bearing upon the work at the time the men were
placing them; under such circumstances the weight, when fiJled, was of little consequence in regard to the number of men required to lift one.
They were very usefully and successfully placed on the parapets of the advanced
rifle-pits, and upon the parapets of the main inclosure round the town. The larger
description of sand bag might be used with advantage for the revetments of embrasures and for covering the roofs of rectangular magazines, &c.
TOOLS.

Tools were generally good, the complaints made occasional1y of the badness of the
cutting tools could, in almost every case, be traced to the ignorance of the men, their
not knowing how to use them properly, and to the tools not having been sent out iu
the proper state for use, that is, ground or set, and, in many cases, from being used
improperly. On one occasion a party of men were seen picking up stones near their
camp with their bill-hooks!!
It would seem desirable that some long-handled shovels should be sent out with
every Engineer Siege Equipment, and the Sappers practiccd in the use of them.
MANTLETS.

1\fantlets should in every operation be prepared for the embrasures of all batteries,
the range of the Minic rifle being so great that the most distant batteries will hardly
ever be safe without them. Those used at the siege of Sebastopol were made on board
the fleet, they were sufficiently large to cover the entire opening of the embrasur~ s,
and were made with a slit at the lower end to permit of the gun being run out and
leave a small opening for the Artilleryman to point his gun. These mantlets were
mat.le of one layer of tarred rope, and were suspended by ropes from a beam resting
upon two adjacent merlons; these, if well made, would appear to answer well.
The Russian rnantlets were composed of three layers of tarred rope sec ured by two
pieces of the same at the side of the mantlet. In some of their batteries a piece of the
same material was fixed upon the gun in front of the trunnions, with a slit in it, to
facilitate the pointing of the gun.
D
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LOOPHOLES.

The Committee do not appear to have considered this subject sufficiently when
making their remarks upon the Russian wooden troughs or tubes : these were found
generally in the parapets of their rifle-pits, built in when the parapet was formed; in
many situations they are excellent, as they present a very small object to fire at, viz.
merely the opening of the tube. The great objection against them is that the use of
them is restricted to one object, as there cannot be any deviation in the direction of

the fire nor in elevation or depression. They were usually placed at such a height
from the sole of the trench or pit that the men using them were never exposed, as is
the case with sand bags forming loopholes on the top of the parapet. As to the smoke
hanging in them, this only occurred when the atmosphere was very dense, from rain
or fog.
It is very clesirable, where practicable, to use a much larger sized sand bag than the
bushel, for forming loopholes,
BATTERIES,

Where heavy guns are to be employed the parapets should be made much thicker
than at present i if in a light soil, from 25 to 30 feet will not be found too much, as from
the concussion of the guns and the effect of the enemy's shells and shot, the parapet
soon loses its solidity and form. The embrasures must be made at least of the size
stated in the Report, two guns should occupy the space where three have usually been
placed, and the traverses between them should be made much higher than the ordi.
nary splinter proof traverse. For batteries where shell guns are used, a shell room
should if possible be constructed. The distinguishing number given to each battery
should be painted upon a boarcl in large characters, and put up in the battery in some
conspicuous part of it; and officers in their reports should be required to give the
number of the battery, and not refer to the battery by the number of guns placed in
it. This is usually done by the Artillery, and leads to much confusion, and often to
very serious mistakes.
The plan adopted at Bomarsund, of making a battery entirely of sand bags, was on
one or two occasions followed with great success; for a battery of six or eight gun!.,
with traverses, the number of sand bags required wilI be very considerable, and not
always to be procured. This mode of forming a battery will, in mavy exposed
situations, be found comparatively safe and expeditious.

11

PARALLELS AND APPROACHES,

These were generally well laid out and executed, with the exception of drainage,
which, not having been attended to in the first instance, caused much trouble sub•
sequently, and many casualties occurred in consequence, by the men preferring to
run the gauntlet along the rear of the trenches, in preference to wading through them
half-leg deep in water, In the parallels and advanced trenches the parapets were
much injured by the guards not keeping them in proper order, and by the young
soldiers preferring to fire over the sand bags forming the loopholes, The names of
the different parts of the attack should be painted on boards and placed in some
conspicuous position, and finger posts pointing to the adjacent works should be
erected; attention to this will prevent much confusion, and time will be saved in the
arrirnl of parties at the works for which they have been told off; on several occasions
the parties mistook the road 1 and half-a-night's work was thereby lost.
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DRAINAGE.

What has been said above will apply with equal force to batteries; many of the
batteries first erected could frequently not be worked, from the great body of water
standing in them, and several magazines were near being flooded.
OnsERVATORlES,

This is the name given by the French to the places constructed to enable the
officers of Artillery to observe in comparative safety the effect of their fire, or for the
Engineers to reconnoitre the enemy's works, The absence of such accommodation
in the earlier part of the siege caused the parapets to be seriously injured by t.he
destruction of the revetments. Orders were given near the end of the siege that in
every battery to be constructed an observatory should be made, and in the old
batteries also where practicable.
CHEVAUX DE FRISE.

The iron chtvau:t defrue, the spears of which are packed in the barrel, appear to have
answered very well, and withstood a fire of grape better than the wooden ones. These,
as well as the abatis, should, if possible, be covered from the fire of Artillery. The
chevauz de frise across the Woronzoff Road suffered from the effect of it. In this case
cover could not be made on account of the Russian advanced picquets being so close
to them. From want of cover the Russian abatis in front of the Redan and Malakoff
were nearly destroyed, more especially the latter.
AWNINGS FOR THE TRENCHES.

When the great heat of summer arrived it was found very desirable to provide
cover for the guards of the trenches ; this was done by means of pieces of canvass, from
40 to 50 feet in length and 10 to 12 feet in breadth, which were stretched along the
parallel. In a siege of long duration it wo1tld be advisable to provide such cover in
the trenches, both for summer and for winter ; the Engineers would, of course,
point out the parts of the trenches where they could be fixed without exposure to the
enemy's fire or impeding the communications.
WATER.

A good supply of water is always required in batteries and trenches, and ar•
rangements should be made accordingly. At Sebastopol the metal powder-cases
made excellent cisterns when buried in the ground and placed at convenient distances
along the parallels: they were filled daily.
BATTERING TRAIN,

In forming a siege train in future, a large supply of 8-inch mortars, and Coehorns,
with pierriers, should be added, as they are easily moved, and require much less powder
and labour in carrying up the shells to the advanced batteries than those of larger
calibre. Rockets wiU be found very useful in many situations where it might be
difficult to bring up Artillery: an emplacement for half-a-dozen rocket stands is
rapidly made in any part of the trenches where it is advisable to use them. Wall
pieces will be found extremely useful, as well as a large proportion o nand-grenades:
although the enemy's works may not be near enough to throw them by hand, they
would prove very annoying to an enemy when thrown from 8 or 10 inch mortars at a
high elevation. Both the French and English suffered very much from this d,acription of fire during the close attack.

'
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SAPPING.

No observations can be offered respecting the sap, as the kneeling sap waa not
attempted at any period of the siege either by the English or French, except by the
Jatter only during the last few days of the siege, after the enemy's fire of artillery was.
completely subdued. The standing sap should be practised by the Sappers when
under instruction, as there are many situations where it can be carried on when the
ordinary 1 or kneeling, sap could not be executed without great loss .
RELIEFS.

The reduced state of the army in point of numbers, and the great extent of
the trenches, caused the reliefs to take place according to circumstances, and
not at the hours usually observed at sieges, which it is so desirable lo adopt.
During the greater part of the siege the working parties were furnished from
the guard of the trenches, according to the will of the officer commanding, so
that the Engineers never knew exactly the number of men that wou]d be told
off for the working party. A diminution of 100 to 200 men in the number
demanded, and ordered by the Adjutant General, frequently occurred. The reliefs
of the Sappers and Engineer officers were necessarily regulated by those of the
hoops, This is mentioned in order that the practice at the siege of Sebastopol may
not in future be acted upon or given as a precedent to be observed.
SCALING LADDERS.

The 12 feet joint scaling ladders appear to be the most useful on all occasions;
when used, a number of 6 feet joints should be added, according to the number of
ladders, to he used in the event of a certain number of 12 feet lengths. not being
found sufficiently long for the purpose for which they are required. This plan was
attended with advantage in the last attack upon the Redan.

I

HARRY D. JONES, Lieut, General,
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To the Inspector General of Fortifications.
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6th, 18.56.
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PAPER II.

REPORT ON THE DEMOLITIOI< OF THE Docxs AT SEBASTOPOL.

BY MAJOR L. NICHOLSON, R.E.

POSITION OF TH& DOCKII.

The inner or dockyard harbour of Sebastopol, round which are p1aced tl1e
dockyard establishment, is on the south side of the Great Harbour, and it lies
between the town of Sebastopol and the Karabe]naia suburb.
The inner harbour is formed by two creeks, which are the continuations of the
ravines called the Woronzoff and the Karabelnaia: these creeks unite, and have
but one entrance into the Great Harbour.
At the southern extremity of the Karabelnaia Creek are placed the dry docks, the
demolition of which forms the subject of this Report.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE

Docxs.

To give place for the docks and the adjacent buildings (see plan No. 1) the rocky
banks of the ravine have in places been excavated, and the earth from this excavation
has been deposited in the raTine, forming an immense embankment across it, imme•
diately to the southward of the docks.
The ravine is usually dry, but a large body of water flows down it after heavy
rain ; and the natural channel for the flow of this water having been blocked up,
it was either intended to pass through a drain constructed for tl1is purpose in the
embankment, or allowed to percolate through the soil ; no appearance of a drain is
to be observed on the southern side of the embankment, but there was an iron
grating in the main culvert which emptied the docks, leading one to suspect the
presence of such a drain, and that it was obliterated either intentiona1ly, or in the
construction of works of defence across the ravine.
The hill in which the excavations for the docks have been made is composed of
clay and strata of limestone, and the whole of the ground abounds in land. springs,
the level of the water being at an average depth of 25 feet below the level of the
coping.
The foundations of the east and centre docks were on the natural soil, and the
revetments of the sides of t hese docks were not carried down with a perpendicular
backing, but were stepped in the natural soil. (See sections.)
But the west dock, which appears to have been built in the old bed of the ravine,
was constructed partly on piles; and its revetments, unlike those of the east and
centre docks, were perpendicular at the back.
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The docks were five in number and similar in form 1 though they varied irr size ;
of the three which had their entrances into the basin on the south side, the east
dock was 210 feet long, and 95 feet wide; the centre dock was 206 feet long, and
95 feet wide ; and the west dock was 204 feet long, and 85 feet wide ; and the two
docks which lay to the north of the basin were each 188 feet long, and 92 feet wide.
All were 29 feet deep,
Between the three docks to the south and the two docks to the north lay an
extensive basin, of a nearly quadrangular form, surrounded by a revetment wall,
with a sloping face 30 feet in height; and the communication between this basin and
the sea was by means of three locks, the height of the bottom of the basin above the
level of the sea being about 27 feet.
The docks were built above the sea level; the floors of the three southern ones
being about 6 feet, and those of the two others about 10 feet above that 1evel.
There not being any tide in the Black Sea to fill the docks, water for that purpose
has been brought from the Tchernaya, which being conveyed by canals, tunnels, and
aqueducts, emptied itself into the basin, from which, as a reservoir, the docks were
filled by means of two culverts, leading through the revetment on either side of the
entrance to each.
The three southern and the north-eastern docks were emptied by means of a culvert
which ran along behind the ends of the docks, communicating with each in turn, and
finally leading into the sea below the locks. This culvert or issue drain is shewn by
dotted lines (Plate 2). The north-western dock communicates with the sea by means
of a separate culvert.
In case of the waters of the Tchemaya failing through long drought, three large
pumps, w.rked by a steam-engine, were added, which forced the water from the sea,
at a point close to the locks, into the aqueduct, and thus into the basin. The position
of the engine house is shewn on Plate 1.
The revetments of the docks are formed in three massive steps, with an average
rise of 8' 6 11 , and with a tread of equal dimension,, the back varying, as has been
stated, according to the soil in which they were built, that is, they were perpendicular
where formed in made or uncertain ground, but where the soil was rocky, or could
be depended upon from other causes, the back, like the front, was formed in steps.
(See Sections, Plate 4).
The revetments of the basin, of the entrances to the docks, of the sides, and of the
ends of the docks, and also the floors of the docks, were built of limestone of two
descriptions, one of a soft nature taken from the quarries at lnkermann, and which
is easily dressed with a saw, the other of a harder nature, taken from the quarries
between the camp of the Allies and the town, and which was dressed with mallet and
chisel, and used in places where most exposed to wear and tear, and also in the
backing.
The work is all ashlar, formed with large stones. The mortar used has certainly
not been of a very binding nature, since there is scarce]y an instance where two
stones have remained joined together subsequent to the explosion, and though used
to a copious extent in the backing, which is composed of very small stones, it has been
very sparingly used in the ashlar work itself.
With respect to the bond, throughout the extent of the work there is no trace of
any between the ashlar and the rubble hacking.
All the copings of the docks and of the revetment of the basin are of granite of two
or three sorts, one a most beautiful description of blue granite, a second scarcely
inferior to it, of a red color, and very close in the grain, and a third whi ch is far
interior to either of the others, being exceedingly coarse and brittle, The b]ue
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gran ite ot syenite has been most used in the large keel blocks, placed along the
bottoms of the docks, and in the stone quoins at each side of the entrances, whil st
the two other descriptions appear to have been used indiscriminately in the coping,
steps, &c.
The work on all the granite is good, and the stones cut to receive the heel posts of
the gates are beautifully wrought.
DESCRIPTION OP THE DIFFERENT PORTIONS OF THE DocKS.

The entrance to each dock was closed by means of a pair of curved iron gates,
their convexity being towards the basin, to resist the pressure of the water.
These gates were of English manufacture ; the frame-work was of cast iron, and
consisted of heel and toe posts with horizontal ribs; these were bolted to each other,
and the sheeting, which was made of wrought iron plates half an inch in thickness,
united together, and similar to boiler plates, was bolted to the frame-work.
The heel posts were hollow, and rested on solid iron pintles, built into granite blocks
below; and to each half gate were attached two rollers, which ran on iron racers,
when the gates were opened and shut, the opening and shutting being performed by
manual labour applied to capstans.
The iron racers were fixed to the stone work of the sill, but when actually closed the
gates rested on timbers of great strength, firmly fixed together, and they shul against
a massive framework, raised about 9 inches above the sill, which, being in the form
of a triangle, with its apex towards the basin, gave great additional strength to the
lower part of the gate. The whole of this wooden superstructure was supported on
other timbers of large dimensions, laid transversely, in the east and centre docks on
the solid rock, and in the west dock on piles. In the course of the mining opera~
tions it was found that this superstructure supporting the weight of the gates offered
more resistance than any other portion.
Couuterforts.-To the revetments of the docks and their entrances there were no
counterforts, but those of the basin were strengthened by large counterforts, placed
at an average distance of 14 feet from centre to centre. A counterfort was also
placed behind the walls of the pier.heads, between the docks. (See Plate 2.)
The front of the revetment wall of the basin was built with a batter, and the back
was parallel to the front for about two-thirds of the way down, and perpendicular for
the remainder of the height, (See Sections, Plate 4).
EXTENT OF DEMOLITION ALLOTTED TO THE ENGLISH,

It was decided that the demolition of the docks should be executed by the French
and English ; and the southern half of the basin and the three docks adjacent to it
were allotted to the English.
FIRST GRAND PROJECT OF DEMOLITION,

The original project for the demo1ition of these docks was drawn up in the first
instance with a view to their most complete destruction.
Thus it was intended to place the charges quite under the foundations of the revetments of the sides of the docks, and at two lined intervals with two lined craters;
one large charge was to be in the centre of the curved end, and a smaller one at
either side of it.
It was proposed to place five charges under the floors of the docks, at thl'ee lined
intervals, and with three lined craters, and under the sill of the entran<'e one very
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Jarge charge of 8,000 lbs., whilst another charge was to be placed in the centre of
the block at the end of each of the pieri, between the docks. This project was how•
ever set aside, on account of the tlepth of the shafts, and the great quantity of powder
that would have been required; and as it was considered unnecessary to make so
complete a demolition, the charges were reduced and a new project was proposed.
SECOND PROJECT OF DEMOLITION.

Ii
I
I

A total demolition having been re1inqf1ished, it )Vas considered that the docks
would be effectually destroyed by a line of charges under the centre of the floor of
each dock, and a line of charges all round the sides, so placed as to blow out the two
bottom steps.
\Vith the assistance of some Russian plans and sections, it was laid down as shewn
in Plate 2.
The charges were to be at two lined intervals, and were calculated to produce two
lined craters. \Vith this intention, the charges in the sides and circular ends were t o
he placed at a depth of 31 feet below the surface, and so that the curve described
with the line of least resistance as a radius, and each charge as a centre, should pass
through the re.entering angle formed by the second and third steps from the bottom ;
and being placed at two lined intervals, the sides and end of each dock required 23
mines, with lines of least resistance of 12' 11", 12' 9", and 12' 6" respectively, to
demolish the whole extent of wall.
The floors of the docks, which were supposed to be more strongly built than they
were in reality, were to be destroyed by 11 mines in the east and centre docks, and by
S in the west dock ; these also were to produce two lined craters, and to be placed at
bvo lined intervals, the line of least resistance in the two former being 13 feet, whilst
that in the latter was 13 feet 9 inches.
Two charges in the bottom of the entrance to each of the docks were to be so placed
that one should destroy the masonry outside the wooden framework, whilst another,
placed immediately below the framework itself. was intended to effect its destruction.
The line of least resistance of the mines in the entrances of the three docks would
have been, in east dock and centre dock, 12' 8", and in west dock (the entrance to
which was much smaller than either of the others) 10' 10".
The revetments of the sides of the entrances to the docks were 13 feet in thick•
ness, and to destroy these it was deemed necessary to place three charges at the back
of the wall, which were to produce two lined craters, and were situated at two lined
intervals.
As has been before mentioned, a large counterfort was situated e:i.:actly behind the
centre of the revetment of the pier at the entrance to the docks; to destroy this and
the whole of the revetment at the same time, it was considered advisable to place the
charge well back in the counterfort, and by thus lengthening the L.L.R., embrace the
whole extent of the wall; the line of least resistance of this charge was thus 17 feet.
In the basin wall the counterforts were supposed to be placed 40 feet apart; and
to destroy it charges were to be placed in the centre of each counterfort, and smaller
charges were to be situated in the intermediate spaces.
CALCULATION

OF CHARGES.

In calculating the charges for the mines above described, the rules resulting from
the experiments made by Sir Charles Pasley, Sir Harry Jones, and at.hers, were taken
as a guide, though from local causes it was comidered advisable to make soml!
alterations in the charges thus obtained,
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Throughout the whole extent of demolition, charges producing two lined craters,
and at two lined intervals, were to be used, therefore the mode of arriving at the
correct charge for revetments without counterforts was by taking fu of the L.L.R.
of each variety of mine; but where counterforts existed the charge was estimated
at! L.L.R.•
,vith this view all the charges in the revetment walls of the docks, and in the
spaces between the counterforts of the baain walls, were originally calculated at
,to- L.L.R. 3 , whilst ¼L .L.R. 3 of the mines in the counterforts of the basin wall,
and also of the mines placed in each of the counterforts situated behind the wall at
the end of each pier between the docks, gave the charges for those mines,
It was at first supposed that all the revetments of the docks were perpendicular at
the back, and the charges, calculated at fv L.L.R 3 , would then have been placed in
the revetment itself; but it appeared, from the excavations in the east dock, that this
was erroneous, and that they were stepped iu rear as well as in front, that is, that the
ground itself was stepped to 1eceive the masonry, therefore it followed that the
charges, instead of being placed in the masonry, would in reality be situated in the
earth or rock behind it; so it was feared that, as the mere facing of stone would
not offer so much resistance as a solid revetment, the craters from this cause would
not meet, and hence it was considered advisable to increase all the charges placed
behind the revetments of the docks from !rs to irr L.L.R. 3
DESCRIPTION
THE

OF

THE

ALTERATIONS

DEMOLITION
IN

SHAFTS,

AS

ACTUALLY

GALLERIES, AND

EXECUl'ED, SHEWING

ALL

CHARGES, WITH REASONS

FOR MAKING THEM, ALSO THE DIFFICULTIES, AND HOW SURMOUNTED,

As has been before stated, the original plan for carrying out the project for the
demolition of the docks was to place the charges in the several positions allotted to
them by sinking shafts through the ground behind the revetments, as it was supposed
that the difference of time between working in the earth behind, and through the
masonry steps, would be very much in favour of the former; but as the works
progressed, it became evident that the soil .at the back of the revetments of the
east dock, and of the east revetment of the centre dock, was as difficult to work
as the masonry of the revetment itself, therefore all the shafts behind these walls
were at once relinquished, and the following shafts were sunk in the steps, viz.,
Nos. 20, 19, 18, 17, 13, 14, 15 and 16, in the east dock, and Nos 1, 2, 3, 4, on the
east side of the centre dock, (see Plan 2); and No. 32 was sunk in the landing at
the head of the centre dock; but Nos. 7, 5, 8 and 31, in the west side of that dock,
and N os, 12, 11, 10, 30, 28, 21, 22 and 23 had progressed too far to render it worth
while to change the plan of operations; N os. 29 and 35, also, at the ends of the other
docks, had been sunk to a considerable depth; these shafts were therefore made lise
of for the charges to be placed under the steps.
A culvert for the purpose of emptying the docks led through the revetment at the
circular end of each, from thence under the second step in the east side of the
east dock, and from this point, taking a direction behind the revetment of the basin,
it emptied itself into the sea, below the locks.
This culvert was connected with the three docks by smaller feeders (see Plan J)
and as it was ascertained that it was nearly on the proposed level of the charges, it
was made use of as a main gallery for those in its vicinity, and in some instances the
chambers were made in the culvert itself; Nos. 67, a and b; No. 64, a and /J;
No. 61, a and b, and the ten mines communicated with by shafts Nos 17, 18, 19 and
20, in the east revetment of the east dock, were all situated in it, or in short galleries
branching from it.
E
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Culverts for the purpose of filling the various docks were constructed in the

/1

I

['

revetments on either side of the entrances, and as these were situated at the bottom
of the revetment, short galleries were driven from them, at the ends of which the
charges destined for its destruction were placed ; all the charges numbered on the
Plan, Nos. 62 a, band c; 63 a, band c; 65 a1 band c; 66 a, band c; 68 a, band c;
and 69 a, band c were accordingly so placed.
A shaft No. 70, had been sunk at an early stage of the operations to a considerable
depth, close to the large counterfort at the end of the pier between the centre and
west docks, for the purpose of ascertaining the form of the revetment, and it was
therefore sunk to the whole depth of the revetment; and a short gallery from its
bottom communicated with the charge placed at the back of the counterfort; but as
no corresponding shaft had been sunk in the end of the pier between the centre and
east docks, it was considered that to drive a gallery branching from the culvert 63
would be an easier method of reaching the proper position of the chare-e, and this
was accordingly done.
A similar method of placing the charge marked 69 a', in the counterfort of the
south-west angle of the basin wall, was also adopted.
A11 the charges at the back of the west revetment wal1 of the basin were to have
been placed by means of shafts sunk behind that revetment, and the shafts marked
25, 26 and 27 1 were actually sunk for this purpose1 27 communicating with three,
20 with four, and 25 with three charges i but these shafts were so much damaged
by a heavy faU of rain, which completely saturated the ground, (Dec. 16th) that Nos,
26 ancl 27 were re1inquishedi and four galleries were driven from the face of the wall
at its bottom, each gallery communicating with two charges, No. 25 being repaired
and communicating with one charge placed to the north of it.
The culvert ntnning along the back of the east revetment wa11 of the basin was
made use of for lodging the charges, in the same way as the same culvert running
behind the east wall of the east dock, and on the supposition that the counterforts
were placed 40 feet apart, a similar arrangement of charges was proposed a!i that for
the west wall; namely, charges in each counterfort, and smaller ones to fill in the
intermediate spaces; but on destroying the west wall, which was executed at an
et1rlier period than any other part of the demolition, it was found that a mistake had
occurred with respect to the distance between the counterforts, which was less than
was expected, and that, instead of being 40 feet apart, they were only 12 feet in some
places, and 20 feet in others ; charges were therefore placed in each counterfort, and
the adjacent craters meeting, no charges in the intermediate spaces were required;
being placed in the culvert, it was not considered necessary to sink so many shafts
as wtJuld have been required had galleries been driven, therefore a circular manhole which communicated with the culvert was used as one shaft, and another, No.
38, was sunk at the angle of the wall.
To lodge the charges placed beneath the floors of the docks, one shaft of the
proper depth was sunk for each pair of charges, and galleries communicating with
them were driven north and south, the chambers being excavated on one side at
their extremities.
A similar method wis adopted also with respect to the pairs of charges placed in
the sills of the entrances. (See Plan 2, for all the positions of the charges.)
Tl_)e meth~d a.hove desc1ibed1 of placing the different charges, was that eventually
earned out m the greater part of the demolitions1 but as in some instances this
Nlethod was found impracticable, alterations in the depths of the shafts, and also in
their arrangement, were found to be absolutely necessary, and these alterations I
shall now proceed to describe.
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The west dock having been constructed in a soil where water was more abundan t
than in any other. part, it was with great difficulty, and at the cost of great labour,
that the shafts behind the revetments could be sunk to a greater depth than 26 feet,
(the appatent level of the water); added to this, a heavy fall ofrain, which descended
on the 15th of December, 1855, filled a great number of them, and rose to a height
of 2 feet in the bottoms of the docks themselves.
Previous to tli.is date, pumps had been procured to reduce as much as possible the
water already in the shafts, but it was soon found that no amount of pumping would
clear the works of the body of water that was now present in them; therefol'e, it
became advisable ( owing to the very limited supply of pumps) to relinquish for a time
the wont shafts, until a portion of the docks had been destroyed, and a greater amount
of labour could then be expended on the worst portion; thus time also was allowed
for the partial subsidence of the storm water : when this occurred. however, it was
found utterly impracticable to sink all the shafts of the west dock to the proper depth,
therefore it was determined to place some of the charges in its revetments, and in a
horizontal plane 6 feet above the original level.
The shafts thus altered are numbered 24, 23, 9, JO, ll, 12, and when this alteration
was made Nos. 24 and 9 were found to be so completely destroyed by the water, that
instead of them, shafts were sunk in the second step, (see Plan 2.)
The shafts in the bottom of the west dock, to attain the object originally intended,
namely, the demolition of the centre line, should have been sunk to a depth of 13' 9'',
but this also was found to be absolutely impracticable, owing to the vast quantity of
land springs that existed; the galleries were in consequence commenced at a depth of
7' 6 11 (see Sections, Plates 3 & 4), and it was hoped that by surcharging these mines,
the craters would be so extended as to cause them to unite.
In the bottom of each of the three entrances, one shaft was to be sunk to communi•
cate with the two charges to be placed in each, but this arrangement was also subsequently altered.
When the two charges placed in strict accordance with the 2nd project, in the
entrance to the centre dock, were exploded, it was found that the resistance offered
by the frame-work supporting the gates was so much more than that offered in a
horizontal direction by the masonry to the north of this frame-work, that both th e
charges blew out in the direction of the L.L.R. of the mos.t northerly one, (see dott ed
line, Plan 2, shewing the crater thus formed); it therefore became evident that not only
was a great increase in the charge necessary, bnt also a different arrangement; with
this view, two branch galleries were driven from the er.d of the south gallery ofN o.45 ,
(see Plan 2), and charges were placed at their extremities calculated for a L.L.R. of
11' 6"-thus. 700lbs. in two charges, instead of 300lbs. in one, were used, and a mu ,~h
longer line of tamping was obtained.
In No. 46, by the explosion above alluded to a perpendicular face was exposed to
view, shewing that no damage whatever had been done to that portion of the masonry
which carried the wooden frame-work.
A gallery was therefore driven into this, in the centre of the entrance, and when
it had attained a length of 19 feet branch galleries were driven to the right and left
9 feet in length, and two charges, of 200 lbs. each, were placed at their extremities.
In No. 47, a shaft had been sunk with the intention of lodging the two charges at
a depth of ]0 feet 10 inches below the surface, but the water was so great an impediment that, though two pumps were kept constantly at work, it was found totally
impossible to drive the gallery uuder the wooden frame to a greater length than seven
feet, and all hopes of driving the north gallery were entirely given up ; th_erefore at
this point the work was stopped, and a large charge of 500 lbs. was lodged , mstead of
the two proposed to be placed in a similar manner to those in No. 45.
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PREPARING THE CHARGES.

The larger proportion of charges were placed either absolutely in water, or in 'ferJ
damp earth; and when water made its appearance in great quantities it became evident
that boxes constructed in the ordinary manner would not answer.
Barrels of various sizes, 36 gallons, 10 gallons, 26 gallons, one or two of larger
dimensions, and breakers, were with this view procured from the Fleet and the
Commissariat; besides these, many old Russian powder boxes were re.soldered and
repaired, and a small quantity of English powder boxes were also made use of;
with this variety of boxes and casks the charges were sometimes composed of three
or four boxes or barrels stowed away in the chambers in the most compact form, and
to make up for loss of power sustained by its not being placed in one case, an addition
in proportion to the number of boxes, &c., was always made to the charge.
A casemate (see plan No. 1) existed in the neighbourhood of the docks, and this
was turned to the purpose of a magazine, earth being thrown on the top of it to
make it bomb-proof, and a traverse, composed of ships' tanks filled with earth, was
conatructed to shelter the doors from shells or splinters.
The casemate was about 40 feet by 20 feet, and a wall being built across it, the
powder was stowed away in the inner half, the outside half being used as a filling
room.
As great care was requisite to insure all the casks being perfectly water-tight,
they were, with the exception of the English powder cases, submitted to the proof
of an air-pump, and re-coopered or re-soldered, according to the repair they required;
the barrels or cases were then taken to the magazine, and filled by Artillerymen
appointed for that purpose, the primers fi..ud, the loading boles plugged, and both
pitched before leaving the filling room.
LOADilfO.

When filled at the magazine 1 all the barrels and cases were properly slung with
ropes, ready for at once lowering into the shafts and galleries ; thus prepared they
were carried, by means of poles on mens' shoulders, to the head of the shafts for
which they were intended, then lowered into them, and slid on skidding into their
proper positions; but many of the shafts were so full of mud and water, that in
executing this service the men employed were sometimes above their waists in it, and
great difficulty was experienced in moving the Jarger casks, weighing in some
instances 320 lbs., along galleries presenting so many obstacles; under the 5e
circumstances of course it was impossible to place the cases empty and then fill
thf'm, whilst to ensure safety to the charge, and rapidity in placing it, it was found
that no case containing more than 100 lbs. could be conveniently hand]ed; however
it wa5 impossible to obtain a grea.ter number of the smaller kegs, so the use of the
larger casks was imperative.
TAMPING.

This, as a general rule, was performed by packing the galleries with sand bags, and
filling the shafts with earth and clay firmly rammed ; but in many instances it was
considered advisable to strengthen the tamping by means of timber, either let into
a chase at the mouth of the gallery, or placed diagonally across the gallery close to
the chamber.
The issue dr~in, described above as leading behind the revetment of the Eilst Dock,
was tamped with sandbags, between the pairs of charges placed in it, and it was
intended to tamp the whole when the charges were laid, but time would not admit of
this, and a different plan was adopted, which will afterwards be described.
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FIRING.

Owing to the dampness of the shafts and galleries, it was deemed inexpedient to
use powder hose for firing the charges, as so much difficulty existed in making the
hose and troughs perfect1y watertight.
It was contemplated to fire the mines by Bickford's fuze, but this was considered
so uncertain in its rate of burning, and altogether so doubtful an agent, that this idea
also was relinquished; however it will appear that in the actual progress of demolition
both were used to some extent.
Having given up all intention of firing either by powder hose or Bickford's fuze,
permission was requested from Vice-Admiral Sir Edmund Lyons to use the Voltaic
batteries, sent out by the Admiralty for the purpose of destroying sunken vessels;
Mr. Deane, in charge of the apparatus, was ordered to place himself in communication
with the Commanding Royal Engineer, and it was then arranged that a bomb-proof
hut should be constructed for him in rear of the Dockyard wall, and in line with the
Centre Dock; in this the batteries were placed. (See plan No. J.)
The batteries were ten in number, with ten cells in each, and the connection
between the batteries and the foci of the wires leading to the sets of charges was by
means of insulated copper wires, covered with galvanized iron wire i thus the copper
communicated with one pole of the battery, whilst the galvanized iron communicated
with the other,
From the focus of any set of charges two wires led to each; to ensure safety from
damp these were passed through a plug about 6" in length, and tapering from 2" to
l½" in diameter; and their points were connected by platinum wire, which being
made red hot by the Voltaic current, ignited the charge.
The plug was driven firmly into the head of each cask through a hole drilled for that
purpose, and a copper nozzle was soldered to the top of the metal-lined cases, into
which the plug was inserted in a similar way; when the plug was thus driven, a
mixture of pitch, bee's-wax, and tallow was laid all over that part of it which projected
above the cask or case.
The wires leading from each charge were brought to the top of the shaft, and from
thence to the end of the galvanized iron wire, which was in general led to a spot on
the coping equidistant from the two outside charges of any set that was to be
exploded i one wire from each charge was then connected with the insulated copper
wire leading from the batteries, whilst the other was connected with the galvanized
iron; thus the current from the batteries was distributed amongst all the wires leading
from the focus to the charges, producing, when no failure from imperfect connection,
damp, or other cause occurred, a simultaneous discharge of that set of mines.
Sets of charges varying from three to eight were fired in this way, but it was not
supposed that the batteries were strong enough to discharge more than that number.
Another mode of firing the charges was by passing the current through a number
consecutively, i.e., in each set, one wire of one outside charge was connected with the
galvanized iron wire, and one from the other outside charge was connected with the
insulated copper wire, inside the galvanized iron wire, and the intermediate charges
were all connected by the wires leading from them ; thus, instead of the circuit being
divided at the end of the galvanized iron wire into a number of smaller circuits, as
in the former plan, the main circuit was complete through the charges themselves;
by this method a large quantity of wire was saved, and also time in making the great
number of coanections, incidental to the firat method.
The objection to this latter method was that an accident occuring to the platinum
wire in any charge caused a failure of the whole set, which was not the case in the
former; though the risk of a bad connection amongst the number that had to be made,
when that p}an was used, nearly counter-balanced this disadvantage.
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DESCRIPTION OP THE EFFECTS

PRODUCED

BT EACH

EXPLOSION,

AND OP THE

MoDB OF FIRING ADOPTED FOR EACH.

It was at first intended to fire several charges at once, but owing to the great
quantity of water that constantly poured into the shafts and ga1leries, and the
necessity for concentrating the labour as much as possible, it was decided to blow up
different )>ortions of the docks as they could be prepared.
The general mode pursued, preparatory to the discharge of any set of mines, was to
clear them of water as much as possible during the night, to load as early in the
morning as possible, and to complete the tamping by the following morning.
The first set of mines that were prepared, namely No. 42, two mines; 50, two
mines; 49, two mines; 48, two mines; 59, two mines, in the bottom of the East Dock;
and also those in the "\Vest Basin wall, viz. 27 a, 2 mines; 27, 2 mines ; 26, 2 mines;
25, 1 mine ; and 25a, 2 mines, were loaded during the night, having been cleared of
water during the day; but owing to the great difficulty that occurred in getting the
charges to the shafts, and the inconvenience always experienced in carrying on operations of any nicety at night, the loading was afterwards always carried on during the
day, the tamping being done at night.
The eharges in the bottom of the east dock were fired by the voltaic batteries, the
two wires from each charge being connected with the main wire, which arrangement
will be always termed II crow's feet," from the form assumed by the bent pieces of
wire that were attached to the galvanized iron wire, and also to the end of the insulated copper wire inside it, to the branches of which the different wires from the
several charges were connected.
The charges, ten in number, were connected, in two sets of five each, with two main
wires; and the explosions of the sets, though simultaneous in themselves, followed each
other with a perceptible interval of a few seconds.
Of the ten charges, three missed (both the charges in No. 59, and one chai:ge in
No. 48,) the explosion of the remainder produced large well formed craters, tangential
to each other, of an average depth of 4' or 5' below the. original floor, and extending
within 2' of the steps on either side of the dock; the stone-work was completely disintegrated, and the massive granite blocks on which the keels of the vessels were to
rest, and which weighed more than two tons each, were all displaced. No. 60 was not
exploded with this set, as the gates were at the time being removed from the entrance
of the east dock, and it was thought that the debris thrown from that mine would
interfere with this operation. Therefore the two charges in No. 59 were untamped,
and on removal were found to have failed from damp; they were then again loaded and
tamped, and the gates being by this time removed, No. 60 was also loaded and tamped,
and the three charges fired simultaneously, the voltaic circuit in this case being completed through the charges themselves.
The craters cau'sed by these charges were similar to the last described, only a small
portion of stone-work remaining intact between the circumference of the crater of
No. 60 and the stone-work of the sill.
On the same day that the charges in Nos. 42, 50, 49, 48, and 59 were exploded, the
ten charges in the west basin wall were also fired.
It was rendered absolutely necessary to discharge these mines on that day, as the
Fre~ch had determined to fire the mines in their portion of the wall contiguous to it,
and it was expected that the shock would disarrange the galleries and shafts in that
portion allotted to the English. The primers (as the wooden plugs through which the
wires were passed into the cases were tem1ed) were not ready for the ten charges to
be placed in this wall, recourse was therefore had to Bickford's fuze, as a matter of
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necessify ; and to insure the explosion of each charge, and also to make it as simultaneous as possible, three lengths of it were introduced into each barrel ; the barrels
being first placed, holes were bored in them with a gimlet, and the Bickford's fuze
thrust in as far as possible i the joint was then covered with a mixture of pitch, bee 'swax, and tallow ; the Bickford's fuze was laid in the angle of the gallery to the
opening, all the lengths being cut alike; the galleries were then tamped, and at the
time appointed (simultaneously with the French) the Bickford's fuze was fired.
The demolition caused by this set of charge11 was not as satisfactory as wss
expected ; in the first place, a greater number of counterforts existed than were
calculated upon; and in the second, one charge missed altogether, and a third blew
out the tamping, destroying at the same time a portion of the face of the wall, close
to the entrance of the gallery; still that pertion which did fall, about two-thirds of
the whole extent, remained at an angle of 45°, and but very few stones were thrown
to any distance.
Two charges ,vere subsequently placed in the counterforts of that portion of the
wall that remained standing, the effect of which was its total destruction.
From this it appearecl that the charges, calculated at -fTI L.L.R. 3 for the mines
between the counterforbl, and ¼L. L. R.s for those in the counterforts themselves,
were but just sufficient for the purpose, and that instead of placing those in the
counterforts in their centres, and in a line with the back of the wall, had they been
placed further back in the counterforts a more complete demolition would have been
the consequence.
January 2nd.-Thirteen charges, communicated with by shafts Nos. 43, 54, 55,56,
57, 58 and 46, in the bottom of the centre dock, were fired by means of the voltaic
batteries.
These charges were connected by "crow's-feet," in two sets of six and seven, with
the main wires, and exploded simultaneously, only a few seconds elapsing between
the two distinct discharges.
In loading these mines greater care was taken in the preparation of the charges,
con1mencing loading at daybreak in the morning; the mines were all tamped by
half.past four o'clock in the afternoon, though, owing to the time occupied in making
so many connections, the explosion did not place till dusk.
Only one mine missed fire, and as that was in the centre of the dock, it was not
untamped.
The destruction of the bottom of the dock was most complete, giving sufficient
proof that the amount of powder calculated at -fo- L.L.R, 3 was ample, and yet not
enough to project any large stones beyond the limits of the dock; but with respect
to the two charges placed under the wooden frame-work and masonry of the entrance,
from the effect produced, there could be no doubt that, from the immense resistance
presented by the massive beams, the line of least resistance lay through the tamping,
and not in a direction perpendicular to the charge, for both blew out in the direction
of the north charge, destroying the masonry entirely, but leaving the frame-work
untouched, the crater assuming the form shewn in Plan 2, with a perpendicular
face or. !ts south side covered with diagonal ploughed and tongued sheeting, about ·J.11
in thickness, which was added evidently to give greater resistance to the horizontal
thrust occasioned by the gates working on the frame.work.
A fresh gallery was therefore driven through this face, S' from the surface of the
framework or superstructure, and 12 feet in length, and branches were formed 10 feet
long to the right and left of it. (See Plan, No. 2).
The next discharge of mines was to have taken place on January 8th, and 25 mines
were prepared to be fired by the voltaic battery.
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The shafts communicating with these charges (see Plan No. 2) were numbered
61a, 61b, placed east and west of the issue drain, leading from the head of the east
dock; No.13,3charges; No.1+, 2charges; No.15,2charges; No.16,2charges,
on the west side of east dock; No. 4, 2 charges; No. 3, 2 charges; No. 2, 2 charges ;
No, 1, 3 charges, 64 a and b, east and west of the issue drain leading from the entre
dock; 32, 2 charges; and 31, 1 charge. at the east side aLd head of the centre dock.
The 25 charges were all placed in their positions by the close of the evening of
January 7th, and the tamping was completed by the morning of the 8th.
The method of passing the current through the charges was adopted on this occasion;
and they were accordingly divided into two sets of 12 and 13; thus the charge in the
north branch of No. l was attached to the galvanized iron wire, the charge in the
south brauch of No. 14 was attached to the insulated copper wire inside of it, and the
intermediate charges in Nos. 2, S, 4, 16 and 15 being all connected together, the
circuit through 12 charges was rendered complete ; in like manner the remaining 13
charges were connected with another main wire, 61b in the east dock, and the east
charge in No. 32, central dock, being the outside charges. Great, however, was the
clisappointment when, on attaching the poles of the batteries to the main wires, it was
a);certained that not one charge would explode.
On the following day the galvanometer was brought to bear on the wires leading
from the different charges; any break which has occurred in the connection is at
once detected by the needle remaining motionless, and by this instrument it became
evident that some accident had occurred to the greater portion of the charges, and
that the connection was perfect only in both charges in No. 4, No. a, No. 2, and two
in No. I, the remaining charge in that shaft being doubtful; one charge in shaft No,
15, and two in the south branch of No. 13 were all right; this being the case, it
was determined to connect the wires of the eight safe charges, and of the doubtful
one in the central dock, by II crow's feet," with one main wire, and fire them at once,
which was accordingly done on the following day, and the eight charges exploded
simultaneously, leaving the ninth unexploded.
By the explosion of these eight charges, of 370 lbs. each, the two lower steps were
completely destroyed, but the corner nearest the entrance and a part of the upper
step still remained standing, though conSiderably shaken ; only a small portion also
of the wr1.ll above the upper step was completely carried away, though the remaining
part was useless for any practical purpose ; (the comer and the small portions of
the upper step and wall were afterwards destroyed by small charges); the effect produced by these charges was a sufficient proof of the correctness of the calculation,
as the lower 11tep was completely torn up ; though it was evident that, owing to the
rocky nature of the soil against which the revetment was built, to produce a slope of
4/i0 it would be necessary to place the charges much further back, and therefore
greatly increase them.
The charge~, the connection with which had, by the galvanometer, been proved to
be broken, were now untamped and laid bare, and those in the east dock being ready
first (that is to say, before N os. 32, 64 a and b, and 31 ), two lengths of Bickford's fuze
were inserted into each of the eight, and a fresh bag of powder of 60 lbs. weight
added, in case any of the powder should have got damp. Bickford's fuze was used
instead of the wires, as the primers were not ready, and a. necessity for urging on the
work with all despatch existed.
The Bickford's fuze in this instance was led to the summit of the shaft through
hose casing, the better to insure its burning throughout, Three charges still remainecl to be fired by the wires (namely, that in the north branch of No. 15, and two
in the south branch of No, 13 ;) these were accordingly connected with the battery,
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the circuit passing through the charges; these three charges still contained 390 lbs.,
not having been uncovered, whilst the charges in the south branch of No. 15, 2 in 16,
2 in 14, 1 in 13, and 61 a and b, were increased to 450 lbs. for the reasons abov e
stated.
The three charges fired by the batteries were first exploded, and those fired by
Bickford's fuze followed at regular intervals,
By the simultaneous explosion of the three charges fired by the batteries, the two
lower steps were completely destroyed without projecting any stone beyond the opposite revetment; but by the various discharges of the mines of 450 lbs. each, the stones
were thrnwn to great distances, and not a vestige of the steps remained, the craters
being well defined, and of great depth, shewing that the wall had been torn from its
very foundation ; still great portions of the wall above the upper step remained adhering to the solid rock behind, though in some places undermined by the force of
the explosion. These portions of the wall were afterwards brought down by a succession of smaller charges lodged behind it.
On the 15th January, the charges in No 64 a and b, and the two charges in No. 32,
being uncovered, Bickford's fuze was also fixed into them, and they were fired in the
afternoon of the same day. A complete destruction of the steps at the head of the
centre dock was the consequence of this explosion, and not a single stone ,vas thrown
beyond the crater, though the work was completely torn asunder.
Owing to the failure described in the effect of those charges placed in the sill of the
entrance of the centre dock, im altnation was made in the arrangement of those in
che entrance to the east dock. (See Plan No. 2).
The north branch of No. 45 in that entrance remained the same, but from the end
of the gallery driven on the south side of the shaft two branches were driven at right
angles to it 12' long, and at the extremities of these two charges of 400 lbs. were
placed, with L.L.R. of 13' 6" to the surface of the wooden frame work.
The proper charge for this mine, calculating it at t'u L.L.R 3 , would have been
S67lbs. but owing to the enormous resistance offered in the entrance of the east dock, it
was considered advisable to make these two charges up to 400 lbs. each ; these charges
were fired by the batteries, the current passing through the charges consecutively.
The effect was the complete destruction of the masonry outside the frame-work, and
also of the frame-work itself, enormous masses of timber being lifted on to the top of
the piers on either side of the entrance, and sorpe smaller pieces being thrown to a
distance of several hundred feet.
On the following day 2 charges of 200 lbs. each were placed in the galleries driven
below the frame-work of the centre dock, where a previous explosion had failed; in
this case the L.L.R. was 8' 6'' to the surface of the wood-work, and the proper charges
would have been 90 lbs.: but these were increased to 200 lbs. each, on account of the
great resistance of the timber that remained above, unmoved by the former explosion, and of the mass of masonry that had been blown from the north side of the sill.
These charges were fired in a similar way to those in the entrance to the east dock,
and though the effect of the discharge was not to project the beams of wood to so
great a distance, the frame-work was completely uprooted, not a vestige remaining in
its original position; the crater in this instance was deep, and extended nearly the
entire width of the entrance.
The destruction of the floor of the west dock followed next in order.
On the 18th J anuary, a1\ the galleries having been with great difficulty and exertion driv~n to their proper extent or nearly so, and pumped by relays of men clear
of water during the night, loading commenced at daybreak, but the mud and water
in the shafts Nos. 44, 51, 52 and 53 remained to such a depth that more trouble
was experienced in getting these charges placed than in any other throughout the
F
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work, and it was on1y by dint of keeping constantly pumping throughout the opera.
t ion that the men were enab led to work at all.

The charges in this instance were not placed at two lined intervals, for the reaaons
already assigned, but as they were not deep enough to ensure the craters intersecting,
the charges were increased, so M to deve1ope the craters as much as possible, thus the
L.L.R. being 7' 611 , the proper charge would have been only 63 lbs. to produce a two

lined crater, calculating it at -i'u L.L.R 3 ; but the charge! were laid amongst piles
on which the floor of this dock was built, and the large beams laid across the tops of
them were expected to offer great resistance to the explosion, therefore they were all
increased to 150 lb.s.
The effect produced was not so violent as was expected from mines so surcharged,
but the craters extended considerably beyond the radii of the L.L.R. though they
did not quite me~t, still only one or two of the red granite blocks remained in their
original position, and but a small portion of the masonry of the floor of the dock at
the foot of the lower step was unmoved by the explosion.
On the 19th January, the mines placed in the feeder drains on the east and west
sides of the block between the entrances to the east and centre docks1 namely, No.
63 11', b and c, and 65 a, b and c, and also the charge placed at the back of the counterfort at the end of the pier, marked 63a on the plan, were to have been fired simultaneously by the batteries.
The charge 63a amounted to 820 lbs.; t}lose in the culvert 63 were 340 lbs each,
whilst those in the corresponding eu1vert on the other side were 400 lbs. each, the
gates having been removed on the east side, whilst a large portion of that on the west
side remained standing, ancl was expected to offer great resistance.
These culverts were tamped almost entirely witl1 sand bags, but in addition to this,
timber was placed diagonally across them, so as greatly to increase the resistance,
the line of tamping being considered too short from the outside mine to the entrance
of each culvert.
The current in this instance was to pass through the whole set of charges, seven in
number, but owing to a break in the connection, or perhaps to the irregularity of
distance between the different charges, only one charge (63c) exploded, completely
<lestroying that portion of the wall assigned to it.
Th e three charges in the culver,t 65 were then connected afresh with the main wire,
an d by this means they were simultaneously exploded, completely demolishing the
revetment, though from the rocky nature of the soil the ground behind it did not fall.
The mines 63 band c were then untamped, ancl the wires proved which connected
6Sa with 63a' and 63a' with 63b; they were then cut, and on applying the galvanometer to the two wires from each charge they were all found to be correct, therefo1·e it was proved that the previo,1s failure was most likely owiug to some earth
connection between the charges. The C!ulvert was then tamped, and the wires conn ected with a main wire on the top of the revetment.
On Tue sday, January 22nd, the charges 62 a1 b, and c, in the culvert on the east
sid~ of the entrance_to the east dock, and the ten charges placed in the culvert running
hehmcl the east basm wall were loaded; 62c was to be fired by hose 1 as it somewhat
interfered wilh the arrangement of the wires, but the remaining 12 were divided into
two sets of six each, and were connected together in the cul\'ert, thus 62a was the
outside charge of one set, one wire from this charge passing out at the north entrance
to the culvert, whilst the other wire from this charge was connected with 62b, and so
on to the _charge on the south of ~l~ft N~. 38, up which one wire from that charge
w.u led; m the same way the remammg six charges to the north of shaft No. 38
were connected, one wire being led up that sliaft, while the connecting wire from the
charge at the extreme end of the set was led up the shaft No. 39.
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On the night of that day the charges in Nos. 35, 17, 18, 19 and 20, at the head and
behind the revetment of the east dock were also placed.
No. 17 led to four charges placed in the culvert, whilst 18, 19, and 20 each COin•
municated with two charges in the same culvert ; as the arrangement of laying wires
to four charges from one shaft was considered to be rather too complicated, it was
thought to be better to connect the eight mines in 35, 18, 19, and 20 together by
wires, and to fire tho_se in 17 by means of Bickford's fuze; this was accordingly
done, the west charge m No. 35, and the north charge in No, 20, being the outside
ones of the set.
The charges in the feeder drain were 340 lbs. each, whilst those in the culvert of
the basin wa1l, placed in the counterforts at irregular distances according to the project, differed in amount, varying from 112 lbs. to 200 lbs., and charges of 300 lbs.
were to be placed in rear of the two re-entering angles of the wall.
The charges under the steps, at the head of the east dock, were each 390 lbs., and
those in the culvert behind the revetment were to have been the same; but, owing to
the necessity that existed to complete the demolition as soon as possible, it became
evident that to tamp a culvert of such size would take some days to complete, therefore on]y portions of it were tamped where absolutely necessary, and the charges
increased by 90 or 100 lbs. in proportion to their sizes; thus, the charges in 17
became 480 lbs. each, the shaft alone being tamped; those in 18, 19, and 20 were
increased to 460 lbs. each, small portions of the culvert being tamped, and those in
the eulvert behind the basin wall were each increased by a bag containing 80 lbs.;
those in the feeder drain were unaltered, as that drain was tamped nearly throughout
its whole lmgth; the tamping had also been completed between the charges in 17
and 18, between those in 18 and 19, between those in 19 and 20, and also partially
between the north charge of 20 and 62b.
The two sets in the issue drain and in the basin wall were to be fired .first, being in
close proximity with the French mines, which wertl to be exploded on the same day
(January 23rd), and at the moment when the Bickford's fuze ignited the different
lengths of powder hose, the connection with these mines was to be completed, the
wires from the battery passing as rapidly as possible from those of the first set to
those of the second, but the instant of time, which of necessity elapsed between the
two connections, was sufficient to enable the explosion of the first to destroy the
wires of the second set before the current could be passed into them; thus it hap•
pened that only the set to the north of No. 38 shaft exploded, completely destroying
the wall and connterforts, and leaving a perpendicular scarp of rock behind it; 62c,
fired by hose, also exploded, destroying that portion of the revetment in its front.
Later in the morning the charges 63a', 63a, and 63b were fired, producing most
satisfactory results, not a stone being left unturned, and not a sign nor a vestige of
the massive counterfort remaining.
The charges on the east side of the east dock were fired the same evening, but
owing to some unexplained cause, only two in No. 35, out of the whole set of eight,
exploded, producing tbe most entire demolition of thf: steps, and (as in 32, centre
dock) not a stone was projected beyond the crater. Shortly after these two had gone
off, those in 17, to which equal lengths of Bickford's fuze had been attached, exploded simultaneously, and as it is unlikely that such great lengths of this fuze should
have burned in equal times, the probability is, that when one charge exploded, the
absence of all tamping in the culvert, in which they were all placed, caused the others
to ignite. The steps were by this explosion completely destroyed, the destructive
eflects extmding as far as the south mine in No. 18, which was rendered ineffective
by it.
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On the following day the charges in 18, 19, and 20 were tested by the ga]va ..
nometcr, and the south mine in 18 alone being found to be unserviceable, the re.maining five were fired by the batteries, the current passing through them consecu ..
tivcly. By this explosion all the steps were also destroyed, but portions of the
revetment above the upper step still adhered to the solid rock behind it.
On the same day (Thursday, January 24th) the charges haTing been placed in the
eight mines of shafts Nos. 8, 5, 6, and 7, and Bickford's fuze having been attached
to them, these charges were also fired.
Originally the charges in these eight mines were each to have amounted to 363 lbs.,
but as the necessity for speed increased, and the galleries were not driven to their
proper lengths, they were all more or less increased ; thus in No. 7 there were two
charges of 400 lbs. each; in No. 6 there was one charge of 400 lbs., and another of
4l(i lbs.; in No. 5 both charges were increased to 400 lbs., whilst in No. 8 the charge
in the south branch was altered in position as well as size, for owing to the loosened
state of the earth, it had been found impossible to place a charge in the north branch
of 31, contiguous to it, therefore the south branch of No. 8 was driven a little fur~
ther, and a short return made in it, so as to increase the L.L.R.; thus the charge
in this branch was 464 lbs., and that in the north branch was 408 lbs.
Fired hy Bickford's fuze , these eight charges exploded at different times, ,vhich
would partly account for small portions of the wall remaining standing; but, on the
whole, the destruction of the walls was exceedingly satisfactory, the difference of the
elfect on walls with earth backing being made evident in this case, as not only wai.
the wall above the upper step displaced but large craters were formed in the ground
itself.
Owing most probably to the north and south galleries of Nos . 6 and 7 not having
been driven to their proper lengths, a portion of the wall remained between them,
but in so tottering a condition that a small charge behind it displaced it without
difficulty.
The mines in the culverts on both sides of the entrance to the west dock, and oo the
west side of the f'ntrance to the centre dock, marked in the plan 69a, b, andc; 68 a,
b, and c; and 66 a, b, and c; also 69a' in the counterfort of the south west angle of
b~sin, No. 47 in the sill of the entrance to the west dock, and No. 70 in the counterfort .•at the end of the pier between the west and centre docks, were next prepared.
All the mines in the culverts were charged with 400 lbs.; 69a' contained 320 lbs.;
No. 70, 800 lbs.; and No. 47, 500 lbs.; only three of these mines were connected
with the batteries, the rest were to be fired by an arrangement of Bickford's fu,:e
and powder hose; 69a' was connected with one main wire, whilst 47 and 70 were connected by "crows' feet" with another.
The tamping and loading of these mines were completed by the morning ofthe26th
January, the culverts being tamped in the usual way with sand bags, whilst the shafts
were filled with well rammed clay and earth; but in No. 47, where the line of tamping
was very short1 and, the earth having fallen in, the chamber had become an immense
cavern, it was necessary in the first place to fill it with sand bags, and to place ~heeling firmly strutted against the mouth of the cavern; then, chases being cut in the
shaft, other sheeting was let in, and the intermediate spacei. filled in with closely
})acked sand bags; in the case of this mine not only was the rei;istance of the framework to be overcome, but one half of the gate, having become jammed when open,
was placed exactly over the mine.
1'0 fire the mines JJlaced in the culverts, short lengths of Bickford's fuze were
introducl•d into each. charge, and powder hose was laid along the whole length of
gallery, so that the B1ckford's fuze, ignited by the hose, might simultaneously, or
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nearly so, ignite the charges i this arrangement was also carried out in 69a' in case of
failure with the wires.
The three charges were first attempted to be fired by the wires, but only No. 70
exploded; 69 a, b, and c, and 69a' were successfully and simultaneou,ly exploded by
the hose and fuze, but in culvert No, 68, a and c only went off, and in 66, band c
both missed. It is most probable that these failures in the culverts were occasioned
by the explosion of No. 70 di&:arranging the hose and Bickford's fuze.
After the explosions above mentioned, a fresh connection was made with the wires
leading from 47, and the whole strength of the batteries was brought to bear upon
this single charge; at first it would not go oft~ but after the current had continued to
pass through the wires for about half-a-minute the charge exploded; and it is to be inferred
from this that the priming of fine powder which was confined around the platinum
wire in a ,mall canvass tube was damp, and that the wire, remaining red ht>t, gradually
dried the powder, and in process of time ignited it, thus firing the clrnrge.
By these explosions the whole of the revetment west of the entrance to the west
dock was completely destroyed, the made ground and masonry falling at an angle of
45 degrees.
Only a small portion on the east side remained standing, where 68b had not gone
off, and this was shortly after destroyed by a small bag of powder placed in a short
shaft behind; 66 b and c having missed, a large portion of the revetment still
remained, but 70 and 66a complettly destroyed· the counterfort and the face of the
revetment towards the basin. The effect of 47 was also extremely satisfactory, the
framework being completely destroyed, and the gate thrown from its position, and a
large chasm was left about 10 feet deep where the charge had been placed.
By this time the charges in the culvert behind the east basin wall, whieh missed
on the 23rd, had been reached from a hole made in the debris thrown down by the
discharge of the set to the nor th of 38, and it appearing that the wire was completely
destroyed by that explosion, and some of th e barrels smashed, fresh barrels were
,ubstituted, and powder hose was introduced into the whole of the six charges which
missed on that occasion, namely 1 four in the culvert, and 62 a and b; and on Monday,
28th January, these six charges were fired, their effect being completely to destroy
the whole of the revetment, though a small portion of one counterfort remained
standing.
Nothing now remained but tha 23 charges in the revetments of the west dock, and
that piece of the revetment which had been left by the failure of 66 band c.
The opening of the culvert, marked 66 on the plan, was so choked up by the debris
thrown down from the explosion of the north charge in shaft No. 7, and the wall
itself appeared so unsafe, that another plan was resorted to for destroying that portion
of the revetment wall; nearly opposite the position of 66 c, and about half-way up
the revetment, there was a hole in the wall through which the chain Jed, which by
means of a capstan above, closed the opposite gate, this hole was about 10' long, so it
was made use of as a main gallery from which to drive another to lodge a charge
which would blow down the whole mass; the gallery was driven in obliquely, so as
to gain a point about half way between 66 b and c, and with a L.L.R. of 141, a
charge of 450 lbs. was lodged at the end.
On Tuesday, January 29th, the galleries in the revetments of the west dock, being
driven to very near their proper extent, the loading ,us commenced, and the arrange•
ments for firing were completed on Thursday, 31st, at an early hour.
The proper charge for these mines was 348 lbs.1 but owing to the galleries being
shorter than their proper length, and also on account of the small amount of resistance
which the rnade earth was found to offer wheu the charges on the west side of the
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centre dock were exploded, they were all altered according to the conditions under
which they were placed ; water was more abundant in these shafts than it had been
in any of those behind the revetments of the other docks1 and the charges were placed
with extreme difficulty, but aa it was intended to test the efficiency of the wires at this,
the last explosion, the whole operation was performed with the greateat care, the
galvanometer being always brought to bear on each charge before it was lowered, and
before tamping commenced. One or two instances occurred where the connection
was broken in the operation of getting the charge into its place, and a fresh charge
and primer were substituted, and at length 1 when the 23 charges were tamped 1 in two
only did the galvanometer indicate a bad connection or rupture. One length of
Bickford's fuze was also fixed in to all these charges except one or two, where the
water was in such abundance that it was thought the risk of damping the charge by
boring the hole for the fuze was too great.
The charges were to be united with the main wires by "crows' feet," three main
wires being used, and the whole number of mines being divided into two sets of eight
and one of seven, and the connection between the batteries and the main wires being
made as rapidly in succession as possible, it was thought that the effect would be
nearly simultaneous, but when the moment arrived for passing the current through
the charges, not one would go off, and the cause of the failure admitted of no explanation, unless it was, that through carelessness in makipg the multitude of connections, some had become disunited, and the current returned to the batteries through
the earth, Nothing therefore remained but to await the effects of the Bickford's fuze,
which had already been lighted, and accordingly, one after another1 17 out of the 23
exploded, the remainder missing, most probably from the damp having penetrated
the cases ; those that failed were in the south branch of 24, in the south branch of 23,
in the north branch of 22, 67 a and b, and the single charge in No. 30.
Many of these charges, it will be remembered, were placed at a higher level than
that originally intended, and it was observed that these charges had not the effect of
so thoroughly destroying the lower step as those placed at the bottom of the revetment; a difference was naturally to be expected, but not so great a one as was
actua11y the case1 and it is possible that the little resistance offered by the ground
behind may have had an influence on the result; and in No, 28, as if to prove this,
the ground being ~hroughout very shaky, both charges blew up through the ground
in rear of the revetment, leaving the wall itself only a little shaken.
As a remedy for the failures above detailed, it was at first proposed to untamp the
shafts, drive galJeries in from the second step, and place charges in the revetment, as
well as make use of the old shafts; but after having untamped to a certain extent, it
became evident that the ground was so shaken, and the framework of the shafts so
unsafe, that the risk incurred would not be equivalent to the advantage; it was therefore decided to drive galleries from the first step from the bottom, 10 feet long from
the face of the wall at a higher level than the known water line, and then branching
to the right and left, place charges about 21 feet apart, the L.L.R. being about
12 feet, and the charges being :slightly increa!ed i thus (see Plan No. 2) four
galleries were driven nearly opposite to the former positions of N os. 24, 23, 28, and
30, only a short return being driven from the extremity of that opposite 24, and
galleries to place the charges 21 feet apart, from those opposite the remaining Nos.
The charges were thus placed, one in No. 24 of 300 lbs, in 23 two of .500 lb s. each,
in 28 one of 400 lhs. and one of 300 lbs., and the same in No. 30.
Powder hose was fixed to all these charges, and the work of driving the galleries
being commenced on the 31st January, they were fired on the 6th February, the men
having worked in relicfs, each relief having a task of 2 feet, and as soon aa one set of
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men had finished their task another was ready to take their place. This plan was
found to answer admirably when it was tried, but of course it could only be carried
out when the amount of work to be done was limited in extent.
These seven mines explodecl as nearly as possible together, and the effect produced
by them was completely to destroy those portions of the wall left standing on the 31st
January, and also the lower step. Now as these charges were all placed in the
masonry itself, and not in the earth behind the masonry, it seems most probable that
the slight resistance offered by the earth was the real cause of lhe lower step not
being destroyed by the former discharge.
The charge placed in the chain hole, to destroy that portion of the revetment left
standing by the failure of 66 band c, ,..as exploded on the 31st January, at the same
time aa those in the revetment of the west dock, and its effect was all that could be
expected, namely, to remove tbe last vestige of the block at the end of the pier between
the centre and west clocks.
This brought the mining operations to a close, and as only here and there small
portions of wall remained standing, the success, though not unmixed with many
failures in the mines to be fired by wires, may be deemed a satisfactory proof of the
truth of the calculations1 nnd of what difficulties may be overcome by men working
steadily in concert with officers who would spare no pains in the attainment of the
desired object.
TIME OCCUPIED IN DEMOLISHING THE

Docxs.

The order for preparing a project for the demolition was issued immediately after
the evacuation of Sebastopol, it having been agreed that the French should destroy
one half of the clocks and the English the other.
To obtain some verification of the Russian plans, which had been obtained when
the Allies first occupied the Heights, some ahafts were sq.nk in different places behind
the revetments1 and work "·as commenced with this object on the 13th September,
the party consisting only of 1 sergeant, 9 sappers, and some miners from the Line,
who marched down from the c:unp every clay; but on the 19th one subaltern of Engi
neers and 42 men took up permanent quarters in the store.houses of the Dockyard,
and the work was carried on in two reliefs until the 24th September, when orders were
received to discontinue the work altogether.
On the 24th October, 60 more Sappers, with a captain and subaltern of Engineers,
and a party of 50 men of the Line were added to the working party, making it in all
15tt Sappers and 150 of the Line.
Up to this date there had been no work .clone beyoJ.1d the regular hours, but water
now began to throw great obstacles in the way of the speedy completion of the work,
and to expedite it the 24 hours were divided into three reliefs, the whole or nearly
all the shafts being worked during the first relief, as the clay party still consisted of
J50 men, and was of course only available for this relief, and in the second and
third reliefs those shafts only were worked which were the most backward. To carry
out this object more fully, viz., to work constantly at the backward shafts, 200 men
were added to the permanent party, making it up to 350 men, but still retaining the
daily party of 150 men.
The working party thus consisted of 156 Sappers and 350 Line, and with but slight
alterations it ~ontinued so till within a fortnight of the completion of the work1 when
the daily party, which a short time before had been decreased to 50 men, was done
away with altogether, and another detachment 150 strong marched to the Dockyard,
100 of those who had been on the works the whole time being relieved; thus the
permanent party was increased to 400 men.
4
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No great inconvenience from water in the shafts was experienced until the_ middle
of November, when, the shafts attaining a depth of 26 feet below the copmg, the
quantity increased so rapidly that it became obvious that some other means than the
bucket and pulley should if possible be resorted to, to clear them.
Eight force pumps were therefore procured from Balaklava; but these could only
be applied to the shafts in the floors of the docks, as the clepth of the other shafts
was soon too great to admit of any pump raising the water to the summit.
The wet shafts were therefore worked day and night, for to allow a shaft to remain
unworked for a few hours was to ensure its having some feet of water in it when work
was recommenced. Some common lift pumps were made, and some old Russian
pumps, found in the Dockyard, were also fitted up in the hopes that they might
assist in getting the water out of the deep shafts, but they were found to be so
awkward, and so constantly out of repair that the bucket was in the end found to be
the best for the deep shafts.
Thus the work progressed with fortunately very fine weather, and it was thought
that the shafts might soon be ready for the charges, but on the night of the 15th
December, two or three days having been rainy, the docks were deluged by a
tremendous storm of rain, and in the morning not only had the water risen in some
of the shafts behind the revetments to within a few feet of the surface, but the floors
of the three southern docks and of the basin were covered to a depth of two feet.
To pump out this body of water was of course out of the question, and it was at one
time contemplated to put up one of the steam engines that the Russians had used in
pumping out their coffer-dams, but this was given up, the labour being too great.
The only alternative therefore appeared to be that the water in the shafts of the
revetments should be permitted to subside, whilst, to work those in the floors of the
docks, coffer dams were constructed to isolate them as much possible, and then to
pump them out; but this no.t being found to answer, the French were requested to
cut a drain through the sill of the gate leading into the locks, and as they kindly
consented to this, the water was quickly reduced in the basin, as the cutting was
below the level of the English docks; the feeders were made use of to empty them
into drains cut through the bottom of the basin leading from each dock to the French
locks. In this way the water was very speedily got rid of, but the work was very
much thrown back by this great fal) of rain, for many shafts and galleries, before
almost completed, had now to be begun again.
On the 17th December the weather began to be exceedingly severe, and owing to
the intense frost and the great riisk run by men, who, working in wet shafts where the
atmosphere was warmer than above., would, on returning to the surface, at times be
frozen, the order was given to cease working at night, and the party was divided into
reliefs, one half going on from 7 a.m. till l p.m. and the other from 1 pm. till 7 p.ru.,
and this arrangement wa11 adhered to until the work was completed, deviations from
it being made when urgently required, such as preparing galleries, pumping shafts
out preparatory to loading next day, or the like.
During the progress of the work the Russians at times fired a good deal in the
dh-ection of the docks, but their missiles fell short, and though the working parties
liad some extraordinary escapes, only one Sapper was wounded, and one private of the
18th Regiment lost his arm.
The barracks the Sappers were quartered in were large store-houses built on the
wharf around the creek, and though large and well adapted for the purpose, they were
very eolcl, and the men, returning night after night from the shafts wet through,
suffered a great deal from cold and bronchial .complaints; one or two shot fell in the
h•rrack-rooms, but most providentially not one man was injured by them.
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GENERAL REMARKS ON THE MINING OPERATIONS JN SEBASTOPOL DOCKYARD.

Having now brought the details of the demolition to a close, some remarks upon
the success of portions of the operations, and upon the failure in others, upon the
different stages of the work, and upon the modes of firing which were used, may be
added.
With respect to the mode pursued of lodging the charges, i.e., the sinking of shafts
and the driving of galleries, experience teaches that where shafts have to be sunk to
so great a depth as 81 feet, a shorter line, though it be through a harder material, is
decidedly preferable, owing to the great labour of raising the earth to the summit of
such deep shafts, and, in the case of the docks, the material of which they were built
was of so soft a nature that all the shafts ought to have been sunk in the second step,
thus much trouble would have been saved in repairing those shafts destroyed by the
storm water which fell in the middle of December1 and there would have been no
necessity for the enormous quantity of framing which was used in thoae shafts sunk
in earth.
Sufficient care was not taken when laying out the shafts in the first instance, to
place them exactly in the centre between each pair of charges; had this been done,
much trouble would have been saved in the execution, and in taking the necessary
measurements to ensure the charges being placed in their proper positions.
It will be observed, from the description of the operations and the actual demoli~
tion, that, as a general rule, where the charges exploded as intended, the effects were
commensurate with the expectations; therefore we may conclude that the calcula~
tions founded on the rules laid down by Sir C. Pasley, Sir H. D. Jones, and others,
are correct in every respect, except that, from the demolition of the east basin "all,
it would appear, that instead of placing the charge in the centre of a couuterfort,
and in line with the back of the wall, it should have been placed nearer to the back of
the counterfort; and judging from the portions of the steps and revetment which
remained, it appears that in laying out a series of charges they should always be so
arranged that the craters should intersect at least ¼ of the L.L.R., whereas in the
project for the demolition the craters were arranged so as to be only tangential to
each other.
Though the powder in almost all the mines was in barrels and cases of different
shapes and sizes, placed in no particular order, the effect seemed to be the same as if
the charges had been in one case, though only from 5 to 10 lbs. were added in consequence of the separation; but from the trouble we had in getting large casks, weighing in some instances 800 lbs., into the chambers, it would be as well never to attempt
to lodge any cask or case already charged weighing over 100 lbs.
In fixing the positions of the shafts with respect to the positions of the charges,
the proposed method to be adopted for firing should always be borne in mind, lhus
a great amount of extra trouble and time will always be saved.
In calculating and placing the charges in the revetments of the west dock, which
were built in made earth, more attention should have been paid to the probable effect
in the direction of the L.L.R., as from the effect produced I am of opinion that less
charges in proportion (these were -nJ L.L.R. 3 ) placed in the masonry itselfi and about
two feet from the back, instead of in the back of the revetment itself, would have
produced as much eft'ect1 and have therebJ saved a considerable amount of powder;
whereas ju those of the other docks, which were merely a facing to the natural rock,
though in every instance the lower steps were destroyed, yet a portion of the wall
above the upper step almost always adhered to the rock, and it therefore seems that
G
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had the cl1arges been increased in proportion to the L.L.R, and placed quite at the
back, the whole revetment would have been blown down; but it is true, at the satne

,..

time, that only the destruction of the lower step was at fint intended.
The culve1·ts, whenever they existed near any charge or sets of charges, were
always used as main galleries, and as time would not al1ow of these being completely
tamped, as has before been observed, one-third of the amount of each charge was
added to make up for the deficiency ; and in all cases of hasty demolition, it is
worthy to note that if this addition be made, the necessity for tamping the shaft alone
exists, which is of course an operation far easier to perform than tamping galleries.
As regards the four several modes of firing employed, viz., by the voltaic batteries,
Bickford's fuze, a combination of Bickford's fuze and powder hose, and powder hose
alone, I should, from experience of the formeri express it as my opinion that where the
penon in charge of the batteries can be assisted by trained superintendents on whom
he can completely depend, and when the time of completing any particular operation
is not limited, nothing can be more perfect than the voltaic agency for firing charges
placed in water; but as the chance of failure increases immensely in proportion to
the number of connections to be ma.de, and as every charge should therefore, to make
the result perfectly sure, be connected by one unbroken wire, or rather by a wire not,
as in the case of the dock demolitions, made up of many short lengths, it would be
almost impossible to carry on operations on so large a scale as these unless the supply
of wire was unlimited, and unless the person in charge of the apparatus was able
himself to inspect all the minor operations connected with the wires.
It is obviously quite impossible to account for all the failures which occurred in
those mines which were to be fired by the batteries, but the probability is that in
many instances they were owing to earth connections, that is to say that, a break
in the copper wire having taken place, the current immediately betook itself to the
galvanized iron wire, and so back to the battery, without passing through the charges;
in some cases also, the platinum wire was broken, but these failures might have been
avoided had the galvanometer been used at an earlier period in the operations.
Two modes of firing by electricity were used, viz., by passing the current from
th"! batteries through a set of mines consecutively, and by distributing the current
from the end of the main wire amongst the charges, by means of two wires brought
to a nucleus at its extremity from each of the charges in the set,
The advantage of the former is that the current passes through each charge with
its entire intensity, the connections are less complicated, and simultaneous explosion
is the result; but the slightest disarrangement of the platinum wire in any one
charge involves the failure of the whole set, whereas, in the other plan, though the
connections are infinitely more numerous, and the current, by being thus desseminated, becomes weaker, yet, though one be defective, it in no way influences the
ellic iency of the remainder of the set.
The Bickford's fuze was used ultimately to a great extent in firing the mines, and
only six failures are recorded of all the charges thus to be exploded; and as these
were immersed in water, it is highly probable that they are as much to be attributed
to damp affecting the charge as to the failure of the fnze; but the time it takes to
burn is so long and so irregular, that nothing like the simultaneous explosion of
any set of mines can be expected when they are to be fired thus.
The Bickford's fuze should always be laid in a trough, as jamming it in tamping is
very likely to cause it to go out.
'fhe combination of Bickford's fuze and hose is a very excellent method of firing
mines, thongh it was scarcely put to a fair test in these operations, but by it an
enormous saving of powder hose is efficted. The Bickford's fuie is in such ,hort
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lengths that the explosions are as nearly as possible simultaneous, and an immense
deal of trouble is saved in the arrangement of the powder hose, such as bringing it to
a focus from a set of charges, &c. ; but this mode applies more particularly to a case
where a number of charges are exploded through one gallery, as for instance those in
the culverts of the docks.
Of powder hose introduced into the charges themselves it is needless to say much,
it having been used successfully in numberless operations. Where the galleries
and shafts are dry, hose is decidedly the most convenient way of igniting charges ;
but though great care may be taken in laying the different lengths from the nuclei to
the charges, simultaneous action is not so evident as in the case of the charges fir ed
by electricity; and where water exists, the difficulty of making the common 1inen
hose watertight is so great, and success is so precarious, that unless gutta percha
tubing can be obtained, I think Bickford's fuze is a preferable agent.

(Signed)

EDWARD T. LLOYD, Lieut. Colonel,
Com. Royal Engineer.

10th March, 1856.

In transmitting this report I must observe that the powder used was of three
different qualities, viz., English, Russian, and Turkishi which must be borne in mind
in considering the relative effects of the charges.-E. T. L.

[The fol1owing officers of EQgineers were employed on the demolition of these
docks, under the orders of Lieut. Colonel Lloyd, Commanding Royal Engin eer,
assisted by Colonel Gordon, C.B., 'viz. Brevet Major Nicholson, Resident Directi ng
Offieer, with Captain C. Cumberland and Lieuts. C. E. Gordon and G. Grahami for
about seven weeks, and Lieut. Edwards for the last month only.-Eo,]
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TABLE SHEWING THE CHARGES OF POWDER USEI
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do.

do.
do.

do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do,

North l

do.
do.

North 2

do.

do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Floor of

Dock.

44

{ North
South

51

North
South
North
South
North
South

,i\;
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
clo.
do.

7' 9"
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

So uth

1.

10' 0"

52
53

jl

I

Proposed

Least

Charge11
Mean1

Flrin1

370
370

Bickford•1

360

do.
do.
do.

do.

368
384
377

do.
do.

do.

360

do.

380
304
370

do.

390
390
377
370
360
360
360
366

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

do,
334
do.
348
do,

do,
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.

370
370
350
360

150
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

150
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.

do.
do.
do.

388

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Dock

I

l'.

Line of

Shafts

24

•

Fractional
lful1iplier of

No. of

- -I

I

•,[l
I

~Ja...,

Bottom of
Entrance

{
{
{

--47

69
68

r

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

- - - ---•500

___I
500

Wire

,_

---- --Sides of
Entrance

Wire

a
b

"\

C

{

C

a
b

,i\r

do.
do.
do .
do.
do.

13' O"

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

330
do.
do .
do.
do .
do.

400
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.

B fuze &
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

ER II.
EMOLITION 01" TIIE DOCKS AT 8EBASTOPOL.

Wet or
Branches,

8ucce11.

Dry.

Effect.

REM.l.Rlt '3.

- - - - ----1-----1-------1
Exploded
Partial
Failed
do.
do.
do.
,vet
North
Exploded
do.
South
Partial
do.
do.
North
Complete
do.
do.
South
do.
do.
North
do. ! Blew out bedo,
South
do, f hind the wall
do.
Dry
East
Complete
do.
do,
,vest
do.
Failed
East a Very wet
do.
do.
West b
,vet
North
do.
Exploded
Dry
North
Complete
do.
do.
South
do.
do.
do.
North
Partial
do.
do.
South
do.
do.
do.
North
do.
do.
do.
South
Complete
do.
do.
North 1
Partial
do.
do.
North 2
do.

North

Dry

South
North
South

do.
Very wet
do.

North
South
North
South
North
South
North
South

Very wet Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

--North

Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

1.-The charges in 21•, 23, 22, 21, 28, 29
67, 30, 9, 10, 11, and 12, were to be
fired by the wires, but Bickford's fu ze
had been attached to all except 67 a
and b, and the chargeg in 23 ; the wires
however failed, and 16 of the 23 exp1oded by the ignition of the fuze.
2.-Partial, in the column for '' Effect,"
implies that, in this case, though the
revetment was brought down, a portion
of the lower step remained.
3.-Both charges in No. 28 b1e,v out
through the made earth behind the
revetment.
4.-Fresh charges were placed in the
situations where Nos. 24, 23, 22, 61 a
and b, and 30, missed. (Vide the end
of the table)5.-The additions to the charges were
made on account of the galleries being
too short.
6.-The failure in the Bickford's fuze
was most probably owing to damp,
except in 24.
1.-AU these charges were connected in
one set with the batteries, the current
being passed through them consecutively.
2.-AU the mines were surcharged ; the
craters were thus exaggerated, but did
not quite meet.

___ ____,_____ ,______________
,

Very wet

Exploded

Complete

Charge enormously increased on account
of the resistance of the frame-work
and gates closed on it.

- - - - - - ----•------' - - - - - - - - - - - - -a
b
C

a
b
C

Dry
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Exploded
do.
do.
do.
Failed
Exploded

Complete
do.
do.
do.
Complete

1.-The cause of failure in 68 b is unexplained, but the craters made by 68 a
and c so nearly met that only a small
portion of the wall remained, which was
afterwards brought down by a small
charge.
2.-Charges increased on account of the
resistance of the gates, and placed in
chambers cut in the sides of feeder
drains.

c·

''.
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TABLE SHE\VING THE CHARGES OF POWDER USED

I

Ii

~Jame of

Position of

No, of

Dock.

Sha fts

Shaft1

Brancht'&.

------7
6

I

5

S'i.des

I

and
Ends.

8
31
32
64

1

{
{
{
{

{
{

{

2

{

3

{

4

{

North
South
North
South
North
South
North
South
South
East
West
East
·west
South
South
North
North
South
North
South
North

South

Llne of

Propo1ed

Leut

Charges

u1ed,

L.L.R.:i

Resistance

iD lbs.

in lbs.

863
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
384
do.
363
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.

370
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
460
400
390
do.
370
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

B. Fw

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

12' 9"
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
12'' 11''
do.
12' 9"
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

-la

7' 9"

160
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

160
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Wiret
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

,,.

do.

to.

a

b
I
2

Charges

Fractional
Multiplier of

Mean,
Firiag

do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Wire,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Centre

-

Dock

43

/,

56

{
{

North
South
North
South
North

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
ao.
do.

I

Sides
of
Entrance.

--Bottom of
Entrane&.

I
I

,,
w.....

66
66

{
{

a
b
C

a
b
C

1.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

--- - - 46

{

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

- - - ---

- --- - - -

,I

,,
I

66

67
68

II
I

54

Floor
of
Dock.

North
{ South
North
{ South
North
{ South

North
South

13' 0 11
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

330
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

400
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

--- - - ¼

do.

12' 711
do.

300
do,

B.fuze&
do.
do.
Wire,
do.
do,

380
do.

,vire•
do.

Ii
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,.,
Branches

"
{ North
South
North
{ South
{
{

North
South
North
South
South
East
West

{
{ East
West

{
{
{
j {

I,

a
b
South I
South 2
North
North
South
North
South
North
South

North
{ South
North
{ South
{ North
South
North
{ South
{ North
South
North

.

Wet or

Bucce11.

Effect.

Wet
do.
do.
do.
Dry
do.
do.
do.
Wet
Dry
do.
Wet
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Doubtful
Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Partial
Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Partial
Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, (nine mines) were
connected with the batteries by" crow's
feet" in one set.

Very wet
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do.
Doubtful
Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do.

Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.

1.-The thirteen charges in the floor of
that dock and of the entrance were con.
nected in two sets with the batteries.

Dry,

REliABKS,

1.-The charges in this dock, with exception of No. 31, destroyed the whole of
the bottom steps; but portions of the
work were left standing above the upper
wall.

I'

2.-In No.St. though the charge exploded,
the only effect it produced was to loosen
the joints of the masonry; but no part
of the wall was brought down. A portion of the charge must have become
damp.

Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.

2.-0nly one keel-block in the centre of
the dock remained intact after the
explosion.

Complete

1.-Nos. 66 band c failing, the gallery
was driven from the chain hole above,
for the eff'ecL of which vide end of table.

- --- -------

{
{
-

.
b

C

b

C

Dry
do.
do.
do •
do.
do.

Exploded
Failed
do.
Exploded
do.
do.

Complete
do.
do.

2.-The eurrent of electricity passed
through 65 a, b and c, in suacession.

--North
{ South

I
Very wet Exploded
do.
do.

Partial
do.

Both these cl1arges blew out to the north
of the frame work, completely destroying the stone-work, but leaving the
frame intact.

Ii
II

ii

~

.
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TABLE

l'

Name of
Dock

I

P0&ition of

No. or

Shafts

Shaft,

15
14

'

and

I

Ends

{

61

l

35

17
18
19
20
East
Dock

42
Floor
of
Dook,

I

56
49
48
59

II
I

60

---

I I
I
I

I

I' I

Bottom
of

Entrance

- --

I

lJc1..

l
l
l

Line of

Proposed

Least

Cbargu

used,

L,L.R,a

Re1i1tance

in lb1.

in lbs.

io

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

12' 1111
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

384
do.
do.
do.
do.
do .
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do. do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

450
do.
390
450
do.
do.
do.
390
do.
450
do.
390
do.
480
do.
do.
do.
460
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Meant
Firi1

45

Sides
of
Entrance

do.
Wire
I

B. F,
do,
do.
do.

,vire
B. F,
do.
do.
Wire
do.

B. F1
do.
do.
do.
Wir1
do.
do,
do,
do,
do.

North

,t,

10' 3"

South

do.

do.

160
do.

160
do,

Wirt
do,

l
l
l
l

North
South
North
South
North
South
North
South
North

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,

do.
do,
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do,
do
do.
do.
do.
do,
do,

do.
do.

12' 7 11
do.
do.

300
do.
do.

400
do.
300

Wirt
do.
do,

{

East
"\Vest

North

~-

- - - - - -,_

--63

B. F1

{

------

j
~

62

I

North
South
North
South
North
South
North
South l
South 2
West a
East b
{ , East
West
{ Soulh I
South 2
South 3
North
North
South
North
South
North
South

l
l
l

13
Sides

'·

Charges

Fractional
Multiplier of

--16

I

Branche,.

SHEWING THE CHARGES OP POWDER USK

{

a
b
C

a
b
C

.f.

do.
do.

13' 0"
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

330
do.
do.

340
do.
do.

Wi11
do
do

clo.
do.
do,

do.
do.
do.

H01

do
do

49
!IOLIT!ON OF TllE DOCKS AT SEBASTOPOL.

Wet or
Brn.nch~•.
Dry.

Succen.

Elfect,

- - - - - ----->-----<
Exploded
do.
do.
do.
dodo.
do.
do.
do.
0
do.
Ver~ ~et
do,
b
do.
do.
Dry
do.
do.
do.
l Wet
do.
do.
2
do.
do.
3
do.
do,
do.
do.
Failed
do.
Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do.
de.
do,
do.
Wet
do.
do.
do.
Dry
do.
do.
do.

North
South
North
South
North
South
North
South 1

l~;:: !
'East

East
West
South
South
South
North
North
South
1North
South

North
South
North

Very we

South

do.

North
South
North
South
North
South
North
South
North

do.
do.
do.
uo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Complete
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Complete
do.
do.
do.

Vel'y wet Exploded
do.
do.
do.
do-

-- - - - - - - a

D,y

b

do.
do.

Exploded
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Failed
do.
Exploded

C

a
b
C

I

l

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
1.-Nos 16 and 15 south, 14 and 13 north,
and 61 a and b were all to have been
fired off by the wires, but these failing,
the charges were untamped, Bickford's
foze was attached, and a bag of powder
added to each charge.
2.-The lower steps were completely destroyed, but here and there portions of
the wall above the upper step remained
standing.
3.-0wing to there being no tamping in
the culvert, the charges in Noii. 17, 18,
J 9, and 20 were all increased by about
80 lbs 4.-The failure in No. 18 south was occasioned by the wires being destroyed
by the premature discharge of the
charges in No.17, by which the charges
in Nos. 18, 19, and 20 were to have
been fired.

Complete 1.-Nos. 42, 56, 49, 48, and 58 (ten mines)
Exploded
were fired in two sets by " crow's feet ."
Doubtful { Blew thro~gh
the tampmg
Complete 2.-The failure in 42 was most probahly
Exploded
owing to damp, as was proved to be the
do.
do.
case ir.. 59, on removing the charges
do.
do.
from that mine.
do.
do.
do.
do.
3.-The charges were again placed in 59,
do.
do.
and were fired at the same time as the
Failed
single charge in 60, the current being
do.
passed through the set.
Complete
Exploded

--- - - - ---East
West
North

RBUARKS.

Partial
Complete
do_

These three charges were fired together,
the current passing through these ~onsecutively, though once there was a little
doubt about 45 east. The destruction
of the framing was complete.

Complete
do.
do,

Fired by wires at different times; at the
first time only 63 c went off; 63 a and b,
were however afterwards connected aud
discharged simultaneously.

Complete

No. 62 a ancl b, first intended to be fireJ by
wires, failed. Hose was then laid down
to the charges, and they were successfully
exploded.
ll

..,

"I
1

60

TABLE 8HEWING THE CHARGES OF POWDER USED IN

I'

Name of

P o1illon of

No. of

Dock,

Shnfr 1

~haft•

Branche1,

Line or

Proposed

Least

Charges

used,

L.L.R.s

Re1i1tnnce

in lbs.

in lb,.

42
64

60
80

Bickford'&Fuze

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do .
do.

..

--- ----

27

I

26

W est.
I

Ii
I

Ilasin

.,,½
do.

½

do.

do.

do.

do.

25a

,?,
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

West

!

II' 3"

280

320

Fuze & hose

{

---

- ---North 1
North 2

½

{

l~Od of Pte r
between
\Vest and

!I

'

I

111

II

I
I

1 •

Ii

Chnrges

46

subse•

I

do .
do.
JI ' 3"

¼

17' 011

800

820

,Vires.

¼

17' O''

SOO

820

"~ires.

I

8' 611
do.

200
do.

200
do.

Wires

---

- - -,

I

14' 0"

4ll

450

B. Fuze

19' 0"
12' 011
do.
do.
do.
do .
do ,

300
300
310
300
400
300
•100

300
300
320
300
400
300
400

H ose
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

160
do.

Wirl's

\Vest

'

I

,vest

--24

quently

23

to

28

Failures,

30

I
I

{

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

I E ast

LodgeJ

do.
400
170
do.
do.
320

South 2

\Vest

Chain hole, West side }
or Entr11nce.

do.

do.
320
122
do.
do.
280

70

63a

,vires.

do.
do.

CPnlre Docks
I'nd of Pier
between
f'ut and
Centre Docka

260
160
do.
260

North 1
No rth 2

11' 9"
9' 8"

South 3
do.
'""'"~
South 4
do.

11·

200
ll2
do.
200

South 2

{

38

10' O"
8' 3"
do.
10' 3"

do.
do.
do.

South 1

East.

I

South
North
South
North
Sout h
North
South

~\No,th
South

I

do.
do.
do.

Leugth

or branches,
4'
9'
15'
7'
15'
8'
15'

0"
O"
01'
6"
6"
0"
Q11

---

I

10· s-do.

-

Lu

do.

North

39

,I,,

do.

Firing.

North
South

Wall .

'

6' 6"
7' 6"

do.

Mean, of

25

69a

-

,

North
{ South
North
{ South
North
{ South

27a

Charges

Fractional
Multiplier of

IGO
do.

--

clo.

--

-

I
;,
II
II
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Wet or

No. of

B11Lnchee,

Sho.ftt,

Dry.

Bueceu.

Effect.

I

REM:4R:S:S,

I

I

--{

South

Dry
do.

Exploded
do.

Complete
Part.ial

{

North
South

do.
do.

do.
do.

Complete
do.

{

North
South

do.
do.

do.
do.

Partial

25

North

do.

Failed

25a

North
South

do.
do.

Exploded
do.

Partial
do.

West

do.

do,

Complete

Wet
do.
do.
do.

Exploded
do.
do.
do.

Complete

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
Failed
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

Exploded

Complete

27a
27

26

{

69a

North

Complete

!.-Though all the ch arges placed in the
West Basin wall were very mu ch increased, with one exception, viz., 69 a,
they gave evidence of their not bein g

t

sufficient.

'

ir

2.-The number of counterforts was not
accurately ascertained, the con sequence
of which error was that every altern a te

11

counterfort remained; they were however destroyed by small charges aft erwards.
3.-No. 69 a was fired at a period subse quent to the remainder of the charges in

I,

the wall, and it was increased on account
of its situation in a re-entering angle.

---

{

39

North J
North 2
South I

South 2

( North l
I

~l

38

North
South
South
South
South

2
1
2
3
4

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

11

1.-All the charges in 38, 39, and 62 a
and b, were to have been fired in two
sets of six each, the current passin g
through each charge consecutively, but
owing to the set in 38 exploding before
that in 39, the connection in the latter
was destroyed ; the charges were there
fore untamped, and hose being attached
to them they were successfully fir ed.
2.-These charges were increased on account of the deficiency of tamping.

I
I
I

------ --70

Dry

- - - --- - - 63a

This charge was increased because it was
placed in so many different cases.

'

·i:

West

Dry

Exploded

Complete

East
West

Very wet

Exploded
do.

Complete

do.

These charges were placed on account of
the failure of the original mine.

Exploded

Complete

This charge was required on account of
the failure of 46 a and b.

I;

46

l

do.

--- --- ---

Chain hole

West side
of

West

Dry

Entrance

--- - - - - - - --24
23

28
30

l

{
{

South
North
South
North
South
North
South

Dry
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do,

- - - --- - - ,9

North
{ South

Exploded

Complete

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Very wet Exploded

do.

----

do.

Complete

do.

All these charges completed the destru ction of such portions of the revetmen t
of the \Vest Dock as remained, owin g to
the failures in the original mines bearin g
these numbers.

The original charges in this shaft havi ng
failed from damp these were placed to
destroy the portious of the floor rem11ining above them.

!1
1,
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ABSTRACT OP TOTAL AMOUNT OP POWDER EXPENDED IN THE
DEMOLITION OF THE DOCKS.

lbs.
8,454
2,320
1,200
500
2,400

•
.
( 23 original charges in the revetments
7 additional charges in ditto, caused by failures .
West Dock ~ 8 charges in floor
l charge under the sill of the entrance
6 charges in the sides of ditto

l

Total of West Dock

14,874

8,300
1,760
2,400
450
760
400

( 22 original charges in the revetments
in floor
1 116 charges
charges in sides

Centre Dock ~

I
l

of entrance
, ·1ure m
· d"1tto
1 extra, on account o f 1a1
2 charges under the sill
2 extra charges in same position

14,070

Total of Centre Dock

( 23 original charges in the revetments
11 charges under the floor
2 extra charges under the floor
fi charges in sides of entrance •
3 charges under the si11

j

Eabt Dock

l

• 10,230
1,760
320
2,040
J,l00

Total of East Dock

\I
I

( 10 charges in the West Basin wall •
• '\ 10 charges in the East Basin wall
\ 2 charges at lhe ends of the piers between the Docks

Total of Basin wall •
Grand total in lbs.

15,450

1,020
2,330
1,640
4,990
49,30,

p L.

l .

AN

R

I

II

o

t1

R

,

I

/1
E. I. Lloyd, L

1

C~I. C. 11. I: .

Jt'. 11 ..i..Jlat'clt ,

/ 8 1)6.

C .Moody Lith, 2S7, Holborn London
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PAPER III.

REPORT ON TIIE DEMOLITION OF TIIE WIIITE BUILDINGS A'£ SEBASTOPOL.

B, LIEUTENANT GRAHAM, R.E.

Head Quarters, Sebastopol,
April 4th, 1856.

The White Buildings collectively form a rectangle of 400 yards from north to
south, by about 200 yards from east to west.
The north and south sides of this rectangle consist of two buildings, precisely
alike, which are called in this Report the north and south ranges.
They are each 582 feet long, and 50 feet in mean breadth, having three stories,
and being furnished with underground vaults and cellars. (Plate 1.)
Each building had four vaults, in each of which was a heating apparatus, from
whence, by means of flues, the hot air was led into the rooms above.
In the north range, the fires of these vaults were supplied with fresh air by galleries
leading to two ventilators situated 30 yards in front of the north face of the
building.
The ventilators were handsomely built in masonry, about 16 feet square, and rose
12 feet above the ground, each being surmounted by a small columned cupola,
containing the radiating wooden wind~sails for catching the air.
The north and south ranges appear to have been of more recent erection than the
other buildings, and were superior in construction, the bonding of the walls being
remarkably perfect.
Previous to the demolition, the roof of tlte west range was nearly complete, as
were also the flooring joists ; but all the timber of the south range had been burnt.
The west side of the rectangle of the White Buildings is formed by two long
ranges, two stories in height.
Under the north end of the southern building there were arched vaults.
The woodwork of the northern building had been removed, except the ceiling
joists over the passages; the, roof of the southern one, howe•er, remained almost
entire.
Two rows of pillars ran along the entire length of the building, and carried part of
the roof, and the upper floor ; these buildings are of older construction t.han the
north and south ranges, and the masonry and mortar are inferior.
The north, south, and west ranges appear to have been used a1 barracks.
All the outbuildings are placed on the east side, and are one story in height. The
principal buildings are at the centre of the east side, and form a rectangle of about
100 by 80 yards; these buildings have been used as kitchens, offices, &c.
The clock tower stood over an arched entrance. (A, Plate 1,)
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The building marked B (Plate 1) was a large kitchen with arched cellars underneath. (For details of construction see Figs. 8, 9, 10, Plate 4.)
The remainder of the buift:lings were of little importance, and nearly all the woodwork had been removed from them.
The clemolitions effected were confined to the north, south, and west ranges, and
the central buildings.
The exterior walls of the great buildings of the north and west ranges were left

standing by special order, to form a screen to working parties employed in collecting
timber.
The walls of the south range were much damaged by shot, and the wood-work
having been burnt, it was not considered necessary to demolish them entirely,
EXI'ERJMENTS,

A few preliminary experiments were made by Major Ranken for the purpose of
ascertaining the best and speediest method of effecting the demolition.
The first experiment tried was that of demolishing a part of the outer wall of the
south range, by blasting the window piers; (January 30th and 31st, and February lst.)
For this purpose 1¼'' jumper holes were made, one on each side of the window piers,
and 3 feet 10 inches deep. (See Plate 2, Figs, 12 and 13).
The walls were 4 feet thick, giving a line of least resistance of2 feet.
ChargetJ of ¼L.L.R 3 , or 2 lbs., were used, occupying 26 inches of a hole li" in
diameter.
For the dead walls, X holes• were made, the same as the others, and were placed at
2½ lined intervals, or 5 feet apart.
The demolition effected in this manner by 38 charges was tolerably successful.
A llOrtion of the west side at the angle being left in a tottering state, was brought
down by a bag of powder containing about 20 lbs, Owing to the loose building of
the walls of the west range, Major Ranken fout!d it preferable, in after practice, to
make the angle holes 4' 6 11 deep, with charges of 2½ lbs.
The second experiment tried (February 4th) was placing 15 charges of 48 lbs. on
the ground at the centres of the window piers, being at 2½ Ened intervals, or 10 feet
apart. (Figs. 1 and 2, Plate 2.)
Tamping about 5 feet thick was obtained from a trench dug in rear. The demolition
was essentially hasty, the whole of the preparations being made easily in five hours.
The demolition was successfuJ, but violent, the tamping, stones, &c. being blown
out to a a considerable distance; a wall 160 feet long was thus destroyed. (Figs. 1
and 21 Plate 2,)
At the same time 10 chargea of 25 lbs. were placed along 100 feet of the exterior
wall, including a small return of dead wall 36 feet long; the charges were placed in
chambers made in the wall, at the bottom of a trench; (Figs. 3 and 4, Plate 2.) The
whole was securely tamped with earth and solid shot. The effect of this was to bring
down the greater part 1>f the wing of the building against which the charges w~re
placed; but the return of dead wall remained standing, the charges havini blown
holes through it without bringing it down. (Figs. 3 and 4, Plate 2.)
In the former experiment with 48 lb. charges, the mines were brought to three
foci, but in the latter they were fired by separate pieces of Bickford's fuze.
The next experiment tried by Major Ranken, on the exterior walls of the south
range, was to sink a trench 8 feet deep along the face of the wall, in which 2J lb.
charges were placed opposite to the centre1 of the window piers and in the dead walls,
• Tho1e were formed b7 boring bole1 with a jumper from each 1lde or the w1111 1 inclined dow 11 •
w11rJ1 so 111 to l11tcrsto, in the centre.-En.
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nt two lined interv als; the hose in this instance was led from one charge to the others ;
the tamping was 4 1 thick; (Figs. 5 and 6, Plate 2.) The hose was ignited at three
points by Bickford's fuze, but one half of the charges were not fired, owing to the
rupture of the connectiug hose; the number of the charges was 46; the wall was
greatly shaken, but not brought down.
To complete the demolition, shafts were sunk the next day (February 12th), about
3' 6" deep, at the centres of the window piers from the inside, where the pre,,ious
explosion::; had blown out the tamping, and were loaded with charges of 25 to 30 lbs,
(Fig. 7, Plate 2,) and by firing the other unexploded charges of the day before, the
remaining part of the wall was brought down.
Two days previous to the last detailed experiment (February 9th) one of the vaults
of the south range was demolished by nine charges of 100 lbs. each, placed as shewn
in the accompanying sketch, (Figs. 8, 9. JO, Plate 2.)
The vault was entirely de:nolished, and the adjacent main walls were considerably
shaken ; part of a partition wall was thrown down ; the stones were not much
scattered,
NORTH RANGE,

The following were the preparations made for the demolition of the north range of
buildings.
In the portions of the exterior wall opposite to the long rooms, where the ground
is nt the same level inside as outside, the charges were placed 3 feet below the surface
of the ground, the chambers being previously built up with stones, and backed with
loose earth. (Fig.7,Plate3.)
A trench 3 feet deep, (Fig, 4, Plate 3) was also dug on the interior side of the wall
so as to diminish the resistance.
These charges were of 30 lbs., or nearly i L.L.R 3 , the wall being 4 feet thick;
and they were all placed in the centres of the window piers, at a mean distance of 10
feet apart.
For the demolition of the partition walls of the rooms, which were 3 feet thick,
charges of 15 lbs., or about half L.L.R 3 , were placed at two lined intervals along
the walls, charges of 30 lbs. being lodged at the re-entering angles.
Tamping of earth and stones, 5 feet thick, was placed over each charge. (Figs. 4
and 5, Plate 3.
There were, as before mentioned, 4 vaults in the north range; over the vaults ancl
adjoining them were the cellars, the level of the pavement of which averages 5' 6"
below the ground outside.
Shafts 4' 6" deep were made along the exterior walls of these cellars, and placed
like the rest opposite the centres of the window piers, (Fig. 3, Plate 3): altogether
there were 82 charges in the south exterior wall; this includes 8 charges of 50 lbs.
each, placed in the re-entering angles; the tamping for all these charges was from
8 to 9 feet thick, and well rammed.
In the cellars, on each side of each vault, shafts were sunk, 8 feet apart, to depths
of 4' 6 11 and 5' 6". (Figs. 1 and 2, Plate 3.)
There were 11 charges for each vault, six on one side and five on the other, of 50 lbs.
each ; they had lines of least resistance of four feet to the soffits of the arches of the
vaults, and were intended for the destruction of the vaults and of the partition walls
above them.
Those for the south face and interior walls were brought to a focus on each wi11g-,
and those of the partition walls and vaults to one focus in each room.
For the demolition of the two outside ventilators, a shaft was first sunk into the

·J
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ventilating ga11ery from the south side, and four charges of 50 lbs. were lodged in
the ani::les of each ventilating shaft, the tamping being composed of timber strutting.
( Fig. 1 J, Plate 2).
The north walls and gable walls of the north range were a11 prepared for demolition
with considerable cost of labour, as everything was done from the inside to prevent
the work being noticed by the enemy.
\lthere the inside was lower than the outside, shafts were sunk, and chambers
were made in the wall at the level of the floor inside; and where the in side was
)owcr than the outside, chambers were made in the wall, and material for tamping was
heaped up.
Agreeably to the order of the Commander of the Forces, these mines were not
Joaclccl.
The charges of the interior and exterior walls being brought to several foci, the
former by hose, and the latter by powder trains, the whole were fired at 4 p.m.,
28th February.
The first effect of the explosion was very incomplete; on the exterior about half
the charges had b1ought down the walls, one-fourth had blown out the tamping,
more or less shaking the wall, but not bringing it down, and the remainder had not
been fired, the hose having been cut previous to ignition ; at the partition walls, the
chi1.rgcs had proved insufficient, a great part being left standing, though greatly
shaken.
In the cellars the greater part of charges had gone off, producing th e desired effects
of blowing in the arches of the vaults and bringing down the partition walls.
There can be little doubt that the charges outside in sand-bags got injured by the
dam11, hav in g lain in the ground 55 hours previous to firing, exposed to snow and
thaw; it is probable also that the powder train did not bum equally, so that some
charges going off before others, cut the connections.
Inside it appeared evident that charges of 15 lbs. were not sufficient to bring down
the 3-fcet partition wal1s, and tamping only 5 feet thick does not appear to have been
enough, the so il being light and not easily ramm ed.
On the 29th a portion of the charges that had not gone off were fired, and eight
more cll arges of SO lbs. were placed at the centre partition wall of the west wing,
wh i<'h , together with the whole of the remaining centre of the building, was des.
troyed, hringing down part of the roof.
On Ma rch 1st, the bits of exterior wall left standing were demolished by eight
clu1rges of 40 lbs., placed as before, and the partition wall of the east wing by eight
of 30 lbs. ; the result was to bring down every part of the building except the north
and gable walls, as ordered.
The remainder of the roof came down .
WE • TER.N RANGE,

The demolition of these buildings was principally effected by blasting the window
piers. (Figs. 2, 5, ancl 4, plate 4).
H oles varyin g fr om 4 feet to 4 feet 15 inches deep, according to the character of the
stone, were bored on each side of the window piers, (Fig. t, Plate 4) the charges
were from 2 to 3 pounds, or as much as would fill two feet of each hole ; the masonry
being of a loose and inferior description, it was sometimes necessary to use 4 lbs.
Jn the north building, X holes were made in the angles of the partition wal1s, and
holes were bored at the side doors of the pa111ages. (Fig. 5, Plate 4).
Jn the angle where the X holes were made charges of 25 lbs. were used; but for
the other angles charges of 60 lba, were used, (Fig. 2, Plate 4)
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In the centres of all the partition walls were placed charges of 30 lbs., lodged in
~hafts, and tamped to a length of about twice L.L.R. (Fig. 5, Plate 4).
For the demolition of the arched vaults in the northern portion of the south
building, seven 25 lb. charges were placed in front, one of 50 lbs. at the angle,
and three of 30lbs. at the gable. (Figs. 2, 3, and 6, Plate 4).
The seven charges in the east face were all placed in shafts 3 1 6" deep, and
chambers 2' (J" long were made in the wall (Fig. J, Plate 4). For the charges in
the gables and partition walls the chambers were one foot long.
Three charges of 200 lbs. eaeh were also placed in the centres of the vaults, and
the windows were tamped. (Fig. 2, Plate 4).
The mines of the partition and gable walls were brought io foci by hose; and the
six feet lengths of fuze from the blasts were led in pairs across the window openings,
the fuzes at their junctions being let into a powder hose or train supported on
boards running along the building at a level of about three feet above the window
sills.
For each partition \iv all of the south building there were six charges; one of 50 lbs.,
one of 30 lbs., and four of 25 lbs. each. (Fig. 2, Plate 4).
For partition walls of the north building there were one of 30 lbs., two of 25 lbs.,
two blasts of 2½ lbs. each, and in one X hole 5 lb~. (Fig. 5, Plate 4).
On the 28th February, at 4 p.m., the whole were fired simultaneously with those in
the north range.
The effect was not altogether successful, a great part having missed fire, owing in
some ciremnstances to the badness of the fuze, and in others to the boards, on which
the powder train was laid, being upset ; fresh arrangements were made, and at about
!j p.m. the unexploded charges ,ivere again ignited, and the result was in great
measure successful; the vaults were completely destroyed.
The late Major Ranken himself fired the focus of the four charges in the gable of
the south building, and it was in lighting these that the lamentable accident
occurred which caused his death.
The focus was to be fired by a three-feet length of fuze; in the act of lighting
this it appears that some loose 7)0Wder ignited and fired the hose, thus exploding the
four charges immediately.
The effect of this last explosion was only too successful, for it brought down the
whole of the gable wall and angle of the building, together with the remaining
portion of the roof before Major Ranken could escape, and his body was not found
until 8 o'clock the next morning, crushed and buried beneath a heap of rubbish.
On the 1st of March the whole of the charges that had not been ignited, together
with a few extra charges in some remaining fragments, were fired with complete
success, the whole of the east face, with half of the gable and partition walls, being
demolished.
CENTRAL BuILDJNGS.

Fol' the demolition of the Clock Tower, four charges of 90lbs. each, (Figs. 10 and
11, Plate 4) were placed at the angles, in shafts 5' 9" deep, with chambers cut two
feet long in the wall.
Two charges of 45 lbs. were similarly placed in the passage underneath the- tower.
For the demolition of the building adjoining, a trench was made on each side of
the exterior wall 4' 6" deep, the charges being at intervals of 11 and 12 feet, placed
at the window piers in the interior, and brought to foci by po1•,der train s ; (Figs.11
and 12, Plate 4.) Charges of 15 lbs. were lodged along the walls, and others of 25 lbs.
at the angles.
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For the demolition of the vaults, charges were placed along the exterior walls about
10 and 12 feet apart, in shafts 8 and 9 feet deep. (Figs. 7, 8, and 9, Plate 4.)
The thickness of the wall being 3' 6 11 the charges were 30 lbs each.
The mines of the central buildings were also fired at 4 p.m. on the 28th ; but nearly
all failed.
The damage done to the trains and hoses having been repaired, they were again
lighted, and the effect was in great part successful.
The clock tower and adjacent building were entirely demolished; the two exterior
vaults (Nos, 1 and 2, Fig. 8, Plate 4,) were also completely demolished, and the
exterior side of No. 8 was blown in. The charges at the sides of N os. 2 and +
missed, the hose connections being cut.
On the 1st March the remaining six vaults were demolished.
In the morning, charges of 600 lbs. were placed in each of the vaults N os. 6 and 6,
viz., 300 lbs. against the centre of each pier. (Figs. 8 and 9, Plate 4.)
In order to obtain a greater lateral effect, and to ensure the destruction of the
vaults Nos. 3, 4, 7, and 8, the loading of the centre vaults was increased by blowing
down the superincumbent part of the building before the explosion of the charges in
the vaults.
The windows of the vaults Nos. 5 and 6 were securely tamped with stones and earth,
and the doors were built up and strongly strutted; the charges were brought to a
focus in the middle of the passage.
For blowing down the partition above, eight charges were used, viz. four of 45 lbs.
and four of 15 lbs., the latter being nearest to the cro;n of the arch.
The whole were then fired together, the upper charges exploding first, and then
the lower ones.
From some unexplained cause, the charges of No. 5 vault went off before the
charges of No. 6, so that the effect of the latter was not so complete as intended.
The vaults Nos. 3, 4, and 7 were entirely demolished, but No. 8, though the intermediate pier was much shaken, remained standing; the exterior walls of Nos. 5 and
6 were blown out, and a great part of the upper building was destroyed.
EDWARD T. LLOYD, Lieut, Colonel,
Commanding Royal Engineer.

I

I

I

4th .April, 1856.

[Note.-The foUowing officers of Royal Engineers were employed on the demoli- ·
tion of these buildings, under the orders of Lieut. Colonel Lloyd, Commanding Royal
Engineer, assisted by Colonel Gordon, R.E., viz. the ]ate Major Ranken until his
death, and Lieut. G. Graham during the whole time.-Eo.]
'
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PAPER IV.

REPORT ON THE FRENCH TROOPS AND MATERIEL
SENT TO THE CRIMEA IN 1854 AND 1855.
WRITTIN BY

)IARSHAL VAILLANT,

MINISTEI\. OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT.

LE'ITEB. FROM THG EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH TO MARSHAL

VAILLANT.

,A. S. Ezc. le mar6chal Yaillant, miniltre de lague"e•

Compiign1, le 22 octobre 1856.
Mon cher mar8chal,

I

Les services les plus utiles ne sont pas toujours les plus
liclatants. Le ministre habile et infatigable qui, jour et nuit, s'occupe dans son
cabinet d'organiser 600,000 hommes et d'assurer ~ une armee de 200,000 tout ce qui
lui donnera le moyen de vivre, de combattre, de vaincre sur •ne terre sans ressources
a 800 lieues de la France ; ce ministre, dis-je, a un m{frite au mains ~gal ii celni du
g6n{;ral qui triomphe sur le champ de bataille. Aussi Ii patrie doit elle confondre
dans sa reconnaissance celui qui prepare la victoire par les elements rllunis l temps,
et celui qui la remporte par des mesures bien prises sur les lieux m@mes.
C'est pourquoi, mon cher marfchal, en ordonnant }'insertion au ltfonileur dn
rapport remarquable que vous m'avez adresse, j'ai voulu rendre le public juge de
servicea dont moi seul jusqu'ici je connaissais toute }'importance.
Recevez, mon cher marechal, }'assurance de ma sincere amitie.

NAPOLEON.
RAPPORT A L'EMPEREUR.
ParU, le 8 septembrt 1856.
SIRE,

La guerre qui vient de se terminer d'une maniere si glorieuse pour Jes armes
de Votre Majesttl et de ses augustes allies a'est accomplie dans des conditions tout
exceptionnelles. Pour porter en Orient et y maintenir au complet des armees qui,
sous les drapeaux de la France, de l' Ang]eterre et de la Sardaigne, ont compt~ plus
de 200,000 combattants, pour les approvisionner de tout ce qui leur etait nlfoessaire,
il a fallu creer ou d0velopper d'immenses moyens.
J'ai pense que Votre lhjeste lirait avec interet un rapport exposant !'ensemble de
ces moyens en ce qui concerne l'armee franfaise, dont l'effectif s'est e1eve a 150,000

I I
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1,munir s tlans le CO\lrS de l'annee 1855, et que, peut-Ctre, Elle daignerait reconnattre
q ue !'administration de la guerre, ob8issant a la puissante impulsion de l'Empereur,
a fait preuvc de z~le dans l'accomplissement d'une tllche laborieuse.
Cc rapport comprend trois parties distinctes:
La prt!mi~re iraite clu Persam1el mime de l'arme,; elle donne le chiffre des troupes
ci nb arquCcs pour }'Orient; le chiffre de celles qui sont revenues, soit en France,
:so it en Algcrie; elle indiq1.te lcs mesures de prCcaution prises au depart, au
rctour, elc.
La dcuxi~me partie, sous le titre de .ftfatfriel, montre quels ont 11t8 Jes moyens de
l'artillerie aux diflerentes (;poqucs de la guerre; }'importance et 1'€tendue des envois
de munitions de toute esp~ce dir.ig(is sur Ja Crimee; 1es envois faits par le genie;
Jes approvisionnements que ]'administration mi1itaire proprement dite a expedies pour
la 1mb sistance des troupes, pour le chauffage, pour lea fourrages, )'habillement, le
campcment, le harnachement; lea ressources et approvisionnements concernant le
service hospitalier, tant }lOUr Jes hBpitaux mobiles que pour Jes ambulances llig~res.
Cette partie indique aussi quelle a ete !'organisation du service religieux dans nos
h6pitaux et A l'armee m~me. Elle prescnte le tableau des moyens mis A la disposition
des equipages militaires, et traite de quelques services que je n'ose appeler accegsoires,
bien qu'ils ne figurent qu'en seconde lig,1e, A savoir: de la tresorerie, des postes, de
l'imprimerie et cle la t0JElgraphie1 qui apparait pour la premi~re fois comme service
reguli~rement attach/! Aune armlie,
La troisi~me partie prtlsente }'ensemble des moyenJ maritime, employes pour trans.
porter des ports de France et d' Algtlrie, i). Gal1ipoli, A Constantinople1 A Varna, a
Eupatoria, et, enfin, au port providentiel de Kamiesch, l'armee d'Orient et ses
immenses approvisionnements, ainsi que pour en assurer le retour. Quelque grand
et empre11,sll qu'ait ete le concours de Ja marine imptlriale, il a fallu cependant noliser
un nomhre considerable de navires de commerce, et l'ttdministration de la guerre a
transportC, par ses propres ressource11 1 une notable partie du personnel de l'arru{;e,
ai1111i quc la presque totalitG des chevaux et du materiel.
Lei; chiffres portlls aux tableaux qui suivent n'ont pas besoin de commentaire; ils
tCmoign ent suffisamment de la grancleur de l'entri!prise et des efforts qui ont i!t6 faits
en vu<: de rGaliser Jes projets de Votre MajesU\ et de pourvoir, conformt1ment A ses
ordrcs , Hon pas seulement aux besoins, mais encore au bien-~tre de sea soldats de
l' ,trm Cc d'Orient.

PREMIERE PARTIE.-Pcn,oNNEL,

MOUVEM~NT DES TROUPES.

nEPAn1·.
N oml,rt' des hommcs et des chcvn.ux em barques en France ..

Nomhre des bommes et des chevaux cmbarques en Algllrie ••
Nmnhrc tlcs hommes et des chevaux emharqut's en Cori;e ••
No~J\bt·l• ,rl1•s hom!11es et des chcvaux embnrquCs en Italie(divi~
1,10n tl occupation) . . • • • . ..•.•.••..•••••.••.• _ •.....
Total des envois de trou1Jes _•••••••••

UOKllB9.

OU.ETAV:J:.

257,32·1

35,777

47,983
l,9Y8

5,967

1,963

2~0

309,268

41,97-!
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Pertes lprouv€es par l' ,,lrmie.
L~ chiffre des Mees, a la date du 30 Mars 1856, s'€levait a •. . • . ••• . . . .
Depuis cette Cpoque jusqu'il. la fin de !'evacuation ( pfaiode clu typhus et du
cholera), ii est mort 4,564 hommes, ci....... . . . . . . •• . • • • • • . . . . • •

62,492
4.5G4

Total des deces con states........................
Les hommes disparus et les prisonniers de guerre formaient, sur les titats
de situation de l'armCe, une seule categorie qui, pour la duree
du siege, clonne un chiffre de...... . . . . . . . .
•. . •. . . .
2 573
Les €changes de prisonniers sont aujourd'hui U, peu pres
'
terminCs, et laRussie il rendu a la France 792 militaires de
tous grades, ci.... . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • .
792
Le nombre des hommes disparus qu'il y a lieu de porter au
compte des pertes de l'armee est done de • . . • • • • . . • • . •
1,781
Militaires qui ont pefi dans le naufrage de la Simillante.. •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

67,056

Total des pertes de l'armee.... •• • . •• .. •• •• •• .. • •

69,229

392

RETOUR.

Militaires rentres isolCment en convalescence ou en congC .•.••.•.••••

R•,t~:n: .. ~~ ..':'.~' .'.•.u.r~ .. ~I~~-- •~7;;;•· }

Regiment de gendarmerie de Ja
garde • •..................
{ Division
de la garde imperiale.

Corps rappdes de l'armee
tI .
t
d I
av~n a signa ure e a
paix • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

J ,166
12,000

65,0G9

20,390

2011, 39e, 5oe, 97e regiments de
Iigne et 3e bataillon de chas•

seurs a pied • • • • • • . .. • • • •
L'effectif de l'armee d'Orient au 30 Mars 1856, €tait de
146,240 hommes, ci • • • • • • .. • • • . . ••........... • •• • •
Savoir : -

5,402
146,240

En Crimee ••.••••••••••.•
En Turquie:
Sous les armes... • • 15,316 l_
Aux hOpitaux ••••.. 10,448 S"
Le chiffre des deces survenus pendar.t }•evacuation est, ainsi
qu'on la vu plus haut, de .••••••.•••••.•.•...•.•••••.

4,564

II est done revenu d'Orient depuis la signature de la paix .•

141,676

Total des hommes revenus de l'armee ......... .

141,676
227,135

RlisuME.
HOMM"ES,

On a transport€ en Orient ............................ , . . . . •
Les pertes de l'armee sont de ..... •••......... •• • • • • • • •• • . •• .

309,268
69,229

II est revenu d'Orient en France et en Alg€rie .. .. •• • • • • •• • .. •

227,135

240,039

Difference .• .• , •••.••••. , •...• , , •• , • •• • • . •
12,904
Dans ce dernier chiffre sont compris, d'une part, tous Jes individus qui, sans Ctre
lies au drapeau, sent partis avec l'arm€e ou ii sa suite, et, d'autre part, Jes officiers et
soldats qui ont ete embarques plusieurs fois pour }'Orient. Ce sont des militaires
rentres en France en convalescence ou en conge et qui sont retourn€s a l'armCe aprCs
leur 1Gtablissement ou }'expiration de leur congC: ils fi.gurent au moins deux fois dam
le chiffre total des hommes em barques.
La majeure partie des chevaux a Cte transportee de Crimi'>e en Turquie et c!idl!e au
gouvemement ottoman, 11 en a He ramenC environ 9,000 en France et en Algcrie,
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Pour suffire tant aux besoins de la guerre en Orient qu'aux rfonions de troupes a
operer sur divers point& de l'interieur de l'empire (Paris, Lyon, Metz, Lunevi1le,
camps de Boulogne, de Saint-Omer et du Midi), ainsi que pour maintenir l'effectif de
l'armlle d'Afrique, on a cree pluHieurs corps et realise des accroissements de cadres.
9 Mars )854. Creation, pour l'armCe d'Orient, d'un regiment de tirailleun algeriens.
20 Avril 1854. Creation d'un Ge escadron dans 63 regiments de cavalerie.
}er Mai 1854. RCtablissement de la garde impCriale. Cette garde est ainsi composee;
1 regiment de gendarmerie i\ 2 bataillons, forme avec Jes 2 bataillons
de gendarmerie d'elite.
2 regiments de grenadiers A 3 bataillons (creation nouvelle).
2 rCgiments de voltigeurs A 3 bataillons(creation nouvelle).
1 bataillon de chasseurs A pied 10 compagnies (creation nouvelle),
1 regiment de cuirassiers a 6 escadrons (creation nouvelle).
1 regiment de guides 6 escadrons, forme avec le regiment des guides
deja. existant.
1 rtgiment d'artillerie A cheval de :; batteries et un cadre de depat
(creation nouvelle).
1 compagnie du genie (creation nouvelle).
26 Mai 1854. Augmentation du cadre du peraonnel de J'habillement et du campement.
11 Juin 18.54. Augmentation du cadre du personnel des ofliciers d'administration
des bureaux de l'intendance militaire.
24 Juin 1854. Creation, pour le service de l1 armee d1 Orient, d'un corps de cavalerie
leg~re sous le nom de ,pahU d'Orient.
21Juillet 1864. Augmentation du cadre des mCdecins et pharmaciens. (Par dCcret
du 4 Aollt 1855, le cadre des medecins militaires est augmente
de 460 sous-aides).
12 Aofit 1854. Cr€iation d'un escadron de gendarmerie de la garde (forme avec Jes
brigades affectees au service de surveillance des forets de la
Couronne et des routes frCquentees par l'Empereur).
14 Aout 1854, Augmentation du cadre du personnel des subsistances militaires.
Ce cadre est augment6 de nouveau par decret du 30 Juin 1856).
21 Sept. 1854. Augmentation du cadre des ofliciers d'administration des h6pitaux
militaires.
15 Nov. 1854. Reconstitution des 6e• compagnies des 3ea bataillons dans Ies 100
regiments d'infanterie de ligne.
23 Dec. 1854. Creation d'un regiment de zouaves de la garde impCriale a2 bata.illons.
9 Janv. 1855. Crf!ation d'un second bataillon de tirailleurs indig~nea dans chaeune
des trois provinces de I' Algerie.
17 Janv. 1855, Creation d'u11e 2e legion Ctrang~re 1 composee de deux regiments A
deux bataillons et d'un bataillon de tirailleurs A dix compagnies.
17 Fcv. 1855, Creation de la garde imptfriale de:
Un 3e bataillon dans le regiment de gendarmerie.
Un 4 8 bataillon dans chacun des regiments de grenadier • et de
voltigeurs,
Une 6e batterie dans le regiment d'artillerie a cheva1.
1 deuxi~me cornpagnie du genie.
1 eacadron du train des equipages,
17 F6v, 1855, Creation d'un regiment d'artillerie iL pied dans la garde impt!riale.
(6 batteries U. pied, 6 batteries de pare, 1 cadre de depot.)
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Mars 1855. Augmentation de l'etat-major general et du corpi!I imperial d'etatmajor.
16 Mars 1855. Augmentation du corps de l'intendance militaire.
24 Mars 1855. Creation d'un 4e bataillon dans les 100 regiments d'infauterie.
(Cette mesure a (St€ appliquee aux 2 regiments de la Ire 11lgion
Hrangere,)
2 A,ril 1855. Creation de 2 regiments d'infanterie a 4 bataillons, qui prennent Jes
No• 101 et 102.
27 Juin 1855. Creation d'un 7e et d'un Se escadron dans chacun des 4 regiments de
chasseurs d' Afrique,
14 Aoftt 1855. Creation de 2 bataillons de chasseurs l pied, qui prennent Jes
N°• 21 et 22.
7 Nov. 1855. Licenciement du regiment de tirailleurs a1geriens, des 6 bataillons
provinciaux de tirailleurs indigenes, et creation de 3 regiments
de tirailleurs algthiens a 3 bataillons (1 regiment par province).
20 me. 1855. Reorganisation de la garde imp€riale et creation des corps ci-apres
Msignes:
39 regiment de grenadiers A 4 bataillons.
Infanterie. { 29 regiment de voltigeurs A 4 bataillons.
4e regiment de voltigeurs A 4 bataillons,
29 regiment de cuirassiers A 6 escadrons.
Regiment de dragons a. 6 escadrons.
Cavalerie. Regiment de lanciers A 6 escadrons.
Regiment de chasseurs a 6 escadrons.
En m~me temps les mesures suivantes €taient adopttles pour le recrutement de
l'armee:
2; ;anv_ier, t ~Decrets qui appellent ll, l'activite les jeunes gens encore disponibles
2 2 F::r: 1~~;4, j sur les contingens des classes de 1852, 1851, ] 850 et 1849.
10 Avril 1854. Loi qui elhe de 80 a 1401000 hommes le contingent a appeler en
1854 sur la classe de 1853.
Ier Mai 1854. Decret qui appelle a l'activite 80,000 hommes sur le contingent de
la classe de 1853,
14 Sept. 1854. Decret qui appelle H. l'activite Ies 60,000 hommes encore disponibles
sur le contingent de 18.53.
9 Nov. 1854. Decision imperiale qui maintient sous les drapeaux les hommes de
la classe de 1847.
24 Janv, 1855, Loi qui fixe a 140,000 hommes le contingent A appeler en 1855 sur
la classe de 1854.
5 Mars ~855. Decret qui appelle A l'activite les 140,000 hommes de la classe de
1854. (11s sont mis en route du 25 au 30 Mars.)
11 Jui]. 1855. Loi qui maintient a 1401000 hommes le contingent & appeler en 1856
sur la classe de 1855.
19 Nov. 1855, Decision imperiale qui maintient sous les drapeaux les hommes de la
elasse de 1848.
C'est dans la 9e division militaire, U. Toulon et A Marseille, que se sont effectues
presque tous les envois de troupes et de materiel. Le gell€ral de Rostolan, commandant la division, f:tait charge de la direction des operations, 11 s'est acquitte de
cette t&che avec un zele et une habilet€ auxquels on ne saurait donner trop d't!loges.
Le t€1€graphe transmettait constamment de Paris a Marseille les ordres de l'Empereur et les instructions du ministre de la guerre1 dont l't:x€cution, quant aux transports,

l
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ctait acceleree par les chemins de fer et les bateaux a vapeur. Grice U ces moyens,.
grflce surtout a. un d!:'.ivouement de tous les instants de la part des fonctionnaires
militaires, l'armee fran9aise, bien qu•a 800 lieues de la m~re patrie, a constamment
re9u ses renforts en temps opportun; et n'a jamais attendu ni ses vivres ni ses vetemens.
Les troupes dirig!les sur l'armee de tous les points de l'Empire, soit par Ctapes, soit
par Jes chemins de fer, n'arrivaient Marseille et U. Toulon qu'au fur et mesure de
la reunion des moyena de transport maritime. Jusque-la, elles etaient ecbelonnt=es
dans Jes Se et 9e divisionsmilitaires, et, autantque possible, sur Jes lignes de chemins
de fer qui Jes amenaient au port d'embarquement pour le moment precis du dlipart.
Une commission, presidee par un officier gCnliral, et composee d'officiers de toutes
armes, veillait ace que l'installation des troupes a. bord fut aussi bonne que possible,
et fixait le nombre des hommes et des chevaux placer sur chaque navire, de maniCre
mettre la sant€i des passagers a. l'abri des dangers qu'amCne toujours l'encombrement.
Tout en respectant cet egard les limites indiquees par 1•explirience, on put cependan t
combiner les departs de telle sorte que les d6tachements d'un mCme corps ne fussent
pas fractionnes sur des bitiments differents, avantage precieux pour la discipline,
puisqu'on laissait ainsi Jes hommes de troupe sous les ordres de leurs chefs directs.
Les corps ou detachements de corps recevaient avant le depart une instruction
relative aux mesures hygi6niques observer pendant la traversee et aux dispositions
prendre pour assurer leur premiCre installation en Orient.
Les navires du commerce etaient tenus d'avoir, comtne ceux de l•Etat,des mtidecins
et des ml\dicaments. L'intendant militaire de la 9e division a souvent place A bord
de ces batiments des mMecins militaires et des medecins civils requis.
Des le commencement de l'hiver de 1854, les militaires convalescents ou envoyCs
en conge d'Orient en France arriverent en assez grand nombre Marseille; lb furent
rCunis clans un dtip8t dit de dlbarquement, oh ils recevaient, pendant quelques jours,
lcs soins que reclamait leur €tat de sante. Ils etaient dirigl'is ensuite, soit sur le Mp8t
de leur corps, soit sur la rCsidence oh ils devaientjouir de leur conge.
En prevision des maladies que les fatigues de la guerre ne pouvaient manquer de
dt-velopper dans une armtie aussi nombreuse, les ressources hospitaliCres des divisions
militaires riveraines de la Mediterranee avaient ft€ augrnentees dans une notable
proportion.• Les malades €vacues sur ces h8pitaux provisoires ont pu y &tre traites
avcc tous Jes soins convenables, malgre les difficultes occasionn€ies dans le service
medical de nos villes du midi par les deux iipidtimies choltiriques de 1854 et 1855. A
mesure que les malades etaient reconnus en etat de supporter un nouveau transport,
ils Gtaient dirigl:s sur les h8pitaux militaires de l'interieur.
Au moment oh la marche des negociations rendit probable la prochaine rentree des
troupes en France, le typhus s€vissait en Crimee et Constantinople. L'Empereur,
prCoccupC de cette situation, prescrivit Jes dispositions U. prendre pour soustraire le
pays U. l'invasion de cette nouvelle Gpidt!mie. Parses ordrei, le ministre de la guerre
et le ministre de !'agriculture, du commerce et des travaux publics, sur l'avis du
conseil de sant6 des armees et du comite d'hygi~ne, adoptCrent un ensemble de mesures
qui ffirent immGdiatement mises a ex6cution.
IndGpendamment des precautions prescrites i\ l'armee qui titait encore en Crimee
tcllcs que l'isolement complet des d€tachements pendant quelques jours avant leu;
emharquement, il fut arrCti; que lei troupe• seraient soumises U. une quarantaine
d'oliscrvation sur un point isolG du littoral.
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• Un h~pital lelllporaire au.It Gtl5 creci il. A,ignon; on avalt trao,formE en h6pitaux Ja caserne de
la ~or1lcrle, a Murst•ille, ~elle du Jeu de Paume, l Toulon, la Citaddle d~ .\Jou111ellitr, et enfln le
Uh111enu d'O, prO)lritltCi d6 Mon111ii;11eur l't:1 ~que de lfoutpellier, que ce prl!l:1t avait glnlreu,ement
offc,te. De plua, l'l161iital militalre de Cette et le, h::ingara du lasaret du Friou! a :Uarteille
unlient Ci1Ci dl11poits puur recc,·oir enumble 1,000 lits (eo tout 3,000 !its,)
'
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A cet effet, trois grands campemcnts furent etablis, savoir :
A l'ile de Porquerolles, pour 12,000 hommes;
A l'ile Sainte-Marguerite, pour 6,000 hommes;
Et sur la plage de Calvaire, pres de Saint-Tropez, pour 12,000 hommes et un assez
grand nombre de chevaux. Ce dernier point etait sp€cialement affecte aux troupes a
cheval, afin d'fviter, A!'expiration de la quarantaine, un rembarquement des chevaux,
operation toujours difficile.
En peu de jours, des puits furent creus!!s, de~ abreuvoirs construits, le materiel. de
campcment transport€ sur Jes lieux; et, au moment oil. les premieres troupes rentraient
en France, apres la signature de la paix, les trois camps d'observation pouvaient
recevoir i\. la fois 30,000 hommes et 2,000 chevaux.
Trois officiers supfaieurs expetimentes avaient et€ investis, U, leur retour d•Orient,
du commandement de ces camps.
En mCme temps, on construisit des baraquements susceptibles de recevoir dans Jes
meilleures conditions 500 malades ;). Sainte-Marguerite~ autant ~ Porquerolles et 250
U Calvaire.
M. Maillot, medecin inspecteur militaire, fut eflvoye de Paris pour installer le
personnel medical; et M. M!!lier, inspecteur gentfral de la sante publique, fut charge
par leministre de ]'agriculture, du commerce et des travaux publics~ de la direction a
donner U. }'observation des reglemens sanitaires. M. le docteur Blache, directeur du
service de la sant€ A. Marseille, facilitait la tilche du commandement.
Des dispositions analogues etaient adoptl:es dans les ports de PAigetie oil devaient
d~barquer les corps Rttaches d'une maniere permanente U. l'armee d' Afrique.
Les premiers arrivages (Avril 1856) se firent dam les conditions qui viennent d'etre
indiquees, et toutes les troupes de la division de Failly sejournerent quelques jours au
camp de Porquerolles, de rnCme que les congedies de la classe de 1849.
Mais bientOt la cessation de l'epidemie de Crimee et }'excellent €tat sanitaire des
troupes d€barqu!!es permirent de se montrer moins sev~re pour l'admission en libre
pratique des navires charges de troupes. Jusqu' a la fin de }'evacuation cependant,
ils fu1ent astreints A aller arraisonner a Porquerolles, oU: l'on s'assurait de J•etat sani ..
taires des troupes, qui etaient ensuite debarqu!!es i\ Marsei1le. Apres l'arrivee de la
division de Failly, deux navires seulement furent retenus: l'un, charge de troupes a
pied, les debarqua a Porquerolles; l'autre, charge de troupes a cheval, les porta a
Cavalaire.
Bien que les embarquements en Crimee fussent successifs, les evenements de mer
devaient necessairement amener des arrivages simultan!!s; et comme Jes troupes ne
quittaient Marseille qu'en nombre limit!!, afin de ne pas encombrer les routes, que les
inondations vinrent d'ailleurs rendre impraticables, on aurait et!! force, dans le cas de
ces arrivages multiples, de recourir au logement chez }'habitant, Mais des craintes
exagerees sur l•etat sanitaire des troupes revenant de Crim!!e avaient ete con~ues; il
fallait les dissiper et rassurer les populations, A cet effet, le gEnfaal de Rostolan
fit l!tablir en peu de jours. aux abords de Marseille, six camps susceptibles de loger
12,000 hommes et 2,000 chevaux. La sagesse de ces previsions ne tarda pas etre
dt:lnontree, et, a plusieurs reprises, 10,000 hommes _et 1,200 chevaux se sont trouvtis :I.
la fois dans ces camps. C'est ainsi que plus de 100,000 hommes et 5,000 cheraux
ont, dans l'espace de trois mois, traverse Marseille sans qu'un seul homme ni un seul
cheval aient ete loges chez }'habitant. Au surplus, I'etat sanitaire des troupes rfonies
<'ans les camps a ete constamment aatisfaisant.
Le rapatriement de l' armee s'est termine par !•evacuation des h8pitaux de Constantinople; Jes fregates h8pitaux de la marine imperiale ont fait Jes premiers transports
de 01alades et les ont deposes aux i les Sainte-Marguerite et Porquerolles ; l'hopital
maritime de Saint-Mandrier a regu les deruiers.
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Les camps et hapitaux temporaires sont Cvacues depuis quelque temps deja. Les
malades restant lL Saint-Mandrier quittent chaque jour cet h6pital qui sera tre!prochainement remis a l'entiere disposition du ministre de la marine.
Un delai de six mois a eompter du 27 Avril, date de }'€change des ratifications du
trait€ de paix, avait ete fixC pour }•evacuation complHe des territoires occupi'.is par
les alli{;s. Cette operation a commence le 11 Avril, et mains de trois mois apres, le
5 Juillet, malgre tousles embarras et les retards causes par la maladie qui sevissait

alors sur notre armee, le marCchal Pelissier qui avail voulu presider lui-meme au
rembarquement de tous ses soldats, quittait le demier la Crimee. Constantinople
voyait partir, le 18 AoOt, nos derni~res troupes avec le general Pariset, commandant
militaire.

DEUXIEME PARTIE.-MAT.'RIEL.
MATERIEL DE L'A.RTILLERIE.

,

PARC DE SIEGE,

Bouches U feu.,

Quaoti1l,.
72

.
.
de 24
.
•
Canons { de 16
de 12 de campagne
,
.
Canons• { de 12
•
de 12 legers ,
obusiers
de 22 de place .
{
:~~;agne •
Obu~iers ::

H
20
24

12
20

i~ ~=
~: !~ e mo~tagne
d
0

Mortiers

{ dede 3227 de• c6te• •

•

•
•

Total des bouches
Materiel mis

a la di1p0Jitio11

20
12
102
18
118
103
24

0

,

•
de 22
de 15 •

55

a feu

du pare de ,Uge par la Marine.
.
,
,
•
.
,

de 50
{
~:
feu { Canons
Bouches
de 30 rayfs
avec afffits et
•
•
•
•
•
approv1s1onne. Canons-obusiera de 80
•
•
•
•
ments • • . Obusiers S de 80 No. l
•
,
,
,
lde80No.2,
De divers calibres mis hors de service dans Je tir

:g ~ ~: ~

a

!

138

i! , ·

liO

140

de ,;,ge pour c~nons .. { ~:
de place pour obusier de 22 en fonte
de 12 de .
d
• • . Mgers
e campagne

j

12

de montagne pour obusier de 12 •
•
( de 32
de 3:J. de c8te
.
de 27
• • •
cle mortier

.l

9

71
17
605

Bouches i1 feu turques de tous calibres, avec affi'its

•••

8
338
18
6

a feu

Total des bouches

Affilts

GH

de 22

•

de 15
Total des affiits

64
25

54
36
16
129
18
147
131

31
811
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Chariots porte-corps
Triqueballes .
.
Chanots de pares
•
{ Chariots de su~ge .
V oltures di verses • •
Caissons munitions •
Chariots de batterie
Forges de Campagne

181
250
220
80 )-

a

Obus •
Projectiles

• • •
Bombes .

• • •

( de
de
de
{ de
de
de
{ de
de
de

24
16

22

15
12 .
.
32
.
32 de c0te
27
•
22 •
•

Grenades .\ main
Boltes U. balles

•

( de 24
de 16
Total des projectiles

Poudres et munitions {
confectionl:es . •

1,,\.

779

251
45

Total des voitures
Boulets

67
141 '\

779)
195,600
87,920
166,000
78,000
41,000
154,350
13,850
202,000
142,500
75,000
1,600
1,500
1,159,320

Cartouches a boulet pour canon de 12 •
•
• 20,240
Coups 8. obus et a. balles pour obusier de 16
• 20,240
Cartouches a obus et a balles pour cannon-obusier 10,000
Cartouches a obus pour obusier de montagne
•
4,000
Etoupilles fulminantes
•
•
.
•
• 2,019,000
Poudre A canon en barils (kilogr.)
• 2,474,000
ARTJLLERIE DE CAMPAGNE,

Bouches

a feu

Canons-obusiers de 12 •
•
{ Canons-obusiers de 12 Iegers
.
Obusiers de montagne •
•

•

•

•
•

•

Total des bouches U. feu.

~

Affiits l~gers de 12 .
.
.
•
Affilts de montagne •
•
•
•
.
..
( de bouches a feu
Affiits et vo1tures Caissons U. munitions d'mfantene ,
•
•
•
1 Chariots de batterie
\. Forges de campagne
Total des affilts et voitures

Munitions• . ' {

C
Jcanon-obusier.
•
•
oups pour \ obusier de montagne.
•
,.
. A balle spherique.
Cartouches d mfantene { a balle oblongue,

174
66
6
246

320
7
480
196
80
80
1,163

45,760
336
2,527,900
1,503,360

PARC DE CAMPAGNE,

Canons obusiers de 12.
•
Bouches a feu. { Canons-obusiers de 12 legers.
Obusiers de 12 de montagne.
Total des bouches U. feu.

6

42
II
H
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Affilts legers de 12.

•

173
27

.
pour canon-obusier de 12. •
{ Caissons i\. munitions. { pour cartouches d'infanter1e.
.
Afffits e.t vo1tures Chariots. { de pare.
•
•
•
•
•
•
de battene.
•
•
•
•
•
•
F
{ de campagne.
orges. • de montagne.

618
340
61
62
28
16

.

•

•

,

•

Aff'O.ts pour obusiers de montagne.

•

•
•

•

Total des affil.ts et voitures.

l
(

Coups.

Munitions.
(A)

• • ·

•

•

{;;~:,r:::_;er ~•

Cartouchea d'infanterie
U balle.

•

,

•

1,325

•

( pour canon-obusier. .
m~ntag~e.
oblongue.

•

•

CvidCe pour la garde.

Nessler.

.

•

219,996
3,264

1

61 606 868

.

'

'

.

(A) Cf'1 munition• rfunie1 ~ cellea portfea par lea cai110111 qul l'.:t.alent en llrne, donoeat un appro,·i11ionncmen1 dR 1,107 coup• par plt'.!ce de campagne et 600 coupa par pi~ce tie montagne. Quant
aus munitions d'lnta11terie, l'approvitionnement ftait de M7 cartouches par homme, iodt!pendarumcnt de 60 <"artouche1 emporU!e • par lea hommea au moment de l'embarquement.

En resume, le materiel d'artillerie
dont disposait l'armee d'Orient comprenait :
1,676
2,083
2,740
2,128,000
4,000,000

bouches

a feu de tous calibres,

affilts,
voitures,
projectiles,
kilogrammes de poudre.
OBSERVATIONS.

Aussit0t que l'expCdition de CrimCe fut rCsolue, on fit embarquer et on expedia en
Orient un equipage de siege cl'une soixantaine debouches feu, qui avait <lt{: reuni
Toulon en prevision des 6ventua1itCs de la gncrre. Ce fut avec cet equipage que l'on
sc prCsenta dcvant Sl!bastopol.
L'Cnergie de la dllfense, la quantitC considt:rablc de bouches ii. feu que la place
mettait en batterie, le Mfaut d'investisscmcnt qui donnait a ce sil!ge un caract~re
l)arliculicr, en permettant a. l'ennemi de se ravitailler continuellement1 firent bient6t
reconnaitre l'insuffisance des moyens d'attaque dont on disposait, et l'on dut donner
il l'Cquipage <le siC'ge un aocroisscmcnt en dehors de toutes Jes premi~rea prhisions.
[I fallut rfonir successivement MarsciJle et ll Toulon, et envoyer en Criml!e trois
equipages supplenumtaires: le premier, de SS bouches feu; le second, de 46, et le
troisi~mc, de 150. Toules ces bouchcS i'l. fou IStaient a1>provisionn{;es de 1,500 a 2,000
coups par pi~ce.
L'Ccole de pyrotechnic, qui a'occupait dcpuis plusieurs mois, par ordre de l'Empereur, d'Ctahlir del'I fu~Ges de guerre de groa calibre ayant des portl:es de 5 a 7,000
mi.'lre.<1, avail MjU. obtenu des rGsultats tr~s~rcmarquables. II lui fut prescritd'activer
encore scs fabrication~, et c\le parvint confoctionner et i'1 expcJier au pare de si1.:,.:-e
7 ;, 8,000 de ces fus(ics de guerro.
De son c0tC, le commandant en chef de l'armCe tir.1. de l'af'Senal de Com1tantinople
HO houchcs l feu, clcs projectiles, et surtout de la ponrlre en quantitC considl!rable.
II tlcm,1nda. en mQme temps U. la flotte, pour l'armement des batterie~, dea bouchea a

a
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feu d'un puissant calibt-e i le nombre des pieces empruntees ainsi aux vaisseaux et
mises la disposition du pare de siege s'eleva bient6t au chiffre de 605, dont 238
Ctaient en batterie dans les derniers jours du siege.
Independamment de ces pieces, la marine fournit encore, pour les besoins du siege,
Jes approvisionnements et les poudres dont la flotte pouvait disposer sans compromettre
son propre service,
Enfin, la dHense se prolongeant, l'Empereur ordonna d'expedier de France un
equipage de 400 mortiers, approvisionntls chacun 1,000 coups, destines bombarder
la place sans reliiche et A prot6ger nos attaques en rendant les ouvrages russes inhabitables.
L'emploi d'un moyen aussi formidable promettait des resultats imm6diats et dtlcisifs.
Qu'on se figure, en effet, ce qu'auraient produit 400 mortiers approvisionnes chacun
A 1,000 coups, pouvant lancer pendant vingt jo1,1rs et vingt nuits plus de 830 bombes
par heure, ou environ 14 bombes par minute!
Une partie seulement de ces mortiers fut mise en batterie1 la place ayant ete prise
avant que tous fussent arrives a destination.
L'organisation de ces divers equipages, leur reunion a Marseille et leur embarque•
ment rencontrerent de nombreuses diffi.cultes: elles furent surmontees, grilce aux:
ressources accumulees dans les places de l'Empire et a l'activite deployee dans nos
arsenaux. Des ateliers, oU se confectionnaient les cartouches et Jes fusees de projectiles creux et oU se preparaient les munitions des bouches a feu, furent organises dans
Jes places situees a proximite des voies ferrees et travaillerent sans interruption.
Les consommations de poudre atteignant des proportions enormes, les poudreries
donn~rent
leur fabrication une extension inusitee et livrerent en 1854 jusqu•a
J,600.000 kilogrammes de poudre de guerre, En 18.55, elles purent en livrer 81250,000
kilogrammes, sans ralentir la fabrication des poudres de chasse et de mine.
Le transport de cet immense materiel, dont le poids a depasse 50 millions de kilogrammes, eO.t ete certainement impossible ii y a peu d'annl!es encore. Mais avec le
reseau de chemins de fer qui relie Marseille aux principales villes de }'Empire, Jes
impossibilites disparurent, et nul retard ne vint troubler la continuite des embarquements.
Tels furent, d'ailleurs, les soins qui presidt!rent ces operations, que 8 millions de
kilogrammes de poudre, 70 millions de cartouches d'infanterie, 270,000 cartouches
montees pour bouches a feu de campagne, 7 a 8,000 fusees de guerre toutes chargees
et une immense quantite d'artifices arriverent A destination, sans que l'on ait eu a
deplorer le moindre accident.
L'artillerie, secondee par 6 compagnies du regiment d'artillerie de marine, par les
marius de la flotte mis a terre, et par les auxiliaires de l'infanterie, construisit, arma
et senit, pendant le siege, 118 batteries etablies sur un terrain herisse d'obstacles et
sous le feu incessant de la place, en m8me temps qu'elle assurait l'armE>ment et l'approviaionnement des redoutes des camps et des lignes de Kanriesch. Ces batteries
exigerent l'emploi de 800,000 sacs a terre et de 50,000 gabions. Au jour de l'assaut,
leur armement se composait de 620 bouches Afeu. Elles avaient tire plus de 1,100,000
coups de canon, et consomme plus de 3 millions de kilogrammes de poudre.
Malgre le chiffre de ces consommations, dont l'histoire n'offre aucun autre exemple,
le pare d'artillerie, au moment de la prise de Sebastopol, restait approvisionne a rai son
de 8 a 900 coups par piece, sans compter tout le materiel que les ports de France
expediaientjoumellement. Une quarantaine debouches a feu seulement l!taient hors
de service. Les ressources de l'arcillerie lui permettaient done de continuer la Jutte
pendant bien longtemps encore.
.
Le materiel ramene en France peut &tre eval ue :\ 50 millions de kilogrammes, dont
38 millions de mnt€-riel frans:ais et 12 millions de materiel russe,
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.MATERIEL OU GENIE,

Outils et Appro11isicn11iement.s diuers.

Qaanlitl1.

Poldt.
Kiloir.

Outils de terrassiers.
Outils de carriers.
Outils de bUcherons.
Outils de mineurs.
Croes, fourches et dragues pour Jes sapes.
Armures de sapeurs.
Brouettes.
Civieres a bras.
Sacs a terre.
Palissades.
Chevaux de frise.
Manches d'outils,
Outils d'ouvriers d'art.
Machines et E,.gin,.
Norias.
Sonnette complete.
Venti1ateurs en bois.
Machines a camouflet.
Moulins i\ bras.

165,000
22,000
12,500
15,200
600
230
18,200
20,000
230,000

72,000
7,400
6,300
1,800
200
12

800
1,700
920,000
8,000
50
80,000
16,900

525,000

15,000
35,000
16,300

"
250

4,000
1,670
250
900
150
50
360
7,250
6,250

10

2,000

8
1
5

3

Mouton U bras.

Cabestans.
Cordages divers,
Echellea diverses.
Pompes a. incendie.

4

Matbiel rou.lant et objet, de rechange.

Voitures diverses.
69,860
87
Caisses diverses.
12,600
210
Roues, essieux et autres objets de rechange.
4,450
325
Materiaux et objet, divers de consommation.
Bois divers pour travaux de siCge et con11truction d'h6pitaux
provisoires, baraques, chauffoirs, magazins pour les vivres et
• { Mi!,!~~9c~ie,. 7,971,600
provisions. •
10,870
Fer.
I~
-~
1,830
T61e.
.54,000
Broches, clous et pointes.
223,000
Goudron.
41200
Bougies.
76,000
Charbon de terre.
90,400
,,
Poudrc de mine,

:~:1~~~ f~~~

To/1:1

1

~e:~~i~r;:ueJr;~~;:}~ures de baraques, { M~t!!•~.~?t..

4-00

Instruments de lever.

10,000
250

Baraquement,

Baraques pour officiers et soldats.
Baraques pour ~curies.
PoCles en fonte.

2,900 4,047,000
400,000
210
84,000
2,800

Total.
Environ 14,000 tonneaux.
Poills a.pproximatif du materiel rapporte en France apr~s la carnpagne,
ou 2,-~UO tonneaux.

11,159,020
2,100,000
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OBSERVATIONS,

Le materiel roulant, les gros outils 1 les instruments de sape et de mine ont ete
fournis en ti;.~s-grande partie par les arsenau4 du genie de Metz et d' AJger, et le
surplus ptu l'industrie privee. Ce materiel, au moins cinq fois plus considerable que
celui qu'exige le siege d'nne grande pJace dans des conditions ordinaires, a commence
a @tre embarqu6 d~s le mois de Mars 1854, et Jes derniers env&is ont eu lieu en Aoilt
1855.
Les approvisionnements en p1anches, madriers, fer, euivre, tole, etc., ont ete achetes
dans le commerce a Lyon, Toulon, Marseille, Constantinople et Trieste. Ces mate.
riaux ont ete employCs non seu1ement dans les travaux du siege, mais ils ont servi
aussi pour construire sur place des h6pitaux provisoires et des magasins pour Jes
vivres et les munitions.
Surles 220,000 sacs a. terre expCdies en Crimee. 300,000 ont ete tires des magasins
de l'Etat, et le surplus a ete achete au commerce
Paris, Lyon, Metz, Toulon,
Marseille et Constantinople.
•
D~s qu'il fut reconnu que l'armee passerait l'hiver sous les murs de SCbastopol,
)'empereur ordonna que des abris fussent envoyCs en Orient, Des baraques pour les
hommes et des hangars pour Jes chevaux furent aussit6t commandes en France et en
Angleterre.
1,050 baraques, pouvant abriter 30,000 hommes, ont ete confectionnees Toulon et
a Marseille en Janvier 1855, et l'embarquement commen9ait des le mois suivant.
1,850 baraques, pouvant contenir 45,000 hommes ont ete commandees en Angle.
terre dans les premiers jours de DCcembre 1854, et sent parties de Southampton dans
le courant du mois suivant.
Chaque baraque 6tait pourvue d'un po@Je.
Des abris-ecuries, pour environ 10,000 chevaux:, ont et€ comrnandes
Paris et
embarques a MarseiUe en Janvier 1855.
En outre, un approvisionnement de 50,000 longerons en bois de sapin, de 20,000
madriers, 100,000 planches et 9,000 boulons a ete achete a Marseille et expedie dans
le courant de 1855 pour l'Ctablissement des baraques-chauffoirs.
Le service du genie, dans ce siege ajamais memorable, a execute 80 kilometres (20
lieues) de trancbee, employe 80,000 gabions, 60,000 fa&cines et pres d'un million de
sacs U. terre. 11 a fait construire, sur les cr&tes qui prot€geaient la droite de nos
attaques des ouvrages defensifs ayant ensemble plus de 8,000 m~tres de dCveloppe.
ment, et sur la gauche un retranchement continu de 8,000 metres aussi de longueur,
presque en ligne droite, appele lignet de Kamietch, s'appuyant par ses deux extremit{;g
a lamer, couvrant centre toutes les eventualites de la guerre les baies de Kamiesch
et de Kazatch et nous assurant Ja possession d'une vaste pla.ce de dep6t oil: se trou.
vaient abritees toutes les ressources de l'annee.
Ces lignes etaient formees d'un Cpais parapet precede d'un fosse creuse dans Je roe
et ftanqul:: par huit fortes redoutes armees de pi~ces de gros calibre.
Mais ce qui fait surtout qu'aucun autre siege ne peut i'!tre compare 1\ ce}ui cle
Sebastopol, c'est }'immense difficulte des travaux de cheminement creus€s presque en
totalite dans le roe U. l'aide de la poudre, et devant une place qui, pour garnison, avait
une veritable armee, constamment renouvelCe et librement ravitailli!e.
II a fal1u aussi triompher des obstacles qu'opposait une defense souterraine habilement disposee et formee d'un immense rGseau de plus de 61000 mCtres de galeries ile
mine €tablies dans le roe sur plusieurs etages de hauteur, dent les plus bas atteignaient
Hi m~tres de profondeur au.dessous du sol.
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BUBSISTANCES MILITAIRES-CHAUFFAGF.-FOURRA.GES.
Conversion
en
Tormeauz.

QuantiU'ia.
VIVRES.

L t'.:gumcs sees.
I,

25,584 60
22,436 51
196 86
341 90
3,658 53
93 37
5,058 28
2,436 21
8,733 83
863 32
3,197 22
6
35,000 "
12,838 "
1,520 "

12,792,300 kil.
22,105,000
193,000
341,900
3,586,800
79,400
2,763,100
2,149,600

Discuit.
Farines.
L egumes comprimfs.
Riz.
Sel.
Sucre.
Caffi.
Lard saJe.
Bceuf sall!.

5,242,400

518,200
3,053,700
50,000
10,000 rntes.
116,567 beet.
13,766

Conserves de breuf.
Saindoux
Vill.ncle sur pied.

Vin.
Ean-de-vie et rhum.

"

CHAUPFAOE,

9,722
15,772 30"

1,944,900 kil.
15,772,800

Bois.
Charbon de terre.
FOURRAGES,

229,998 60
ll9,5fl 48

77,403,400
83,700,000

Foins.
Orge ou avoine.

497,029 02
11500

Objets mobiliers cnvoyes iso1€iment (approximatiYement).

"

498,529 02

Total gifa6ra1 pour le service des subsistances.

Soit en chiffrcs ronds 500,000 tonneaux.
On €value 500,000 tonneaux les quantitfis de vivres non consommees etde matfriel
rapporti:es en France.

a

OBSERVATIONS.

Biscuits.-LesquantitGs expGdiees ont ete obtenues tant au moyen d'une fabrication
reglementaire dans les manutentions militaires de Paris, Rouen, le Havre, Brest,
Bordeaux, Bayonne, Marseille, Toulon, Montpellier, Perpignan, Alger e't Oran, qu'au
moyen d'achats faits en Angleterre et en France la maison Packam. D eux cent
soixante mille caisses ont 6ti: necessairei:1 pour les contenir.
Farines. -Les farines ont ete exp~difles des places de Marseille, Toulon, Mont~
pellier, Perpignan, Bordeaux, Alger et Oran.
L.;gumes comprimCes.-Fabriques par la maison Cho1let et expedies en totalitti de
Paris.
Riz.-A ete expedie en majeure partie ~cortique. Les achats ont titfl faits a
Lonclrcs, U Bordeaux et surtout au Havre.
Cafc.-MCmes lieux d'expedition que le riz.
Sucre.-A l'exception de quelques chargements faits ii Bordeaux et Marseille, la
totalit C a t!tC explidi(>e du Jlavre en sucres blancs et en pains.
Salaisons.-Acheteies en majeure p~ie en Angleterre; le complement a ete cfdt!
par le dt!11artement de Ja marine.

a
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Conserves de bceuf en boHes.-A \'exception de faibles quantites fabriquCes en
France par M. de Lignac (viancle comprimee), et par M. Appert (bceuf avec bouillon),
presque tout le restc a ete confectionne en Angleterre. Dnns la quantitC de 3,053,700
kilogrammes de conserves de bceuf, sont comprie 404,000 kilogrammes de viande en
poudre, reprCsentant a peu pr~s 600,000 rations.
Viande sur pied.-4,000 bceufs tires de Trieste; 1,500 de l' Algerie; 4,500 de la
Caramanie {port du Macri).
Vins.- Les vins de malades ont ete tires dE: Bordeaux et Perpignan; les vins de
troupe, du Var et de l'H€rault.
Eau-de-vie et rhum.-Vu la chert€ de l'eau-de-vie et sa qualite douteuse, Jes approvisionnements ont Cte fails de preference en rhum des meilleures provenances. L'achat
en a ete fait a Londres et A. Marseille.
Charbon de terre.-TirC d' Angleterre.
Bois,-Embarque comme fardage, consCquemment sans frais,
Foin. - Les expeditions ont ete faites de Nantes, Marseille, Montpellier, Perpignan,
Alger, Mostaganem, B6ne, Philippeville; et a l'etranger, d'Anvers, G&nes, Livourne,
Naples, Messine et Trieste.
Orge et avoine.-Les versements ont He effectuCs du Havre, de Marseille et des
ports de l' AlgCrie; l'Ctranger, d'Angleterre, d•E~pagne, du Maroc, d'Italie, d'Egypte
et de Syrie.
MatCriel.-Sacherie.-Un million de sacs expedies, soit comme contenant des
denrCes susmentionnees, soit comme approvisionnements,
Fours.-Cent cinquante fours, dont soixante portatifs.
PrClarts.-1,700 prClarts representant une superficie de 204 mille m~tres carres.
Presses a foin.-137 de divers syst~me11. Ces appareils ont Cte expMil!s pour le
pressage des foins achetes en Turquie, indtipendamment des quantites portCes au
tableau ci-contre.
l,800 voyages de navires a chargement complet ont ete nCcessaires pour transporter
en Orient les denrees et mati~res portCes ci~contre. Les ohargements ont ete
effectues, savoir :
460 en Erance,
566 en AlgCrie,
4 en Espagne,
77 en Angleterre,
5 en Belgique,
600 en Italie,
88 en Egypte et en Syrie.

a

Total egal.

1,800
HABILLEW:ENT-CAMPEMENT-HARNACHEMENT.

Habillement et Equipement.

Nombre
d'objetl.

654,882
34-7,819
371,787
354,529
42,527

Ceintures de flanelle.
Sacs tente~abri.
Couvertures de campement.
Chemises de coton.
Gu@tres en cuir (paires).
GuCtres en toile (paires).
Pantalons de toile grise.

163,449
9,000
L
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Calefons. •
Blouses de cuisine.
Blouses d'Ccurie.
Pantalons de cuisine.
Casquettes de chasseurs d' Afrique.
Couvre-casques,
Bretelles de fusil
Montants de tente-abri.
Visi~res de bonnet ou shakes.
.Boutons de diverses armes.
Crav.ttes de coton.

828,209
32,396
132,336
200
25,010
200
717
3,000
525
188,265
2,000
20,620
200,000

Effets Sptciauz.
Sabots (paires).
Chaussons de laine {paires).
Capotes a collet et a capuchon.
Bas en laine (paires).
Gants en laine (paires).
Chachias. •
Guetres-houzeaux en peau de mouton (paires).

238,597
189,162
251,399
220,000
215,000
253,576
90,000

Gu&tr11s bulgares (paires).

163,i39

Sou]iers (paires).

Bottcs eperonnees(paires).

16,000

Paletots en peau de moqJon.
Ejfe/1 de Campement.
Cales.
Fers de Janee.
Goujons.
Montan ls de tente de conseil.

Montants de tente d'officier ou de troupe.
Traverses de tente de conseil.
Traverses de tente a seize hommes.
Traverses de tente d'officiers.
Traverses de tente conique 8 vingt hommes.
Tablettes avec porte-manteaux.
Tablettes sans porte-manteaux.
Piquets de tente, grands et petits.
Pliants. •
Tables.
Rideaux.

Mail lets.
Bois de manteaux d'armes de compagnie.
Bois de manteaux d'armes de piquet.
Toile,s de manteaux d'armes de compagnie.
Toilcs de manteaux 4-'armes de piquet.
Grands bidons.
Pet its hidons en fer-blanc avec courroies,
Gamclles.
Marmites.
Etuis de bidous.
Etuis de gamclles.

16,HS
60
15,512
68
30,952
21
9,199
1,500
6,500
71,209
IS

S67,9il
3,428

H
4
23,316
640
30
500
H
40,9i3
289,iH
43,lf.(J
46,981
1,019
l,OtH
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Etuis de marmites.
Bretelles de bidons et de marmites.
Bretelles de gamelles.
Faucilles.
Faulx, •
Haches.
Pelles.
Pioches.
Serpes.

1,019
1,812
692
16,400
1,499
17,:186
15,748
16,721
8,341
{

Cordes A piquet de cavalerie,

mtitre,.

l,412

Effttl de Harnachement,

Cloua 8. ferrer.
Fera de cheval.
Bissacs garnis de cuir.
Entraves.
Cordes d'entraves.
Bridons avec mors.
Selles de cavalerie Ii;gCre (nouveau modClc).
Selles de cavalerie Iegere (ancien modCle).
Mors de bride.
Licols de parade.
Fileta doubles.

6,193,400
817,216
16,222
7,567
310
2,039
646
1,004
900
779
368

OBSERVATIONS,

Les evenemensde la guerre ont plac6 l'armee d'Orient dans un pays A peu pres sans
ressources, et sous un climat exceptionnel; il a fallu lui envoyer de France tout ce
qui etait necessaire pour la v@tir et l'abriter, et jusqu'aux clous propres au ferrage de
ses chevaux.
L'Aprete de la temperature sur les plateaux de la ChersonCse a oblige d'envoyer,
non seulement tous les effets d'habillement et de campement d'un usage re'.glementaire,
ma.is, en outre, une se?ie complete de v@tements d'hiver qui constituait pour chaquc
soldat un habillement supplementaire compose des objets suivants:
Savoir :-Capote A capuchon et A collet en drap ;
Guetres bulgares en drap;
Sabots avec chaussons en laine;
Gants, bas et chachia en laine.
Tous les hommes de garde et ceux qui etaient employes a un service extraordinaire
avaient en outre un paletot en peau de mouton et des guetres•ho.uzeaux en peau de
mouton.
Ces e:ffets, envoyes en 1854 et au commencement de 1855, ont dll, comme Jes vetementa ordinaires, etre renouveles pour la plupart, afin de parer aux besoins de l'hiver
de 1855 1856.
Les effets de campement existant dans les magasins de l'Etat A l'origine de Ja guerrc
etaient suffisants pour les besoins d'une armee en campagne de 70 a 80,000 hommes
seulement; i1 a done fallu proceder en toute Mte a la confection d'autres effets de
campement en quantites considerables, au moyen de marches que ]'industrie privee a
realises en temps opportun. Tous ces objets sont parvenus sans avaries, bien qu'ils
constituassent un materiel immense, presque toujours tr~s-encombrant.
Le nombre de tentes avec leurs accessoires expedies en Orient pouvait suffire au
campement de 280,000 hommfls, sans compter celles qui etaient affectees aux officiera.

a
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Les premi~res tentes etaient a. deux montants et en forme de toit; mais l'expe.
rience du climat de la Crimee, et surtout l'ouragan du 14 Novembre 18:S4, ont fait
reconnattre que ]a tente de fonne conique Aun seul montant, usitee en Turquie, offrait
plus de resistance aux intemperies des saisons, et on a adoptC cette forme pour toutes
Jes tentes cnvoyCes en 1855. La toile de chanvre n'a pas ete exclusivement employee
pour la confection des tentes; on a fait usage aussi de la toile de coton, dont on s'est
bien trouvC, et dont l'emploi a diminue la dCpense et le poids.
L'cnvoi des faux et faucilles a permis de rCcolter le fourrage qu'on a trouvl'i dans la
Dobrudscha d'abord, et ensnite clans la Cherson~se.
Une partie assez importante du materiel du carnpement et des effete speciaux
d'habillement n'a pas ete mise en service, et a ete rCexpediee d'Orient sur les magasins
de France et d' Algfaie.
On pcut evaluer 42,000 tonneaux environ le volume du materiel porte ci-dessus.
Les magasins particuliers dont les corps ne se separent jamais en campagne ne sont
JlOint compris dans leur evaluation; leur poids total s'est €}eve 7,300 tonneaux.
L'ensemble des objets reexpGdies d'Orient sur la France et sur l' Algefie represente
a peu prCs 8,000 tonneaux.

a

a
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SERVICE HOSPITALIER.

Materiel d' Hopitau.r .ftfobile1.
Quantit€8.
E.tpl!dieea
de
Prancl!.

Couchettes ou chalits en fer.
Couchettes ou ch!lits en boio.
Couvertures en laine.
Couvertures en coton ••

Achel~e•
on
Orieot.

12,000
32,000

a

Laine U. matelas et traversins.
Matfaicl complet pour h8pitaux de 500
malacles chacun.
Pharmacies compl~tes, ustensiles et medicaments pour h8pitaux de 500 malades chacun.
Mobiliers de chapelle pour les h8pitaux militaires.

23

15,000
7,500
3,500
kilogr.
325,000

TOTAL.

lits.
(A) 27,000
39,500
3,500
matelas.
30,000

(a) 30

30

30

14

(c) 14

110

(o) 110

MaUriel d' Ambulance.

Materiel d'ambulance Ieg~re (modCle d' Afrique) pour 12,000 hommes chacun.
Chargemcnts de caissons d'ambulance, raison de 5 par division d'infan terie.
Cantines regimentaires d'ambulance, sacs et
sacoches d'ambulance (paires). .
Boites d'instruments de chirurgie de diverses
natures. •
,
Caisscs U. amputation et U. trCpan contenues
dans lcs cantines d'ambulance.
Cai11.ses U. amputation contenues dans Jes caissons cl'ambulnnce. •
Caisscs d'instrnments contenues dans les h0pitaux rnilitaires.

a

35

35

106

106

150

150

220

220
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Objets de Pansement.

Grand linge ll. pansement.
Petit linge pansement.
Bandes roulees.
Charpie.
Linge H. pansement assorti, contenu dans Jes
h6pitaux mobiles, les caissons et cantines.

a

Bandages herniaires.
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kil.
57,000
76,000
32,000
49,000

kil.
57,000
76,000
S2,000
49,000

80,000

80,000

294,000
5,000

294,000
5,00U

Denrles A.limentaires.

kil.
Lait concentre. •
Essence de bouillon concentre.
Bceuf bouilli.
Gluten granule.
Conserves Chollet.} pour soldats.
(Julienne).
pour officiers.
Legumes divers conserves. •

8,000
1,000
2,800
3,000
51,000
1,600
25,000

ki!.
(•) 8,000
(E) 1,000
2,800
3,000
(E) 51,0UO
1,600
(•) 25,000

OBSERVATIONS.

(A) L'ensemble de ces approvisionnements, completes par des achats sur place, a
constitue, dans la ville de Constantinople, un service aussi r6gu1ier que celui qui fonctionne dans les b6pitaux de l'intfaieur de la France.
Les 27,000 lits reunis dans les premiers mois de la guerre presentent un materiel
plus considerable que Ja fixation totale des lits existant dans Jes h6pitau~ militaires
permanents en France, oh l'on ne compte que 19,0001its, ainsi repartis:
Malades.
16,500 lits.
Soldats infirmiers.
2.f)OO

Ensemble.
19,000
L'administration a pourvu 11 la reunion de ce materiel, d'abord par des pr€1hements
immediats dans les magasins de reserve, ensuite par des commandes que l'industrie
privee a executees avec une grande promptitude.
(n) La nomenclature detaill ee des effets affectes aces h6pitaux de 500 malades, est
indiquee dans le reglement du ler Avril 1831; elle comporte, par h6pital, un poids de
12,000 kilogrammes, non compris les lits en fer ou en bois, ce qui forme, pour les trente
h6pitaux installes en Orient, un poids de 360,000 kilogrammes.
(c} D'apres Jes ordres de l'Empereur, le service religieux avait ete assure, et lcs
secours spirituels n'ont jamais manque tl. nos soldats. Les aum6niers ont donne des
preuves du plus grand d€vouement, et, comme les admirables filles de Saint·Vincent
de Paul, ils ont soutenu dans les ambulances et dans les h6pitaux le moral de nos
malades et de nos bless~s.
Le service religieux etait dirigC U. l'armee par des pretres catholiques. Les consis•
toires centraux de l'Cglise rCformee et du culte israClite avaient envoye aupres de leurs
coreligionnaircs des ministres et des rabbins.
Le service catholique des quatorze h6pitaux de Constantinople etait confi€ R la
congregation des Lazaristes, qui a un collCge dans cette ville et dont }'influence se
fait vivemeut sentir dans tout !'Orient. Cette mesure Hait d'ailleurs une consequence
de }'installation dans nos h0pitaux des sreurs de Saint-Vincent de Paul, dont les
La:z:aristes sont les supetieurs.
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(n) Chaque caisson d'ambulancc comprend 2,000 pansements, Les 110 caissons
formaient done un approvisionnement de bataille de 220,000 pansements, que l'on
pouvait remplacer au fur et U. mes~re des consommatiom par des envoia faits de Congtantinople.
(E) L'experience du lait concentre (procede de Lignac), de }'essence de beui1lon
concentre, tire d'Angleterre; des ltigumes conserves (procede Chollet et Masson). a
eu un succ~s complet. Ces produits sont dCsormais acquis aux approvisionnementa
hospitaliers.
L'ensemble des expMitions de maMriel faites en Orient pour le aerTice hospitalier
reprCsente un volume de 6,430 tonneaux. Le materiel ramene, tant en France qu~en
AlgCrie, est environ du tiers des expeditions, soit de 2,150 tonneaux.
EQUIPAGES MILITA.IRES.
Quantic ,.

Pold•.
Kilogr.

Caissons de 1,200 rations
775
1,388,150
Caissons de 1,600 rations
143
122,551
Caissons d'ambulance
118
116,820
Chariots de pare sans exhaussement
259
212,121
Chariots de pare avec exhaussement
218
180,940
Forges ancien modMe
22
12,100
Forges nouveau modCle
48
44,640
de devant porteur •
1,127}
Harnais de trait (avec garniture { de devant sous verge •
1,148
148,676
de t@te complete) •
•
de derriCre porteur
1,236
de derriCre sous verge
1,285
Selles completes d'attelage
•
•
•
1,811}
Selles complCtes de sous-offi.cier et cavalier
1,732
214,080
S-elles completes d'adjudant sous officier
25
Bfits de mulet
2,971
89,130
CoUvertures de cheval
_1 6,311
29,900
Forges portatives •
21
1,995
Faires de cacolets
2,760
27,600
Faires de litiCres •
849
36,507
Rechanges de toute nature, tels que bottes graisse, ca.isses a,
outils, roues ferrees, timons ferres, et non ferres, bridons,
licols, cordes de charge, etc. •
.
•
•
•
•
1,500,000
MatiCrcs premiCres: bois, fers, etc. •
1,200,000
"
Chnrrettes marijeillaises avec harnais
300}
Charrettes maltaises avec harnais
400
200,000
Charrettes dites bouhoure avec harnais
400

a

Total

• Kilogr. (•)

(A) Ce total repr!:sente, comme i1 est dit plus haut, 7,956 tonneaux de mer. Un
tiers de ce matfaiel environ est devenu hors de service et a ete vendu ;: mais une
grand~ partie des voitures et aulres objets construits en Turquie a ete portee en
Algene; en sorte que }'ensemble du materiel aynnt fait retour peutt1tre evalu6 a 7,000
tonneaux.
OBSERVATIONS,

~o.lgr6 so~. e~ectif tHevG (11,000 hommes et 8,000 chevaux ou mulets), Je train des
1Squ1pages m1hta1res affecUi a l'armi!e d'Orient aurait ete dan 8 l'impossibilite d'assurer
la comp!He execution de tous les services administratifs, si on ne Iui avait adjoint
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plusieurs compagnies provisoirEls auxiliaires composees, tant pour le personnel que
pour le materiel, d'elements etrangers au service du train proprement dit. Ces
compagnies furent recrutties les unes en Orient mCme et les autres en France.
Le matlfriel auxiliaire a consiste principalement en :
400 voitures maltaises ex{foutees A Malte par l'entremise du consul de France;
310 charrettes marseillaises expediees de France;
100 voitures dites Bouliourc, dont le mod~le avait ete approuve par l•Empereur ;
1,600 voitures dites arabas et teki,, dont l'achat a ete effectue en Turquie ou qui ont
ete construites tl. Constantinople par les ouvriers militaireS attaches au pare
de reserve des equipages militaires.
Le nombre de ces compagnies au:idliaires, dont la creation n'a d'ailleurs eu lieu que
successivement et au fur et a. mesure des besoins, etait encore, fL la fin de la campagne,
de dix.neuf, presentant un effectif de 2,728 conducteurs indig~nes, 11 1 346 animaux
(chevaux, mulets, bceufs et bufles) et 2,425 voitures de toutes sortes. Ces ressources
ont contribut! de la mani~re la plus efficace
la bonne execution du service des
transports.
Le materiel et le harnachement du service des (;quipages auxiliares expedit'!s sur
]'Orient representait 7,956 tonneaux d'encombrement,
Tous ces objets n'ont pas Cte employes a l'execution des divers services de l'armee ;
mais une sage pr€voyance commandait d'titablir, dans un lieu l proximite du theatre
de la guerre, une reserve consiMrable, de maniCre pouvoir fa ire face instantanement
aux besoins qui pourraient se manifester.
Tel a He le motif de la formation du pare de reserve des equipages militaires il Ct)nstantinople, dfs ]e dCbut de la carnpagne. On peut se figurer quelle a pu etre !'importance de cette reserve, puisqu'il la fin de la guerre elle consistait encore en:
296 caissons, 119 chariots de pare, 31 forges, 166 attelages A quatre chevaux, 714
selles, schabraques, etc., 398 bats de mulets, 9,155 couvertures, 898 paires de cacolets,
578 paires de litifres.
Cet etablissement, dont la direction a ete d'abord confi€e a un capitaine, puis il un
chef d'cscadron de l•etat-major des pares, n'a cesse de rendre Jes plus utiles services
pendant toute la duree de la guerre. Non seulernent il a ete charge de l'ext!cution
des grosses reparatit)ns faire au materiel roulant, mais encore il a pu1 par sa presence
sur les lieux, contribuer A la prompte regularisation des comptabilitfs en deniers et
en matiCres.

a

a

a

ETAT CIVIL-JUSTICE-ADMINISTRATION DU TERRITOIRE OCIJUPE.'

Un des premiers soins du commandement, !ors de la fo1·mation de l'armiie, avait
Hf d'assurer dans l'interet des familles, l'iitat civil des mi litaires, i leur corps, U
i'h6pital, et jusque sur le champ de bataille.
En meme temps, des prl:vBtes et des conseils de guerre iitaient Ctablis dans chaque
division pour maintenir l'ordre et la discipline. Les statisques de la justice militaire
prouvent qu'ii aucune t!poque l'autorite supfrieure n'a eu A faire un plus rare emploi
des moyens de repression que la loi met a sa disposition.
Des interpretes commissionnCs par le ministre de la guerre assuraient les relations
nEcessaires entre Jes di verses nations engagees dans la lutte.
Entin, des les premiers jours de l'installation il Kamiesch, une administration
genfaale avait ete organist!e, un conseil de prud'hommes avaient lit{\ constituCs.
Bient6t un servico de police et de saJu.briti:\ fut crec, et les nombreux nationaux;; ainsi
que les elrangers attirt!s U, la suite de l'armee, trou\·erent dans la cite improvisee une
protection coostante et efficace.
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SERVICE DE LA TRfSORERlE ET DES POSTES,

't

Le personnel de la trCsorerie de l'armGe t!tait en m@me temps charg~ des postes ;
ce double service litait si completement organise que les militaires de tous grades ont
rcru leur soldc et les prestations en nature aussi rfgulierement et aussi exactement
que s'ils eussent l,t6 dans une garnison de France, et qu'ils ont pu entretenir avec leurs
families ur.e correspondance pour ainsi dire journaliere.
Ce personnel, place sous les ordres d"un payeur glmliral, et compose de 6 payeurs
principaux, 8 payeurs particuliers et 75 payeurs adjoints et agents secondaires, a constamment satisfait il. tousles besoins, tant pour les corps d'armlie et les divisions pres
de Si!bastopol que sur les points lea plus eloigntls occupes temporairement par nos
troupes.
Le matCriel fut tire des equipages militaires, ainsi que Je nombre de soldats nlfoesRaire pour le con du ire ; i1 se composait de 12 caissons ou chariots, 104 chevaux de trait
et de selle, 20 mulets de Mt, employes selon les besoins et les circonstances.
Le service de la tresorerie a l!tt! assure, comme dans lea campagnes anterieures, par
le!! moyens suivants: Jo envois directs de fonds; 2° realisation sur place, par emission
de traites. Ce dernier moyen a donne des resultats importants, et la faveur dont les
traitcs du Trlisor ont joui en Orient a faf telle, y_u'il a fallu crMer des coupures de
20,000 et de 10,000 fr. Les emissions se sont elev~es jusqu•a 12 millions par mois.
Les paiements effectulis en Orient depuis le mois d' Avril 1854, sur Jes crMits
,lCJcguCs par le ministere de la guerre, s•elevaient, au ler J uillet 1856, i:l. 285,646,160 fr.
45 c., dont 275,457,340 fr. 64 c. sur mandats de l'intendance militaire, 1,914,265 fr.
16 c. sur mandats des chefs du service de l'artillerie, et 8,274,554fr. 65 c. sur mandats
des chefs de service du gCnie.
Les dGpenses de la guerre ont toujours ete vfaifitles, liquidl!es, soldl!es et definitive•
ment apurCes par exercice, dans les delais rCglementaires fixes pour les depenses du
pied de paix, solution avantageuse U. tousles points de vue et d'autant plus remarquable
que, dans aucune des guerres prCcCdentes, semblable resultat n'avait pu t!tre obtenu.

SERVICE TJftEGRAPHIQUE.

DC11 le commencement de la campagne, on avait compri11 la nCcessit6 d'Ctablir entre
le quartier general et Jes difilrents corps detaches, des communications qui assurassent
la transmission rapide des ordres et }'ensemble dea mouvements.
Dans ce but, un personnel de }'administration deP-lignes tCICgraphiques, compose
de 2 inspectcurs, 5 directcurs, 4 stationnaires electriques et 47 stationnaires afaiens,
fut attachc ii. }'expedition.
Muni de 16 t61Cgraphes afaiens portatifs susceptibles de se monter et de se dtimonter
faeilement et en peu de temps, ce personnel fut rCparti de mani~re ll meltre le gCnCral
en chef en rapport immediat avec les difl'erentes fractions de son armCe.
Pc11dant le siege, le gouverncment anglais ayant eu Ja pensCe de relier par un c!l.ble
Clectrique sous-marin Balaklava ii. Varna, l'Empereur ordonna aussit8t de rattacher
Varna au rCseau tClcgraphiquc allemand.
En peu de temps, et malgre les difficultCs de toute nature, la ligne de Buckarest a
Varn a, sur un parcours de 60 lieues, se trouva comp\Ctement Ctablie et Jes communi•
cations furent ouvcrtes quelques joun avant l'achevement du cable aous.marin.
Trois inspccteurs, 4 directeurs, et 30 stationnaires assurt!rent dans lea quatre poates
de Buckarcst, Routschouk, Schum la et Varna un service de transmission, qui pla~ait
l'armCe quelqucs heures de Paris.

a
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JM:PRDIERIE.

Une imprimerie Jithograpl1ique installee au quartier general avait d'abord suffi aux
besoins du service; mais, dCs le co:nmencementdu siege, le nombre toujours croissant
des ordres tL transmettre, et la nt!cessitt! de Jes faire parvenir sans delais aux diffcrents
corps de l'armlie, cleterminerent le general en chef a demander qu'un service typographique complet fUt expedi G en Crim€e.
Cet envoi eut lieu par les soins du directeur de l'imprimerie imperiale, et, jusqu'U
}'evacuation de la Crimee, un prote et deux ouvriers typographes sont restes au
quartier general.

TROISIEME

PARTIE.

TRANSPORTS MA..RITIMES.

La marine impi'iriale, sans cesser de faire face aux nombreux services dont elle est
restee chargt!e, a concouru ainsi qu'il suit aux transports militaires:
11 vaisseaux mixtes et a vapeur,
21 vaisseaux a voiles,
19 fregates a voiles;
24 transports mixtes et tL voiles,
19 frGgates a vapeur,
21 corvettes,
17 avisos.
En tout 132 b3.timents, qui ont fait 905 voyages et ont transportC, pour ]'arml!e de
terre seulement, soit pour l'aller, soit pour Jc retour, 273,780 hommes, 4,266 chevaux
et 116,661 tonneaux de materiel.
Le gouvernement anglais a mis a la disposition de l'Empereur 8 navires de la
marine royale et 42 navires du commerce nolislis par l'amiraute, qui ont transport~
ensemble en Orient 38,353 hommes, 1,972 chevaux et 6,624 tonneaux de materiel.
L'aclministration de la guerre a nolise, en 1854et 1855, 66 vapeurs et 1,198 navires
a voiles de toutes dimensions. Les 66 vapeurs et 22 grands clippers formaient une
espece de flotte qui a fait jusqu'U- la fin de la guerre un va-et-vient permanent entre
}'Orient et les ports oil etaient reunis les approvisionnements. Enfin les paquebots
de la Compagnie des Messageries impfaiales, par suite de marches conclus des le
commencement de laguerre, ont transport£: des troupes a pied etdu materiel, a raison
de deux voyages par semaine.
Pour le retour de l'armee, }'administration a continue a employer48 navires ;\ vnpeur
et 253 navires voiles, dont 14 grands clippers.
Au total, les transports effectuCs par Jes soins de !'administration de Ja guerre 11e
sont elevi!s a. 224,270 hommes, 44,736 chevaux ou mulets, et 601,251 tonneaux de
materiel.
En dehorsdes moyens de transport indiqui!s ci-dessus, }'intendant gCnCral en Crimt!e
et i'intendant milit~ire en mission a Constantinople, ont nollse un grand nombre de
navires pour le Favitaillement de l'armGe. Ces b["itiments etaient exclusivement
employCs a porter en Crimee Jes vivres et Jes fourrages achetes snr ·Je littoral de la
Mer Noire et dans toute la Turquie.

a
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L'ensemble des transports maritimes peut se resumer ainsi:
SOKBRJIS

d'hommet, de chevaux, detonneaus,

Envoyes en Orient.
Revenus d'Orient.

309,268
227,135

41,974
9,000

597,686
126,850

Totaux pour l'aller et le retour.

536,403

50,974

724,536

Les totaux ci-dessous se dl:composent de la mani~re suivante:
JrOHBUI

d'hommea.

f '

I

Transports faits par la marine impefiale.
Transports faits par les Mtiments anglais.
Transports faits par !'administration de la guerre
au moyen de la flotte cornmerciale et des paquebots des messageries.
Totaux pareils,

273,780
88,858

de cbevau:r., detonnea.u:r.,

4,266
1,972

116,661
6,624

224,270

44,736

601,251

536,403

50,974

724,536

Le personnel et le materiel embarques A Marseille y etaient arrives, en tr~s-grande
partie, par le chemin de fer de Paris 1 la MCditerranee; si cette voie ferree n'avait pas
exist€, les optlrations de la guerre auraient certainement beaucoup perdu de leur
ensemble et de leur rapidite.
Sa Majeste l'Empereur, en reportant sa pensee Aquelques annees en arri~re, pourra
se rappeler avec satisfaction que l'un des premiers actes de son energique initiave a
ete de lever Jes obstacles opposes jusqu'alors i\ l'achevement de cette grande ligne,
qui devait si promptement contribuer aux eclatants succes de son armee.
Le rnarechal de France ministre secrHaire
d'Rtat au d€partement de la guerre,

VAILLANT.
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PAPER V.
ACCOVNT OF TBB DBHOLITIONS OF TBB Docxs AT SEBASTOPOL,
EXECUTED BY THE FRENCH UNDER THE DIRECTIONS Q.F GEN&RAL FROSSARD,
Cm.iMANDANT ou CoRPS ou GENIE,

Tramltslecl bv Li6ut. Col. Bainbrigge, R.E., by Permission.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION,

The lithographed Russian plans of the Docks at Sebastopol afforded every informa.
tion relative to the construction of that magnificent maritime establishment, the
destruction of which by mining was determined on.
It consisted of five dry docks, three of which were intended for ships of the line
and two for frigates. The latter were separated from the others by an immense basin,
which could receive the five vessels under repair at the same time; and from this the
latter were brought into their respective docks. The two docks for frigates were
placed on each side of the three locks by which a communication between the sea and
the basin was effected. The waters of the Tchernaya were conducted into the latter
by a canal passing through several tunnels and over several aqueducts: in case of a.
deficiency of water in that river, the basin could be filled with water from the sea by
means of a steam-pump, forcing it into that end of the canal next to the basin.
The height of the sills of the docks above the level of the sea was such as to allow
of emptying and filling them, as well as the basin, by means of culverts provided with
sluice gates. Gates, strengthened by transoms and posts of cast iron, and covered
with strong iron plates, closed the locks i and similar ones closed the docks and
enabled them to be emptied.
The three docks for line-of-battle ships• and the westernmost one of those intended
for frigate, had been excavated in the rock, and revetted with good limestone masonry,
having a facing of the same material and a coping of granite: the floors were con•
structed with cut stone resting upon massive masonry.
The other frigate-dock, the three locks, and the revetment of the basin were built
upon piles and a framework of timber, and their masonry was the same as that above
mentioned. Lastly, the angles of the recesses for the gates were built with granite.
For the demolition of the whole of these, a division was made between the English
and French Engineers in this wayTo the English Engineers-The 3 docks for line-of-battle ships, with half of the
revetment of the basin.
• Under the centre of the floor of the We~tern Dock, conlltructed in the bottom ortli.e ravine ~f
Karabeln~ia, tbere 'tll'ere 6 line. of piles intended to 1upporc the nuel under repair, the kee
which rlih:d upou granitt bloclu placed alon.J the centre of tbe floor.
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DEMOLITION OP DOCKS.

To the French Engineers-The other half of this revetment, the 2 frigate-docks,
and the three Jocks,
For the purpose of rendering the demolition as complete as possible, and ruining
the piles upon which great part of the masonry rested, it was necei;sary to lodge the
charges as low as the water permitted, the chambers being placed only a few inches
above its level.
In places where the water did not prevent it, galleries were formed which entered
direclly into the masonry at the bottom of the walls. This was done in the two docks
and the great basin, which were quite dry, and also in the upper lock, the concave
floor of which was visible at the bottom of the walls-the latter point was 2 ft. 8 inches
above the level of the water, the depth of which at the centre of the floor did not
exceed 2 ft. 2 inches.•
But in the centre and lower locks1 the floors of which were covered by the sea to a
depth of 12 ft. 2 in. and 22 ft. 6 in. respectively1 it \fas necessary to form shafts outside
the walls in order to reach the chambers for the charges, which were plac~d about 4
inches above the level of the sea.
CALCULATION OF CHARGES,

By excavating the galleries information was obtained relative to the nature of the
masonry, which consisted of a face of cut stone 2 ft. to 2 ft. 4 inches thick, covering
masonry formed of large blocks of rubble. The labour of constructing these galleries
was often as great and as tedious as if they had been formed in the solid rock adjacent
to the Western Dock.
It was considered that for this kincl of masonry it would be proper to employ the
co-efficient 4 in calculating the charges.
It was by the formula 4h 3 t that the charges for the two docks were calculated, with
tl1e exception of tlie mine placed at the curved end of each, for which, on account of
their long lines of least resistance (2W 811 ) it was considered that the co-efficient 3·5
should be used.
The formula 4h 3 was also given up in calculating the charges for the sides of the
llppcr lock, which were determined according to the considerations mentioned
further on.
But for the other charges of the locks, as well as for those of the basin, the same
formula (4h 3 ) was made use of; and with the object of extending the effect below the
level of tlicse mines, the e;harges obtained by the calculation were increased t to l·
The plate shews the positions of the 181 mines, which were arrangedt so that the
shatls and galleries would give access to all.
The sketch No. 3§ shews the general effect pl'Oduced by the explosions.
DETAILS OF THE CHARGES,

DocK.s.-The two docks were exactly similar in form and dimensions, their founda~
tions alone differing essentially. The \Ve ster» Dock which is situated on the rock
out of which it has been partly excavated, had, according to the Russian plans, a floor
about 9' lQri thick of solid masonry, covered with blocks of cut stone 2' 4" deep.
• 'l'ho dimensions and weight, have been reducc1l to English measures.-Eo.
t h repr,•1ent1 tllo length of the line of lealil reti1tance In m,!tre1, and the re1ult oblained is the
cbriri::e in kilogrammes,

t 'J'he Ion or the 4 chaml.iere or 1hnft1 Nos. S and 4, Je,troyed before the1 were loaded bT the
e.:r.plo1ion of the charges in shalta No1. I und 2, ond that of the hrn chamber • a.nnlbllated br thfl
~::~:~~~111i°o~h:, 1ti~:i°:xli;:~::.er ,atti of the biihe1t lock, reduced the number to 1i 1 mine, actuallr
I H has not baen coniliderecl. necenary to pr;int this plan of tbe mane& of rubbiih.-E».
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The Eastern Dock, which is built on piles, had a floor of the same description, but
its thickness, above the timber foundation, was only, (according to the same plan s),
8' 3" to 9 ft.
The principal dimensions of these docks were, in round numbers:Length at the surface of the floor,
.
.
.
.
.
'Vidth. f between the two lowest steps.
•
•
.
.
.
.
.
l at the upper part.
Height of the revetment above the floor.
MINES FOR DESTROYING THE

Two

196'
39'
80'
26'

0"
8"
0 11

411

DocKS FOR FRIOATE8.

MINES AT THE Srn&s.-On account of the peculiar form of the profile of the
revetments of the docks, the mines at the sides were formed in the masonry, and the
charges were placed in the vertical plane which contained its centre of gravity, and
as low down as the water permitted, viz.In the ·western Dock 7' 3 11 below the level of the floor.
do.
do.
In the Eastern Dock 5' 7 11 do.
Therefore the line of least resistance of these mines, (measured to the plane
containing the reentering angles of the steps) was on an average 13 ft. 1 in., and, by
placing them at intervals equal to twice the length of that line, only 6 mines were
required for each side, making a total of24 for the two docks.
Their charge, calculated by the formula 4h 3 , was fixed at 551 lbs.
The tamping consisted partly of sandbags, and partly of small rubbish arising from
the excavation ; and, in order to increase its resistance, two shields of wood, 6 inches
thick, were fixed in grooves formed at the sides of these galleries. The tamping of all
the other galleries was executed in the same way and with the same care.
2. MINES AT THE CURVED ENDs.-In order to ruin all the rounded part with as
little labour as possible, the extent of which, between the extreme charges of the
sides, was 98 feet, a single charge was placed directly under the centre of the landing,
so as to have a line of least resistance towards the landing and towards the surface
of the staircase. The line of least resistance was thus 20' 8 11 , and the charge. calculated with the co-efficient 3·5, on account of its great length, was 2,200 lbs. To reach
these mines the culverts for emptying the docks were taken advantage of.
3. MINES tN THE FLOORS OF THE DocKS.-As the mines in the revetments could
only ruin the edges of the floors, nine shafts were sunk along the centres of each,
spread over a length of 184 feet, and at the bottom of each a short gallery was formed
for lodging the charges. The thickness of masonry remaining above the roofs of
these galleries being, on an average, only 4 feet, the charges were limited to 110 lbs.
each.
To prevent the tamping of these shafts being blown out, the chambers were excanted at the sides of the galleries, and the whole of the tamping was composed of
timber of )arge scantling, the interstices of which were filled with earth.
4. MINES IN THE FLOORS OF THE ENTRANCES OF THE DocKs.-In order to
destroy the floors of the entrances, upon which a large and strong framework rested,
forming a kind of sill, seven charges were arranged in the masonry of those floors,
and were placed at the ends of galleries leading from the bottoms of three small
shafts excavated on the outside of each. The lines of least resistance were 7' 11•'
long, and as these charges were intended to destroy the framework of the sills, the
timbers of which were connected by very strong iron spikes, and were 16 to 24 inches
square, they were loaded with 176 lbs. each, the effect. of which was rendered more
certain by tamping both the shafts and galleries with stout pieces of timber.
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5.

RECESSES FOR THE GATES OP THE DocK1.-Tha1e mines,
which w~re 12 in number, (three at each recess) had liRes of least resistance of 10 to13 feet. Jn order to reach them the culverts for bringing water into the docks were
made use of. Those charges which were nearest to the docks were required to be
MINES NEAR THE

large enough to make their craters unite with those in the docks themselves which
were next to them. (See mines Nos. 5 and 4, 11 and 12.)
The mines (Nos. 6.5, 10 and 11) at the extremities of these portions were loaded
with 551 lbs. of powder, but Nos. 5 b. and lOb. at the centres contained only
441 lbs.-The charges were calculated by the formula 4h 3 .-The culverts were
tamped.
LoCKS.

The three locks were exactly similar.• The walls at the recesses for the gates were
10 to 13 feet thick, but they had no counterforts. The walls of the sides of the locks,
on the contrary, were strengthened by counterforts, 6l feet thick, placed 18 feet from
centre to centre, and there were 10 of them on each side.
The difference of level between the floors of the adjacent locks was 10 ft. 2 in., and
the same difference existed between the levels of the copings, the height of the walls
being 32 ft. 2 in. in all of them.
On the Russian plans the wooden framework of the foundations of the locks is
shown 4 ft. 7 in. below the central part of the surface of the floors, therefore this
framework was only 7 ft, 10 in. below the centres of the charges in the upper lock.
MINES FOR DESTROYING THE THREE Locxs.

t. MINES IN THE

UrPER LocK.-As time pressed, only 8 charges were placed in
each side of this lock. The two at the ends were lodged near the recesses for the
gates, and the six others were distributed as shown in the Plate, without regard to the
counterforts. These mines extending over a space of 199 feet, the mean interval was
28 feet 5 inches.
Being placed against the interior surface of the wall, their L.L.R. was only 8 ft.
10 in. If then their charges had been proportionate to this length alone, masses of
wall 10~ feet wide would have been left standing between them; and as the counter.
forts had not been taken into consideration it became necessary to make their craters
intersect each other about ¼th, which gave a radius for the craters of 16} feet, from
which the charges were calculated, employing however only the co-efficient J.S.
The charge thus calculated was.
413 lbs.
to which ½rd was aclded, to increase the effect upon the ftoor of the }
lock, under which no charges could be placed on account of the water
l38 "

which gave the total charge for each.

551 lba.

ENTRANCE OF THE UPPER Locx:.-This ftoor,
which was the only one not covered by the water, was 8 ft. 2 in. above the surface of
the sea, 11 charges of powder were to have been placed in it, but, on account of the
cut which it was necessary to make to allow the water to run off from the upper
portions of the docks, only 9 mines were preserved. Their charges were all the same
as those in the floors of the docks, viz. l76 lbs., and they were arranged in a similar
manner.
2. MINES IN THE FLOOR OF THE

• Contnry to the information l\fford.ed b1 the Ru11ian pl1.n1, the inner faces et th, 'ft'&lll or lbe
two lo.,,er lockl were found cob~ vertical,
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Two GATES OF THE UPPER Loci:.-For
the 4 mines at the recesses of the upper gate, placed similarly to those at the gates
of the docks, the charges employed were larger by llO lbs. than those of the latter,
because the explosion of the latter, which took place before the former were fired, had
already produced large cracks in the earth at the back of the recesses, and an escape
of the gas through these openings was to be expected, which indeed was actually
visible when the charges were fired.
As regards the lower gate, it was necessary, on account of the water which covered
the sill, to keep the centres of the, mines, intended to destroy the walls of the recesses,
about 8 ft. 3 in. above the sill. In order, however, to render the floor useless, each
mine was loaded with 662 lbs. of powder, which formed a surcharge of about¾, their
tines of least resistance being 10¼ feet long.
4. MINES OF THE CENTRAL AND LOWER LocKs.-The centres of the charges of
these mines were placed 1 ft. 4 in. above the level of the water, which was met with
e,erywhere ; and as the difference of level of the earth outside corresponded to that of
the floor, the centres of the charges for the central lock were very nearly 23 feet below
the surface of the ground, and those of the lower lock were 13 feet below it.
One charge was placed in each of the 20 counterforts of the walls, and as the walls
of the recesses of the two lowest gates had no counter forts, their charges were placed
in the masonry.
As regards the charges employed, it was considered necessary to increas.? the amount
obtained from the formula 4 h 3 by about !th, because it was required to produce an
effect at a lower level upon that part of the wall covered by the water to the depth, in the
central lock, of 7½ feet, and in the lower one, of 17ft. 9in. As these charges were
obliged to be placed above the level of the water, it was impossible that they could
destroy the jl()()T's. •
The lines of least resistance of the charges lodged io the counter forts were 8 in. 10 ft.
long, which was nearly half the distance between the counterforts. The charge
(C
t C) was 221 lbs.
As an experiment, the mines on the west side of the lower lock were loaded with
265 lbs. each.
The line of least resistance of each mine at the walls of the recesses was 10 ft. 2 in. ,
corresponding to an ordinary charge of 379 lbs.; but, in order to produce an effect
upon the wall below the charges, the mines of the lowest gate but one were loaded
with 441 lbs. Only 331 lbs. were lodged in each of the mines of the lowest gate on the
side next to the sea, the masonry of the recesses having been already shaken by the
1,760 lbs. of powder placed on the floor. (See Note 4 at the end.)
3. MrNEI AT THE RECESSES FOR THE

+

MINES FOR THE DEMOLITION OF THE REVETMENT OP THE GREAT BASIN,

This wall, half of which was demolished by the English and half by us, was of the
following dimensions. Its total length was 210 feet, its height was 29 ft. 2 in ., and
its thickness at the bottom was 7 ft. 10 in. It had counterforts 6 n. 7 in. thick, and
placed 21 ft. 8 in. apart. According to the Russian plans, this wall was built upon piles,
but the muddy nature of the bottom of the basin prevented our verifying this. The
wall on the west side was partly backed by rock. At about 9 ft. 10 in. in rear of the
eastern wall was the great drain by which the water from the docks for line-of-battle
ships was carried off.
• See Note 4, al the e.nd, relative to the nperlment1 made on firing chargn under water, with the
view of deatroyini:: the Boon oCtheae two lockl.
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A mine was form ed in each of the 16 counterforts; but the charges were not all
equal, although the lines of least resistance were all 9 ft. 2 in. long, for which length
the ordinary charge, obtained from the formula. 4 h 3 , is 194 lbs.
For five mines on the east side only 176 lbs. were employed, and,judging from their
effect, this charge must be comidered as a minimum.
The mines adjoining the rewentering angles received a charge of 221 lbs. each, yet
the portions at the angles were on ly half overturned, the two coping stones remaining
in their places.
Lastly, six mines were loaded with 265 lbs. each, with the intention of destroying at
the same time the great drain adjacent to them.
MonE OF FrnINO THE CuAROES BY GaouPs.

The great number of mines, of which the general arrangement and object have been
llescribed, could not be loaded simultaneously. It was indeed necessary to leave the
charges underground for as short a time as possible, to prevent their being injured
by the water, the presence of which had already caused great difficulty, Besides we
were not quite certain as to the accuracy of the calculation of the charges for the
description of masonry, the resistance of which was known only by comparison, more
or less exact, and it was therefore desirable to verify these calculations by observing
the effect of some explosions made for experiment, as it may be called.
Finally, it was necessary that the system of locks should not be destroyed till the
1ast, because they secured the escape into the sea of the water which filtered through
from the southern portion of the docks, to be destroyed by the English, and which
had obliged us to cut several drains in. the bottom of the central ba!lin , and to form an
open ing through the sill of the upper gate of the highest lock.
In consequence of these difficulties General Frossard decided that the explosions
should be effected in succession, and by groups, so as to destroy, one after the other,
the portion s mentioned below, vi2:.,
Jst Group,-The ,vestern Dock, (21 mines).
2nd Group.-The Eastern Dock, the floor s and recesses for the gates of both docks;
also the revetment of the west side of the great basin, (59 mines. )
3rd Group.-The upp er lock, the recesses for the gates, and the sill of its upper
gate, (33 mines).
4th Group.-Lastly, th e two lower locks, and the r evetment of the g reat basin,
(62 mines).
The explosio ns of the 1st group took place on the 22nd Decembe r, and their resnlts
proved that r eliance might be placed upon the first calculations for determining the
charges, The ex plosions of the 2nd group took place on the 31st D ecember; those
of the 3rd on the 19th J anuary, and those of the 4th on the 23rd of the same month.
FIRING THE CnAllOES,

Th e ordinary hose, with portions of Bickford's fuz e attached to it, was employed
throughout to ignite the several groups of charges.
As the operations were carried on under the fire of t11e Russian batteries, the shells
from which sometimes ex1>loded in the midst of our works, no attempt could be made
to bring all the portions of hose to one centre, as that would have caused a dangerous
exte nsion of it. Th e charges in each shaft or gallery wer e therefore fired separate ly.
H 8o us-ot11c iers," provided with portfires, were posted at each focus of explosion, and
on a signal being given by beat of drumi they ignited the Bickford's fuze, the length
of which wa-. calculated to allow sufficient time to retreat, i, e., 4 or 5 minutes.
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EFFECTS OP THE CHARGES.

Docu.-The masses of masonry in the docks were completely overturned by the
action of the powder, without flights of stone being produced, and without much noise.
Their interior is now filled with the fragments.
In the Western Dock, which was built upon the rock, the greatest effect was
produced on the exterior ; not a portion of the masonry remained standing; even the
rounded portion, the length of which was 33 yards, was entirely destroyed.
In the Eastern Dock, which was built upon piles, the effect of the charges was
diminished. The great subsidence of the earth around this dock, amounting to from
3 to 5 feet, proves that the charges acted powerfully downwards upon the piles; besides
the mines were only 61 feet above the latter. It is to these circumstances that we
may attribute the result that some massea of wall remained standing, although
pushed out of their original position and cracked in every direction.
The floors of the two docks, as well as the sills of the gates, were rendered absolutely
useless, and the massive timbers underneath the latter were violently torn out and
broken, and their fragments projected to a distance of several yards.
The walls of the recesses and returns• were overturned and lay in great blocks.
Some portions of them remained in their places, supported by the iron gates, which
were themselves more or less turned over and broken by the explosions.
LocKs.-Of the three locks nothing remains; the earth on each side, which was
supported by their walls, has slipped down, and in their place nothing is to be seen
but a large ditch which the sea has partly filled with water.
All the counterforts have been destroyed with the exception of two in the Central
Lock, in which no charges had been lodged; even these however are very much
cracked. On the west side of the Upper Lock the upper part of the fifth counterfort is
visible, cut out however at its base.
Of the three iron gates which remained, the left-hand half of the lower gate of the
upper lock is still to be seen, bent and broken; the others have disappeared amongst
the ruins. In the two lowest locks the resistance of the water much diminished the
effect of the charges on the walls below its level. At the lowest lock the walls were
cut off at the level of only 1 yard below the surface of the water. If this obstacle had not
existed the sub-vertical effect would have extended to a distance of at least 8 feet 10
inches, the length of the lines of least resistance of the charges.
On comparing the effects of the charges of 265 lbs. each, placed on the left of the
lowest lock, with those of 221 lbs. placed on its right, there appears to be very little
difference between them. The wall on the left is cut off at a level of 3 ft. 3 in. below
the level of the water, whilst that on the right is cut off at a height of only 2 ft. 8 in.
below it. On the left the base of the sloping mass thrown down is 20 feet wide, and
on the right it is 16 feet wide.
On firing the mines of the lowest lock some of the stones were thrown violently out,
which was caused principally by the tardy explosion of several charges, and probably
also by the reaction of the great body of water contained in the lock.
GR&AT BAsIN.-'l'he revetments of the basin were merely overturned.
The counterforts in which the charges had been lodged were entirely demolished, The earth
in rear of these waUs was broken up into great masses which lay in a sloping
position. At the re-entering anglesi the two coping stones remained in their placesi
as if to define the extent of the basin and the height of its wall.
CoNCLus10N.-The different results above described shew that there was no excess
of powder in the charges employed.
• Of the two wsllt which aupported the enda of the piera between the docks and the upprr lock,
there onl7 remained the two couuterforls, 10 ft. 4 in. thick and 7 ft. 10 io. long, which strengthened
thoae ,nllii in the ceutre.
M

TABLE 8HEWING THE POSITIONS OF THE MINES AND THE AMOUNT
OF EACH CHARGE.
Line of

Cbarge

Leatt

Calculated

ResiBtance

at 4,h:,

Number

Total

ot

Number

Mines.

of lbs.

Oharge
Po8IT101',

Employed.

REHA.aa:s.

- - - --- - - -

1 , IN THE 2 DoCKS.

At the curved ends.

20'

g.,

At the sides.

13'

1"

551

In the floor s.

At the recesses for}
the gates. • .

13'

551

l"

2206

2

4,412

551

24

13,224

110

18

1,980

551

4

2,204

{

Charge calculated
from the formula 3·5 h 3 •

{

The thickness of masonry above the charges
being only 4 feet, the
charges were limited to
110 lbs.

{

These had 3 "lines of
explosion," and were
loaded in proportion to
the longest, which was
13' 111,

At the centres of}
r ecesses,

11' 10,,

413

441

4

1,764

N ea, the ends o)
the recesses next
the docks. . .

551

4

2,204

In the floors at the}
gates.
• . .

176

14

2,464

8' 10 11

551

16

8,816

At recess of upper}
gate. • . .

13'

1"

551

662

2

1,324

In the centre.

11' 1011

4 13

551

2

1,102

At recess of lower }
gate. • • . .

These were increased
on account of the resist,
ance caused by the form
of the sill.

{

The result proved that
these were rather too
weak; the L.L.R. was
nearly 15' 9".

{

The thickness of masonry over these charges
was only 6' 611.

{ C ,__
"
+ t C,"'"
the au•
simple

2. UrrEn LocK.
At the sides.

{

11' 10•'

413

Jn the floor of the}
upper gate, • •
Tt, carry forw.1.nl.

662

4

176

2,648

1,58¾
103

·}3,7"'fi

charge C being calculated with the co-efficient
l ·5, and with the object
of obtaining a radius of
crater equal to 16~ 511,

{'"' ·~· ~···

which these charges were
to act having been much
cracked by previous explosions, the simple
charges were augmented
½to t to compensate for
the escape of gas.

r

l

The" simple charge"
was augmented by f to
produce an effect upon
the floor at the gate,
which was covered with
water, so as to prevent
any
charges being
lodged in it.

TABLE SHOWING THE POSITIONS OF THE MINES AND THE AMOUNT

OF EACH CHARGE.

POBITIOK8 Oi'

RBHARK.8,

CHARGES.

Brought forward.

103

43,726

r

The water in the locks preventing these
charges being lodged at the bottom of the
walls, the "simple charge" was increased
l, to destroy the masonry as low down as
The resistance and re- action of
the water in the locks, against the shock
produced by the charges, lessened their
effect in a downwardadirection. The walls
were cut off at a level of only 2' 8" above
the surface of the water.

3. CENTRAL AND

LOWER Loc11ts.
Sides of two } 8' 10"
locks. • ,

lpossible.

174

221

27

5 967
'

174

265

11

( This charge of 265lbs. tried as an experiment, produced an effect but little greater
2,915 lthan that of 221 lbs. The walls were cut
cut off at a level of 8 ft. below the surface
of the water.

2

( These two charges were required to pro•
direc•
tion as to overturn a mass of wall about
13 feet long, which was to have been done
by the mines of the shafts N os. 3 and 4,
destroyed, before being loaded, by the
mines at the recesses of the lower gate of
I the upper lock. The effect desired was
\.obtained.

LowER LocK,

Charges of the}
Shafts Nos.
8' 10"
19, 21,23,25,
27, 29 and 33
CENTRAL LOCK..

I duce such an effect in a horizontal

I

Charges of the}
8' 10"
Shafts Nos.
5 and 6. ,

174

331

At the recesses}
of the lowest 10' 2"
gate but one,

379

441

662

I
f

3 528
1

)

The same reason existed for the the increase of ½rd made to the simple charge as
for the above-mentioned charges of 221
llbs.,and the result obtained was the same.

I
l

379

331

A reduction of the charge to 331 lbs. was
made because the rece&s walls had been
shaken by the explosion of 11764 lbs.
2,648 -< placed on the floor (see Note 4 at the
end). The thickness of earth above these
charges was only 13 ft., whilst that above
the preceding charges was 23 feet.

9' 2"

194

176

From_ t?eresult thismustbe considered
880 { as a minimum. The wall was overturned.

On each side of}
the re~enter9' 2 11

194

221

An addition of ¼th was made, in order to
1, 105 { ruin the re-entering angles. These angles
were broken down.

At the recesses}
of the lowest 101 2 11
gate. • •
4,CHARGES IN THE
' WALLS OF THE
GREAT BASIN.

West Side. •

ing angles,
East side.

The surcharge of these mines was in• • 9' 211 194
265
6
1,590 { tended to destroy a culvert running at a
- - ' - - - ~ - - i - - _ _ short distance from them.
Total
176 63,012

The total amount of masonry destroyed by the abo!e-mentioned 63,000 lbs. of

;~:379

In the two J::~~~r is 85,000 cubic yards,
cubic yards.
In the three Jocks.
•
42,153
Part of the walls of great basin.
4,333

NOTES EXPLANATORY OF THE DETAILS,

Note No. 1.-Table containing details relative to the explosions of the groups of charges.
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floorsand
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31st,
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Dec.
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I

I

I
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{Demolition complete
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.Ject1on of stones.
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plosion there were no
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4 of the chargei; did

I

j

not go off.which aroae

.
1 PU.
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December. 29thDec. t ec. 31st Dec . 20 ,545

from the safety fuse,
laid on the surface of

the ground, being cut

I

by the fragments of
stone from the charge,
which exploded p~
maturely. They were
ignited immediatet,
afterwards and with•
out further labour.

l

In the upper lock.U
the fuzes of the mioea
in the western wall
were extinguished bJ
the waterpropelledby
the premature explo.
sion of the :nines of
No. 6 in the eastern

r

lI
(

19 h
I
J an.

Upper }
Lock,
recesses
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and sill of
upper
gate.

33

14
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J

;:al!p~~w~~~et~~ess:Z
trances to the galleries on the western
1side, which were co•
vered with the debrit,
and to refix the hott,
They were :fired at 1
The
P.M. next day.

I

l:f::;:~~ :irh~:~:
0

projection of stone,.

1r]i[}

2Srd
Jan.

wall of
the
Great
Basin.

( Result complete. la
th~ explosion of the
mmes of the lower
lock, the walls of
which were only ll
5'' above the level of
water, whic1, was 2f'
commenced
6" deep, stones welt
33 Jan. 22nd Night of Morn. of 1 P.M.
thrown outwithm~at 1 P,M , 22ndJan. 23rdJan. 23rd Jan.171300
force to a great ~
1 tance. Thetardyipltion of some of the
charges, and also thl
resistance afforded b7
the water in the look,
explain these proje
\. tions of stones.
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I
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES,

The above.mentioned works were undertaken by the companies of Captains
Pornain and Berrier, with the assistance of some men of the Line.
The numbers furnished daily were:132 workmen.} 154
The two Companies of Engineers .
22
The Auxiliaries of the Line,
11
which allowed of42 mining attacks being commenced, out of the 102 required to be

undertaken, viz.:,vestern Dock.

.

14}

• 14 42
Upper Lock.
• 14
Eastern Dock.
The works requiring to be pushed on with more activity, the numbers were aug~
mented on the 23rd November by 170 Sappers, furnished by the companies commanded
by Captains Chaplain, Maritz and Bbiat, as well as by 50 additional men from the
Line, raising the total number of the latter to 374; but disease soon reduced it to 300.
For the single attacks 3 men were employed, and for the double attacks 4 or 5 men.
The time occupied in the works was 8 hours of actual labour out of the 24 hours.
During the time when the attacks in arrear required the work to be continued for
24 hours consecutively, brigades were formed which were relieved every 8 hours.
According to notes kept by the officers the mean rate of progress was,
40 hours.
In masonry (per running metre), •
70
"
In rock
3
th } shafts, with sheeting (per tunning metre).
I
11 ear
"
3
,
"
galleries
11
From the same notes it appears that for masonry, picks, iron wedges and mallets are
most useful; and for rock, the" grain d'orge•," mallet, masons' hammer and crowbar.
Finally the following notes were made relative to the progress of the mining
operations:Tnl'.B 0ocuPIBD,
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The wood for tamping
and the sandbags were
ready prepared at the
entrances of the shafts
The
and galleries.
powder was taken from
the artillery magazines
as it was wanted. It was
brought to the doeks
early in the night and
lodged at once in its
place.
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Thi s work 1 so laborious t o the miners, was don e by tasks ,
The excavati on of masonry was paid for at the rate of2 fr. 75c. per running rniUre,
and that of roc k at 3 fr . 75 c.
F or oth er work they received during the day 5c, per hour, and during the night 10c.
N oTE

No.

2.-0N FIRING THE MINES.

The safety fu ze employed (called No. 1) had been for some time kept in huts open
to the weather, and had lo st its property of burning uniformly at the usual rate of 1
m~tre in 95 seconds. This deterioration of the fuz e was the principal cause of the
delays in the transmission of the fire to the charges, but the want of simultaneous

action of some of them was not prejudicial to the general effect, which was complete,
NoTE

No.

3.-ExECllTION OF THE WoRK..

The construction of the different shafts and galleries above-described was commenced on the 27th October, and on the 21st December everything was ready for the
loading.
The works were however delayed by the water, which penetrated into them several
t imes : on the 13th December,especially, the galleries in thedocks,andat the recesses
for the gates, were flooded in consequence of the heavy rains of the preceding days.
Thus very laborious pumping became necessary, which required to be continued even
after the excavations were resumed.
In order to get rid of the water retained in the great basin by the sill of the upper
lock, a cut was made in it, thus sacrificing two of the mines formed there; and several
ditches were excavated in the bottom of the basin, so as to lead the water to this cut.
These works drained the basin, and thus the water in the galleries was diminished;
but it was still necessary to secure them, as well as the chambers for the powder,
against the rain water which, after falling on the surface of the ground, found its way
t hrough fissures in the rock, and filtered through the masonry. For this purpose the
crevices in the shafts and galleries were filled with hydraulic mortar, made with
puzzolana and lime found on the spot ; and a coat of the same was also laid on over
all. Finally the bottoms of the shafts and of several of the galleries were covered
with layers of b~ton.
It was not till after the completion of these precautionary labours that the loading
of the mines could be proceeded with, and in order to prevent the risk of failure, the
hose, hose-troughs and powder cases were covered with a mixture consisting of two
parts of chalk and one of tar. The cases for the powder were also raised as high as
possible above the floors of the chambers, by means of wedges, and the hose-troughs
were attached to the roofs of the galleries by means of iron spikes.
NOTE No. 4.-EXPLOSIONS UNDER WATER.

As it was desired, before destroying the two lower locks, to make some experiments
on exploding powder under water, four charges were lowered down on to their floors;
these were enclosed in iron cases and were fired by electricity.• A charge of 132 lbs.
was first placed on the centre of the floor of the central lock, where the water was
12 ft. 4 in. deep. After the explosion, it appeared, on sounding, that a depression of
only 2 feet had been produced in the floor.
• The d1.:tail11 or these experimeuts were collected in a &pecial note wrltien by Captaia Guillemot.
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A similar charge was placed on the centre of the floor of the lowest lock, where t11 e
depth of water was 22 ft. 5 in. The effect produced by this was the formation of a
hollow in the floor 2 ft. 8 in. deep.
The two results having proved the insufficiency of the charges employed, a charge
of 662 lbs. was placed on the sill of the lowest gate but one, which was covered with
water 12 ft. 4 in. deep. The effect of this was very great: the sounding.rod penetrated
to a depth of 5 ft. 5 in. below the surface of the floor, and as, according to the Russian
plans, the foundation, formed of a framework of wood, is only about 4 ft. 7 in. below
the centre of the floor, we may conclude that the piles have suffered considerably from
this explosion. No injury appeared to have been sustained by the walls of the recesses
for the gates. A beautiful column of water was driven up to a great height.
A 4th charge, of 1,764 Ibs. was placed on the sill of the lowest gate, having over it a
body of water 22 ft. 5 in. deep. A considerable movement took place in the water. After
being dashed about in all directions, an enormous white column of water was thrown
up, and almost immediately afterwards the violent re-action projected another column
into the air; but this was black, and appeared to be crowned, as it wete, by the white
one. The whole appeared for an instant to assume the form of a magnificent plume
of feathers, which disappeared as it fell back into the sea. The radius of rupture
below the level of the floor, as shewn by sounding, reached the length of 8 ft. 2 in.;
the piles beneath it must therefore have been destroyed. The masonry of the recesses
of the gates opened longitudinaJly to a distance of 12 to 16 inches, and separated
about 4 inches from the earth behind.
Although these experiments were not complete they nevertheless added some useful
information to what had been previously obtained relative to explosions of powder
under water.
We may conclude, for example, from the effect produced by the charge of 1,764 lbs ,
that if the 15,74-:l!lbs, by means of which only the demolition of the walls of the two
lowest locks bad been obtained, had been divided into several charges and placed on
their floors, not only the walls, but also the floors of those locks, would have been
entirely destroyed.
S~bastopol le 26 Fevrier 1856.
Le chef de bataillon du genie,
lsigne)

Pour copie conforme,

RITTIER.

Sebastopol 9 Mars 1856.

Leg. commandant provisoir. le glinie de l'armlie,
CH. FROSSARD.
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PAPER VI.
NOTES oN THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DEFENCES OF KARS.

BY COLONEL ATWELL LAKE, C,B.,

LATE OF THE MADRAS ENGINEERS.

As considerable interest has been excited among military men, more especially
among officers of the Engineers, both in the Royal and Indian Armies, with regard
to the blockade of Kars by the Russians under General Mouravieff in 1855, the
following remarks (thrown hastily together) on the nature of this ancient fortress,
which is said to have existed since the year 1589, and on the measures which were

taken, under the orders of General Sir Fenwick Williams, Bart,, K,C.B., H.M, Commissioner with the Ottoman Army in Asia Minor, for adding to and strengthening
the defences, may not be altogether unacceptable to those who are not unwilling to
gain some information, however slight, from the experience of their brother officers.
The town of Kars is situated in Armenia (43° 16' E. Long., and40° 15' N. Lat.)
having a vast plain in front, and high mountains in rear. The chief habitations are
within the walls of the fortress, but there are also suburbs outside, the principal one
of which is partly surrounded by a wall of defence, built in rough stone, with two small
bastions at the east and west angles. The fortress itself is in the form of an irregular
polygon, the northern face resting on the steep rocks which form the right bank of
the river Kars-tchai. There is a double O enceinte" of walls, built of blocks of stone
in cement: on the outer wall, which forms altogether a circuit of 2,600 yards, are
four tolerably large bastions, and the inner wall is flanked by numerous small round
and square towers, placed at various distances from each other. At the north-west
angle is situated the citadel, considerably raised above the plane of the fortress : this
is, in itself, a strong place, but would become untenable as soon as an enemy should
succeed in establishing himself on the hills, on the other side of the river, which
completely command it.
To the eastward of, and commanding the fortress, stands the Kilradigh mountain,
which was in 1828-29 fortified by a battery of earth, well armed with cannon.
There was also a tower, now in ruins, called the Castle of Temir Pasha, situated on
the opposite bank of the river, to the westward of the fortress, which evidently was
intended to serve as a defence for part of the town.
This imperfect sketch will perhaps serve to show the nature of the works as they
stood when the place was attacked and taken by Prince Paskievitch's army in the
year above-named.
It will now be necessary lo describe briefly the state of the defences as they were
found to exist when the snow disappeared in April 1855,
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The fortress itself remained much in the same state as it was in 1829-time had not
done much damage to the solid masonry of which the walls were built; and about as
little good had Turkish skill effected in adding strength to the position by the
construction of earthworks. Not one single redoubt, properly so called, had been
thrown up, nor had sufticient precautions been taken for the defence of the hills.
It is somewhat difficult to describe the exact nature of the works which had been
raised without showing a plan of them as they existed.
It had been considered expedient, in order to prevent an enemy from coming
suddenly too clo1e to the fortress, which itself presented no great obstacle if regularly
besieged, to surround a portion of the plRce with an entrenched line, commencing
it at some distance from the foot of the Kiiradigh mountains on the east side, and
carrying it as far as the Erzeroom road on the west. Owing to the nature of the ground,
which rises considerably from the town to the plain in front for some distance, and
then immediately falls, it was found necessary to trace the line a long way off, which
made it •ery extensive and consequently inconvenient, if, as afterwards proved to be
the case, the position had to be held by a limited garrison. This breastwork, partly
from being damaged by remaining under the snow all the winter, and pa1tly (it might
almost be said chiefly) from having been constructed on totally erroneous principles,
presented a ridiculous appearance when it became visible. In several places there
were great gaps many hundred feet in length, and in no place was the line sufficiently
high to prevent a pony from jumping over it-it afforded no cover whatever for the
men, having neither banquette nor trench in rear, and little or no ditch in front, the
earth of which it was composed having been brought from a distance; it was formed
on no particular profile; it had been discontinued between the Erzeroum road and
the river on one side, and for nearly the same distance from the foot of the mountains
on the other; the openings or passages through it, of which there were an unnecessary number, were left unprotected, and flanking fire seemed to be a thing wholly
unknown, or at all events disregarded.
At the eastern extremity of the south line of breastwork, three sides of a large
rectangular redoubt had been constructed, called Hiifiz Pasha Tabia (the word' labia '
signifying a battery) (marked in the Plan No. 1); not only had it been left open and
undefended at the gorge, but it had insufficient parapets and no magazine.
At the other extremity of the line stood a small irregularly shaped battery called
Kanli Tabia (marked No. 22) with the same defects as the one just described, being
altogether a most useless work as it then stood.
Between these two batteries, and on the same line of breastwork, two small lunettes,
of a better construction, called Feyzi Bey and Yeni Tabias (marked respectively Nos.
23 and 24) had been thrown up, but neither of them were closed at the gorge, nor
were they provided with magazines. The breastwork connecting these two works had
been raised and strengthened by Major Teesdale on his first arrival at Kars with
General Williams, in October 1854, but it had been much injured during the winter
by the snow which covered it.
On the western line, facing the Erzeroom Road, part of the breastwork had been
put into a tolerable state of repair, and salients thrown out so as to convert a portion
of it into an open battery for guns u en barbette' 1 called Suwarri Tabia (No. 21).
On the eastern side, nearly at the foot of the Kirad3gh Mountains, on a badly
chosen site, a am all battery called Koltuk Tabia (marked No. 2) had been erected,
intended to command the Alexandropol Road, and to sweep the eastern line of
breastwork.
These fortifications, together with the dilapidated remains of the wall which originally surrounded the principal suburb, and the two batteries at the angles, called
0
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Yussuf Pasha and Chicheck Tabias (marked Nos, 26 and 27) constituted the whole of
the lower works of defence.

The K.iradGgh Mountains were fortified by long straggling open works, difficult to
describe, with one small redoubt on the highest point, the whole of which were very
much out of repair.
To t.he N. N. ,vest of this position, on an eminence very little lower than the

KGradftgh, and close upon the right bank of the river, a large and not altogether
badly planned redoubt, called Arab Tabia (marked No. 4) had been constructed;
but, like all the others, it was incomplete, being open at the gorge, and having low
and weak parapets.
The fortifications on the opposite or northern side of the river, where the mountains
entirely command the fortress and town, consisted but of few works, and they were
indifferently planned, with the exception of one small open battery (No. 5) situated
on the edge of the precipice overhanging the river, and commanded by Arab Tabia.
It had been constructed in the preceding year by Major Teesdale, and afterwards
bore his name. Two of the remaining works were small lunettes (Nos. 6 and 7)
called Thompson and Zohrab Tabias, open at the gorge and very injudiciously placed,
as an enemy could, from the nature of the ground, approach almost clos:e to them
without being perceived. These three detached works occupied a ridge nearly parallel
to the river. The most commanding spot of all, and indeed the key of the whole
position, was to the north west of the fortress; on it was constructed a work perfectly
open in the rear, callecl Veli Pasha Tabia, afterwards" Fort Lake" (No. 10) consisting of an irregular line of parapet, pierced with embrasures built in stone and
cement, while the remainder of the work was of earth-its site was well chosen, but it
would have been difficult to have made a mistake in this respect, as the necessity
for a work on this spot was too palpable to be easily overlooked.
There was one other work called Tchim Tabia, afterwards " Vassif Pasha Tabia"
(No. 19) well placed on rising ground commanding the river to the west of the town
-the wcrk itself was small, being in the form of a double Redan, or O tete a queue
d'hironde," and was capable of holding two guns.
These were all the works which formed the defences of Kars in April 1855, and not
only were they faulty and imperfect in form, but they were all, more or less, in a
dilapidated state.
Lieut.-Colonel Atwell Lake of the Madra9 Engineers, attached to the staff of H. M.
Commissioner, had proceeded to Kars with full powers from General Williams and
the :Mushir (Marshal) commanding the army, to remodel the existing fortifications,
and to construct such new works as he might consider necessary for the safety of the
place. Instructions were also sent to the Commandant at Kars to attend to any
requisition which he might make for working parties,
It must be remarked, before proceeding further, that no such body of men as an
organized Corps of Engineers exists in the Turkish Army; it is not to be wondered
at, therefore, that the notions which the Turks had of fortifications were somewhat
crude, and their ignorance of the way in which field works are thrown up was very
great. It is true that a small number of soldiers, about 50, selected at random, had
been detached from their regiments and placed under an officer possessing a certain
amount of intelligence, named Major Hadji Agha, for the purpose of being taught
to work at the defences ; but the progress they had made was very inconsiderable.
Lieut.-Colonel Lake at once applied for 80 men to be taken from the ranks on the
recommendation of their commanding officers, and to be place<l under the orders of
Hadji Agha fol' the 1mrpose of learning how to make gabions 1 fascines, &c., and to
prepare profiles for the works about to be constrnctecl. These men attended daily at
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the quarters of Lieut .• Colonel Lake, and in a very short time turned out gabions
worthy of trained Sappers: the want of wood, however, soon put a stop to this work,
and their labour was afterwards chiefly confined to cutting and preparing profiles, and
laying down wooden platforms in the batteries,
On the 10th of April 500 men were, as a preliminary step, set to work on the
entrenched line, under the superintendence of Major General Hafiz Pasha, the only
officer in the garrison who professed to have even the slightest knowledge of
engineering.
It may be here remarked that this officer laboured, without ceasing, throughout
the whole affair, at the duty he had undertaken, and he well deserves the acknowledg•
ments of the Engineer officer, to whom he proved himself so able an assistant.
There were so few entrenching tools, they were so inferior, and the men were so
awkward, from never having been accustomed to handle them, that any attempt
to get the work done seemed, at first, almost hopeless. After a time, however, the
men seemed to take an interest in their occupation, and not only did they labour
cheerfully, but they performed their tasks in a most satisfactory manner,
A• it might reasonably be expected that the Russian,, if they intended to attack
Kan, would advance as aoon as the weather became sufficiently open, it was of great
consequence to get the works as forward as possible: to effect this object it was found
deairable to commence several batteries and entrenched lines at the same tjme,
employing on each a certain number of companies from different battalions, giving
them task work, with the understanding that as soon as the portion allotted to one
battalion was finished the men belonging to it had permission to leave offwork. It
was astonishing to 1ee the good effects of this rivalry, and the pride and delight with
which a body of men would announce the completion of their task. Lieut.-General
Kherim Pasha, at that time commanding in Kars1 might be seen every day at the
aeveral works in progress, smoking his pipe and encouraging the men to exert themaehes.
In some places an entirely new line of breastwork was marked out, and the rest
was put into a thorough state of repair, affording good and sufficient cover for the
men, the profile varying of course with the nature of the ground. The necessary
precautions were taken for protecting the openings for the ingress and t:gress of
troops, and for the public roads which necessarily pass through the lines.
The several batteries below were strengthened, added to, and altered where required;
they were all closed at the gorges, and provided with proper magazines. '' Chevaux
de frize" were made up by the Sappers1 and each battery was supplied with as many
as were required; various small works, as shewn in the plan, were also added for the
purpose of giving the necessary flanking fire, so that, after a short time, the lower
works assumed a tolerably defensible appearance.
A amall 3-gun battery called "Bogas Tabia," was also erected in a commanding
position at a bend in the river, not far from the town, affording a very considerable
range for the guns, Koltuk Tabia was entirely demolished, and a new one, on a larger
scale 1 was constructed higher up the slope of the Kiira<l§gh Mountains, on a much
more commanding site.
It waa evident to the Engineer officer, and even to an unprofessional eye, that so
long as the mountains to the north-west of the town remained insufficiently fortified,
the place would be perfectly untenable for any length of time. It must not be
supposed therefore that, while the works just described were under execution on the
plain below, the upper defences were neglected.
On the spot where Tchim Tabia stood, a large enclosed redoubt, which afterwards
bore the name of the Mushir, Vassif Pacha, was constructed, having the command not
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only of the river for a consiclerable distance, but of a great part of the town and of the
permanent stone bridges; two large magazines were placed under the traverses, and
the whole work was made as complete as possible.
It may, perhaps 1 be as well to make some allusion to the manner in which the batteries and breastworks were thrown up 1 and as there was but little difference in their
construction, one description will suffice for all.
As soon as the site for a battery had been fixed upon by the Engineer officer, he at
once marked out the shaJJe with tent pegs and ropes, placing small stones to denote
the lines, as it frequently happened that the nature of the soil was so hard as to render
it impossible to mark them with a pick-axe. A small party of sappers with their
tools and a few thin planks were quickly on the spot, and one profile having been cut
and nailed together under the superintendence of the Engineer officer, a number were
at once made and put up. Working parties having been sent for, and told off to their
respective tasks, piled up large loose blocks of stone, which were found lying all over
the place in great abundance, until they assumed nearly the shape of the profiles, only
on a reduced scale-the ditch was then excavated and the earth thrown up and well
beaten down, preserving the exact section requ.ired. While this was going on, a
working party was employed in cutting turf, with which the entire surface of the
battery or breastwork was neatly covered. The principal difficulty to be contended
against was the hard and rocky nature of the soil, particularly on the mountains,
which rendered it almost impossible to excavate a ditch of proper dimensions-in
some places, indeed, it was found necessary to form a ditch by raising the counterscarp and making a small glacis. In the manner described were all the batteries
cOnstructed, and not only did the parapets possess considerable strength and solidity,
but the whole work presented an appearance of great neatness and regularity.
On the site of V@li Pasha Tabia, taking in the greater portion of the existing
work to form part of the new one, a large and very formidable redoubt was built,
capable of containing a garrison of three thousand men. Magazines were made, and
a very large wooden block-house of enormous strength, capable of holding three
hundred men, was constructed at the gorge. It was built like most of the dwelling
places found in Turkish and Armenian villages-of large trees roughly trimmed and
laid one on the other, dove-tailed into each other at the angles, the roof being formed
in like manner-it was then thickly revetted with earth, and turfed all over so as to
render it completely shot-proof; it was of course loop.holed all round, ancl the interior
was fitted up in such a manner that raised planks running the whole way round served
for sleeping places as well as for a banquette. This block-house was constructed
under the superintendence of a foreign officer, named VC!i Effendi, attached to the
department of the chief of the staff, and its execution reflected great credit on the
skill and energy which he displayed. The redoubt when finished received from the
Turks the name of" Fort Lake'' (No. 10).
The two lunettes before alluded to (Nos. 6 and 7) situated on the heights, were
raised, strengthened, and closed at the gorges, the same necessary precautions were
all:io taken with the small work (No, 5) called Teesd;ile Tabia, the whole forming what
was called the" Line of English Batteries."
The works on Kfirad8gh were considerably added to and strengthened. Arab Tabia
(No. 4) was also put into a state of repair, and1 being too large for any garrison likely
to be spared for it, rather than incur the trouble of reducing its dimensions, it was
considered advisable to construct a reduit in the centre, commanding the whole of the
original work.
The bulk of the ammunition had, up to the time now arrived at, been kept in the
citadel in a most insecure place, and no precautions whatever had been taken to guard
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against accidents. One of the already existing buildings in the citadel was, therefore,
converted into a main magazine by re-roofing it, erecting a travtrse wall, and
rendering the place bomb.proof.
About seven weeks were spent in compleling the fortifications and other works thus
detailed, and nothing could possibly exceed the willing, cheerful, and expert manner
in which the Turkish soldiers worked, wholly unaccustomed as they had before been
to any labour of the kind. It would have been most desirable (and, had time permitted,
it was fully the intention of the Engineer officer to have done so) to alter the position
of the two lunettes composing part of the line of" Eng1ish Batteries," for the defect
in the site of these works, as before described, was very great. Still there were so
many more important things to be attended to that it was not considered advisable to
do more than strengthen their parapets and close their gorges.
Two temporary bridges were thrown across the river in order to facilitate the com•
munication between the lower works and those on the heights, and thereby avoid having
to make a d~tour by the stone bridge situated further down. They were constructed
of wooden pontoons, which had been used for the same purpose during the preceding
year, and were of a 'Very clumsy description, not being even well adapted for such
stationary service, still less for transport in the event of the army having to take the
field.
On the 7th of June General ,villiams arrived in Kars from Erzeroom; he minutely
inspected all that had been done to the fortifications and expressed himself satisfied
with the several arrangements that had been made. Although much had been accom.
plished towards putting the place in a defensible state, a great deal still remained to be
done : more might doubtless have been effected had time allowed, and had the Engineer
officer been provided with means and adequate assistance, in both of which, as before
stated, he was very deficient.
It has been shown that the position on the hills commanding the town and fortress
on the north side had been made tolerably strong by the construction of" Fort Lake "
and the" English Batteries," but it could not be considered safe so long as it remained,
in its turn, commanded by another range of bills lying to the westward at a distance
of about 1,900 yards. The necessity of fortifying these heights was too apparent to be
overlooked, and though it would increase the defences to a most inconvenient extent,
taking into consideration the numerical weakness of the garrison, still there appeared
no help for it.
General ,vnliams having carefully gone over the ground in company with Lieut.Colonel Lake, directed that open works should be constructed of such a nature that they
might serve to protect the approaches to the hills, and at the same time prove useless
to the assailants in the possible event of the besieged having to retire. This was
accordingly done by throwing up a line of breastwork capable of containing two field
batteries" en barbette " protected by a few companies of Chasseurs. A similar work
called Lb Tabia (No, 11 ), was also constructed on rising ground betwen "Taehmasb"
and II Fort Lake," intended for a like purpose. At the same time a road was marked
out and roughly made to render the communication easy between these new works and
the more permanent defences.
While all this was in progress other works were being carried on in different parts
of the position. The batteries of Karadftgh and the "Arab Tabia" were connected by
a breastwork, in order to protect the valley, formed by the hills on which they stand,
from a sudden attack. A similar work was also thrown up, uniting the English
batteries with each other and the whole line with" Fort Lake," taking advantage of
some rising ground on which a semi.c irc ular open battery, called " Churchill Tabia,"
(No. 8) capable of holding three light guns, was erected.
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All the troops in garrison, except those on duty, were thus kept constantly employed,
and nothing could exceed the cheerfulness and dexterity with which they worked,
each battalion being anxious to show how quickly it could accomplish its task. This
constant employment not only tended very materially to keep the troops in hea1th by
giving them steady ( and at the same time not too severe) exercise, but as they saw the
various works gradually rising up, they also became inspired with greater confidence
in their means of defence against the superior force encamped before them.
From the moment the enemy appeared in front of Kars, and indeed for some time
previously, no further supply of wood adapted for gabions and fascines could be
procured, and the number of these most necessary articles was very inadequate to the
demand. The few gabions that had been made were distributed among the larger
batteries and were placed on the barbettes, five or seven, according to circumstances,
on either side of the gun, on the superior !lope of the parapet. When filled with
earth they afforded very tolerable cover for the men working the guns and gave them
great confidence-the plan had this advantage that the gabions could be removed at
pleasure in a very short time, no small consideration when the number of them was so
limited. In " Fort Lake " the cheeks of the embrasures were protected by basketwork which stood uncommonly well. The fascines were very soon expended in roofing
the magazines, and even for this purpose there was a very insufficient quantity.
Many circumstances occurred which induced General Williams to think it by no
means improbable that, in the event of an attack, the position of Tachmasb would be
the first point to which the enemy would direct his attention, more particularly as he
had twice reconnoitred these heights in force. Lieutenant Colonel Lake was, therefore, directed to strengthen the fortifications on this spot, and accordingly the line of
breastwork, which has been before alluded to, was extended towards the south.
At the point where the two lines formed an angle (marked No. 17 in the Plan)
barbettes were thrown up, making, as it were, a kind of open redoubt, and at the
extreme end of the line a return was made with two salient angles for light guns to
sweep the road running in front of the position.
To the north,vard of these works, and at a distance of about 450 yards from the open
battery just described, it was found necessary to construct a small enclosed redoubt
called Yuksek Tabia (marked in the Plan No. 15) as the spot commanded the Tachmasb line, To the southward of this work, at a somewhat lower level, a small open
battery, named Yarim Ai Tabia, (No. 16) was thrown up, and to the northward a long
line of fortifications, called Sheshanadji lines (No. 14), consisting of a small open
battery and breastwork, was erected-they were situated on a ridge of hills commanding
the valley leading to the front of the English batteries, and were intended for the
purpose of preventing the Tachmasb works being taken in flank. The breastwork
alluded to was originally merely a number of small detached parapets thrown up at
irregular intervals on the slope of the hill, each one giving cover to about five or six
riflemen, but it was subsequently considered safer to unite them so as to form a
continued and unbroken line. Still further on towards the north two small salient
works with a connecting parapet were constructed, in order to extend the defences of
these heights. A very important position, opposite to the village of Tchakmak, and
commanding the road leading from the valley to" Fort Lake" was also fortified by an
open battery called Tetek Tabia (No. 12),
All these precautionary measures, as it was subsequently proved, were by no means
thrown away, and there was not one of these works, thus imperfectly described, which
was not, more or less, engaged on the day of assault. While the fortifications on the
heights of Tachmasb were in progress many other works were being carried on. In
order to facilitate the communication between "Arab Tabia" on the one side, and the
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n English Batteries" on the opposite side of the river, and obviate the necessity for
troops having to take the circuitous route by the town, a rough stone bridge, consisting
of two piers and wing-walls, with a wooden platform, was thrown across the KarsTchai just below "Arab Tabia,'' where the width of the river is about fifty feet, and
its depth varies from five to nine feet. Stone was found in great abundance close to
the spot, and so expeditiously did the soldiers labour that the whole work was completed in three days. The bridge stood we11, and was afterwards of the greatest service
on the day of the battle, enabling the officer in command of the K8.radagh line to send
reinforcements over, without delay, to assist in retaking the English batteries when
they fell into the h&.nds of the Russians .
Some short time prior to the 29th of September, the day on which the place was
attacked, a battery named "Williams Pasha Tabia" (marked No. 9) was constructed
on dead ground lying in reu of, and not far removed from the II English Batteries,"
and close to the precipice o,·er-hanging the river. This spot, being visible neither
from the works alluded to, nor from II Fort Lake/' it wa3 considered dangerous to
leave undefended, particularly as it commanded the fortress and nearly the whole of
the town. It was, moreover, intended that this battery should serve as a place of
refuge, in the event, as afterwards proved to be the case, of the garrison being driven
out of the line in front,
Thus far the works on the heights were completed, and in order to give as much
confidence as possible to the garrison, it was thought advisable to form a second or
inner line of defence below. This was accordingly done by connecting, by means of
a breastwork, the walls of the fortress with the burial ground in front, the enclosures
of which, constructed of loose stone well put together, were raised and strengthened;
and then carrying on the breastwork again till it joined Chicheck Tabia (No. 27). A
line of fortification already existed connecting this last named work with "Yussuf
Pash" Tabia ,. (No. 26}, forming part of the original defence of the principal suburb
-this line was considerably added to and improved by raising the parapet, turfing the
exterior and superior slopes, facing the interior slope with rough stone neatly built up,
and making a banquette, none having existed before. The two entrances through this
breastwork into the town had been hitherto wholly unprotected -one of them was now
closed, and a new one cut through in a more conve'nient place, throwing out a couple
of ft;cbes in front of this and the other opening which was allowed to remain. Barbetteswere constructed, where necessary, along the whole line of the new breastwork
between the fortress and " Chicheck Tabia."
A battery called "Lelek Tabia (No. 25) was thrown up on the right front of
"Yussuf Pasha Tabia" and connected with it on its left flank by a breastwork, a similar
line uniting the other flank of the new work with a steep precipice in rear, thus c01n.
pleting the whole chain of inner defences.
Three rows of II troups-de-loup," between three and four feet in diameter, and
about the same in depth, were excavated a few yards in front of nearly all the batteries
and breastworks : not only the scarcity of wood, but the rocky natur~ of the ground,
prevented the possibility of having pointed stakes driven into the holes, a precaution
which would otherwise have been adopted: they were, however, rendered as formidable
as possible by piling up the earth, which was taken out, in small heaps between the
holes.
No doubt a critical and professional eye would detect many defects in the several
works that were thrown up, but the numerous disadvantages under which they were
constructed should be borne in mind, and due allowance would then, perhaps, be made.
The total want of an engineer establishment; the great and inconvenient extent of
ground lo be fortified, comprising a circuit of nearly ten miles ; the difficulty (and iu
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many places the impossibility) of excavating a ditch, owing to the rocky nature of the
soil ; and lastly th e want of sufficient time, which rendered the preparation of plans
quite out of the question, will perhaps be allowed to form almost insurmountabl e
ob-.tac les to a complete and well digested system of fortification. No sooner was a
wo rk decided on that it was at once marked out as before stated, and the profiles,
made on the spot, were quickly put up, working parties were told off; and the Russian
officers, ,vho could from their camp watch the progress of the work, aftenvards
rC'marked that the batteries appeared to rise by magic.
·1he able supervision of Major Teesdale and Captain Thompson (the only two
Engl ish officers present at Kars besides Her Majesty's Commissioner and Lieutenant
Colo nel Lake) who were ever ready to afford their assistance, when their other duties
pc-rm itted them; the cheerfulness and alacrity with which the soldiers worked; and
la!ltly the facilities which were afforded for building, by the quantity of loose stone
fo und in every direction, tended greatly to counterbalance the many disadvantages
under which the Engineer officer laboured, and enabled him to complete the fortifications to such an extent as to render the place defensible.
On the 21st of August, when the enemy was seen bringing up some siege guns from
Alexandropol, General Williams, having reason to think that they might be intended
fo r the purpose of silencing the heavy guns in II Kanli Tabia,'' (No. 22) from which
the Russians had suffered so severely on the 7th of the same month, directed Lieut.
Colonel Lake to strengthen that battery. It was therefore immediately prepared for
the reception of some heavy ordnance, by raising three of the barbett.es four feet,
givi ng also additional height to the parapet and constructing embrasures, At mid~
night two heavy siege guns and a 22 oke howitzer were put into position in the battery
and masked with gabions. 11 Kanli Tabia" thus became a most formidable redoubt,
and the increased command it obtained served to keep the enemy at a considerably
greater di stance when attempting to interfere with the foraging party, a matter of no
l itt le moment as the pasturage became day by day more scanty.
It should he remarked that the Turkish troops were all under canvass during the
whol e of tbe blockade, and the several camps were pitched close to the batteries or
imm ediately in rear of the entrenched lines according to circumstances. In order to
protect the tents on the plain below from shot ricocheting into them, should the Russian ... ha ve attacked that position, parapets were thrown up. of the same average section
as th e breastwork, in the form of a redan, the faces varying with the size of the camp,
some of them being three or four hundred feet in length. There were about six
or eight of these works, and, being all provided with ditches and banquettes, they
would in themselves have presented no trifling obstacle to the enemy had the garrison
been forced to make use of them as stepping stones between the outer line of breastwork and the inner line of defence before described, in the event of their being driven
in from their first entr~nchments.
It has been stated that a kind of open battery (No. 17) was made in the Tachmasb
line at the junction of the two breastworks, for guns "en barbette;" not long before
th e 2!Jth of September it was considered very desirable that this work should be
convened into an enclosed redoubt. This was accordingly done, and most fortunate
it was that these precautions were taken, for it would have been very difficult, if not
imposs ible , to have held the Tachmasb position for such a length of time on the day
of th e assault, without the assistance of this important battery, which, after the
addition s and alterations were made to it, was capable of containing a garrison of
from twelve to fifteen hundred men. It may be remarked that the enemy was not
aware of the change which had been effected, and was fully prepared to find merely
the open work which had originally existed.
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On the 29th of September, 1855, Kars was attacked, and after a most severe struggle
of upwards of seven hours, the firing never having ceased for one moment, the Russians
were driten back with heavy loss. The official account of this sanguinary affair has
more than once appeared in print, and it is not, therefore, necessary to enter further
on the subject in thie sketch.• The loss suffered by the enemy on the occasion is a
satisfactory proof that the cross fire encountered by the attacking columns was most
severe. Much is learnt by experience, and there is no doubt that in lieu of the return
on the left flank of the Tachmasb lines, an enclosed battery should have been thrown
up, for this position was turned very early in the day: it was, perhaps, too much to
expect that it could be held against the overpowering force which was brought
against it.
With regard to the English batteries, three of which were taken by the Russians on
the 29th of September, not only was the site on which two of them stood faulty in
the extreme for the reasons before given, but they were, from wholly unavoidable
circumstances, very much under-manned.
l'he works generally were but very little injured on the day of the assault, and such
trifling repairs as were found necessary were completed in a few hours i the magazines
stood well and no accident occurred.
Immediately after the battle two star forts (marked A and B ), were thrown up, the
former on the left of the Tachmasb position, intended to prevent that flank being
again turned in case of another attack similar to that of the 29th of September, and
the latter to strengthen the English line. An open work (marked C) was also constructed on the edge of the left bank of the river, to hold three guns and a mortar, for
the purpose of sweeping the ground lying between Arab Tabia and Kirad5gh.
This work commanded Arab Tabia and was planned in such a way as to be useless
to the enemy if it fell into his hands, being itself commanded in rear both by the
citadel (No. 28)and byTeli Tabia(No. 29).
The soldiers, towards the latter period of the blockade, became so weak and enfeebled
from want of proper nourishment that it was with difficulty any work could be
done. It was, however, thought advisable to keep them employed, and a barrack to
contain three hundred men was marked out in rear of the line between Yussuf Pasha
and Chicheck Tabias, in the form of a fleche With a very obtuse angle. The walls
were built of rough stone in clay, and the roof, sloping outwards, was made with
large beams, laid across from wall to wall, on which planking was nailed, and the
whole was covered with earth -the materials were procured from the remains of some
old houses close at hand, which had been a short time before partially destroyed for
the purpose of obtaining fire-wood for the troops. One of the objects in constructing
this barrack, which was only just completed when the place surrendered, was to afford
winter quarters for a portion of the garrison in the possible event of Kars being saved
even at the eleventh hour.
Various other trifling works were carried on in the mean time, such as raising and
strengthening the whole south line of breastwork between Hafiz Pasha and Kanli
Tabias, a precautionary measure considered more than ever necessary when the total
want of horses rendered it impossible to have any mounted patrols outside the works.
Though physically unable any longer to labour with the same zeal and activity which
they had shown in the earlier period of the blockade, the brave Turkish soldiers never
complained, even to the last, when called upon to work at the defences-they had seen
how completely the fortifications which they had been instrumental in constructing
had enabled them to repulse column after column of a force which was strong enough
to have nearly annihilated them in the open field, and an anecdote is related of the
• 8ee tbe despatch at the end of thi1 paper.-Eo.
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Turks that many of them were seen to kiss the batteries at the termination of the battle
on the 29th of September, in token of their admiration and gratitude for the shelter
which they had afforded them.
All the efforts which were made to hold the place proved utterly fruitless,
Starvation effected what the Russians had failed in accomplishing with the bayonet,
and, on the 28th of November, 1855, after a blockade of nearly six months, Kart.
surrendered at discretion to as gallant an enemy as ever sat down before a fortress,•

DESPATCH
Extracted from the London GazcUe Eztraordinary of November 10, 1855.
FOREIGN OFFICE, November 10.
The Earl of Clarendon has received a despatch from Major General Williams, Her
Majesty's Commissioner with the Turkish Army in Asia, of which the following is a
copy:11 KARs, October 3.
"My Lord,-I had the honour to announce to your Lordship, on the evening of
the 29th ult., the glorious victory gained on the morning of that day by the Sultan's
troops on the heights above Kars, over the Russian army commanded by General
Muravieff, and I now beg to furnish your Lordship with the principal incidents of
that sanguinary battle.
"Your Lordship will, perhaps, recollect that in my despatch, No. 123, of the 28th
of June, I stated that the Russian General, after his second demonstration against the
southern face of our entrenchments, which is flanked by Hafiz Pasha Tabia and
Kanli Tabia, marched south, and established his camp at Bugah Tikme, a village
situated about four miles from Kars. Knowing that General Muravieff served in the
army which took Kars in 1828, I conceived his last manreuvre to be preparatory either
to a reconnaissance, or an attack upon tl1e heights of Tahmasb, whence the Russians
successfully pushed their approaches in the year above cited.
" ,Vhile, therefore, the enemy's columns were in march towards Bugah Tikme, I
visited those heights with Lieutenant-Colonel Lake, and, after studying the ground,
decided upon the nature of the works to be thrown up; these were planned and
executed by Lieutenant.Colonel Lake with great skill and energy. I enclose for
your Lordship's information a plan made by that officer of the town and its neighbouring heights, which are situated on the opposite side of the river of Kars Cha·i,
over which three temporary bridges had been thrown to keep up our communications.
As all verbal descriptions or bird's.eye views of ground convey but an imperfect idea
of any locality, I beg to enclose a sketch made by Mr. ChurchiJI, which will, I trust,
tend to elucidate my description.
"Your Lordship will observe that, while our camp and magazines in the town were
rendered as safe as circumstances would allow, the hills above Kars command all, and
were, therefore, the keys of our position.
"The entrenchments of Tahmasb, being those nearest the enemy's camp, demanded
the ~reatest vigilance from all in trusted with their defence. General Kmety, a gallant
Hungarian officer, commanded the division which occupied this eminence; he was
a'isi;,ted by Major.General Hussein Pasha and my Aide.de.Camp, l\Iajor Teesdale,
who has acted as his Chief of the Staff.
"Throughout the investment, which ha:,, now lasted four months, the troops in all

• The tl.-spatch which describes the attack or the po•ition 011 the 29th ')t-ptcmb,;,r, 1855, i11 adJert
:-..1 a record or 1h11 capabilities of Turk i,h troop:. when well directed, aud aided lty judi<-lou1!y pl1umed
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the redoubts and intrenchments have kept a vigilant lookout during the night, and 1 at
their appointed stations, stood to their arms long before daydawn. In my despatch,
No. 155, of the 29th ult., I informed your Lordship of the arrival of the news of the
fall of Sebastopol, and of the landing of Omar Pasha at Batoum. I also acquainted
your Lordship with the fact that the Russian General was engaged in sending off
immense trains of heavy baggage into Georgia and showing every indication of a.
speedy retreat. This in no wise threw us off our guard, and Lieutenant.Colonel Lake
was directed to strengthen many points in our extensive and undermanned lines, and
among other works the tabia bearing my name was constructed.
" At 4 o'clock on the eventful morning- of the 29th the enemy's columns were
reported to be advancing on the Tahmasb front. They were three in number,
supported by 24 guns; the first or right column being 'directed on Tahmasb Tabia, the
second on Yukseh Tabia, and the third on the breastwork called Rennison Lines.
As soon as the first gun announced the approach of the enemy the reserves were put
under arms in a central position, from which succours could be despatched either to
Tahmasb or the English lines.
11 The mist and imperfect light of the dawning day induced the enemy to believe that
he was about to surprise us; he advanced with bis usual steadiness and intrepidity;
but on getting within range he was saluted with a crushing fire of artillery from all
points of the line. This unexpected reception, however, only drew forth loud hurrahs
from the Russian infantry as it rushed up the hills on the redoubts and breastworks.
These works poured forth a fire of musketry and rifles which told with fearful effect
on the close columns of attack, more especially on the left one, which, being opposed
by a battalion of 450 Chasseurs, armed with Minie rifles, was, after long and desperate
.fighting, completely broken and sent headlong down the hill, leaving 850 dead on the
field, besides those carried off by their comrades.
'' The central column precipitated itself on the redoubts of Tahmasb and Yuksek
Tabias, where desperate fighting occurred and lasted for several hours, the enemy
being repulsed in all bis attemps to enter the closed redoubts, which mutually flanked
each other with their artilJery and musketry and made terrible havoc in the ranks of
the assailants; and it was here that Generals Kmety and Hussein Pasha, together
with Major Teesdale, so conspicuously displayed their courage and conduct. Lieut.General Kereen Pasha also repaired to the scene of desperate strife to encourage the
troops, and was wounded in the shoulder and had two horses killed under him.
11 The right column of the Russian infantry, supported by a battery, eventually
turned the left flank of the intrenched wing of the Tabmasb defences, and while the
Russian battery opened in the rear of the closed redoubt at its salient angle their
infantry penetrated considerably behind our position .
.. Observing the commencement of this movement, and anticipating its conse.
quences, Lieutenant-Colonel Lake, who had taken the direction of affairs in the
English Tabias, was instructed to send a battalion from Fort Lake to the assistance
of the defenders of Tahmasb, and at the same time two battalions of the reserves were
moved across the flying bridge and upon the rocky·height of Laz Jeppe Tabia. These
three reinforcing columns met each other at that point, and being hidden from the
enemy by the rocky nature of the ground confronted him at a most opportune moment.
They deployed, and opened their fire, which stopped and soon drove back the enemy's
reserves, which were then vigorously charged with the bayonet, at the same moment
when General Kmety and Major Teesdale issued from the redoubts at Tahmasb and
charged tht ass11.ilants. The whole of that portion of the enemy's infantry and artillery
now broke and fled down the heights under a murderous fire of musketry. This
occurred at half-past 11, after a combat of seven hours.
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u In this part of the fielcl the enemy had, including his reserves, 22 battalions of
infantry, a large force of Dragoons and Cossacks, together with 32 guns.
u " ' bile this struggle which I h ave attempted to describe was occurring at Tahmasb
a most severe comb at was going on at the eastern portion of the line, called the
English Tabias,
"About half-past 5 o'clock, A.M. , a Russian column, consisting of eight battalions
of infantry, three regiments of cavalry, and 16 guns, advanced from the vafley of
Tchakmak, and assaulted those small redoubts, which, after as stout a resistance as
their unavoidably feeble garrisons could oppose, fell into their hands, together with
the connecting breastworks, defended by townsmen and mountaineers from Lazistan,
whose clannish fl ags, according to their custom, were planted before them on the
epaul ments, and, consequently, fell into the enemy's hands i but ere the firing had
begun in this portion of the field Captain Thompson had received orders to send a
battalion of infantry from each of the heights of Karadagh and Arab Tabia to reinforce
the English lines. This reinforcement descended the deep gully through which flows
the Kars river, passed a bridge recently thrown across it, and ascended the opposite
precipitous bank by a zigzag path which led into the line of works named by the
Turks ' lngliz Tabias • (the English Batteries). Their arrival was as opportune as
that of the reserves directed towards Tahmasb, which I have had the honour to
describe in the former part of this despatch. These battalions, joined to those
directed by Lieutenant.Colonel Lake, gallantly attacked and drove the Russians out
of the redoubts at the point of the bayonet, after the artillery of the enemy had been
driven from those lines by the cross fire directed from Fort Lake, and from Arab Tabia
and Karadagh by Captain Thompson. This officer deserves my best thanks for
having seized a favourable moment to remove a heavy gun from the eastern to the
western extremity of Karadagh, and with it inflicted severe loss on the enemy.
" After the Russian infantry was driven from the English redoubts, the whole of
their attacking force of cavalry, artillery, and infantry retreated with precipitation,
plied with round shot from all the batteries bearing on their columns. During their
temporary success, how ever, the enemy captured two of our light guns, which the
mortality among our horses from famine prevented our withdrawing from their
advanced position . He also carried off his wounded and many of his dead ; yet he
left 363 of the latter within and in front of these intrenchments; and his retreat
occurred at least an hour before the assailants of Tahmasb were put to flight.
•• During thi s combat, which lasted nearly seven hours, the Turkish infantry. as
well as artillery, fought with the most determined courage I and when it is recollected
that they had worked on their entrenchments and guarded them by night throughout
a period extending to nearly four months, I think your Lordship will admit that they
have proved themselves worthy of the admiration of Europe, and established an
undoubted claim to be placed among the most distinguished of its troops.
"With regard to the enemy, as long as there was a chance of success he persevered
with undaunted courage, and the Russian officers displayed the greatest gallantry.
Thei r loss was immen se ; they left on the field more than 5,000 dead, which it took
the Turkish infantry four days to bury. Their wounded and prisoners in our possession amount to 160, while those who were carried off are said to be upwards of 7,000.
" As the garrison was afflicted with cbolera, and I was apprehensive of a great
increase of the malady should this melancholy duty of the burial of the dead not be
pushed forward with every possible vigour by our fatigued and jaded soldiers, I daily
visited the scene of strife to encourage them in their almost endless task; and I can
assure your Lordship that the whole battle-field presented a scene which is more easy
to conceive than to describe, being literally covered with the enemy's dead and dying.
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"The Turkish dead and wounded were removed on the night of the battle. The
dead numbered 362, the wounded 631. The townspeople, who also fought with spirit,
lost 101 men.
"His Excellency the Mushir has reported to his Government those officers who
particularly distinguished themselves-a difficult task in the army which has shown
such a desperate valour throughout the unusual period of seven hours of uninterrupted
combat.
"I have, &c.,

"W. F. WILLIAMS.
"The Earl of Clarendon, &c."

LIST OP

Toots

EMFLOYED IN CONSTRUCTING THE DEFIHCCES OP
KAR.S IN

248 Picks.
135 Iron shovtls.
32 Do. crowbars.
~ Hammers for breaking stone.
472 Turf cutters.
20 Trimmers.
4 Turf shovels.
23 Grass knives.
6 Crowbars.
4 'Fascines chokers.
6 Gabion gauges.
12 Sap hooks.
6 Pickets.
4 Ropes.
14 Planes.
9 Sa1,;s.

1855.
4 Hatchets.
6 Adzes.
5 Axes.
18 Gimlets.
6 Pairs of pincers.
16 Trowels.
33 Tracing lines.
28 Horsehair sacks.
6 Iron Wedges.
3 Double-handed saws.
400 Pick handles.
200 Platform planks.
200 Common do.
200 Profile boards.
4 Pairs of compasses.
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PAPER VII.
REMARKS ON THE PAEP0NDERANCB OF THE ATTACJ[ OVER THE DEFENCE
IN 8IBOES, AND ATTEMPTS TO ANALYZE THE VALUES OF FORTIFIED PLACES,
WITH SOME DESULTORY OBSERVATIONS ON SIEGE OPERATIONS,

BY MAJOR GENERAL LEWIS, C.B, ROYAL ENGINEERS.

Vauban first destroyed the preponderance of the defence, and then attempted to
re.establish it, but failed, like other projectors up to this time, it having been
attempted by Carnot and also by Bordwine and Fergusson. The two last were
civilians, and their views were based only on theory. The latter seems to be a copyist
of Carnot's II Fortification Primitive," and this is a work which should be read by all
military men and studied by the Engineer officer, notwithstanding that Carnot was
not successful in his scheme of defence.
The reputation won in the defence of fortified places is frequently gained, not by
the intrinsic value of the works, but by fortuitous circumstances, as in the case of
Sebastopol; and many strong places have brought the art of fortification into disrepute
by the shortness of their defence, hence the difficulty of persuading the people of this
country of its full value. Eighty years since Charles Duke of Richmond tried to
introduce a scheme of defence for the protection of our coasts and naval arsenals,
without success at that time; and such of his projects as have been carried out have
been executed under the pressure of the moment at long intervals. With these
impressions, it is proposed to analyze the value of fortified places, by referring to some
of the sieges and to the nature of the works defended during the last half century, and
to explain that some of the successful defences depended more upon circumstances
than upon the skill of the Engineer employed in the construction of the works. This
analysis or explanation should be considered by military men and statesmen, to prevent
a false estimation of works of defence being formed, and to enable them to appreciate
and understand the accidental circumstances which led to happy results, such as the
nature of the garrison and the habits of the population, who, from patriotism, enthusiasm, or religious feeling, have run the chance of sacrificing themselves and their
families. Again, there is the aptitude of some nations for converting a place hardly
tenable into one that is strong, for which the Americans, Turks and Russians are
remarkable; and it seems that some nations most deficient in the art of war possess
this faculty.
So it sometimes happens that a place is attacked which had originally only a small
capacity for defence, and whilst preparations are being made to besiege it'' en regle,"
with a moderate siege equipment, up starts a fortress of the first class. This occurred
at Fort Erie in North America, at Cadiz in 1810.11, at Silistria on the Danube in
18H, and at Sebastopol in 1855.
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Sometimes too much value is given to circumspection, or there is want of audacity in
making use of some accidental advantage; for every siege equipment should afford
the means of converting a regular attack into an u attaque brusque" or an "attaque
acc~ler~e,'' for instance a large supply of scaling ladders, mining apparatus to break
down stockades and barriers, and Blanshard's light cylindrical pontoons for crossing
wet ditches.
The Chief Engineer has a difficult task in recommending a pla.n of attack; probably
if young he will be all audacity, having a reputation to gain, whilst an old experienced
one of high reputation and talent may propose caution. A General Commanding-inChief, therefore, should weigh these matters, enquire into the resources of his
command, make a close and searching reconnaissance of the strength of the place, and
judge for himself how to proceed,
·1 here is nothing so disheartening and even demoralising to an army as a protracted
siege, and little is gained by one in blood or money, therefore every means practicable
should be adopted to shorten it if an" attaque brusque" or a surprise can assist in taking
the place; and again there is much lost by sitting down before one with insufficient
means. The Duke of ,vellington occupied a whole winter in collecting means for the
attack of Ciudad Rodrigo in Spain, and the place fell in 16 days, In our time we sit
down before a place without resources for a siege, and find the means afterwards,
·1hese mistakes, or want of judgment, give an importance to a work which it does not
merit. Burgos, a mere .field work for about 1,500 men, on a strong eminence, obtained
a reputation, and is thought to be a strong fortress, in consequence of the efforts of a
determined garrison against an attack made with inefficient means.
The study of sieges would be useful to General Officers, who are sometimes led into
difficulties by the too sanguine views of professional men, as they are termed, and
they will find that there is nothing so certain or bloodless as an "attaque en r~gle ''
with ample means, ample in men and money, in Artillery and Engineer equipment, and
in all the appliances of attack, combined with the adoption of an '' attaque acceJeree,"
if the opportunity offers. We should give a greater value to vertical fire than is now
admitled, for it is not every nation that can sacrifice 1,000 men a day under its effects
like the Russians; and mortars, where works are well covered from direct fire, and
where bomb-proof cover is deficient, should form a·large proportion of siege artillery.
But audacity,judgment and skill should be the moving powers, backed by an ample
supply of all siege resources. J udgment failed in the siege of Valenciennes, in °1795,
when the wrong side for the attack was selected by the Austrians, although they
showed no want of skill or resolution in the attack; skill was deficient in our attacks
of Dunkirk in the same year, and of Bergen-op-zoom, in 1814, when a first class
fortress very nearly lost its reputation ; and sometimes audacity is wanted, or the moral
courage to risk a little for a great probable gain.
Again places gain a reputation by the patriotism of the defenders, like Saragossa
and Gerona in Spain, and thus baffle judgment, skill and audacity, the former having
only an imperfect enceinte, without ditch or covered way. The defence of Kars is the
last example of this, and proved that a fortified place, having no pretensions to the
denomination of a fortress, may ga!n celebrity entirely by the skill and resolution
of its defenders.
It may be demanded-why go to the expense of constructing fortresses if mere
walled towns, or accidental positions, can be formed into places of equal value? In
reply it must be observed that you cannot always calculate upon the resolution of the
defentlers or their willingness to undergo the horrors of a siege, nor can you always
depend upon an enemy wanting audacity, skill or the means of attack.
Yet the recently constructed first cbss fortress of Rastadt, near the upper Rhine,
built with all the skill of modern art, for a protracted defence, may possibly disappoint
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the expectations entertained, because the facilities of attack are so great, as it is close
to the fortress and arsenal of Strasbourg, from whence can be drawn all the resourcesfor a siege, the interval being only a few miles with excellent roads.
Therefore in addition to local advantages and skill in fortifying a place to secure
a protracted defence, the position must likewise be considered, and the means which an
enemy may have for its attack. A power commanding the !lea generally commands all
maritime fortresses, which, if distant 50 miles from it, might be unattackable, fronl the
difficulty of transporting to that distance a siege equipment; and probably in the latter
case half the expense of the construction of the fortress may be saved. Thus Pampe•
luna was unattackable in 1813.14, on account of the difficulty of conveying the means
of attack.
These are questions for careful consideration, in making projects of defence.
General Lloyd, who in a former volume has been quoted, observes that in selecting a
site for a fortress, the question of how it can be relieved is of the first importance,
for the strength is of little value if it can be starved out, as was the case with Malta
in 1801.
Towards the restoration of the preponderance of defence over attack, the Engineer
must put O'l. one side the pedantry of schools and systems, looking to the site in the
adaptation of the schemes of the old and new projectors, without being circumscribed
by rules as to the lines of defence, which the improvements in small arms and gunnery
render unnecessary, but looking to the first principles taught by Vauban, viz.:" That every part of the fortress accessible should be seen from some collateral work.
"That it should be' hors d'escalade,' the escarps not being less than 39 feet high, if
not surrounded by wet ditches.
"To afford sufficient bomb-proof cover for stores, ammunition and hospitals, also
for a certain proportion of the garrison (as laid down in the Aide.ruemoire to the
:Military Sciences, article 'Defence.').
"To prevent the escarps from being seen from without as much as possible, at any
rate from being breached from a distance.
"'That the enceinte should have such out-works and covered-way as will secure a
safe egress and ingress for the garrison on those sides of the fortress which may be
open to attack.
"To have a system of mines where practicable.
11 Finally, to secure an inner defence or line parallel with the fronts attackable.
At
New Brisa.eh the defence was doubled by adding the inner line, according to Vauban's
3rd System.
orking upon the above.mentioned principles, the preponderance of defence in the
case of any fortress with local advantages, and with a determined garrison, will be in
proportion to the number of these rules which can be carried into execution. And it
should be borne in. mind that in some positions a few only of the resources of art will
suffice, the case, for instance, of a mere enceinte, with a few outworks, or an enceinte
for the support of a system of detached works, as at Paris, or one in which the position
or line of defence is to be made complete, in the time of emergency, with strong fieldworks or works of the moment,
These remarks should be well considered by statesmen as well as military men,
when they authorize great outlays of money in works of defence, that they may not
sanction a great expense to satisfy the ingenuity of the Engineer. Above all, a state, ..
man should eschew all small isolated works, except in very peculiar sites in mountain
districts or marshy spots almost inaccessible. Again there are places, such as Dover
and Portsmouth, where no outlay can be too great to make then:i secure.
In concluding this attempt to analyze the value of fortresses, it is desirable to record
the names of those place& which have maintained their reputations and justified the
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grel\t outlay on the construction of their works, viz. :-the citadels of Lille and Turin 1
the fortresses of Malta, Mantua, Mayence, Bayonne, Magdebourg, and Ismail on the
Danube, also Bergen.op-Zoom, which however nearly lost its reputation in 1814. Then
again other places, such as Gibraltar, Genoa, Cadiz, Dantzic and Verona have gained
a celebrity, owing to their fortunate positions, as well as to the skilful constructio 11 of
their works.
Those fortified places which have obtained a meretricious reputation from accidental
circumstances have been partially adverted to, and should be rarely quoted in valuing
the strength of works, except with an explanation of those circumstances. In considering the recent defence of Sebastopol, it requires great discrimination to understand
its value, and to judge of what produced the result of a protracted siege and a most
sanguinary defence. It W9.S not the skill in the construction of the fortifications 1 which
were mostly works of the moment, well adapted to the contour of the ground; but it
may be assumed that the protracted defence arose from the inadequacy of the means
of attack in the first instance, and from the impractibility of investing it; for the
position of Sebastopol is like that recommended by General Lloyd for a fortress at the
junction of two rivers, since it requires two armies to blockade it. Then there were
the vast resources of a naval arsenal, of ordna11ce, ammunition, stores1 and timber for
blindages, the aid afforded by 12,000 seamen, accustomed to manreuvre heavy artillery,
and the frequent reliefs of the garrison by troops willing and determined to save the
honour of their country; all which combined to throw an imperishable lustre on the
defence, most favourable to the reputation of the Russian army. This explanation
of the siege of Sebastopol must be borne in mind, when the value of fortified places is
taken into consideration, and its defence is brought forward as an example.
The preponderance of the attack over the defence of fortresses in sieges, secured by
Vauban by the introduction of ricochet fire against all works open to enfilade, can only
be evaded by local advantages, admitting of fortifying on nearly a straight line, where
the outline of the works is necessarily polygonal, or where they are traced so that the
prolongations of the faces fall upon some ground or space that cannot be occupied by
ricochet batteries. This advantage of employing enfilading batteries as well as
Vauban's mode of advancing by zigzag upon the salient angles, and pushing the
trenches by sap to the covered way or counter-scarp, together with an ample supply of
vertical fire, give the besiegers such a superiority and power, by first embracing and
encircling the fortress, and then attacking with resources it1 men &c. 1 which should
be at least three times those of the garrison, that the place, if left without chance of
relief, succumbs as the inevitable result, in the course of a few weeks.
If this preponderance does not prevail, the defects in science or in the art of attack
will not be the cause, but probably the want of means, for a siege equipment is one not
easily collected, or transported, since it requires, if carried by sea, the tonnage ofsome
hundreds of vessels, or some thousands of waggons, if transported by land. But if a
powerful nation can secretly or openly provide the means of attacking a neighbouring
fortress, it will, when invested, fall as assuredly as the days pass away in the siege
operations.
At the risk of being tedious, and of repeating what has been before explained, h
may be stated that if a place has unexpectedly g3ir.ed a reputation to which it was
not entitled according to the rules of art, it hai arisen from accidental circumstances,
from the want of the means of attack, or from the besiegers miscalculating the resources
of the defence.
In proportion therefore to the probable resources of an enemy for attack, and the
facility which he may possess of transporting an army and a siege equipment for the
reduction of fortified places, must the skill of the Engineer, and the pecuniary means
Q
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of a nation be devoted to strengthen them, instead of expending money upon positions
unsusceptible of attack, and remote from any powerful neighbour, when the difficulty
of transporting the means of attack is in geometrical proportion to the distance.
In respect to siege operations which the late war brings to mind, and which seem
to Jead to surmises that the defence of places is gaining its lost ground, because two
powerful nations entered into active operations without being prepared, we should
consider the vast resources for attack that were accumulated when once the means of
those nations were called out (vide paper V. in this volume), and that when these were
obtained success fol1owed.
To render this power of attack available in another war, we want at all times a large
Engineer Corps, well trained in sapping and mining, and in the construction of works,
not organized at the moment of need, but as a permanent part of our military establishments. In the Crimea we should have had battalions where we had companies.
It is to be borne in mind that the British soldier has a dislike to the shovel and pick,
and that he is supported in this dislike by the prejudices of the officers, partly from
inUifference and partly from imperfect knowledge of the science of fortification. The
soldier in the trenches should receive a small sum, say a penny an hour, to cover the
wear and tear of clothes, and additional food to sustain him, on the certificate of the
directing Engineer, when the working party returns to camp, on a numerical list, and
to be given to the senior officer of each corps in charge of a party. It was done in the
Mediterranean by the issue of spirits, but was not followed up by the Duke of Welling.
ton for want of pecuniary means.
But the point of first importance to the success of siege operations is the strength
of the Engineer Corps, which should be such that two or three battalions of military
workmen could be assembled at one point; the last war, and the operations in the
Crimea especially, produced improvements in this respect, as compared to the state of
our service in former wars, although the number was still far short of the actual wants.
It has been before suggested by the author of this paper that advantage would
acr.rne from the introduction into siege operations of the 6¼ inch mortar, we have
6¼ inch shells1 and 6¼ inch howitzers; and the use of the 6¼ inch mortar, in the third
parallel. and trenches in advance of it, would assist the operations of the sapper in
approaching the counter~scarp. lt is suggested likewise that every howitzer should
be mountecl on such a carriage that it could fire over a "genouillere" of4' to 4 1 6"
high, and thus save the cheeks of the embrasures, the soles of which should slope inwards similarly to the superior slopes of the parapeb• of mortar batteries.

G. G. L.
Paris, February, 1857.
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PAPER VIII.
ON COAST DEFENCES.

BY GENERAL SIR JOHN F. BURGOYNE, BART., G.C.B., &c.,
INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF FORTIFICATIONS.

The first study of an Engineer in fortifying should be how to turn to the greatest
possible account every advantage afforded him by nature; with the object of obtaining
the largest power of resistance by the smallest expenditure and efforts : high and steep
escarpments of rocks, inundations in very low lands, &c., form the cheapest impediments to the approach of an enemy, and are usually much more efficient and powerful
than what are purely artificial.
This principle is so self-evident that it is rarely absolutely counteracted; though it
is not very unusual to find it partially neglected. A striking instance of the former
error may be remarked in the fortifying of Syracuse in Sicily, where a low marshy
neck of land, that was in front of the peninsula on which the modern town stands,
instead of being improved into a formidable barrier by excavations, has been made
into firm land, at an expense that has given it the name of the Monte d'Oro, on which
to place a weak line of works of defence !
Where we witness perhaps most frequently the partial neglect of advantages afforded
by nature, is in works devised for occupying points of land projecting into the sea,
having comparatively narrow fronts across their necks.
It is not unusual to find, on such a point, a regular enclosed fort of equal or nearly
equal strength all round; whereas the only side by which it can be approached is that
towards the land, except by that most desperate of attacks-an assault from boats.
It is submitted that the proper mode of occupying such points would be by a strong
line across the neck, from sea to se':I., and a comparatively very slight one round the
contour of the other sides. And we can scarcely conceive a position where this would
not be the preferable course : in the accompanying figures 1 and 2, A represents the
system frequently adopted; while the land front BC, and the contour DE F show
the one here advocated. All the most improved means of artificial defence may be
extended to the front B C, and work upon work added to any extent to prolong its
ea pability ofresistance; but one definite, final, simple system will be sufficient for the
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line round the shore. By this mode, expense will be saved; because every part oft he
work will tend to a useful object1 and not be lavished where not necessary. Much
more space will be enclosed (a matter of great importance in detached works), which
can be defended by the same garrison, and a greater front opposed to the enemy on
the only side by which he can approach,
The only point which, it j9 conceived, will require explanation, wi11 be to show the
adequacy of the proposed simple line round the sides washed by the sea.
An advance by boats towards a shore lined hy works, from whence would be directed
showers of shot, shells, grape, rocket~ and musket bullets, must lead to heavy losses in
the boats, and to such confusion among the troops who might reach the shore as to
render them quite incapable of attacking the most simple line of entrenchment (that
is, one that is well flanked and presents a tolerable obstacle). The chief reliance of a
force attempting such an assault would be on a power to silence the guns, and destroy
the defences and the impediments to the assault, by the covering fire from their menof-war, gun boats, :floating batteries, &c.
,vhere such a proceeding is considered practicable, it is usually where a single,
exposed, unbroken line-wall is the only barrier; and, whether with or without casemates, there cannot be a doubt but that a concentrated heavy fire from ships would
silence the guns immediately exposed to it, and would do extensive damage to the wall,
or perhaps even open it partially; but, even in this worst case, those guns only would
be silenced that were immediately subjected to that concentrated fire; those that were
right and left would still remain in action, unless the naval force brought against it
should be sufficiently powerful to embrace the whole extent; and in proportion as the
gnns on the line were dispersed would the fire from ships be ineffective.
Assuming, however, the cannonading to have been as successful as anticipated, still,
the storming by men landing from boats would be very hazardous, in face of even a
small force or garrison, among the ruins and broken ground; for the entrance, even
if unopposed, would assuredly be anything but smooth or easy.
With a knowledge of the defects of defences so circumstanced, many resources may
be adopted to render the assault itself most difficult, by interior cover, enclosures, and
obstacles that could not be reached by the cannonading.
This, however, is supposing the coast line or enclosure to be of an old and most
unfavourable description; it is supposing its primary obstacle, the wall, to be liable to
be utterly destroyed and to be without flanks; but where we have now to establish a
defensive line the measures taken would be different.
These and the following remarks are intended to meet the too confident opinions of
many energetic officers of the navy, who are inclined to over.estimate their power of
attack on works on shore ; and to point out a few of the precautions that may be taken
to oppose them with effect.
One of the greatest. advantages that nature can offer would be (what is not unusual
in such positions) a high rock which either is, or could be made, for heights
exceeding 20 feet, too steep to be climbed without ladders; such a line could clearly
not be breached; and, with an efficient parapet of earth, to cover the men above, and
thoroughly flanked, would be unassailable from afloat.
If the line.wall, though exposed, be substantial, tolerably high, and backed with
earth, the difficulty of opening it effectively from the sea will be very great; nor is it
upon record, it is believed, that it has ever been effected. To makt> a practicable
breach, of even limited extent, in snch a construction, requires time and a considerable
expenditure of ammunition, ~ven from batteries on shore, where the fire is very precise,
and may be very close; and tt could hardly be effected at all from shipping; or even
if it were, the opening would be narrow, and if flanked, would be such as not to be
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considered assailable by a storming party from cover that is at a1l distant, though the
interval could be traversed rapidly, and the assault made by troops in a compact mass,
which is very different from the slow and dispersed manner in which it must be made
by landing from boat!!, when, previous to the actual landing, any fire must hue a most
discouraging effect, motionless and helpless as the troops must feel in them, If the
wall, however, either as an escarp or counterscarp, is the lining of a ditch, or otherwise
covered from view, it is clear that it cannot be injured by the cannonading; and the
same may be said of any other good obstacle so covered. The great desideratum then
is to secure tm obstacle or impediment of any kind to the advance of a storming party,
that shall create a difficulty and require a little time to be passed, and that cannot be
opened or reduced by the fire from the vessels. In the Mediterranean they apply an
admirable one occasionally, by forming a Jine of breakwaters of loose rocks, paralle-1 to
the shore, and at such a distance as shall ]eave a depth of 5 or 6 feet of water within, the
coast being rocky, and without tides, and the sites not exposed to very heavy seas.
The flanks are even of more importance than the obstacle, because, however imperfect the latter may be, provided it occasion some difficulty and delay, it could hardly
be forced, if under a good intact flanking fire.
It is not difficult to provide for the security of the flanks, for while every line that
is parallel, or nearly so, to the shore. may be fully battered by the vessels, those which
recede from it at a great angle, as the flanks would do, cannot be opposed by a direct
fire, without the ship being placed in the most inconvenient and dangerous position;
this is so much the case that even the heaviest guns to oppose the ships themselves
may sometimes be advantageously so placed; each, in that case, not engaging them
directly, but attacking collaterally those that are opposite the next front.
The only means by which these flanks then can be opposed, is by O lobbing" or
vertical fire of shot or shells on their prolongations; but that fire must be very precarious and inefficient, because it is scarcely possible for the ships exactly to ascertain
the precise line of prolongation, or the precise distance. The flanks also are but short,
and would be provided with traverses, or, for extra and certain precautionary defence,
might have bomb-proof cover over the platforms.
The most effective flanking works, however, to resist an assault, are " caponnieres"
or case:nates. Of all modes of opposing a storming party, a fire upon it from loopholes is by far the most discouraging, and, if it is from a flanking position, the most
destructive ; the assailants feel perfectly helpless against it, for they receive blows
without a power of returning them, and under an impossibility of grappling with their
enemy ; however short too such flanks may be, the fire from them may be very heavy,
for, from each single loophole, having one man to fire, with several to load for him,
the shots will follow in very rapid succession.
The absolute necessity for securing the line along the sea fronts from being turned
by an advance along the shore, from the land side, will of course be understood, and
this can usually be effected with facility by providing covered obstacles with a heavy
fire upon them; the only other precaution, to which it seems necessary to advert, is to
defilade these line-walls from the land side by the covering mass of the land front of
defence. Against ricochet fire sufficient traverses should be applied, and against a
general enfilade and vertical fire it would be necessary to have recourse to bomb-proof
cover over the gun platforms, or over such a number of them as may be thought
sufficient.
'
On the whole, it may be understood that a line along a shore may be perfectly
fortified against any assault from afloat, by very moderate means, and by works of a
far less co,tly and elaborate character than those applied to land defences; and,
consequently, that the application of expensive ones to such situations, which has not
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been unusual, is bad economy, besides being attended with loss of space ancl other
inconveniences.
The main object in the occupation of these positions is generally to enclose sites
for sea batteries for the protection of harbours and coasts; and by the system here
urged much more space is obtained for them, so that they can be more dispersed, and
may be either along the line overhanging the shore, or within it, as the ground or other
circumstances render eligible.
In discussing the relative powers of ships and floating batteries against shore
defences, it is not uncommon to advert to the step in advance in favor of the vessels,
made by covering their sides with sheet iron, which renders them partially shot-proof;
:md to anticipate the further progress of obtaining increased power of resistance
against an enemy's fire by that means. All this is quite just i but it must be observed
that, up to the present time, the protection is somewhat imperfect, that the ships are
not capable of resisting the effect of pieces of the heaviest calibre with which the shore
batteries are now being armed, that, although they can stand against occasional shots
of a smaller calibre, a heavy fire on them from the same would no doubt eventually
penetrate, and, above all, that the decks, which, under many circumstances of exposure
to the fire of elevated batteries, or of great elevation given to guns, will be liable to
receive shot and shells, are totally unprotected, and, even with the imperfect protection
that these vessels have obtained, they are as yet scarcely sea worthy; but, on that
account, are far better adapted to defemit1e operations in smooth waters, and to co-operate
with the shore batteries than to act against them ; still, though the expense will be
very great, it is quite reasonable to anticipate further improTements; but it is not to
be supposed that progress will not, at the same time, be made in the improvement of
the shore batteries, by the application to them also of iron covering, and of pieces of
even larger calibre than those at present used, such as are already in progress of
experiment, and by which they may be expected fully lo retain their relative advantages.
These same principles will usually apply to the protection of such small islands as
are capable of being defended as a whole.
J. F. B.
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PAPER IX.
FRAGMENT ON COAST DEFENCES.
BY LIEUT. COLONEL NELSON, R.E.

THE QUESTION OF CONDENSATION OR DISPERSION OF ARTILLERY;
AND HOW TO COMBINE THE ADVANTAGES OF BOTH WITHOUT THE
DISADVANTAGES OF EITHER.

In our own Corps both of these systems find experienced and able advocates.
Those for 'Condensation' consider the defects incidental to large batteries (even
in two or more tiers) as more than counterbalanced by the greater convenience and
power of concentrating fire on an enemy's vessel which they afford.
Those for 'Dispersion ' look mainly to preserving the existence of the fire as
long as possible, and they set as lightly by the mischief of comparative feebleness
and unwieldiness of straggling lines as their opponents do by the liability to be
suddenly and irretrievably crushed by a well directed broadside at a short distance.
So much respect is due to the ability and experience of the respective champions
of these systems that we appear driven at once to the task of endeavouring to
combine the merits of both plans, and to avoid as far as may be the defects of either,
i.e., to preserve the power of concentration, and yet maintain the existence of effective
fire to the last-to avoid the liability to sudden annihilation on the one hand, (to say
nothing of the accumulation of smoke in casemates by Jong firing, however well constructed they may be,) and the feebleness characteristic of numerous but uncombined
points of operation on the other hand.
The recent experience at Cronstadt and Sebastopol has however shewn that, in
extreme cases, the finest fleets in the world, as at present equipped, are all but powerless against well manned, yet well distributed batteries.
The system now suggested is that of a line of small dispersed turf batteries, under
the control and protection of suitable towers, this line to be connected by military
roads-defensible or not according to circumstances-along the rear, and the whole
to be considered as only the advanced line of the local military system of defence.
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,vhether th e Jine be straight, as in Fig. I, or broken, as in Figs. 2 and 31 the system
rece ives its fullest application along tolerably level shores, or, failing these, along
even brows of hills at no great height above the water; thus
Fig. 1 shews the straight line ; such as on some of our eastern and south-eastern
co asts.
Fig. 2-the reentering angle, as at Cawsand Bay in Plymouth Sound, or at
Brixham, Torbay.
Fig. 8-the salient angle, &c., &c.
MEMORANDA,

The longest effective range in such cases is assumed at 1,500 yards.
Two guns are assumed as being the "Artillery Element" or unit for open batteries ;
one gun firing (if possible) whilst the other is being loaded.
The assumed distance between the batteries, of SOO yards in Fig. l, is obtained from
the assumed number of guns (10 or 12) to be concentrated upon any point, yet still
remaining under control of the towers in rear, 3,000 yards apart-each thus protecting
th e 1,500 yards, or half-way, on each side, the said towers being sufficiently in rear
to admit of the platform-guns being depressed to see into the nearest batteries.
ARMAMENT AND GARRISON PER 3,000 YARDS,

A t"II
r

1

ery.

{Tower.. -8+ 6=14.
Batteries.-2 X 10

=20.

34{2410 seaward.
_ landward.
Garrison . .
(minimum.)

Do. ordinary.

{ 20 X 3
20 X 4

=
20• • • • • • • • = 80 gunners.
=6080 gunners+
line
+ 40 • • , • . , . = 120 line.
140
+ 60 =200 rank and file. 20U
+

28• • • • • • • • = 130 gunners .
{ 34 X 3 = 102 ~unners
34 X 4= 136 hne
+34
, • . • • • • = 170 line.
238

+ 62 = 300 rank and

file.

30U

The extra barrack accommodation to be provided either in the places of arms or in
like enclosures round the towers.

R. J. NELSON,
28th February, 1857.

Lieutenant-Colonel, R . E .
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PAPER X.
NOTES ON ROAD-MAKING IN CEYLON.
BY CAPTAIN SCHAW, ROYAL

ENGINEERS.

Having been employed under the Civil Government of Cey]on for about eighteen
months in the capacity of Assistant Commissioner of Roads, and Civil Engineer in tbe
Central Province, where I had considerable opportunities for studying the peculiar

requirements of roads in tropical countries, and as the results of my experience may
be useful to some of my brother officers who may have similar employment, I have
been induced to draw up the following notes for insertion in the Corps Papers, if they
are considered worthy of a place there.
Every country has local peculiarities of its own, which lead to slight variations in
the mode of constructing and repairing its roads; but there must be a general
similarity in the principles of road-making in all tropical countries, due to the similarity of their climates ; and, although I have not attempted to generalize the subject,
I am persuaded that the same peculiarities in road construction, which have been
found necessary in Ceylon, are applicable with slight modifications to other tropical
countries also.
TRACING ROADS,

The principles of this operation can vary but little in different countries, but as I
found, when called upon to perform the work, that I derived no assistance from books,
and had several points to learn by experience, a few remarks may be useful.
In an uncultivated country, like those large tracts of the mountain zone of Ceylon
which have not yet been cleared by the coffee planter, and of which no accurate maps
exist, 1011.d-tracing becomes also a work of exploration, and before commencing to
cut a trace through the forest between two points, I found it most necessary to walk
over the ground carefully two or three times, having first, if possible, obtained a
bird's-eye view of the district, or a general view of the line which the road would
have lo take from some of the neighbouring hills. If the road bad to follow one side
of a large valley, I found it of great assistance to study the features of the ground
from the opposite side of the valley, observing whether it would be preferable to keep
the road higher up or lower down the hilJ.side, so as to avoid land-slips or small spurs,
and to cross the ravines, if not too deep, before they divide in to smaller branches.
Having thus obtained a general idea of the ground over which the road was to be
carried, I next observed with a theodolite about the angle at which it would be neces
tiary to ascend or descend, making allowance for the increased length of road, due to
the sinuosities of its course along the hill side, when I found it comparath•ely easy to
cut a line through the forest nearly in the best direction for the road, with the assistR
4
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ance of a theodolite. ,vhenever a piece of open" patina" or grass-land, or a projecting spur was gained, whence I could observe the point I was making for, I checked
the gradient, and, if it was evident that I was too high or too low, it would be necessary to re-trace the portion of road, so as to preserve the best level, and sometimes two
or three trial traces would have to be made before the best line could be marked out.
Tracing a road with a theodolite is very similar to running contour lines. I found
the best mode of proceeding to be as follows: Having determined, by previous consideration, the gradient at which the road is to be traced, (1 in 20, or nearly 3°, being
the steepest gradient advisable, except in special cases, for a short distance, when 1
in IS might be allowed,) the theodolite is set up, and the level-staff sent on 15 or 20
paces, with the cross-piece adjusted to the height of the theodolite. The staff is
moved up or down the hill-side as the surveyor directs, and when correctly placed, two
pickets are driven in, one to mark the spot, projecting two or three feet above the
ground, the other, a small picket, is driven home, and gives the level for the men to
work to when they cut the road, the projecting one being soon knocked down or displaced. The level staffis then carried on another 18 or 20 paces, and if the hill-side
does not curve, and the line remains nearly straight, or if the road is being traced
level, the theodolite may be left stationary as long as the level-staff can be observed;
but if the road winds round a feature, it is of course necessary to move the theodolite
and re-adjust the I evel-staff at every picket.
A zigzag should be avoicled wherever possible, but ,vhen it becomes necessary, (in
order to avoid increasing the gradient to surmount a hill which cannot be got round),
a precaution is required in tracing, the neglect of which causes the elbow to be inconveniently steep. In the annexed diagram, (Fig. 1), the line 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, represents a plan of the trace of a road on the hill-side, it is evident that if the road be cut
as is shaded, there will be a very steep turn, as it would have to be cut level iuto the
hill-side from 4 to 3, where there would be a difference in altitude of a foot. To avoid
this, the piece -~. 4 ( Fig. 2) should be traced level. the length of the level portion
depending on the intended width of the road. The road is then cut back into the
hill-side at the elbow, and the lower end of the upper portion, and the upper end of
the lower portion adjusted to an easy gradient, without any part being too steep; but
it is generally necessary to build a small retaining wall at the angle to support the
upper portion of the road, until the distance between the two portions becomes
sufficient for the earth to stand at its natural slope.
OPENING THE ROAD,

This has latterly been done chiefly by contract, £80 per mile being the average
contract price for cutting a hill-side road, 16 feet wide, inclusive of the side drain.
The full width is specified to be cut out of the solid, but when the slope of the hillside is less steep than that at which made earth will stand, it is not necessary to cut
so much, as the sections will show, In Fig. 3 the prism of earth cut out of the hillside forms the outside of the road firmly enollgh. In Fig. 4, the slope being more
precipitous, the loose earth slips down into the ravine below, and the whole width of
the road has to be cut out of the solid. ,vherever made earth forms the outside of
the road, and indeed in all cases, it is best to cut the road with a slight fall to the
inside, cutting a small channel across at every 100 yards or so, to carry off the water ;
by this means the heavy rains are conducted into the proper channel, where the sjde
drain eventually is to be cut, and the made earth is pre!lerved from being washed
away. From neglect of this precaution I have seen several miles of a newly cut road
entirely torn up, and all the made earth washed away, by one night's rain; and in
order to make it passable again, a sum had to be expended not less than half of what
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it originally cost to open the road. The contract for cutting the road generally includes removing the trees, roots, and stones which can be moved by hand, but does
not include embankments, drains, retaining walls, or blasting, which latter is a
separate, and sometimes very heavy item in the expense, and one which it is very
difficult to estimate before hand with any degree of accuracy, the expense of blasting
varying so materially with the character of the rock. Generally speaking. the
harder sorts of rock are more easily fractured by blasting than the partially decomposed gneiss, which is so frequently met with just beneath the surface of the soil in
Ceylon, and which yields with great difficulty to the pickaxe and .c rowbar, and yet is
too 110ft and full of fissures to be easily removed by blasting. Elephants are employed
with great advantage in removing trees and large boulders of stone,
DRAINING, AND RETAINING WALLS.

These works are carried on simultaneously with the blasting, and it requires some
judgment and experience to decide on the position and dimensions of the cross-drains.
The position of the line of road must be taken into account, whether high up the hillside or near its base, as the amount of water which must be conducted across the road
depends of course on the extent of surface which the hill-side gives above the road to
catch the rain. The natural water-courses are generally the best guide in this matter,
and sometimes two smaller water-courses can be advantageously connected, and made
to communicate with one cross-drain. Where the hill-side is steep, and the soil
friable, it is a great safeguard to the road to cut a catch-water drain at about 10 to 12
paces from the edge of the bank above the road to conduct the rain-water into the
cross.drains. Unless these catch-water drains be cut, the rain-water from the hillside above pours down the bank and causes frequent 18.nd slips, which choke up the
side drain of the road, when all the water finds its way on to the surface of the road
itself, tears up the metalling, and does untold mischief. Cross-drains in hill-side
roads in:Ceylon are necessary, on an average, at about every 150 yards, and vary in
size from I' 6 11 x 1' 6" to 1' 6" x 2' 0 11 high. They are built generally of dry stone
work, there beiug usually an abundance of large flat stones suitable for forming the
bottom and covering stones of the drain. The fall given to the drain is about 1 in 20,
(Fig. 5). The cost of such a drain is usually £2 12s. where stone is plentiful and
elephant labor is employed. Retaining walls are usually built of dry stone work,
which costs about 4s. 6d per cubic yard. The execution of this class of work by the
Ceylon Pioneer Corps, with the assistance of elephants, cannot be excelled. ·wherever
a watercourse has hollowed the hill-side, a cross-drain and retaining walls are usually
built, to carry the road across in a straight line. Where the rock is exposed on the
hill-side it is generally cheaper to build a retaining wall on the outside, and blast
aw:i.y only half the road out of the rock, than to procure the whole width by blasting.
A level footing has of course to be formed for the wall first. (Fig 6.)
The retaining walls and cross drains being built, and all rock blasted clear away,
and the side drains cut and blasted out where necessary, the road is fit for light traffic
in dry weather; and where the soil is disintegrated quartz-rock with veins of felspar,
forming an excellent gravel, the road is often left in this state and answers the purposes
of a small district sufficiently well; but where the traffic is at all considerable, or the
soil clayey, it becomes necessary to gravel or metal the road. The former material is
much the cheaper covering, and though it requires more frequent repair, being continually injured by the heavy rains, and cut up by cart-wheels, yet where it is procurable
within two or three miles it is the best material for minor roads.
The trunk roads, however, and the minor ones in those districts where the gravel is
not procurable, have to be regularly metalled with broken stone.
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SYSTEM OF METALLING.

Metalled roads in Ceylon are formed and kept up on a different principle from that
pursued in England for several reasons, The traffic is chiefly that of the native
bullock-carts, carrying about one ton on two narrow-tired wheels, and drawn by a pair
of bullocks.
These carts travel chiefly by night, and follow one another in a long string ; and the
wheels fol1owing exactly in the track of the bullocks the result is that the road is
inevitably worked into two deep ruts, unless it is of such a width and even surface, and
the traffic is so general, that the bullocks have no inducement to adhere to the same
track.
The tender nature of the bullocks' hoofa makes it necessary that the roads should
be smooth before they can work on them.
The climate constitutes another reason for the method of road-making peculiar to
Ceylon,
There is hardly ever any weather suitable for the repair of roads by picking up the
surface, and simply laying on a fresh coating of material. Either the sun shines with
full tropical intensity, and dries up the road so completely that the new material
remains loose and will not bind, or else it rains as it only cttn in the tropics, and if
the stone be lying loose on the road it is swept away into the side drain.and washed
over the precipice on the edge ofwliich the road is probably formed. The experience
of these difficulties has led to the adoption of the following system, which cannot
perhaps be improved under the circumstances. When the road is in the state described
under the last heading, (and while it is being brought to that state, if the men be
available) broken stone is prepared in the nearest quarries, carted to the road and piled
in a regular heap along one side, in the quantity in which it has been determined to
spread it on the road. When the road is to be metalled to a width of 14 feet, (the
usual width for minor roads) the quantity of metal varies from 14 to 12 heaped bushels
per yard lineal.
A piling-iron is used to ensure the correct section being given to the heap. Binding
gravel in the proportion of about 4 bushels per yard lined for a 14-feet road is also
prepared and carted to the spot. Dry weather is chosen, if possible, for metalling a
new road, as the subsoil is then firm and hard. The metal is spread by a metalling
party of from 20 to 25 men, who first bring the bed of the road to a proper shape with
desintegrated stone, or any such material that can be cut out of the bank close at hand,
and which is rammed solid.
On the minor roads, the peculiar nature of the traffic, (working altogether in two
ruts) led me to adopt the section shewn in Fig. 7, so as to give the greatest thickness
of metal where it was most required. The bed of the road being prepared a little in
advance, 2 men follow and drive level pickets to guide the spreading of the stone, a
road-level being used for the purpose. The best u barrel" for a road has been a
subject of much discussion, and of numerous experiments. The following facts have
been established 1. A greater degree of barrelling is necessary on a steep gradient
than on a level, in order to turn the water into the side drains, instead of letting it
course down the road and cut it into channels. This, it will be observed, is opposed to
the practice in England, where the drainage of the road may be secured by means of
the gradient. In the tropics, if the rain-water be allowed to run down the road
instead of being conducted at once into the side drain, it soon converts a minute rut
into a large water-course.-2. More barrel is required on a 14.ft. road than on a20-ft.
road, as the traffic on the former, whether its section be nearly flat or much barrelled,
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will alike be confined to the centre of the road; while on the latter, if not prevented
by an excess of barrel, the traffic will be more evenly distributed.-3. For a 14-ft. road
the best barrel, where the gradient is steep, is procured by the arc of a circle whose
radius is 60 ft. Where the road is nearly level the radius should be increased to 70 ft.
-4. For a 20.ft. road the best form of section has been found to be two slopes of 1 in
20 cotmected by an arc of a circle of 60 feet radius, where the road is level. When it
is carried on a steep gradient, the side slopes of the cross section are increased to 1 in
15. The metal is first spread evenly on the ground with the proper barrel, as shewn
by the pickets previously fixed, and the metalling party consolidate the mass of stone
with wooden rammers; a thin layer of gravel is then spread over the metal, and it is
well watered by hand (the water being thrown from buckets, which has been found
better and cheaper than watering carts) and it is then rammed again.
A second coat of gravel, watered and beaten a third time, is gener!llly employed to
bring the road to a perfectly solid and even condition.
The first carts that pass over it may leave some impression in places where from
some cause a slight settlement takes place, and the rut is immediately filled with fine
broken stone, watered, gravelled and rammed. The operation of metalling in this
manner costs about 8d. per yard lineal for a }4.ft. road, or 10d. per yard lineal for a
20-ft, road.
I tried the system of ro1ling the road, in order to consolidate it, with heavy rollers
drawn by elephants, instead of using the wooden rammers i and where the road was
moderately straight the rolling answered admirably, not only being quicker and
cheaper, but more effectually compressing the metal; but when the course of the road
was tortuous the roller was not so satisfactory, as the twisting motion at the turns of
the road tore up the metal. The assistance of a few rammers was always necessary to
finish the sides of the road, and bring it to a completely even surface, (Fig. 8.)
The roller used was a double one, roughly constructed out of the trunk of a large tree,
sawn across and cased with sheet iron. A wooden framework, supported upon the axes
of the rollers and planked over, served to carry large stones as a weight to give them
more effect, The shafts were secured by means of a strong hook and eye, and were
made to shift from front to rear of the roller, to avoid the necessity for turning it. The
length of each cylinder was about 4 feet, and the diameter 2 ft. 9 in. The weight
when fully loaded was about 3½ tons. It had to be passed over each portion of the road
several times before it was fully consolidated. A heavier roller with cylinders of
larger diameter would have been better. Some nicety was necessary in proportioning
the quantity of water used, so as to prevent the gravel and metal adhering to the roller,
and being lifted up with it. The sides of the road are usually preserved by an edging
of turf, but where stone can be employed and grass kept away, it is preferable, as the
grass prevents the water from running into the side drains. The coating of broken
stone used on Ceylon roads is not more than 6 inches in thickness, but when carefully
laid and consolidated at first, it lasts, if carefully kept up, for 5 years on the Colombo
and Kandy trunk road, which has a traffic of 59,000 carts per annum, (150 to 200 carts
per diem) exclusive of horses and light vehicles. The cost of keeping up this road is
a.bout £11,000 per annum, and its length is 72 miles; but the stone used is most'
carefully selected and is of first.rate quality. Whenever the surface of the road
becomes \J.neven, either from the effects of traffic or of the rains, the ruts are picked
up and filled with finely broken stone, which is gravelled, watered, and rammed into
a solid mass again, aud this system of patching and partial repairs is carried on until
the whole coating is worn so thin that it becomes necessary to renew it, when the
metal is prepared and piled beside the road, and the surface having been picked up, it
is re-coated in the same manner as at first described. The length of time that this
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coating lasts depends on the quality of the stone, the amount of tr~ffic, and the attention paid to the clearing of side drains, and filling of ruts, &c., durmg the whole of the
time that inter\'enes between the grand renewals.
The system of "mile-men" does not, I think, answer so well as that of" flying
parties" sent over a line of road, just before the change of monsoon, when the rains
may be expected, and who clear out all the drains, and make any small repairs that
may be necessary.
The trunk-roads are under the charge of officers, who have systems differing in some
degree, for carrying out the repairs, but in general a superintendent is put in charge
of 6 miles or so, with a small µarty of men, and he employs them at whatever portion
of the road he finds most in want of repair.
Stone and gravel for repairs are always kept in depOts at short intervals all along
the road.
MATERIALS.

The best stone for roads found in Ceylon is a compact gneissic rock, of a fleshy
color, highly crystalline, and composed almost entirely of felspar and quartz.
Hornblende rock, or a variety of gneiss in which hornblende and quartz predominate,
and felspar and mica are almost absent, is very hard, and makes exceJlent road metal,
but it does not bind so readily as the felspattic rock. These rocks are found in most
parts of Ceylon, the felspar variety being most usual in the hills, and the hornblende
rock in the low country; but in some districts mica predominates, and then road•
making is most disheartening work, and it is cheaper to transport good stone for
almost any distance, or to use quartz gravel, if it can be found, than to employ the
micaceous gneiss as road-metal, for it crumbles into dust in dry weather, and disappears
in mud during the rains. Careful searching for better stone is however usually
rewarded by the diacovery of quarries of good quality even in what appear the worst
districts, as veins of felspar and quartz are often found in the micaceous rock; and
the delight with which a good quarry is hailed, after a wearying search of many days
through a tropical jungle, can only be understood by a road-maker. A blinding of
gravel is, as was mentioned above, universally employed in metalling in Ceylon. The
best material found there for the purpose is a red gravel resulting from the disintegra.
tion of the quartz and felspar rock. The felspar is changed to fine clay, and the
crystals of quartz are thus separated, and the mass can be cut with the" mamotie" (a
large heavy hoe used throughout India instead of the spade). There are many varieties
of this rock in which the crystals of quartz are large and the quantity of felspar small ;
this makes a fair road-material in itself when the traffic is not heavy. The larger
blocks of quartz are broken with a hammer, and the road being formed with the broken
quartz, the finer gravel is used for binding.
Some nicety is required in the selection of the gravel; if too fine, and free from
clay, it turns to dust, and does not bind, and if too much clay be present it makes
the road muddy, and in wet weather the wheels lift up the metal which adheres to them.
In the low country where this material is not to be found, "cabook" gravel is used.
The cabook or laterite of Southern India is a very singular formation. On the surface
of the ground a hard red gravel appears, and beneath it a compact rock, mottled yellow,
white, and red, of a cheesy consistency, so that it can be readily cut out in blocks
which are extensively usec.1 for building purposes, the blocks being of the dimensions
18 11 X 9,, X 6".
This rock hardens by exposureJ but it is injured by heavy rain, and has to be protected
by plaster.
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Much discussion has taken place as to the origin and character of this rock, and the
opinion of those most competent to decide the question is that the gneiss rock has
undergone decomposition, owing to the presence of iron in the two forms of peroxide
and protoxide ; but, be this as it may, the gravel is most important to road-makers,
and is employed both for forming minor roads and blinding the metal on the more
important ones. It is generally necessary to screen this gravel before using it, to
separate a portion of the clay.
QUARRYING,

The stone for road-making or building purposes in Ceylon has to be procured almost
invariably by blasting. The stone being exceedingly hard, and the miners in general
not so powerful, physically, as Englishmen, the mode of blasting is somewhat peculiar.
The jumper, properly so called, is never used, the native workmen being unable to
wield it to advantage; the borer and hammer are the universal miner's tools. The
borers found most serviceable are formed out of 1 ¼-inch bolt iron, The miner's
hammer weighs from 5 to 7 lbs., and a trained miner bores from 36 to 40 inches in
the hard gneiss rock per diem, using each hand alternately to wield the hammer and
turn the borer.
Water is used to facilitate the operation, and a small band of straw, put round the
borer, prevents the mud from being jerked up into the miner's face. Tamping is
performed with small fragments of soft rock, a wad of straw being always inserted into
the hole below the powder and another placed over it, before the tamping is commenced. The charges are fired by Bickford's fuze. The gneiss rock is generally so
intersected with cracks that large charges of powder do not produce the effect that
might be expected, and small holes, 18 inches in depth, loaded with about }th lb. of
powder are found most effective. The rough rule of the native loaders is to fill the
hole with powder to a depth in inches corresponding to the whole depth of the hole in
feet, thus a hole 18 inches (I½ ft.) in depth would be loaded with l½inches of powder.
This rule of course is only applicable to holes formed with the It-inch bit, and is
sufficiently accurate, though the harder and more brittle rocki1 require less powder
than the softer and tougher sorts.
A trained Pioneer sledges, collects, and breaks into road-metal 9 or 10 heaped
bushels of stone in a day (a cube of 1¼ inch each side being the average size of the
pieces), he also carries the stone he has broken to the heap, when it is measured by the
Corporal or Superintendent in charge of the party. A proportion of 1 miner to 5 stonebreakers is usually sufficient, but 1 to 3 is sometimes necessary in different quarries.
The cost of broken stone for road-metal in Ceylon is usually 2¼d. per bushel (heaped)
to which the cost of transport must be added, which gives an average of 2fd. per
bu,;;hel for the metal ready piled along the road-side. This price includes the pay of
workmen and superintendence, and the cost of powder and fuze, and also materials
for making and sharpening the borers, but does not include the value of tools and
plant. The following is the usual estimate of materials for 10 bushels of metal, viz.:
Powder
Iron
Steel
Fuze

• I¾ oz.
• 11

oz.

II oz.
.

1

foot.
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LABOUR,

Immigrant Coolies from the coast of India supply almost the whole of the labour
in Ceylon. Of these a most efficient Corps of Pioneers has been formed by Govern•
ment for carrying out the public works of the colony.
Four divisions of Pioneers are kept up and paid on the fixed establishment of the
island, and four sub-divisions have also been raised to meet the demand for skilled
labour. The organization of a division of Pioneers is as follows:-

I
3

Division Officer
Clerk

at £250 per annum.
at £40
do.

Serjeant Major

at 2s. per diem (Sundays included).
at ls. 4d.
do.
do.

Serjeants.

Corporals
3 1st Class Artificers •
3 2nd Class Artificers.
4 3rd Class Artificers •
12 4th Class Artificers.
104 1st Class Pioneers
50 2nd Class Pioneers •
10 Boys
Total .• 195
50 Women

at ls. 2d.
at Is. 6d.
at ls. 3d.
at ls.
at 9d.
at 7jd.
at 6d.
at 4ld,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

at Id.

do.

do.

Pioneers are enlisted for a term of years, and though their pay is higher than that
of ordinary labourers, yet the work perfo1med by each man is so much superior both
in quality and quantity to that of an untrained Cooly, that pioneer work has been
found to be in every way the most economical. The difficulty also of procuring labour
when required, more especially for opening roads in remote parts of the country, is so
great that the Pioneer Corps has been invaluable to Ceylon.
When a new road has to be opened, or an old one thoroughly repaired, it becomes
necessary to provide lodgings for a division of pioneers, with a gang of coolies to work
with them if possible. The usual method is to build a set of sheds with jungle-sticks,
thatched with jungle-grass, near the centre of the portion of the road to be worked on.
Three miles is considered as the maximum distance from his lines which a pioneer
should be required to walk to his work, and if it is less, the work must of course
proceed more rapidly1 and without the same distress to the men. A set of 'lines' suffi•
cient for the accommodation of a division of pioneers, with a bungalow for the
division officer, clerk's house, serjeant.major's house, an office and store, cost usually
£70 ; which sum must be added to the estimated cost of the repair or opening of
every five or six miles of road. The lines for a division are usually built so as to
form three sides of a square, with perhaps one or two additional sheds in the centre.
The men lie on mats, or build small dais for themselves with jungle sticks.
The division officers are frequently officers of the Ceylon Rifles, or of some Queen's
regiment serving in Ceylon, who are allowed to take the appointment; the salary for
a military officer is about £100 per annum, in addition to his pay, with forage for a
horse.
The artificers are chiefly masons and bricklayers, with two blacksmiths and two
carpenters to each division. The women at Id, per diem represent a boon called
"family allowance," given to deserving married men. The boys usually enlist in the
corps, and by early training become most ex.pert workmen.
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The org!nization of the sub-divisions is similar,only that their total strength is 127
instead of 195, aad that they have no division officer, clerk, or serjeant-major, but a
native officer in lieu of them.
In this summary of the method of road-making in Ceylon, I have not alluded much
to the low country, where the forest extends for many miles over a nearly level plain,
with no elevation whence a general view of the country can be obtained, and here new
roads have frequently to be traced by compass.
Embankments are often required for considerable distances in districts liable to be
flooded by the rising of rivers during the rains, and great care is necessary to leave
sufficient openings in the embankments for the free passage of the water.
The subject of bridges does not belong to this paper i but I may remark that in
new roads of secondary importance timber trusses, supported on masonry abutments,
are usually employed, the king or queen posts being left long enough to form the
supports of a roof. And when it is contemplated to build an arch eventually, the
abutments are built with a view to be able to resist the thrust. If the timber is well
seasoned, and protected by a roof, it lasts from 20 to 30 years, and even longer.
In opening up a new country it is generally an object to obtain roads as quickly
and cheaply as possible. The preliminary surveys are therefore seldom conducted
with any great accuracy. One soon becomes able to judge very nearly what is likely
to be met with in cuttings from the appearance of the surface, and each mile of road
is estimated for approximately, taking into consideration the amount of cutting and
blasting, the dimensions of the necessary embankments, retaining walls, drains,
bridges, &c., and also the distance from which stone and gravel must be transported.
The highest average cost of opening a 14 ft. road in the hill country of Ceylon, with
drains, retaining walls, embankments, &c. is £400 per mile, and metalling costs
about £250 per mile additional. This estimate does not of course include bridges,
p;hich must form an ever-varying item.

H. SCHAW,
Captain R.E.

Chatham, 12th Nov., 1856.
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1OURNAL

OF TBE OPERATIONS OF THE EXPEDITION' TO KINBURN,

IN OCTOBER, 1855,

Bv LIEUT.-COLONEL BENT, R.E.
AND REPORT ON ITS DEFENCES, AND ON THE OPERATIONS WHICH

LED TO THEIR SURRENDER,

BY MAJOR NICHOLSON, R.E.

JOURNAL OF THE OPERATIONS

OF THE EXPEDITION TO KINBURK,

UNDER BRIGADIER-GENERAL THE

HoN. A.

SPENCER,

_BY LIEUT.-COLONEL BENT, R.E.

OcT0BBR 14th, 1855.-The fleets weighed anchor at sunrise, and steamed out of
the Bay of Odessa, following the flag ships.

Ships ot Frigates Floating
and
the Line. CornUes Batterin

English.
French.

Gun

Mortar

Boats.

Boat,.

TrantportJ

6

H

0

13

4

9

3

9

6
0

12
4

16

Total.-80.

We kept close along shore the whole way and arrived off Kinburn soon after 1 p,1,1.,
but as arrangements had to be made for buoying out the deep water channel, it was
determi ned not to land until the following morning.
OCTOBER 15TH.-The troops were put into flats and paddle-box boats, and towed
3 miles below the forb by small steamers; the landing-place• was flanked by gun• See Place I.
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boatt, we landed without opposition, and as soon as a sufficient number (two or three
companies) were assemb1ed they were thrown out in skirmishing order and occupied
the broken ground in our front, and gradually, as supports formed up, the skirmishers
extended across the neck of the land from sea to sea, facing towards the main land,
By the time this was done the French arrived in boats, and in a similar manner
advanced a cordon of troops, cutting off the neck of land and facing Fort Kinburn.
I accompanied the French general in his reconnaissance towards the fort, to learn in
what manner he wished to post the troops, and throw up entrenchments; and then
returned and rode over the ground with Genera] Spencer: it consists of a narrow strip,
about 1½ miles across, of sand sufficiently irreg11lar and broken on the surface by
undulations and depressions to afford the choice of a defensible position ; that selected
enabled some regiments to be posted on salient hillocks which gave a flanking fire to
the others, whilst the whole of the force was concealed from view by their situation on
the reverse of the slopes.
In company with the French Engineer, I agreed upon and partly traced a work to
defend the landing-place, which also served as a "keep" to the rest of the fortifi~
cations.
At night, each regiment gave working parties and entrenched the positions in front
of their several camps, under the directions of the officers of Royal Engineers and the
Royal Sappers and Miners.
OCTOBER 16tb.-Working parties were employed all day strengthening the
entrenchment and throwing up two outworks to protect the right of our position.
The sea was too rough for boats to land.
OCTOBER 17th.-We continued to strengthen the position, which now assumed a
very respectable aspect.
We were employed sinking wells in the sand, and found good water everywhere at a
depth averaging 7 feet.
The sea is not too salt for washing, and soap lathers in it quickly. Horses will not
drink on the south beach, but do so along the north side, where the water is fresher
from the confluence of the Boug and Dnieper rivers in the bay.
OCTOBER 18th.-The weather was propitious for the fleet, so in the course of the
morning they moved into position against the fort. The French floating batteries and
the gun-boats anchored at ll. distance of 700 yards from it, many Gf the line of battle
ships at 1,200 yards, and others further off, each one opening fire as she came up:
several frigates, corvettes and gun-boats had gone (the night before) into the bay, and
raked the batteries from the north side. The fire was so tremendous that the Russians
were silenced by about 1 P.M. 1 and a flag of truce was sent in from the fleet to offer
terms of surrender : this was speedily arranged and the garrison marched out with the
honours of war; the officers retained their swords, but the m&n laid down their arms on
the glacis i they were allowed to take away all personal and church property. The
strength of the garrison was estimated at about 1,200, of whom 60 were killed or
wounded.
Oct0BER 19th.-A commission of French and English officers were assembled in
the fort to take account of its state and of the munitions of war left in it. I attended
as Commanding Royal Engineer.
After consultation with the French Commander-in-Chief and his Commandant-duGl'.inie, it was agreed that the French should give attention to the reform of the
fortifications, mounting the guns, &c., and that the English should try to restore the
barrack buildings and render them fit for occupation by troops in the winter.
The description we had previously received of the Fort was accurate enough, except
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thllt the casemates were not armed throughout, the majority of them being used for
provision stores and barrack accommodation.
A large two-storied block of buildings in the interior of the fort was about half
burnt down (set on fire by our she11s), and the remaining houses were rendered uninhabitable by the injury received from shot passing through the walls, roofs, &c.
The ramparts were old and easily breached by the floating batteries; had the fire
from the latter continued much longer two practicable breaches would have been
formed i nearly every one of the guns mounted" en barbette" were destroyed, or had
their carriages broken and disabled.
The two sand battezies (see Plates 1 and 2) near the head of the spit resisted the
fire much better than the old masonry fort; they were perfect in construction-masterpieces of workmanship. That nearest to the extremity was formed of u cribwork,"
viz., trunks of trees, notched and fitted together, with the intervals filled with sand
and sea shells. The guns and gunners were protected in casemates, solidly formed of
massive timber, and crowned with sand and sods. The parapet was likewise formed
of sand, revetted inside with hurdles and ga.bions, and outside with sods. This work
was still in progress; it was pierced for 19 guns, but 9 only were mounted. It wa:i
provided with a shot furnace.
The other b&ttery had all its guns mounted "en barbette ;" the parapet was built
of sand and thickly revetted with sods. A bomb-proof block-house filled the interior
space of this work and afforded a barrack for the defenders.
So perfect in construction were these two batteries, or rather redoubts, that I am
of opinion that had the expedition been delayed another week, and time been given
to the Russians to finish them, they would have proved most serious obstacles to the
passage of the ships, and might almost have beaten them off.
The Admirals and Generals agreed to retire the whole force to within 1.200 yards
of the fort, and take up an alignment protected by the fire of the guns of the fleet.
OcTOBER 20th.-,ve moved our encampment, which occupied all day, owing to
deficient land transport.
OCTOBER 21st.-The Generals determined to make a reconnaissance in force to
-meertain what was in our front. The troops marched out 6,000 strong, taking six
days' rations with them.
Lieut. Gordon, R.1-:., accompanied this reconnaissance to sketch the ground.
The French sent a battalion into the fort, and the English left a battalion and two
field guns to guard the camp.
I found myself in or<lers to command the troops in camp as senior officer.
We gave principal attention to-day to sinking wells, but the water had all a brackish
taste ; it however served for drinking and cooking for want of better.
OCTOBER 22nd.-A working party of 100 men assisted the Sappers in repairing
the barrack buildings in the fort only till 10 a.m., it being Sunday,
OCTOBER 23rd.-Parties were employed all day in the fort.

GEORGE BENT,
Major Roy&l Engineers.
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REPORT ON THE DEFENCES OP KINBURN AND ON THE OPERATIONS
WHICH LED TO THEIR SURRENDER, OCTOBER, 1855.

BY MAJOR NICHOLSON, R.E.
The Allied forces landed on Kin burn Point on the 15th October, 1855, for the
purpose of preventing any attempt which might be made by the Russian forces to
relieve the garrison of the fort situated on it, and also to stop the garrison shou]d they
endeavour to retreat, the intention being to bombard the fort from the fleet, and force
it to surrender.
The A11ied forces consisted of about 5,000 British and about 3,500 French, but as
the spot at the point of landing is about 2 miles in width, and devoid of any natural
features which could enable so sma11 a force to hold it against superior numbers, it
became necessary to entrench their position. On the same night therefore three or
four portions of an intrenchment were commenced on the left and centre of the line,
and on the right a work was traced by the British Engineers and commenced by a
French working party, which, being complete in itself, was intended to enable the
troops driven in from other points to hold till the last a portion of the beach, from
which they could embark in case of urgent necessity. This work was in the form ofa
horn-work, and having its two salients on two sand-hills, and its flanks resting upon the
sea, it became not only a very strong position to hold in case of any reverse, but also
an excellent point on which to rest the intrenched line above alluded to.
The line of intrenchment was traced so that the gun-boats could sweep its front
from right to left, and it was with some difficulty, owing to the shape of the stnd.hills,
that this condition could be fulfilled. In front of it also were small lakes or marshes,
and the line was laid out so as to take advantage of these natural obstacles in the way
of an advancing force.
The portions commenced with these objects in view, during the first night after
landing, were on the following day connected, and, as far as the form of the ground
would admit, the indented trace was adhered to as much as possible, whilst any broken
ground in the line of defences was in every instance taken advantage of, and connected
with the main line.
On the 2nd day all the different portions were connected, and on the Jeft the line
assumed the form of a small lunette in which it was intended to mount some guns of
position, whilst the right of the line was joined to the salient of the horn-work.
Two small detached works were also thrown up on some prominent sand-hills in front
of the right of the poSition ; these were intended to be defended by the outlying
pickets, to hold an advancing enemy in check and flank the whole front of the main line.
The camps of the different regiments were in rear of the entrenched line, and were
so disposed as to be almost hidden by the sand.hills in their front; and it was arranged
that the parapet in front of each regiment was thrown up by that regiment, so that
each felt an interest in the speedy completion of the trench which was to form their
own principal defence.
The trench was completed on the 17th October, and was made about 6 feet broad
and 3 feet deep, with a banquette 3 feet broad, the earth thrown to the front forming
good cover for a man kneeling on the banquette; but it was intended ultimately to
widen and deepen the trench, and, throwing the earth to the rear, to form it into a
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good parapet, whilst the earth a1ready in front of the ditch would then become the
glacis, but on the morning of the 17th October the bombardment of the fort was
commenced by the Allied fleets, and, as it ended in its surrender, it was considered
advisable to relinquish the entrenched line and retire the forces to the village under
the guns of the fort, and thus greatly to contract the line of defences. It was a great
advantage that the ground close to the fort was perfectly flat, so that every portion of
it was open to the fire of the gun-boats, which were able at this point to advance
within 900 yards of the shore. In addition to the entrenched line above-mentioned
the French commenced a second line in rear of the left, which they intended ultimate]y
to connect with the left. salient of the horn-work, thus completing two Jines of defence
across the spit.
Before the bombardment took place, as it seemed uncertain whether the vessels
would be able to come in on account of the weather, it was considered advisable to
commence the siege of the fort by land, and on the night of the 16th the French opened
the 1st parallel at an average distance of 900 yards from the fort, an agreement being
entered into that all the working parties were to be supplied by the French, but that
the British Engineers were to take their turn of duty in the trenches with the French
Engineers: the immediate success of the bombardment however put a stop to these
proceedings.
The bombardment of the fort commenced about 6 A.M. on the morning of the 17th,
by the mortar-boats, floating batteries and gun-boats taking up their positions at
distancea varying from 700 to 1,000 yards from the fort, and opening a heavy fire of
round shot and shells; they immediately set on fire one of the barracks in the interior,
and in a very short time the fire from the French floating batteries reduced to ruins a
portion of the stone escarp of the Southern and land fronts, but it was observed that
s~arcely any of the guns on those fronts were silenced until the fire from the larger
vessels commenced.
A portion of the gun-boats directed their fire on the small works on the spit, but
either the latter were insufficient1y manned or the gunners wou]d not fight their guns,
for but few rounds were fired from them, and though it was thought that these batteries
would cause the greatest difficulty, they offered but s1ight impediment to the ships
rounding the point to take up their position to the north of the spit, so as to obtain a
cross~fire upon all parts of it. As soon however as the flying squadron of steamers
and one or two of the two-deckers had taken up their position on the northern side of
the fort, the remainder of the two-deckers and the two three-deckers, carrying the
respective flags of the British and French admirals, approached to within 1,200 yards
of the fort on the western side; then commenced the most terrific fire on all points;
and it was at once evident that, not only were most of the guns silenced, but that the
gunners in the fort could not stand to their guns ; in the mean time the fire raged in
the interior, and the southern face and a portion of the land-front seemed to have
become a perfect ruin, so after this fire had lasted about 2 hours from the larger ships
flags of truce were run up to the mast-heads of the admiral's ships, and the signal was
made to cease firing: boats were then sent in to parley, and it was finally agreed, on
the part of the Russian governor, to surrender the fort at discretion, the garrison
marching out prisoners of war.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DEFENCES.

The defences of the spit consisted of the large fort, which mounted about 60 guns,
and two small detached works, between the principal one and the end of the spit,
mounting re11pectively 11 and 9 guns.
The principal fort is a quadrangular work, two faces being parallel to the east and
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west shores of the spit, and the remaining two faces being directed respectively towards
tl:ie main.land and the point of the spit.
This fort is surrounded by a stone escarp varying in height from 12 to 20 feet, with
an earthen parapet about 15 feet in width. The sea faces are casemated, but little use
seeme to have been made of them for purposes of defence, only about 6 guns having
been mounted in them altogether, some of the embrasures being bricked up, and many
of the casemates being fi1led with stores and provisions.
The casemates themselves, however, were exceedingly well formed , and the venti1ation
of them, where there were any guns, was very good; but in instances where the
casemates had been converted into stores the rear had been closed by a wooden
partition. They were all completely bomb-proof, and the embrasures were placed
about 23 feet from centre to centre; piers 6 feet thick supported semi-circular arches,
the springing lines of which were about 6 feet 6 inches above the floors : all the casemates in use were fitted with platforms about 2 inches above the ground, the guns
being mounted upon traversing platforms and firing over a II genouill~re" about 2
feet in height.
The ]and-front is composed of three bastions of irregular trace, and of different
sizes, the curtains between the northern and central bastions being broken into two
lines forming an angle, the flank of each bastion being at right angles to that portion
of the curtain contiguous to it. The curtain between the central bastion of this front
and the southern bastion, which is the left bastion of the sea-front, is perfectly straight
and well flanked.
The sea-front and that towards the end of the spit are formed with a simple rampart,
the outside having a perpendicular escarp, about 12 feet high, and the inside being
revetted in a similar way ; the approach to the terreplein is by ramps, and the parapet
is formed of earth about 15 feet thick, with a sodded exterior slope and an interior
,
slope revetted with stone.
The north face of the land-front is connected by a long flank with a high casemated
work in the form of a redan. the parapet of which is raised considerably above
the terreplein of the contiguous works, whilst its casemates flank the escarpi and this
would assume the importance of an interior retrenchment in case an enemy should
attempt to mount the ramparts to its right and left. Had the casemates in it been
found to answer, it. would have proved the most formi.dable defence of the north-east
front, but, as before obsened, the embrasures had been walled up, and its po,,;er of
opening a flanking fire on the escarp to its right and left was in consequence greatly
reduced.
On the north.west side of the fort there is a regular front of fortification, which is
connected with the before mentioned casemated work by the flank of its northern
bastion; but the whole of this front is of similar section to that of the land-front, and
the terreplein is therefore very much below that of the" redan." Its flank defence is
exceedingly good; the flanks are curved, and the ends of the curtain are slightly thrown
back to meet them. The escarp of this front is about 12 feet highi but the number of
guns mounted on its terreplein was very insignificant.
The }eft face of the southern bastion of this front forms one end of the line of
defences on the sea side of the fort, which is built close to the water's edge, and has an
escarp about 20 feet high. entirely casemated from end to end, the casemates being
designed to afford flank defence; but as the casemates have not been used, nor had a
single gun mounted in them, the flank defence of this front becomes a mere bagatelle.
In the centre of it is a small bastion, and the line between this and the western extremity
of the front is broken into a small flank to protect the angle of the western bastion.
Both the land and the north-west fronts of the fort are provided with wide but
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shallow ditches and cunettes, but the counterscarp is so low as to be unworthy or
notice aud the defence of the outer edge of the ditch has been allowed to depend on
a cov~red way of low profile; but the salient angles have been filled in, anJ. are
constructed for guns en barbette, though in only one or two instances have guns been
mounted there.
The entrances to the fort are in the land and north-west fronts, and are approached
across the cunette by permanent wooden bridges with draw-bridges of antique
construction close to the escarp ; both these entrances, as well as the sallyport in the
east front, are well protected by very strong stoccade defences.
The interior space of the fort is taken up by extensive barracks for the accommodation of 1,500 men: the rooms are large and airy, well warmed, and of good design
generally ; but the stone-work of these buildings, and also of the defences, is of the
worst description; for this reason the rapidity of their destruction produced by the
ships' fire cannot be taken as a criterion of the power of a ship's broadside against
stone walls ; but on the other hand, with respect to the effect of shot on the floatingbatteries, for the first time made use of on this occasion, it is worthy of record that
one of them was struck 64 times by round shot from the fort, but that the greater
proportion of them fell harmless into the sea, and only one made an indentation of 2
inches in depth in the wrought iron plates with which they are covered.
There were found in the fort 9 mortars of different calibres, with a very tolerable
store of ammunition, but the parapets were remarkably short of guns, whole faces
being without a single gun, and, unlike the batteries at Sebastopol, little attempt had
been made to traverse those guns which were mounted,
The powder magazines were exceedingly well formed, with stone arches and
buttresses, the tops being well protected with earth, and, as a last attempt to make
them quite safe, the Russians had covered them with the spare trucks of the gun
carriages and traversing platforms.
The two detached works which complete the defences of the spit are situated
respectively at the distances of 1,400 yards and 3,300 yards from the fort. The spit is
370 yards wide close to the fort, but it gradually becomes narrower, until at the place
where the outer work is situated it is only 140 yards in width.
The latter is of an oblong form (see Plate 2), and its guns are mounted in casem:i.tes of a novel construction on the face towards the channel between the spit and
the main land, but the other face is merely a high embankment revetted with gabions
for musketry defence.
The casematesare constructed with heavy timbers 1 foot 6 inches square, laid across
immense uprights l foot 6 inches in diameter, which supply the place of stone piers
where the casemates are formed with arches ; these uprights, therefore, are placed on
either side of each embrasure and gun, and across the horizontal timbers which they
1mpport are laid two thicknesses of timber 1 foot square, and one layer of boarding 2
inches thick, with overlapping joints; on this planking is placed sand, about 6 feet
in thickness, its slopes being well revetted with sods cut from the salt marshes on
the spit.
The merlons 1 genouilli:!res, cheeks, sills and. lintelli of the embrasures themselves
are composed entirely of work similar to what is called, in America, crib-work, and
the timbers composing it are cut out of material measuring l foot 6 inches liquare 0
to strengthen the merlons there is an outside casing, which joins the interior angles
of the cheeks of the embrasures, and between the outside and inside casings there is
a thickness of 6 feet of sand: the whole of ea.eh merlon is also covered by a parapet of
aand of immense thickness, and it was evident that all the slopes were to have been
revetted with sod-work of great thicknes3 1 but the Russians had not sufficient time
to oomplete it.
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The wood of which it is composed is pine, and the magazine which is in the epaulment, at the end of the casemated battery, is of similar construction and material,
·md is rendered quite bomb-proof by an enormous mound of sand which has been
•
heaped over it.
There were 19 emlnasures in this battery, but only 9 guns had been mounted in it.
The work nearest to the fort was of the same oblong form, but of much simpler
construction, the guns being mounted on a raised terreplein, and firing through very
wide embrasures, the interior slope being indented, In this, as in the other, the great
preponderance of fire was directed towards the channel before mentioned, indeed their
deficiency of flank defence or ditch renders it evident that they were merely intended
for the purpose of defending it; and here it may be remarked that as their fire cut
neilher yard nor spar of any of those vessels which forced the passage, and did not in
any way impede them, they completely failed n fulfilling the purpose for which they
were constructed.
This fort, or rather battery, (for they should neither of them be ca1led by the former
name) had its magazine in a simi1ar position to that of the latter, and the entrance to
it was protected by a bomb.proof block.house constructed on the same principles as
the casemates of the outer battery, and evidently intended to serve the purpose of a
barrack as well as for defence.
The two small batteries were connected by a zigzag running along the spit, which
had two high banks on either side to protect the people passing along it from cannon
shot or musketry, and was directed so that no portion of it could be enfiladed by
either battery.

LOTHIAN NICHOLSON,
Captain Royal Engineer11.
October 22nd, 1855.

APPENDIX.

(Extract from Lord Lyons's Despatch, dated October 18th, 1855, describing
the capture of Kinburn.)
I have the bonor to i;tate that we arrived at a rendezvous off Odessa on the 8th inst.,
but, owing to strong south-west winds, which would have prevented the troops from
landing, it was not until the morning of the 14th inst. that the expedition was enabled
to reach the anchorage off Kin burn.
0 During the night the English steam gun-vessels Fancy, Boxer, Cracker and Clinker
and four French gun-vessels forced the entrance into Dnieper Bay, under a heavy but
ineffectual fire from the Spit Fort, and on the following morning the British troops,
under the orders of Brigadier-General the Hon. A. A. Spencer, together with the
French troops, under the command of General Bazaine, were landed about 3 miles to
the southward oftbe principal fort, and thus, by these nearly simultaneous operationR,
the retreat of the garrison and the arrival of reinforcements were effectually cut off.
11
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In the evening, the English and French mortar-Te11sels tried their ranies against

the main fort with excellent effect.
"The wind having again veered round to the southward, with a great deal of swell,
nothing could be done on the 16th, but on the forenoon of the 17th a fine northerly
breeze, with smooth water, enabled the French floating-batteries, mortar-vessels, and
gun-boats, with the Odin and the mortar-vessels and gun-boats named in the margin
to take up positions off Fort Kinburn; and their fire was so effective that before
noon the buildings in the interior of the fort were in flames, and the eastern face
had suffered very considerably.
"At noon, the Royal Albert, the Algiers, the Agamemnon, and the Princess Royal,
accompanied by Admiral Bruat's four ships of the line, approached Fort Kinburn in
a line abreast, which the shape of the coast rendered necessary, and the precision with
which they took up their positions in the elosest order with jib-booms run in, and only
2 feet of water under the keels, was really admirable. At the same moment the
squadron under the orders of Rear-Admirals Sir Houston Stewart and Pellion pushed
through the passage between Oczakoff and the spit of Kinburn, and took the forts in
reverse, while the St. Jean d' Acre, the Cura9ao, the Tribune and the Sphinx undertook the centre battery, and the Hannibal, Dauntless and Terrible that on the point
of the spit.
"The enemy soon ceased to reply to our overwhelming fire, and, though he made no
sign of surrender, Admiral Bruat and I felt that a garrison which had bravely defended
itself against so superior a force deserved every consideration, and we therefore made
the signal to cease firing, hoisted a flag of truce, and sent on shore a summons, which
was accepted by the Governor, Major-General Kokonowitch; and the garrison, consisting of 1,400 men, marched out with the honours of war. and laid down their arms
on the glacis, and, having surrendered themselvesas prisoners of war, they will be
embarked in Her Majesty's ship Vulcan to-morrow.
"The casualties in the Allied fleets are very few, amounting in Her Majesty's ships
to only 2 wounded, The loss of the enemy in killed and wounded is, I fear, very
liievere.
"In the three forts, which have suffered considerably by our fire, we found 81 guns
and mortars mounted, and an ample supply of ammunition.
"This morning the enemy has blown up the forts on Oczakofl'Point, which mounted
22 guns, and we learned from a Polish deserter, who escaped in a boat from them during
the night, that the Commandant apprehended an attack from our mortar-vessels, which
would not only have destroyed the forts but also the neighbouring dwellings."

(Extract from Brigadier-General Spencer's Despatch describing the Operations
at Kin burn.)

Her Majesty's Ship Royal Albert,
off Sebastopol, Nove:nber 4, 1855.
11 SIR,-In reporting the return of the Expeditionary Land Force under my command from Kinburn, I am now enabled to make, for the information of the Com• in-Chief, a more ample report v their proceedings than in my previously
·d Jespatch I was able to do.
landing of the troops three miles frum Kinburn Fort was effected without
n on the 15th October. Owing to a heavy surf, there was considerable
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difficulty in it, but the inrantry were all on shore by 11 o'clock (it commenced at
8 A..11.); and from the activity of the Royal Navy employed, the Cavalry and most
of the Artillery were landed in the coune of the day, though the first portion of the
Commissariat was only landed, and with great difficulty, on the evening of the
second day.
11 The whole force was very shortly in position.
The orders I had received from the
French General lhzaine were to protect with the English troops the right flank from
any attack the enemy might make for the relief of the garrison from Nicolaieff or
Kherson, whilst the French line was to be in our rear, but facing the fort.
" The ground I occupied was about a mile in extent ; the regiments were deployed
into line, every advantage being taken of the nature of the ground, which was
undulating.
0 The tents were pitched in rear of the battalions as they arrived from the landingplace. The regiments were employed immediately after landing in intrenching their
own front, thus making our general line of field works from the sea on either side.
A work was also thrown up in the course of the following day, on the left flank of the
line, to be occupied by field-pieces or by ship guns, should the fort not fall immediately. The nature of the ground rendered any assistance from the allied gun-boats
impossible.
"The French had hastily thrown up a place d'armes in rear of our right, from which
a re-embarkation, if necessary, might have been satisfactorily accomplished.
"The bombardment from the ships commenced on the afternoon of the 15th, but
from the state of the weather it was discontinued ; and on the 16th they were unable
to resume it from the same cause.
"By the morning of the 17th, the field works thrown up by the troops were, as far
as circumstances would admit of, very defensible, although too extensive. The
outlying pickets lhad also thrown up 11mall entrenchments at their respective posts.
That morning at day-break I made a reconnaissance with the detachments of French
and English cavalry and the 57th Regiment. The weather becoming thick, the
infantry returned after a march of four miles out. The cavalry proceeded to the
village of Paksoffka, a few miles further, which they found deserted. At 10 A.M. the
ships opened fire, and at three o'clock the forts surrendered, with about 1,400 prisoners.
17 officers and 739 men were given over to. me by General Bazaine, and were subsequently sent on board Her Majesty's ship Vulcan, to proceed to Constantinople. On
the following morning the forts at Otchakoff were blown up by the enemy. French
&nd English commissioners were appointed for the t&.king over of the material found
in the forts of Kin burn, and for the temporary division of the place".
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PAPER. XII.
ACCOUNT OP THE OPERATION OP BLASTING THE RocK AT THE HOLYHEAD
QUARRIES 01< THE 16th JANUARY, 1857, FOR THE SUPPLY OF STONE

FOR THE NEW H.l.RBOUR ,voRKS IN PROGRESS AT THAT STATION.

BT COLONEL SERVANTE, Rou.t

ENGINEERS,

The system of quarrying stone, by the old process ofbor·ni, and blasting with small
charges, for the construction of the pier or breakwater at the new harbour at
Holyhead, which obtained at the quarries there prior to the year 1850, having been
found inadequate to meet the periodical supply which was demanded by the terms of
the contract, the contractors (Messrs. Rigby) had recourse to the more eligible processes of mining, and employing greatly increased charges of powder, whereby they
have since been enabled to fulfil the conditions of their contract, dislodging from the
rock 1arge masses of stone by a single explosion.
Some account of the mining operations at the Holyhead quarries subsequently to
the period above stated, by Captain C. S. Hutchinson, R.E., have already appeared in
the 2ndVol. of the" Nt!w Series of the Professional Papers," and the operation of the
16th January, 1857, was a continuation of the system therein adverted to, which has
been carried on with so much success by the judgment and spirited exertions of Mr.
C. Rigby, aided by Mr. Reitheimer, the Engineer attached to the Firm.
By the directions of the Inspector-Generj:1,1 of Fortifications I proceeded to Holyhead
to witness the explosion of 16,000 lbs, of powder on the day adverted to, and to report
the result.
The quarries opened and worked by Messrs. Rigby are situated on the declivity of
the Holyhead mountam, and a portion of rock facing the north was that intended to
be dislodged on that occasion. The rock is of schistous quartz, intersected with
veins of crystalline quartz, from 1 to 20 inches in thickness. The stratification of
the rock in these quarries appears to be generally horizontal at the lower level,
whilst that of the higher level is vertical; the portion whic.:h was brought down on the
occasion referred to formed nearly horizontal strata, inclining from we!lt to east, its
average height being 115 feet and length 210 feet.
An entrance gallery 23 feet long, and 5~ 611 31 6 11 (see Plate), was driven from
the face of the rock, at the extremity of which a shaft 61 5' was sunk to the depth
of 23 feet, and from that level galleries were driven to the right and left, 85 feet and
78 feet long respectively, with two returns in each, as shown in the Plan. All the
chambers (which were 6 ft. X4 ft.), were three feet below the level of the ground-line of
the quarry, as it had been found by experience that when formed above that leYel a
wall of rock had been left standing after an explosion, which entailed great additional
after-labour and expense to remove it.
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The powder for loading the chambers was contained in canvass bags, well coated
wi~h Stockholm tar, and the chambers were closed by dry walls of stone 3' 611 in
thickness.
The galleries and shaft were tamped with stiff red clay, obtained from strata found
in the quarries (which is found to answer admirably) and the tamping was carried
through the entrance gallery to the face of the rock.
The method employed in estimating the total quantity of powder for loading the 4,
chambers was as follows, viz. :-the cubical content of the mass to be dislodged was
divided by 12, the minimum number of cubic feet per ton (the rock varying from 12 to
14 feet per ton), and the result divided by 5, the assumed datum being that I lb. of
powder was sufficient to dislodge 5 tons of stone-the formula adopted therefore in
.

the present mstance was

210 X 115 X 40

12

: 5.

The quantities apportioned to Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 chambers (the lines of least
resistance being respectively 26 ft., 25 ft., 20 ft. and 27 ft.), were 41200 lbs., 4,500 lbs.,
2,800 lbs , 5,000 lbs.; these charges were not calculated by any specific formula, founded
on the lengths of lines of least resistance cubed, but by the relative length1:1 of these
lines, the degree of tenacity of the rock which each would more immediately act on,
and the presence of joints which would tend to disunite the mass from the main rock.
At a given signal the mines were fired by the Voltaic battery (46 cells) and with
very successful reimlts.
The mass was quietly overthrown, down to the level of the quarry ground-line, with
very little noise; and scarcely a stone was thrown into the air. The quantity was found
by measurement. to be about 1201000 tons, in blocks of from 3 to 40 tons, thus
averaging 7½ tons of stone per pound of powder; hut probably it will be found to be
more by actual weight, as I understand from Mr, Rigby that the quantities are
generally found to be greater when weighed (which they always are when in transit
to the breakwater), than they were assumed to be by measurement in the first instance.
The extreme length of range to which any blocks of stone were propelled was 430
feet from the face of the rock. The rails laid down in the quarries for the transit of
stone were removed, previously to the explosion, as far only as it was presumed would
be the limit of its sphere of action.
A well protected shed was erected for the accommodation of visitors, facing the rock
to be exploded, and about 600 yards from its base, where the operation was witnessed
in perfect security; the weather was fine and clear, with a moderate breeze from the
north.west.
A singular incident took place at the moment of explosion : a goat, which was
browsing on the top of the rock, was propelled on a block of stone upwards of 400 ft.,
and jumping from it just before it came in contact with the ground, alighted on its
legs unhurt, saving a trifling cut on one leg.
The subjoined detail of preliminary operations may probably be interesting8 miners were employed working in two reliefs (during the 24 hours) for 8 months,
whose wages averaged trom 18s. to 22s. per week, according to the quantity of work
executed.
l smith and 1 striker employed sharpening tools 7~ days each.
cwt. qra. lbs.

Iron used.
Steel do.
Coals do.
Powder used in driving galleries, &c., 727 lbs.
Bickford's fuze, 1600 yards.

14 2 2
I 2
16 0 0

'

,,,/,i
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Oil for lighting, 14¾ gallons, which, having been used in well constructed lamps with
small wicks, is stated to have preserved the air purer than when cand1es were used,
and to have effected a saving of 20 per cent by its adoption.
The powder used was procured from Messrs. Curtis and Harvey, and was manufactured for Messrs. Rigby; its strength is tested by an 8-inch mortar charged with
l½oz. of powder, which gives a range of from 300 to 330 feet, at 45°, to a68-lb.
polished shot.
The chambers were not lined, hut I-inch flooring planks were laid 3 inches above
the level of the chamber floor.
Each barrel of powder was opened with a wooden mallet, the contents were emptied
into small canvass bags, which were handed through the galleries by 40 to 50 miners,
and then emptied into one large bag (intended to · contain the entire charge for the
chamber), by a person appointed to perform that duty: a charge of from 4,000 to
5,000 lbs. was in this manner securely lodged in about SO minutes. To prevent
accident, the whole of the floors were covered with a layer of clay 1 inch thick, as it
is stated that the miners employed in this and similar operations wear boots with iron
nails. It is also the duty of the foreman of a section to inspect each man's pockets,
as they are in the habit of carrying matches on their persons. The bursting charge
was inserted into the bag, and well secured to prevent its being disturbed by the
tamping, the wires were conducted along the head of each chamber and gallery to the
face of the rock, and were frequently tested during the progress of tamping by the
11 indicator "
to ascertain that the electric current was perfect, after which the
entrances of the chambers were closed by a dry wall of stone 3 ft. 6 in. thick, and the
whole of the galleries and shafts were then tamped with clay by means of a wooden
rammer.
Upwards of 800 tons of powder have by this process been safely lodged during the
mining operations carried on at the Holyhead quarries without a single accident on
record. Bags for containing the charges are prepared at the establishment for from
SOO to 5,000 lbs. of powder each.
The Voltaic battery used was constructed at Messrs. Rigby's establishment on the
spot, and was on'' Groves'' principle; the copper wire· was spun with calico on a drum.
It wi11 be seen by the plan that the line of explosion was restricted by a high rock
on either side, opposing a lateral resistance, and thus lessening the effect which would
have been othenvise produced, and which would probably have given a result of 20
additional tons of stone.
It appears doubtful whether a saving might not have been effected in the extent of
thl' galleries and shaft leading to the chambers, without lessening the results.
The time occupied in the preliminary operations appf!ars to be great, but I understand that it does not exceed the average of similar operations at these quarries.
The miners employed at the quarries are paid by the lineal foot and not by the cubic
foot of gallery driven, and they invariably prefer making these galleries of great area,
the convenience of which they consider more than compensates for the le:sser amount
of excavation in smaller galleries.

W. SE!l.VANTE,
Sth February, 185T.

Lieut.-Col. Royal Engineers.
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PAPER

XIII.

ACCOUNT OP A NEW CEMENT, AND OF THE EXPERIMENTS WHICH

LED TO ITS DISCOVERY.

BT CAPTAIN H. SCOTT, ROYAL

ENGINEERS.

I have been assured by several of my brother officers that others as well as them.
&elves would feel an interest in my experiments on limes and cements, and I am
therefore induced to offer, for insertion in the Professional Papers, the following
brief account of them.
During the progress of the new works at Gibraltar, much difficulty was experienced
in putting in the foundations of the escarp wall of Jumper's Battery from the quick
decomposition of the shale, which had to be excavated to a depth of 8 feet to receive
them. On more than one occasion this decomposition proceeded so rapidly as to have
endangered the lives of the men who were at work on them, and some interest was
excited conctrning the cause of the rapid change from a hard rock to semi-fluid mud.
After my return to England, having acquired a slight knowledge of chemical
analysis, I begged General Harding, then Commanding Royal Engineer at Gibraltar,
to send me specimens from different parts of the rock, and especially of this shale.
The shale containedNo. I.
29·55
Lime.
·92
Magnesia.
1·59
Alumina.
4·68 •
Iron oxyde.
22·84
Carbonic acid.
·07
Sulphuric acid.
traces
Sulphur.
59·65

Soluble in hydrochloric acid.
Silica.
Alumina.
Iron oxyde.
Potash.
Soda.
Loss.
Insoluble in hydrochloric acid,
Bituminous matter.
Hygroscopic moisture.
Loss.

80·15
2·78
1-53
·07
·39
•45

3•·37
1·50
1·64
1-84

100·00
• Traces in the state of sulphuret, to which apparently the decomposition of the rock
wu chiefly due, the sulphuret having changed into the soluble sulphate of iron under
the aotion of the atmosphere.
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And having ]earned from the works of Smeaton, Sir Charles Pasley and othen,
that hydraulic limes and cements contained a proportion of clay, I was naturally led
to suspect that a limestone of the above composition might yield a cement; and, in
fact, on trial, this specimen after calcination sets in 7 or 8 minutes.
A nother specimen, taken from the shore of the town-front, consisted of-

No. 2.
19·76
•99
4·46
7·96
15·56
trace a
traces

Lime.
Magnesia.
Alumina.
Iron oxyde,
Carbonic acid.
Sulphuric acid.
Sulphur.

48-73

Soluble in hydrochloric acid.
43·72
J-59
1-68
·12
·27

Sili ca.
Alumina.
Iron oxyde.
Potassa.
Soda.
In soluble in hydrochloric acid.

47-38

Bituminous matter
Hygroscopic moisture.
Loss.

1·90
1-40
·59

100·00
This also yielded a cement, but inferior to the first. Here the quantity of clay was
in excess, and the cement worked very short,
The next specimens examined were taken, I believe, from what is termed the" black
rock" on the north front, and containedNo. 4.
No. 3.
Lime.
50·35
36·79
Magnesia.
traces
i'IO
Alumina.
'15
Iron oxyde.
traces
1·62
Carbonic acid.
29·52
40·72
Sulphuric acid.
•06
Sulphur.
traces
traces

Soluble in hydrochloric acid.

1\1~:ina.
')
hon oxyde.
Potassa.
Soda.
Loss.

1

• ,

91·07

•

,

.

Insoluble in hydrochloric acid.
Bituminous matter.
Hygroscopic mixture .
Gain 01· Joss.

69·24
19·47
·la

4-74

• 8.40
}

1-62

8·40

25·98

·66
·14

2·24
·80

- ·27
100·00

+

I-74

100·00
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No. 3 yielde~ a moderately hydraulic lime, and No. + what n\ight be termed a
cement, and which, when allowed to set before immersion, soon surpassed in hardness
No. I.
The beds, however, from which these stones were taken were never used for lime
beeausei as I have understoodi they afforded a substance which, after calcinatio;,
slaked imperfectlyi or not at all; and yet, if treated properly, they would have m:ide
mortar far superior to that produced from the pure and white limestones made use of
for this purpose. The following are analyses of specimens taken from the white beds
alluded to, which were also worked for ashlar and backing.

No. 5.
Lime.
Magnesia.
Alumina.
Iron oxyde.
Carbonic acid.
Silica.
Bituminous matter.
Hygroscopic moisture.
Loss. •

No. 6.

55·53
·20

55-23

·64
a trace

a trace

43·76

43·30
·20
·30
•18

·30
·14
·07

·15

100·00

100·00

Whilst these experiments were in progress, I had the good fortune to be visited by
Sir William Reid (then Commanding Royal Engineer at ,voolwich), who took so
much interest in what I was about, that he procured the sanction of the InspectorGeneral of Fortifications to my giving some instruction to the officers and non-commissioned officers in the mode of testing calcareous limes and cements; and to enable
me to carry this out, and to prosecute my own experiments more conveniently, he
obtained the use ofan unoccupied building at the bottom of the Sappers' drill ground.
Shortly afterwards I made an examination of some specimens of limestone from
Plymouth, and, amongst others, of one from a slaty bed which very much interfered
with the working of the quarry in which it occurred. It varied from 12 to 14 feet in
thickness, and being unfitted for building purposes, or, if burned to lime, slaking
imperfectly, was carted to waste at a heavy expense.
I cannot now find my own analysis of this stone, but it appears, from an examination
recently made of it, after calcination, by Ensigns Meade and Birney of the Hon. East
India Company's Engineers, that it contains, approximately, of

n

Ll=
l\lagnesia.
Iron and alumina.
Silica.
Sulphuric acid, chorine, potash, soda, and loss.

3

7·5
22·5
{j

100·0

and in common with other beds of similar composition in its immediate neighboure
hood, it has since been proved by experiments, carried on in the Royal Engineer yard
at Devonport, to yield a lime that, in dry situations, (in which alone the comparison
was made) can compete in strength with the Lias, whilst it can be supplied in Plymouth
and the neighbourhood at less than two-thirds of the cost of that material. It is now
being used in a portion of the government works instead of the Lias.

u

H6
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Whilst experimenting on this bed, it so happened that a piece which had been
placed in a dining room fire for calcina.tion, was allowed to remain there for some
time after the fire hacl burned clull, cinders and ashes having been thrown upon it, On
taking it out, and trying, by the application of some acid, whether it was pr.operly
bnrned, it effervesced with violence, and was therefore again returned to the fire.
This however was so choked that it would not burn with sufficient brightness to
expel the carbonic acid from the stone, and on a second trial it effervesced as much as
before. Somewhat impatiently, I rubbed it into a powder, mixed the powder with
water. and waited in expectation of seeing it slake; but instead of this, much to my
surprise, it gradually harclened into a solid mass. A repetition of the experiment
produced the same result, and it succeeded equally well with pure lime, Contrary to
my first expectations, hO\,ever, I found it necessary to burn the stone or chalk to lime
before placing it between the feebly glowing cinders, as their temperature was not
sufficient to expel any appreciable amount of carbonic acid from the particles below
the surface. The carbonic acid found to be present in my first experiment had probably been all re-absorbed, as there was no visible core, and at a low red heat this
gas is readily taken up again. Some specimens of it were thetl shewn to Dr. Faraday,
Dr. ,vm. Allan Miller, and .Mr. Abel, now Chemist to the ,var Department, and
finding that the phenomenon was new to them, and I was aware that it was so to lime
burners, I was induced to take out a }latent for the discovery. I then conceived that
the effect was due to the conversion of the lime into a sub-carbonate, but subsequent
experiments and analysis having convinced me that the substance produced would set
equally well though no carbonic acid were combined with it, I procured a second
patent II for subjecting quick lime in a heated state to an atmosphere arising from the
combustion of coke, coal, and substances of a like nature." The lime was to be supported on iron bars, or on a perforated floor, and kept for about 24 hours at a dull
glow by coke burning, or as I may term it, smouldering, on the fire-bars beneath.
This procesii answered perfectly so long as I confined myself to operating on quantiti es of 4 or 5 bushels, and I imagined that with an increase of scale a great saving
of fu el would be effected, but when Messrs Lee and Co.J who proposed working the
patent, attempted to carry on the process on a manufacturing scale, they fotmd the
results so variable, and the consumption of coke so large, as to render the mercantile
success of the plan very doubtful.
I was compelled therefore to return to my experiments on a small scale, and,
assisted and encouraged by Colonel Sandham, the Director of the Royal Engineer
Establishment, I not only tried every form of kiln which I thought might render the
process surer in its results and more economical, but commenced a fresh series of
laboratory experiments with the different products arising from the combustion of
coke and coal. I omitted, however, to try the effect of sulphurous acid, both now and
on former occasions, because, as I believed, the required effect had been produced
with charcoal which could not have generated it. Unfortunately, the experiment on
which this belief was founded was tried by another person. My substitute found his
charcoal running short, and made il out with a little coke ;-so little, however, he
assured me, that it could not influence the result. The result was successful, and
whenever afterwards the idea of trying any of the compounds of sulphur and oxygen
suggested itself, I dismissed it on the strength of this experiment.
One night, however, I happened to charge my furnace with frei;h fuel in the dark,
and my attention was attracted by the ignition of some particles of su]phuret of iron
rubbed from the coke as it was thrown in. The pcssibility of my having been deceived
as to the quantity of coke used in the experiment above al1uded to, arose in my mind,
and I determined at all events to try the effect of sulphurous acid, for all the other
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products of the combustion of coke, whether tried singly or combined, had failed to
produce the desired effect when generated in any other way. The following morning,
then, a few pounds of sulphur were thrown in with the coke during the usual kiln
process, and, at the end of a much shorter time than I commonly allowed, the contents of the kiln were examined, and found to be in the state desired. At the same
time to ascertain whether sulphurous acid, produced in any other manner, and without
an admixture of other gases, would yield similar results, an iron pipe containing a
few pieces of quick lime was passed through the kiln, so that they might be kept at
the correct temperature, and a current of sulphurous acid evolved by acting on
sulphuric acid with copper, was passed over them, and this also proved successful.
In the next experiment the lime in the kiln was first raised to the required temperature, and then the firing having been raked out, a pot of ignited sulphur was
introduced, and the ash-pit and fire-door closed, so as to admit only sufficient air to
continue its combustion. Here again the results were satisfactory, and a third patent
was immediately secured II for subjecting lime in a heated state to the action of
sulphurous acid."
In carrying out this process, the following method is at present practised:Quick lime, prepared by any of the ordinary methods, is placed on a perforated
arched floor in a layer 3 feet deep, having beneath it a fire-place 1 foot broad, with
cheeks sloping outwards to the full width of the kiln, and extending throughout its
whole length. The fire-bars are l; 311 from the ground, and the perforated fire -brick
arch consists of two 4J inch rings, 3; 6 11 above them. The whole is covered in with
a 9-inch semicircular arch, springing 21 6 11 above the perforated floor.
At the end of the kiln furthest from the fire-door, is a hatch or opening 2' 6 11 wide
and 4' high. for charging and drawing. This is closed during the process with a
double wall of bricks, having an intermediate space of a few inches filled with lime
dust. The chimney is over the hatch, and is raised about I foot above the outer ring
of the semicircular arch which forms the roof.
The kiln i3 6 feet long and 2' 6 11 broad, and therefore in a depth of 3 feet contains
3 cubic yards of lime.
The kilns which the manufacturers propose to erect (that above described being
intended for experimental purposes onlyj will be about 23 feet long and 10 feet wide,
with 4 fire-places, two at either end, separated by a wall of brick extending to the
height vf the perforated .floor. In other respects they will differ little from the sm.all
kiln here described.
,vhen the charge of lime has been raised to a dull glow, the firing is raked out, and
30lbs. of sulphur are introduced into the ash-pit in iron pots. As soon as this sulphur is fully ignited, the chimney is shut up, and the ash-pit and fire-door closed,
some little air still finding its way in and continuing its combustion. At the end of
7 or 8 hours, (in my three bushel kiln I found 2 hours sufficient) the charge is raked
out, ground to powder, and packed in casks for use.
The nature of the lime, as respects its mode of combining with water, is now
strangely altered; for, instead of slaking, it will, when mixed up with it, gradually
harden into a stone-like substance.
The process is applicable to any lime, but that which will be used principally in
London and the neighbourhood is the well known Halling lime, prepared from the
lower chalk, and po3sessing feeble hydraulic properties.
The following circular from the manufacturers. ilessrs. Lee. Son and Smith, of the
Halling Lime ,vorks, near Rochester, will explain its application and the mode
of treating it.
"This Cement possesses, for internal purposes, where an imitation of white marble

14S
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is not intended, all the valuable properti es which have brought the expensive Parian
and Keene's Cements into use, and it can be employed. more cheaply than ordinary fone
a,ul liair plaster.
u It is also admirably adapted for exte rnal coatings; for when exposed to the
atmosphere, it enjoys the conditions most favourable to its strength, and it dries to
that pleasing light buff, which is termed stone colour, and of which we have an
example in the Magnesian Limeston e selected for the construction of the Houses of
Parliament.
'' It does not, like the Roman Cement, require great skill in its application, the
time in which it sets being just that which a plasterer requires.
u As a mortar, or for concrete, it possesses remarkable cementitious properties, and
for Hydraulic purposes is superior to the much•esteemed Lias Lime. "
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE ,

" Th e cement must be kept dry and protected from the air.
"Use 3, 4, or 5 parts of sand to I of cement, for a rendering coat; and 3 of sand,
or less, to I of cement, for finishing, according to the work required. The sand to
be clean and sharp, and for the rendering coat coarse.
'' The surface to which it is to be applied, particularly if the brickwork be old, must
be well wetted. If this precaution be not attended to, the cement is robbed of the
water which is necessary to its becoming a solid mass. and crumbles from the wall.
The effect will occur within one or two days of its being put up.
"In summer time, if exposed to the sun, the cement should be occasionally wetted
for a day or two, to prevent a too rapid desiccation, which detracts from the hardness
it is otherwise capable of assuming,
" If used for moulding purposes (when I or 2 parts of sand to 1 of cement may be
employed) the cast must be well wetted, or, still better, immersed in water for an hour
or two, before it has become thoroughly dry.
'' For mortar, use 3 or 4 parts of sand to I of cement.
"For concrete, treat it like ground Lias Lime."

HENRY SCOTT, Captain, R.E.
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PAPER XIV.

ON TUE DEFLECTION OF THE PLUMB-LINE AT ARTHUR'S SEAT, AND THE
:MEAN SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THE EARTH.

SocIEu BY

COMMUNICATED TO THE ROYAL

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JAMES,

R.E.,F.R.S.,M.R.I.A., &c.,

SUI'.ERINTENDENT OF THE ORDNANCE SURVEY,

The Royal Society has, from the very commencement of the Ordnance Survey of
the United Kingdom, taken 'a deep interest in its progre!ls, I have therefore great

pleasure in announcing to the Society the completion of all the computations connected with the Primary Triangulation, the measurement of the Arcs of Meridians,
and the figure and dimensions of the Earth.
The account of all the operations and calculations which have been undertaken and
executed is now· in the press, and will shortly be in the hands of the public.
After determining the most probable spheroid from a1l the astronomical and geodetic
amplitudes in Great Britain, we find that the plumb-line is considerably deflected at
seYeral of our principal Trigonometrical Stations, and at almost every station the cause
of the deflection is apparent in the configuration of the surrounding country.
The deflection of the plumb-line at Arthur's Seat is 5 11 •25, and at the Royal
Observatory at Edinburgh it amounts to 511•63 to the South. The unequal distribution of matter here, the great trough of the Firth of Forth being on the North, and the
range of the Pentland on the South, presents a tangible cause for the deflection; but
a:; the contoured plans of the county of Edinburgh are published, and we have the most
perfect data that it is possible to obtain for estimating the amount of local attraction
at Arthur's Seat and the Calton Hill, and as it appeared to me that an investigation
of this matter was not only necessary to confirm and establish the results arrived
at from the previous investigation of all the observed latitudes, but would also prove
highly interesting to science, I decided on having observations taken with Airy's
Zenith Sector on the summit of Arthur's Seat, and at points near the meridian on the
North and South of that mountain, at about one-third of its altitude above the surrounding country.
The observations were made by Sergeant-Major Steel of the Royal Sappers and
Miners, during the months of September and October last; 220 double obsen·ations
of stars were taken at each Station, and the results have justified my confidence in
him as an obsener.
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To Captain Clarke, R.E., I entrusted all the reduotions and computations connected
with these observations, as well as the computations of the local attraction at Calton
Hill. The following communication has been drawn up by him, and I trust it will
prove acceptable to the Royal Society, and do him. credit as a mathematician.
I ha\•e myself examined the geological structure of Arthur's Scat and the whole of
the county of Edinburgh, and have had the specific gravity ofall the rocks ascertained ,
with the view of estimating the mean specific gravity of the whole mass; but although
the geological structure of Arthur's Seat is well exposed, and we have deduced from
its mean specific gravity (2·75J the mean specific gravity of the earth, viz., 5·316, it
is not such a mountain as I should have selected for this special object.
Since these observations were made, on examining the correspondence connected
with the Survey, with the view of drawing up an historical sketch of its progress for
publication, I was agreeably surprised to find that the late Dr. Macculloch had been
employed for six years, from 1814 to 1819, in examining the whole of Scotland for the
purpose of selecting a mountain which, from its homogeneous structure, size, and
form, would be best suited for observations for the purpose of determining the mean
specific gravity of the earth, and that he considered the Stack Mountain in Suther)andshire admirably suited for the purpose. The transfer of the whole force of the
Survey from the North of England and Scotland to Ireland, prevented the late General
Colby from undertaking this investigation; but as the Survey of Scotland is now in
full progress, I purpose early in the spring to go down to the Stack Mountain, to have
it and the surrounding country surveyed and contoured, and to have the observation'S
taken for determining the attraction of its mass, and I trust at the close of the present
year to lay the results before the Royal Society.
I forward herewith a model of Arthur's Seat, made from the contoured plan on the
scale of 6 inches to a mile, and also an impression of the plan itself, with section«.
showing the geological structure of Arthur's Seat, and a table of the specific gravity
of the rock of which it is composed.

.

HENRY JAMES,
February 7, 1856.

Lieutenant-Colonel Royal Engineers.

In deducing from the observations made at the three stations on Arthur's Seati with
the zenith sector, the latitudes of those stationsi if we assign to the resulting latitude
given by any one star a weight equal to the number of observations of that star, the
final latitudes of the three stations will stand thus:-

Stations.

Designated.

Latitude,

Number of
Oloservation1,

South Station. . . . .
Arthur's Seat (summit)•
North Station. . • . •

s
A

N

55

56 26•69
55 56 43·95
55 57 9·50

427
425
411

The latitudes thus obtained being affected by the errors of the assumed declinations
of the stars, the amplitudes to be adopted as final are obtained in the following manner.
• The '~~~~o~e~~i1~:P

l~~m;i~:1h~!~!t';11t1b;fir~~:ei:t t~::r~~= ~,:~l~a~:ert!r~io~:~:~~~~ Station,
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Let </) 1 <f>,,, be the values of the amplitudes SA, AN to be determined, and Jet the stars
obi.e-rvcd 11t Sand A only, give these values-

</)1 =a, r/) 1 =a', <j, 1 =a" . ....
Lrt stars observed at A and N only, give the values-

rj,,,, =b, <j),,,=b', </) 2 =b" . .•..
Let stars observed at Sand N only, give the values-

<J,.+ q,,=c, q,,+<J,,=•', <J,,+<J,,=c" .....
A ucl Jet stars observed at S, A, and N give the values-

</)1=a1, </>1=a'1, </)1=a"1 · • •,

</>2=b1, </),=b'1, <J>,,,=b 11 1 •

• • •

Let d, t, and the same letters accEmted, be taken to denote the number of times the
stars of the first set are observed at S and A respectively. Let/, g and h, k represeut
the same quantities for the stars of the second and third set; and let n, p, q, and the
same letters accented, be taken to denote the numbers of times the stars of the fourth
and 1.'.ist set are observed at S, A, N respectively.
The values of </) 1 </J'2 adopted are those which render the quantity

~ L:.<<l>,-a)') n

(1!i</>,-b)'} H

t :k(q,,+q,,-c) ')

H {. ':;./<t>,-•,l') H V'i:/<J,,-b,)•)
a minimum. Making the differential coefficients of this quantity with respect to
and <p?. respectively =O, we obtain

<p

Hq,, +Kq,, - L =O
Kq,, +M<J,,-N =O

j,'I

iu y,Jiich equations

K=~ (

Ilk )
1;-n.
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If }t be any number, the value of <p 1 + ft</)'l is
(-l'K + M)L +(-K+ 1,H)N

</J,+µ.</J,

HM-K•

+

hence the error of </Ji
p<f, 2 depends upon the manner in which the errors of th e
quantities aa, • .• b b, .. • c• •••• enter into this expression.
L et (ta) an d (f'l/b) be the sums of the errou of observation at S and A, of a star of
the first set, the same quantities being accented for other stars. Let (al)), ( ac) represent correspon ding quantities for stars of the second set, (f3a), (f3c) and ( Ea), (eb), (Ee)
the same quantities for the third and fourth sets of stars,
Th en L and N are affected with the errors

L
N
From these expressions we may derive, finally, the following: if Ebe the probabl e
error of an observation, the probabl e error of <jJ 1
µ<f:, 2 is

+

_ E_ { ~f(MH -K•) + 2PMK-21'(K(HM-K•)+P(HM+K•))

).[H-K'l

+1••(H (HM-K')+2PKH))

~

where
The values of H, M, K, P, Land N are found to be
H = 168·93 M = 168·52 K = 46·06

L
whence we obtain

= 362·40

N

=

182·20 P

</,,= 17"·00 </J,= 25•·53

=

49·34

</J,+<f, , = 42"·53,

Now the value of Eis to be deduced from the differences between the individual
an d mean results given by the different stars. The sum of the squares of these errors
is found from the whole of the observatioi;i,s to be 712·1, hence the mean square of an
error of observation (1263 ohs.) is 0·56, and the probable error of an observation
consequently =0n·5 0(=·67-y' 0 56).
W e have th erefore the probable error of <j, 1

+ µ.<p'l equal to

~;:.~ { 52048-544-661' +522·041'' } l:0"·043 { 1 -1·0461'+1'')

~

so that the probable errors of <f> 1 and r/J, are each equal 0"·043.
As the differences of latitude are the quantities principally required, we may append
these amplitudes to any one of the observed latitudes, Thus making use of the
observed latitude of the South Station, namely 55° 56' 26"·69, there will result by
applying the above most probable amplitudes the following latitudes:Latitude of S
55° 56' 26°·69
,, A ::: 55° 56' 43"·69

,, N

=
=55° 57'

9"·!2

The last two latitudes differ from those in the first table by about a quarter of a
•econd each.
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The amplitudes derived from the latitudes in the first table, when compared witll
those we hue coni.idered as most probable, show the following differences : 0"·26
A-S ....
0"·02
N-S ....
0 11 ·28
N-S., .•

+
+
+

GEODETICAL AMPLITUDBB.

By means of a small network of triangulation connected with the secondary triangulation of the Ordnance Survey in the county of Edinburgh, the following results
were obtained : -

~

From

Arthur's Seat, Trigonometrical Station {

I

t·.

Bearing,

Di,tance.
lt,

1426·7
2490·0

+2 7

179
6 0 17

The bearings being reckoned from North round by East. The corresponding amplitudes are 14"·06 and 24"·40: in order, however, to the comparison of these with the
amplitudes before considered, the quantity 0"·13 must be added to the first of the
geodetical amplitudes and deducted from the second for the difference of the two
stations on the summit of the hill. The geodetical amplitudes are therefore
A-S 14"·19
N-A=24"·27
38"·46.
N -S
By comparing these amplitudes with the actual astronomical amplitudes we find the
following results : (1) Between the vertex of the hill and the South Station 1 the astronomical amplitude
exceeds the geodetical by 211•81.
(2) Between the vertex of the hill and the North Station, the astronomical amplitude
exceeds the geodetical by 1"·26.
(3) Between the North Station and the South Station, the astronomical amplitude
exceeds the geodetical by 4"•07.

=
=

GEODETICAL LATITUDES,

The latitude of the Trigonometrical Station on the summit of Arthur's Seat is,
when referred to, or projected on that spheroidal surface which best repreRents all the
astronomically determined points in Great Britain,
55° 56' 38"·31,
from which, by the application of the geodetical amplitudes, we obtain the latitudes
of the other two points1 shown in the following Table, in contrast with the observed
latitudes : Astronomical
St»tion,

s.
A.

N.

Latitude.

5°5

I

56

216•69
55 56 43·69
55 57 9·22

I

Geodetical

A-0.

Latitude.

2-4+

5°5 56 24•25
55 56 38-44
65 57 2•71

5·25
6·51
X
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It might have been anticipated that, on account of the attraction of the hill at the
South Station, the deflection of the plumb-line would have been to the north, which
by throwing the zenith to the south would have caused the observed latitude to be
less than its true value. The contrary, however, takes place, for the observed latitude
is greater than the geodetical. On proceeding next to the second station, namely,
that on the summit of the hill, a similar anomaly is observed; there is an attraction
or deflection to the south of more than five seconds, which can hy no means be
attributed to the hill, as its attraction upon any object at its vertex is very nearly
equal north or south. A similar anomaly is visible at the North Station; there is a
deflection to the south of6 11·5 1 which is considerably more than that due to the mass of
the hill, as will appear hereafter.
It is clear, therefore, that there is some other disturbing force acting at each of these
stations besides the attraction of Arthur's Seat, and which appears to produce a general
deflection to the south of about five seconds.
The comparison of the observed and calculated latitudes of the observatory on the
Calton Hill serves to corroborate this fact. The latitude of this observatory, as determined by observation, is
55° 57' 2311•20.
The latitude of the Trigonometrical Station on this hill, when referred to the same
spheroidal surface we have before mentioned, namely, that agreeing most nearly with
all the astronomically determined points in Great Britain, is 55° 57' 17 11 ·51: the
difference of latitude of these two points \taking the centre of the Altitude and Azimuth
instrument of the observatory as the point whose latitude is above given) is 0 11 ·06, so
tlu,t the calculated latitude of the Calton Hill observatory is

55° 57' l71f•57,
which is less than the astronomical by 5 11 ·68; sho·.ving & deflection to the south of that
&mount in existence at the Calton Hill. Now the :ttraction of the mass of Arthur's
Seat upon the Calton Hill is easily calculated to be between 0"·) and 0"·2, consequently the deflection here visible is certainly not due to Arthur's Seat.
It seems therefore very probable that the general deflection of five seconds to the
south, brought out at all these stations, is due to one and the same cause.
An explanation of this phenomenon immediately offers itself in the existence of the
hollow of the Forth to the north, and the Pentland Hills and other high ground to the
south 1 but whether these may be sufficient to produce the effect observed will be considered hereafter.
DEFLECTION CAUSED BT AM

ATTRACTING MASS.

Let it be required to find the attraction exercised by a given mass placed on the
surface of the earth upon a gi•en point on the surface, the distance being supposed so
small that the sphericity of the earth need not be considered. Let the position of
any point of the attracting mass be determined by the coordinates r, (J, z; rand
originating in the attracted point and being measured in the horizontal plane passing
through that point, :i: being measured perpendicular to this plane. Let also the value
of 0=0 correspond to the meridian line, then the volume of an indefinitely small
element of the attracting mass being rd8. dr. d:i:, if p be its density, its attraction
will be

e

r·pdr•d(J•dt
%1

+ r'"
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and therefore iu attraction in the direction of the meridian is equal to this quantity
multiplied by r • (r'+ z')-1, cos 0; so that the attraction of the whole maBB is equal to

SSS

r'dr•d•
p cos 0d0 (•'+•')

f

In order to perform the integrations here indicated, the equation of the surface of the
attracting mass is required to determine the limits i this cannot be expreHed, nor can
p, which is also a function of r0z, But it is easy to find the attraction of a ma • s of
uniform density included within the following surfaces:-The horizontal planes ==O,
x=h, the two cylindrical surfaces defined by the equations r:::r 1 , r:::r.,, r 1 r 2 being
constants, and two vertical planes determined by the equations 8=0 1 , 6:::9 1 , 6 1 6 1
being constants ; p being supposed also constant. Integrating between these limits,
the attraction of the mass under consideration is found to be
A::: h(sin

P

e -sin (J

•

'

)

which being expanded is equal to (putting r 1

log r .,+V~'.

,,+v•l+h'

+ r~= 2r)

Hence, by taking r 2 -r 1 sufficiently small,

or if E be the angle of elevation of the centre point of the upper horizontal surface of
the mass in question, at the attracted point

If h be small, so that its square may be neglected,

The angle of deflection produced by any horizontal attracting force acting on the
plumb.line is measured by the ratio of the attracting force to the force of gravity or
the attraction of the earth.
The attraction of the earth upon any point on its surface in latitude X is•

)
M(
A ,
2
b* 1-,- 2+(5m_,).,
3m

sm

1there h is the polar semiaxis, • the ellipticity of the surface, and,,. the ratio
• Aia'l'I MaLhematical Tract,, PP• 107,171,

o(

the
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centrifugal force at the equator to the equatorial gravity; if we put a for the radiut
of the equator, the attraction may also be expressed thus-

~.. (5m
111(
- -e ) sin~;\. ) •
- 1---+
ab

here

2

'

2

m= 2-,,=_!_, sin sx=~ nearly ; whence it will follow that the term within

JOO
800
289
the bracket will only influence the attraction by less than a six-hundredth p11.rt of its
amount, and will therefore only affect the calculated deflection in that ratio. Therefore
it is sufficiently exact to assume the attraction equal to that of a sphere whose radius
is equal to the mean of the principal semi-diameters of the earth, or 3956·1 miles:
hence the at-traction on any point on its surface=!,,,-, a (3956·1), taking the mile as
the unit of measure linear. The deflection, therefore (expressed in seconds), caused by
any attracting force A on the surface of the earth, may be taken as

t,,-.p. (39~·1) sin I"

!

X 12" ·447 ,

a

being the mean density of the earth. Consequently the deflection caused by such a
mass as we hue been considering at the origin of the coordinates or attracted point, is

or

where., is put for the difference of the sines.
The calculation of the attraction or deflection of the plumb.line at any point of the
hill is easily effected by means of these formulre. If through any one of the 15tations
observed from, we draw on a contoured plan of the hill and surrounding country, a

!.!, !=,

number of lines the sines of whose azimuth are successively O _!_, .:_, ' · • ·
12 12
' 12 12
counting from the south meridian in either direction, and from the north meridian
in either direction ; and draw also a number of circles whose radii are 500, 1000, 1500,
2000 •••• feet, being in arithmetical progression with a common difference of SOO
feet; the hill will be thus divided into a number of prisms, the deflection caused by
any one of which will be, putting :r for the unknown ratio of the density of the hill to
the density of the earth,

so that the total deflection is equal to
0 11 ·0982 ~ (sin E) .r.

At _each of the three stations, the first ring of 500 feet wu subdivided by rings at
the d11tance of 100 feet i the result is shown in the following Table : -
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SOUTH STATION.

ht Ring, 2nd Ring, 3rd Ring, ftb Ring, 5th Ring,
100 ftet, 200 feet.
300 feet. f00 feet. 600 feet.

Su:ara oP Suua .

- - - - - - - - - --- - - -

~ ( sin E)

for Prisms South of station -J-796 -11·294 -11·808 -11·360 -10·001
~ (sine) for Prisms North of station +1·689 + 5·448 + 7-705 + 9·038 + 8·845
l: (sin e)=78·984 Deflect North,
ARTHUR' S SEAT,

::E(sin •) for Prisms North of station! -7-1181-11'2811-11·8451-12·0B -11'719
::E(•m•)forPrismsSoulhof station -3·524 - 9·164 - 8·603 - 7·436 - 6·421
l:(sin E)=l8·829 Deflect South.
NORTH STATION,

::E (sin<) for Prisms South ofstationl +4·8671 +4·3471 +3·1591 +2·1791 +1·932

l: (srn e) for Prisms North of station -2·002 -8·038 -8·856 -8 424 -6·973
l: (sin e)=50·777 Deflect South.
By drawing twelve rings at 500 feet apart round the centre station, and sixteen rings
round each of the other two stations, the results contained in the following Table are
obtained:-

::E

2nd
Ring.

Stations. (sinE).

---::En
South

+

4th
Ring.

3rd
Ring.

6·614 +3·187
6-299 -3·531

5th
Ring.

6th
Ring.

7th
Ring.

8th
Ring.

- - - - - - ---

+1·088 +0•025 -0·095 -0·088 -0·418
-2'536 -2·026 -1-713 -1·488 - 1·309

::E,

-

Arthur's

::E.

Seat.

::E,

- 10·560 -7·996 -5·850 -4·656 -4·474 -4·570 -4·209
5·148 -6·634 -7-715 -6·425 -5 ·295 -4·549 -3·994

Station.

"·

Station.

---

-

- - - --- - - - 4·644
North
::E,

+

::E
9th
Stations. (sin£) Ring.

·------

-3·094 -2·859 -2·361 -1·954 -1·623 -J-422
2·009 +1·695 +o·978 +!-028 +1·195 +0·745 -0·361
10th
Riag.

11th
Ring.

12th
Ring.

13th
Ring.

14th
Ring.

-

15th
Ring.

16th
Ring.

--- --- --- --- - - - --- --- -------0·926 -l·OU4 -1·037 , -1·004 -0·908 -0·843 -0·828 -0·806
South
::.:.

Station. ::E,

-i'149 -0·985 -0·844 -0·729 -0·625

Arthur's

::.:.

----3·839 -3·467 -3.119 1-2·883

Seat.

::E

-3·587 -3·234 -2·931 :-2-667

---

North
Station.

··-

0·539 -0·472 -0•434

--·- --- ---

--

-0·996 -0.941 -0·935 -0·894
-o·488 -O·H9
::E, -0·747 -0·671 -0·604 -0·575 -0·558 -0·525

::E. -1·258 -1·176 -1·117 1~
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where l:n. signifies~ (sin E} for the prisms north of the station,
~, signifies~ (sin c) foe the prisms north of the station.
Hence we obtainNorth Station.
Arthur's Seat.
South Station.
l:, - l:n
28·99f.
l:, - l:n
3·441
l:,. - l:, = 27-636

=+

=+

+

In order to obtain the whole effect at each station, we must add to these the :fifth
part of the sum of the sines in the first ring of 500 feet at each of these station, :
these are, respectively, 15·797, 3·766, 10·155; so that we haveAt South Station
l: (sin€)= 43·433
At Arthur's Seat
• ~(sine)= 7·207
At North Station
• ~ (sin E) ::: 89· 149
Consequently,
Deflection at South Station= 4H•265 z North
Deflection at Arthur's Seat ::: 0 11 ·708 z South
Deflection at North Station= 8 11 ·845 :t South.
COMPARISON OF OBSERVED A){D CALCULATED DEFLECTION.

We may now determine a value of z by the comparison of the obsened effects o!
the action of the hill upon the amplitudes, with the calculated effects in terms of ~The equations thus obtained are
4·973z
2·81
8·110 z
4·07,
90·503 z =46 982
whence
z
·5191.
This solution contains tacitly the assumption that the effect of the gtiural south
deflection is equal at each of the three stations; if we put y for this quantity expressed
in seconds, then the following equations will result from the comparison of the
observed and geodetical latitudes, together with the calculated but unknown deflec.
tions in z,
y-4·265 z - 2·44 0
Y+ 0·708 • - 5·25 = 0
Y+ 3·845 z - 6·51 0,
which give y=4 11 •68 and z=•5076.
These quantities give, when supplied in the equations, the following errors:
011·08 i -0 11 21;
0 11 ·13;
10 nearly are the observations represented by these values of z and y.

=
=
=

=
=

+

+

EXTENSION OF THE CALCULATION OP DEFLECTION,

The result just obtained, namely, that the ratio of the density of Arthur's Seat to
the mean density of the earth is eqltal to ·5076, is somewhat arbitrary, from this cause,
that it is slightly dependent on the extent to which the calculation of the attraction
is carried out. Had there not existed a marked difference in the mean height of the
ground on the north side and on the south side of the hill, a smaller number of circles
would have been sufficient. The existence of this attracting mass forbids our limiting
the calculation to the visible extent of the hill; we must, therefore, in order to corn.
pare with what we have already obtained, extend the calculation to include a circle of
about nine miles in diameter round each station.
We shall now, instead of drawing the circles at 500 feet apart, make the radius of
the n+l}th circle equal to i of the radius of the nth circle, so that they shall be in
geometric progression.
e have already drawn twelve circles round Arthur's Seat ;

,v
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the radius of the 13th circle will therefore be f500·12=(3) 6000 feet, that of the 14th
will be (1)'1 6000 feet and so on. Around each of the two other stations sixteen circles
have been drawn, the radii of the 17th and 18th will therefore be t-1.)-8000 and
(J.)•·8000 feet, and so on.
Now if h be the height in feet of any one of the compartment, thus formed, we have
show o that the resulting deflection in seconds is
h
I
•·i:ilog, (i) 12·447 52811

=0·00003027 zh.
The following Table contains the sums of the heights of the surface for each of the
additional rings:Station

~\!,)

17th.

18th.

19th.

20th.

21st.

22nd.

23rd.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---South l:(h) north + 2385 -,.1685 + 935 + 630 + 465
-10

+ 180
Station l:(h)south +6060 +6870 +8295 +9010 +8925 +8175

- - - - - - - --

+ 6270

+ 10060 +57935

- - -- - - - - - -

~

North l:(h) north+ 520 + 385 + 277
-15 - 200 - 320 -375 +212
Station l:(h) southl+4495 +5045 +5640 +6475 +8000 +8175 + 8135 +45965

13th.

14th., 15th.

I

16th.

I

17th. l 18th., 19th.

20th.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

21st
--

Arthur's l:(h)north +2643 +2245 + 1624 + 904 + 548 + 427 + 148 -92 - 132
Seat. l:(h)south +4645 +2025,+5460 +6oso 1+7460 1+848)+8845 +85511 +9595

Total.

Arthur's ~{h) north

Seat.

l:1 I,) south

I+

I

8315

+64125

I

Con,;equently the effective sums of the heights are,
South Station
~ (h)=.51665
Arthur·s Seat
. l: (h)=55810
North Station
• l:(h1=45693
And therefore, multiplying by ·000030'27.r, the resulting deflections are,
South Station
I ·565 z
• 1·691 z
Arthur's Seat
North Station
. l ·393 •
W e see from this that the assumption of y being constant for the three stations was
not very erroneous, though the difference is perceptible.
We shall now form the equations for.randy, rem'lrking that y is not now the same
qu.autity that was before represented by that symbol, and that the assumption cJf its
being constant for the three stations is now almost unobjectionable. Taking into
consideration the deflections before obtained, the total deflections south at each of the
11tations will be(l ·565-4·265)z=-2-700z
South Station
(0·708+1 ·691),= 2·399,
Arthur's Seat
(3·845+139a),= .-238,
North Station
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Hence the equi\tions ar~y-2·700,-2·44=0
y+2·899z-5•25=0
y+5·288z-6•51 =0
which give for the most probable values of ;;r and !Ii
•=·5173
y=3·8820.
By substituting these values in the equations, they show the errors
+011•04;
-0 11 ·13;
+011•08,
showing that the above values agree very well with the observations. From a comparison of the errors of these equations with those previously solved, it would appear that
the probable error of this value of :r is considerably less than that of the value (·5076)
then obtained. The two values, however, are as close as could be expected. We shall
adopt, therefore. as most probable, so far as resulting from these observations,
•=·5178.
,ve may estimate the probable error of this quantity dependent upon the probable
error:; of the observed amplitudes thus; writing the three equations in the form
)f+az+a'=O
g+bz+b'=O

y+c.r+c'=O,

+

+

(a-b) (a'-b') (b-c) (b'- c') (c-a) (c'-a')
(a_.:.b)' (b-c)' (c - a)'
•
If now A, be the observed latitude of the South station, A.i, A, 0 A., the geodetic

we hne

+

+

latitudes of the three stations-

• ' =).,-).,1

b'=;>.,+q,,-X,

c'=;>.,+,f>,+,f>,-X,

a-b'=).,,-)., 1-q,1

b'-c'=;>.,,-).,,-q,,
c'-a'=,,-;,.,,+,t,,+,t,,.
The probable error of• depends on the probable error of a'-b', b'-c', and c'--a',
that is, supposing the geodetic amplitudes to be free of error, on the probable errors of

I

q, 1 and ,f>,-

The part of, involving q,1 and ,f>, is 97 .07 x(J3·037 q,1 + 11·070,f>,):
consequently the probable error of z is equal to the probab le error of ·1343
(r/J1 +o·85</>~), which by means of the expressien given for the probable error of </)1+ p,</>2 ,
becomes (makingµ. =0·85)
probable error of z= ±0·0053.
MEAN DENSITY OF THE EAR.TH.

H~Ying now ascertained the ratio of the mean density of Arthur's Seat to the mean
density of the earth, the knowledge of the latter results immediately from the know~e/X.:tbfut:.:
as the result of observation 2·7 5 for the mean density

~::~Ii rot~s:t;~ft

Mean density of earth= ~;;~ 8

=5·316.

The probable ~rror of the divisor ·5173 being ·0053, the probable error of the resulting
mean density is ±·054, so that, considering no other cause of error than those of the
zenith sector observations, we haYe
Mean density of earth =.5·316±·054-.
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THE GENERAL DEFLECTION,

We proceed now to C''.;::tmin~ into the question of the sufficiency of the cause before
nwntioned, namely, the 1lefPct of matter to the north of Edinburgh and the accumulation of 1nrl1tel' to the south, to produce the general deflection that is observed to the
B
;unonn1 of 5", or n!lwr morr. In the first place, let it be required to .A
find the attraction of a rect;lngul~r film ABCD, whose thickness is It - - - ,
.ind density p, upon a point l' in the production of one of its sides, AD.
_ _Q
Measure ;r along PA, ant\ y p<'rpcndicnlar to it, in the plane of the
rectangle, then the mass of a small element is phd.rdy, and therefore its D _ _ _ C
allraction in the direction AP is
P,
plixdxdy
lhC'

(x!Z+y')f;
integral with rc~pt"ct to.,· hetween the limits aa' is
ph

(

)

dy

d.11

(a~+Y\I

>l -

(a''+y'H'

which being integrated from y=0 to y=b, is

Hnow we put the angles DCP=<j), ABP=cj/, we shall get, since
-;=cot<p

-¾,=cot <f:,,

Attraction = ph log
e

(cot
cot

½ cp

)

½cp, •

\Ve may thus determine a sufficiently close approximation to the effect of the hollolV
of the Forth. An examination of a map of Scotland, on a sufficiently large scale,
will show that a rectangle of eighteen miles by twelve, having its longest side inclined
4-0° the meridian, may be placed so as to cover the greater part of the Forth with some
exactness, having also Edinburgh opposite to the middle point
of the soutb side and Arthur's Seat nearly two miles from this
side, as in the accompanying diagram. The angles <j, and </>'
will be found to be 73° and 18°, and therefore the attraction
of a rectangular stratum of these dimensions with thickness h
and density p will be, (2·3025 being the reciprocal of the
modulus of the common system of logarithms)
- 2 ~(2·3025) lo ~
g cot ( 36° 30')
- P 5280

=2p1t

2·3025 X •6695
'
;J280

and therefore the corresponding or resulting deflection is
2 2•3025 X ·6695 X 12·44·7_.e. h=D''.00l 2l_!,
0
O
J28U
in ,econds, h to be expressed in feet,;, the mean density of lhe earth.
y
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An inspection of a. chart of the Forth will sl1ow that the clcpth may be taken at :1
very even average of SO feet below mean water-level ; so that the attraction of the
water (P= 1) upon Arthur's Seat ea.uses a deflection =0 11 ·04 to the north-east at mean
water; the latitude of points in the neighbourhood is consequently variable to the
amount of about 0 11 ·02, depending on the tide.
,ve may now suppose the ,v11.ter to be removed and the hollow filled up with rock to
a mean level of 70 feet. Then taking 2·5 for the mean density of the rock 1 the attraction of this stratum would be 011•86, or resolved in the direction of the meridian, the
deflection north would be Q1 1•28. If the hollow were filled up to a mean level of 150
feet, the deflection north would be 0"·50.
From this we conclude that the existence of the hollow of the Forth will account for
but a small portion of the deflection of 5n.
To the south of Edinburgh the country gradually rises, until at the southern
boundary of the county the mean level is about 1000 feet with peaks rising to 1750
feet. The contours for the county of Peebles are not yet sufficiently advanced to
permit the calculation of the attraction of the hills in the north of that county. We
may however extend the calculation to the southern borders of Edinburghshire.
The number of circles already drnwn round Arthur's Seat is 21 1 the last nine being

: if we draw seven more according to the
rn+ 1 =!_r
6 1,
same law, this will carry us slightly beyond the boundary of the county. The sums
of the heights in the different rings will then be as follows:-

drawn according to the law

1 I
22nd.

23,d.

11850

12050

I

24th.
12850

I

25th.
15950

I

26th.

I

27th.

I

18750

17100

28th.

I

16800

the sum of which is 105350. The consequent deflection will be, using the same value
of .i:, namely ·5173,
1"·64.
0"·00003027 X 105350 X •5173

=

To this we have to add the quantity obtained for the preceding nine rings, namely
1"·69.r or 0"·88, making altogether 211 ·52 due to the high ground to the south within
the county of Edinburgh.
From the height of the country in the north of Peebleshire, it seems probable that
when the calculation can be carried into that county, a sensible addition to the
quantity above determined will be obtained, and that the whole of the 5 11 may possibly
be accounted for.
In conclusion, the principal results arrived at are these:lst. The effect of the attraction of the Pe11tland Hills is observed in nearly equal
amount at each of the three stations on Arthur's Seat.
2nd. The calculated attractions of the mass of Arthur's Seat at the three stations
are,-

I

South Station.
2 11 ·21 North.

I

A,thu,'s Seat.

N o,th Station.

0 11 ·37 South.

2 11 ·00 South.

,

and, since the observed deflection at Arthur's Seat is 5"·25 1 the :q,p:l.rent effect of the
Pentlands is 4 11 ·88 at the summit of the l1ill.
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3rd. Of this deflection of 4 11 ·88, the computed attraction due to th:: configuration
of the ground within a radius or fiflcen miles a<'counts for about 2 11 ·5; and, inasmuch
as we know that the ig11eous rocks of Arthur's Seat and the Pentland Hills have an
origin at a great depth below the surface of the earth, the differcuce between the
observed and computed attraction is probably owing in part to the high specific gravity
of the mass of rock beneath them.
4th. The deflection of the Royal Observatory, Calton Hill, being 511•63 South,
exceeds that at Arthur's Seat by 0 11 ·70. Of this deflection, 0"·60 is due to the con figuration of the ground comprised within a circle of a mile and a quarter round the
Observatory.
5th. The latitude of Arthur's Seat or points in the neighbourhood varies to the
amount of about 0 11 ·02 between high and low water,
6th. The mean density of the earth determined from the observations at the three
stations on Arthur's Seat, is 5·316, with a probable error of± .054 (or one hundredth
part) due to the probable errors of the astronomical amplitudes. If (I be the probable
error of the assumed mean density of Arthur's Seat, the probable error of this determination of the mean density of the earth is

±v3·7250'+·003_
REMARKS.

Jn the original paper as read at the Meeting of the Royal Society on 21st February,

the mean density was given as 5·14 with a probable error of ±•07. In a subsequent
revision of the calculationsi the astronomical amp1itudes and their probable errors were
determined as herein explained. These amplitudes exceed those previously used by
0"·02, 0''·0l, 0·03, tending to incre:i.se the density. The attraction due to the ground
within 100 feel round each of the stations, originally omitted, is now included, also
tending to increase the density.
EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
PLATE XXXII.

Is the contoured plan of Arthur's Seat, on the scale of six inches to a mile : this is
part of one of the sheets of the plan of Edinburghshire which has been published
on that scale. The :ienith sector stations and the lines of sections are marked
on this plan. The contours furnish sufficient data to make a model.
PLATE XXXIH,

Contains geological sections taken on the three lines which are drawn on the plan,
and also a table of the specific gravity of the rocks.
These plates have been engraved and electrotyped at the Ordnance Survey ?ffice,
and form part of the series of plates made to illustrate the account of the Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain which is now in the press.

,I
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XV.

A CCOUNT OF EXPERIMENTS MADE WITII TUE ROYAL ENGINEER
u LANCASTER" RIFLED CARBINE,

Ilv LIEUTENANT C. E. WEDDER, R.E.

The following are the results obtained by firing with the Lancaste1 rifled carbine of
the Royal Engineers, showing the penetration of the elongated bullet into oak,
deal, &c., at various ranges, The Regulation ammunition ( the same as for the
rifled musket of 1853) was used throughout.
No.

J.-PENETRATION INTO 6-INCH SOUND YELLOW
Two

DEAL, CONSISTING OF

THICKNESSES OF 3-INCH PLANK CROSSING EACH OTHER, AND
SECURED BY STRONG TRENAJLS.

120 YARDS.

RANGE

B.ound.

Ip.,,."..,••

No. I

16 inches.

No. of

"
"
"

2
3
4

I

5·32

I 5·a1 ""
I 4·06

"

II

RANGE 420 YARDS.

RJ!ltARKS,

No. of Round.

Penetrated ! inch
inlo deal prop behind

I
I
I

2.-PENETRATION INTO 3-INCII

No, of Round.

No. 1

"
"
"

2
3
4

I

Pf'netration.

12·94 inches
I 2·45
12'44
12-89

Greatest depth.
do.
Mean

"
"
"

2

"

3

4·9

Giving the greatest depth. 4·9 inches.
Mean depth. . 4·22 .,

Giving the greatest depth, 6·5 inches,
Mean depth .. 6·3 ,,
No.

"

Ptnetration.

3 93 inches

No. I

II {

In1su

OAK.-RANGE

120

YARDS.

RsMAkKJi:,

Splintered the oak on farther side without passing completely through.

I
I
I The same as No. l.
2·94 inches.
2·68

No. 3.-The rifle Wds fired at 6-inch seasoned oak, at a range of 40 yards: in no
case did the bullet penetrate beyond 2·6 inches: the wood was placed so that the ball
would cut llte graill transversely.
No. 4.-The experiment was repeated, the oak being placed so that the bullet should
pcn etrnte iit a /foe parallel to the grain, and at each round it penetrated 5·1 inches,
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No. ,j.-Thc Ii-inch deal tar~et wa$ placed so as to float vertically in water, being
1-..cpl in its position by means or anchors, but was not fixed firmly. It was fired at
with a horizontal range of 11 yards. The table below shows the penetration of the
bullets, striking the water at various distances from the target.

No. of Round.

I

Oia1ance ~rom taritet , - Ao:e of
of point of impact on
depret~ion
1ur race or water.
of rlne.

I

Dl'pth below
1vater line where ball
atruck arget.

I
1

Penetration.

No, I
I 2 feet 6 inches I 10° 50' I
2 inches
J ·75 inches
- - ..--,.-2----i-1-oc-a- ,,- - -~,~1=1°-~5~,-:-l- -a~-~5----'---'--+--1 1-5 - - -,,- 3 -- j 2 ,,
I 10'40'! - -2'25 - ., - - 1 1-3- -,-,.. 4
I 7 .,
I 12° 40' I
4,5
,,
I -25 ,,
PENETRATION INTO

,vooo

COVERED WITH IRON.

No. 6.-A shutter (commonly called a musket-proof shutter )of I½ inch deal. covered
with shtet iron (l½lbs. to the square foot), was placed in front ofa 6-inch deal target.
The bullets passed through the shutter and penetrated as below into the deal behind it.
RANGE

I

420

No, of Roond,

No. 1

,, 2

I

YARDS.

P,n,t,aUon,

1

I 2·2 inches.
I 4·25
.,

No. 7.-Apiece of t'rr inch plate-iron was clamped in close contact with the G-inch
dl•al target. All the bullets passed through the iron, and the table shows the penetration into the deal.
RANGE

120

[ No or Rouod.

I

No. I
"

I .

YARDS,

Pem:tration.

l ·06 inches.
I
]•17
2
I ·81
4 __I 1- 3
,

Extreme depth.
Mean
do.
No. 8.

1·3 inch.
I·OS

,,

3-inch oak was substituted for the 6-inch deal used in the experiment No. 7.
RANGE 1 20 YARDS,

No. of Rou11d.

No , l

..

4

I

REMARKS.

I Passed through iron and penetr ated oak u-3 of an inch.
I
Do.
do.
do.
1 .Made aperture in the iron, t he bul let remaining in the metal.
Do.
do,
do.

C. E. WE BBER, Lieutenant, R.E.
Euni:,killcn, 3nl i\larch 1857.
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NOTES ON EXPLODING CHARGES DY MEANS OF THE VOLTAIC BATTERY.

BY CAPTAIN H. SCOTT, R.E.

.I

In using the Voltaic Battery to explode charges of gunpowder, men roust frequently
be employed in giving assistance who are unpractised in its use, and who may by their
ignorance occasion serious accidents. It is of importance therefore that some plan of
proceeding should be adopted which will reduce the possibility of their doing mischief
to a minimum, and as I believe that the observance of the following rules would effect
this, I wish to propose them for insertion in the Professional Papers.
1st. That the conducting wires from the charge terminate in mercury cups, arranged
at a distance of some 20 feet from the spot at which the Voltaic Battery is placed.
2nd. That the terminal wires of the battery, being of sufficient length to reach the
mercury cups readily ( or the ends of the conducting wires if mercury cups be not
used) at that distance, remain coiled up in charge of a sentry until the moment
approaches at which the explosion is to be made,
3rd. That the officer then uncoil the terminal wires, and do not again allow them to
leave his own bands after he has stationed himself near enough to the mercury cups to
complete the circuit on the signal being given.
The extra length of the conducting circuit consequent on this arrangement would
be immaterial.

HENRY SCOTT.
Chatham, November 17th, 1856,

I
I

I
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PAPER XVII.
NOTES ON THB DEFENCE OF S!LISTRIA JN 1854,
BY

c.

NASMYTH,

MAJOR UNATTACHED,

The town of Silistria, containing a population of about 10.000 inhabitants, is
situated on a promontory on the south side of the Danube, immediately above a reach
of the river, which is here studded with several low marshy islands, To the south
and east the town is commanded by a range of heights, varying from 300 to 800 feet
above the level of the river, which terminate the Bulgarian plateau. On the spurs of
these hills were erected detached works to which may be mainly attributed the successful defence of the place against the Russian attack in May and June 1854,
The four principal of these have been built upon the prominent points of the hills, at
distances of from 600 to 800 yards from the town. The largest, named Medj idie, has
a casemated keep, and lies to the south west of the town ; to the west of this work is
that called Kutschuk Mustapha, and to the east of it is Urdu Tabia. To the east of
the latter and to the south east of the town is Ylanli Tabia, which commands the
branch of the river near it for some distance.
Two others are placed upon the low ground on each side of the town, that of
Djermen being to the east and Tchiir to the west of it, and each is about 300 yards
from it. At the extremities of the north-western line of fronts are the works of DitschTschengel (about 100 yards distant from the Tschengel bastion), and Liman, at about
the same distance from the Mehemdiss bastion.
Ou the ridge occupied by Ylanli Tabia, and 600 yards to the south of the latter, an
earthen advanced work, called Arab Tabia, was also constructed, the form of which is
shewn in the plan ; it occupied a commanding position, and was armed with 6 field
pieces, but was not enclosed at the gorge, nor was its ditch palisaded. Its profile was
of the following dimensions :-Width of rlitch, 9 feet 10 inches; of berm, 1 foot; of
exterior slope, 5 feet; of superior slope, 6 feet; of interior slope of the parapet, l foot
6 inches; of tread of the banquette, 4 feet; base of the slope of the banquette, 5 feet;
height of crest of the parapet, 6 feet 6 inches; depth of the ditch, 6 feet 9 inches.
All these works, excepting Ara.b Tabia, were designed by two officers in the Prussian
service. From these heights having been unoccupied in 1829, the attack of the
Russians (traces of which still remain in rear of fort Medjidie) was a comparatively
easy undertaking. The body of the place consisted of a weak bastioned enceinte
traced on an irregular ten sided polygon, and its armament was about 60 pieces,
including mortars. The strength of the Turkish ganison was at this period (.l\lay
1854) about 12,000 men of all arms.
Towards the end ofl853 the Russians established themselves on a long island called
Pisilla, opposite to the town, and on the nol'th .side of one of the arms of the river, as
well as on the islands of Hoppa and Schiblak, lower down, and from the batteries placed
there harassed the town and the forts of Ditsch-Tschcngel and Li man close to the river,
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both previous to and during the whole siege, so mu<'h so that the sick had to h<'
rrmo\'t•d from the town and placed under canvass near fort McdjidiC; yet some ot
the enemy's shot reached them even there.
On the. 1Jth of May, 185·1-1 we received intelligence of the ad van ced guard of the
Turks being repulsed at Bootchook, and of the advance of the Rnssian force, esti~
mated at 12,000 rnen, accompanied by eleven chaloupes and a river steamer, from
the direction of Rassova, and at Jtbout ten o'clock the following morning their
advanced guard appeared on the height next but one to the east of Arab Tabia, where
they established themselves. The next da)' they received a considerable accessio n to
their number s, brought to the Island of Schiblak, over a bridge of boats ,vhich had
been constructed some time before, and then ce to the south side of the river by
chaloupes. During the night of the Wth, the enemy commenced hi s first parallel
at a distance of about 2 miles from the body of the }llace. During the ensuing few
days their attack was suspended, but th ey kept up a se"ere cannonade on the town
and advanced works from the islands, to occupy our attention during th e transport of
their siege materials, and this cannonade was k ept up from daylight till dusk. Snbsequently the enemy receil'ed reinforcements from Kalarasch, where their headquarters had been established during the winter. In the town we found it necessary
to construct large and strong traverses along the eastern face, which was enfiladed by
a cavalier counter-battery on the I sland of Pisilla, and the Arnout and Albanian
trench, extending along the edge of the steep spur of the hill which slopes from Arab
Tabia down to Yl anl i, was deepened, and the parapet thickened.
During the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th, whilst proceeding with the first parallel , the
enemy threw a secon d bridge of boats across the river from the Island of Schiblak to
the south side, a little further up than their first one, in which occupation they were
considerably annoyed by the guns ofYlanli. On the 20th the enemy commenced his
sec0nd or rather his fir st parallel (as the former was merely a preparatory trench at some
distance in rear of it, and seem ed to have been used simply to afford shelter during the
transit ofhis siege stores from the river to the heights.) During the two following nights
he pushed forward his works with vigour, and on the morning of the 22nd the batteries
of the first parallel and two on the Island of Salhan~ opened fire on Arab and Ylanli
Tabias, causi ng us a loss of upwards of 50 killed and wounded, and considerably damag ing
the block-house in the latter fort, which however was repaired and thickly covered
with sods during the ensuing night. The enemy subsequently erected a 15-gun
battery against Arab Tabia, and three additional ones on Salhan~; and in the evening
of the same day they opened fire on Arab Tabia and Ylanli. From the disposition s
of the enemy we anticipated an assault, which, however, did not take place. This
demonstration was repeated on the afternoon of the 25th, and during a tremendous
hail storm about seven battalion s of the enemy advanced from their extreme left, with
the intention, as we supposed, of storming Arab Tabia, but they were checked by the
well sustained fire from the Arnouts and Egyptians.
The garrison of Arab Tabia consisted of3 B attalions of Arabs, furnished by the Viceroy of Egypt.
1 Battalion of Redif.
1 Comp,rny of the n ewly organized Chasscurs; and about 1,000 Arnouts and Albanians, who occupied a trench communicating from Arab Tabia to Ylanli, and from
which, they were in the habit of making sorties frequently, and thereby harassing the
enemy and impeding his progress.
On the 26th the enemy was employed in entrenching him self by constrncting strong
detached earthworks on the heights above Adakieu, and the whole of the wood in the
vineyards wh ich sk irt the Da1rnbe was in process ofbeing cleared away. About 3 A,M.
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the 29th the enemy made a serious attack -upon the southern face of Arab Tabia,
and 10 rapidly that part of the storming party actually got inside the work, but they
were repulsed with considerable loss. After re-forming, they aga.in attempted it in
the same p lace with a similar result. The attack was made on a larger scale a third
time on the whole of the faces of the work, but this also proved abortive, and the now
infuriated Albanians pursued the enemy into his own batteries, where they did 80
much damage to his works as to retard his progress for several days. This
1uccess on the part of the defenders contributed in no small degree to inspirit the
garrison, although its Io.ss was 65 killed (among whom were a major and two captain s
of the Egyptians, a lieutenant of the Artillery, and several other officers), with 112
wounded ; that of the Russians is difficult to ascertain, as many who had been killed
near their batteries were removed before daybreak; however from the number of
bodies that filled the ditch in front of the work, and of the arms and accoutrements
"hich were afterwards collected, their loss was calculated to have been about 2,000.
T he failure of these assaults may be partly attributed to the fact of the Russians
having some young troops, who, the prisoners informed us, had arrived only two or
three days previously, and were opposed by some of the best troops in the Turkish
army.
e learnt from the same source that Prince Paskievitch commanded in person ,
and that he and two other General Officers were wounded, and two others killed on
this occasion, one of whom ~as General Ochterlony.
A flag of truce was sent out on the morning of the 30th for the purpose of giving over
the dead to the Ruflsians for burial. On the evening of the 30th the Russians
threatened another attack upon Arab Tabia, buifhaving received such a severe lesson
on the morning of the 29th they did not seem IJ fancy hazarding a repetition of the
asu.ult, and retired after a sharp fusillade. Our casualties on this occasion were 7
killed and 10 or 12 wounded.
During the 30th and 31st the enemy were occupied in repairing the works
damaged, and on the evening of the latter day they were discovered driving a mine
under tht! eastern ang le of Arab Tabia. A retrenchment was thrown up cutting off
the angle, and two field pieces, which had been mounted II en barbette" at this angle,
were placed behind the new work. Next morning we observed a cavalier counterbattery thrown up on the extreme left of the enemy's trench at about 100 yards from
Arab Tabia. The enemy's second parallel was nearly completed about this time, and
under cover of the batteries on the islands and a rifle trench on Salhane, he pushed
his approaches against Ylanli with energy,
On the 2nd of June, Mussa Pac ha, the Commandant of the place, was mortally wounded
by the bursting of a shell in the Stamboul gateway, of which he died in ten minutes:
his death was a great Joss: he was succeeded in the command by Hussei? Pacha.
In the afternoon of this day we received a reinforcement of 3,000 Albamans and
.S 000 Bashi-Bazouks unde r Mehemet Pacha, who encamped under Fort Medjidie.
-~t about 5 o'clock, p,w:., the enemy :fired a mine under Arab Tabia, which, owing to
some mismanagement, exploded backwards, doing considerable damage to their own
batteries as wCII as to the head of the storming party. The Albanians, as usual,
took advantage of the confusion, and of their own accord sprang. in amongst the
disordered Russians, who, after effecting as much damage as possible, returned to
their trenches. The day following the same mine was again loaded and :flr.ed,_ b~t
owing to the enemy not having calculated on the tenacious nature of the s_o1) (it ~s
presumed) the explosion took effect along the gallery, instead of effecting their
purpose: however it shook the parapet so much as to render it advisable to withdraw
tbe troops with in the retrenchment already formed, wi th the exception of a small
picquet.
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Ou tlu• ;1rct ,1 w.dl 111i111• \\,t,. o,pHmt(',,., h11·h t•u 111pl1'11·lv d1·11tro)1•1I 1!11• 1•11,.I NII il1•111i
Lar.tiirn. Tlw t-am,• 1·vr11iu1,1 n u ut li1 •r 11111u wu 1\i1cuv1•rt"d 111 b1• in prn1,1:r1•11.111 111l1•r11t•11 t l1
lht• rii,cht dnui h11.11tiuu. 111 cn 1u11•11u1' IH'I' uf 11 want ho th ~1 f _111ini11g tool • nu, I ~111•'.1 whu
could 1111 e tht•111, it wait impo1111ih l1• t,, 11tt u 11q11 1·o untN111111m K, w1• lherl'fort• lor1111•d I\
111,co ,ul rt•lr(•uchuu.•1H cx t4.• ndi11 K fru111 th t• 11111tdl l111 rbt'lt1• to th t• c•111I of IIH' Arnout.
tn•nch; behind thh1, under 11 ,t!voro 1ir1• kt'pl up during tlu, whol1 1 111' 1!t1· 11igl11, wu
•uvcndt'd in 1rnn1po rti11 !( tin• KUllH, n111 mut1 itio11, &<'., and 1l11ri111,{ tl11• who\,, of till' ~lh
,uul 6th wt• , uffl·rcd from 11othi11K hu t n cu 11 11. t 1111t 1uid wt•II din•c t1•1I f'ln•, the• t•111• 111y
rt•ml\ining within their owu work• ,11111 oocupyiug tht•n1 111· lv1•11 in p11 11 hiug forwni·tl 1lwir
up prol\c lu.11 towMda Fo1·u Yluuli nnd l)j1•mlt'11 . 011 th,• nil(hl utth1• ,~th or 111e1111iugof
the 61 h the new rc:trt.m ch111 1•11l wn11 th, iMlu·d ,ruul, though only II urnk,• -N hill , ii a1111wN1•1 I our
purpo•e in dt.1 l'L'lltiug lht1t•ne111y'P1 ohj1•(•l in 111i11is1g, Al nli out hull' pn itl O 1•.M. tlH' 1111111•
i11 que111io11 w1Vi1 un ,.uoooa• full y fln ,cl Tht< third 1111.ra lh•l prog n •111M I, 111111 a ll yi,11( MI\ P
lc 111 1ing fru111 it h>wA rd 11 tlw nurthl'rn n11 gh· of Yl111d1 wa11 001111111111 (]1• 11. 011 1lw Oil,
we diacovcrcd thnt tlu· tncruy Juul co1111tru1•t1•d a linl' of d,•1 1u• lw1I c111th wtlrk• uon
11iclt•r/\bly in r1•ar of hi e lltltick agai u11t Arab Tnhin, Ull(I t•x ll•ndiul( tow :1r1l11 1h1• vill11gu
of Alfo.t lar. Jn the nftornoon lho t'tll' my 11m1\1J it 1·1·eo111111i11111nc•t• in fnrm• 1H1 1h11 pl1d11
in frollt of Fort Mcdjit.li ~, whore ho w111 met hy our C11vahy and ll 11H hi 1\111,o ukM; tho
llllll r wtlrc J1ur1mcd by n rt•g inwnt ol' L 1111(lllrll, who wp1·0 ouly 1uo ppt•d by fh1di11K
thc1111ulvc1 under tho guns of Mcdjidi O und .Kut11chuk Mo11tnfa. Tlw ,·1w111y'Mr11vnlry
wtt111upportell by 18 fl eld pi uoc1 nud two 00111111111 of i11f,111try. '_l'nwnrd ,i :m11 111Jt tlic
whole of thi 11 foroc retired in th o din•c tiou of tho J)l'li Or111011, In co1111NJu l11100 of
thi1 domon strntion on the pl'l.rt of th9<mcmy, an extra lmttalion rind 11 t1l.rOllK dclAch•
mcnt from Mcdjidi ~ ruiuforood tlio gntri,011 of A1·nb 'l'nbiu.
On t he morning oftho 7th• we were nwnkcncd by tl 11a lut c flrud in hi:>nour of ltifaut
]>acha : he wu, n.oco1npnnicd by Colon(• I 8i111mons, lloyrd J,:11gi11oou, Coni111i11io111•r
a t th e 'l'urki, h licnt.l ~<1uartNs, Cn ptai111 Ballard nnd .F ellron hiit Jllll iKl:uitll, and Cnptniua
Oavon(I 11,nd Crespi, of th o Snrdininn nrrriy.
Under the in1tru clion 11 of ('olo11l'l Simmo1u1 nnd Cnpt1li11 (Jnvou(i the lnKt
rctronchinont, or kcq>, in Arab 'l'rihia, w1111 traccJ, whi ch w1i11 held till 1hr cud of tht•
1tirgr. This 111011Kurt1 w1111 adoptud in cun11cqucnce of tilt' 11llv1•ru 101111 1:ndfor('d by Ll111
KMri11on of the work (now rod11Cl'tl to nhout l,OO(l mun), 1111 w1.111 111 tlw c•x.llJ11t of
tho iui11 c1 whi oh had bee n drivun und e r th(• (lrigi111tl prtr111wt. lly the t!vm1i ng of thlJ
Olh thi!I work Wlll 001 ,1pl vlotl, nnd tho 1•111.1111y hitd llniKill'II lii11 third pnr11.lh•I, rcu,ohil1g
lo within forly ytmls of lh o 11o uthl'ri1 a11Kh, of YJ,rnli. On t l1 u a~l'rnoou of 1hi, dny n
l11rgl' bo1ly or lht• e nm,1y 1n11ldonly 1111pcJ1m•d h1•fo10 U r1lu 'l'nl,ia, 1u11I nltt'rwnnl 11 c·xtt1 ml od
hi , liu c in frout of J\-·l rdji1li a nod Kut11o l1uk Mu11tnphn. 'l'lw t•1w111y'11 force co1u1i11tt•d
of ten or twelve Bll-llttlion Min oo lu111n, thH•o llt1gi 111lJnlll of n. ,·gtdar ('r1v11lry, twelve
fit•ld piece, 11nd n 11 trong ho1ly of Co1uu1ok1, who nftcr 1111gr1Ki11K our H11Khi Bn zouk
out-po • ta /\bovu tlui vltlngo of K1diputri,drovo th em iu upon the ltl'gu lnr G1mdry who
were ,lrnwn up iu frOIII of l<'11rL f\-frrljidi~. Al'tor v1lrioo11 11lll'mp11 the ltu1Mi1u11
•ur:cN•cl,•d in 11coudng the vill11g11 of K1llip1.1lri, <ml of whi ch howuvcr the Co111mck11
were driven tow1rnl1 evening, and th wholo of th <'ir force, whieh nppo11n•d to ho.vtJ

[Not<'.- Jt is hl•r1• nt•cc11111\ry lo 11tatr that M!LjQr• Uutlt•r tirld N1mnyth wer1• thll only
Jlriti1h ofJlcen )JrtJ ltJ nt in ~iliMtri a unlil tht\ 7th of Jun(•, Bldni;c tht•n• whoo lht'
11i,•go eom1111•ncrd 1 1!11•y ofli•ri•1I their nt111i11ta11cr to thu Co111tt1nnd11111 , 1u11I llll·ir ,w r
,ic-0111 wcr11 acknowlc1ll(t•1I hy tllf' Turk11 to h11vr la·t•n IIIVl\lu11.hle , rndn:d, a c·urrn,
pondcnt of tht•" 'l'i1111•11 '' Kll\h•1t 111 thu nurnlwr c,f tluu JOur,u1I tl,1l1 ,I ~ l 111 ,July, IN!i-4-,
th11.t H 111111 it noL l11•1•n for ll11:1r ttwrgdit' n mon11triu1rt• 1rn I he 2blh ~111y, du·}. rn.11'1'11111,,
would have bti en a.l*ridon•,fi."-Eu.)
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been sent to find out the strength of our Cavalry, retired by a long detour towards the
south. Our force engaged in this affair consisted of three Regiments of Regular
Cavalry and about 800 Bashi Bazouks, the former being supported by six field guns,
which, with those of the Medjidi~ and Kutschuk Mustapha, did considerable damage
to the enemy's Cavalry, who however succeeded in removing all their killed and
wounded,
At about 3 o'clock A.rir., on the 10th, the enemy fired a mine under the left bastion
of Arab Tabia and effected an entrance within the retrenchment made on the 3rd, but,
meeting with a heavy fire of grape and musketry from the new retrenchment, were
repulsed with loss. Our loss on this occasion was 43 killed and 72 wounded, of whom
two of the former and three of the latter were officers. On the J 2th another mine
was sprung which merely blew in the most southern salient of the work. On the 13th
Captain Butler received a mortal wound whilst looking over the parapet at the northern
angle of Ylanli, from the effects of which he died on the morning of the 21st.
On the night of the 18th the enemy advanced to Ardemie, a village close to the
river, on the Turtukai road, with 4,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry; and some deserters
stated that they had crossed the Danube in force at Turtukai.
On the evening of the 19th, after a comparatively quiet day, the enemy opened a
furious cannonade both on the town and advanced works, after having exploded a
mine, (his last), unde1 the old parapet of Arab Tabia, which for some time past had
been abandoned, forming a breach in the curtain about twelve yards wide. On discovering the new entrenchment the enemy abandoned their intention of assaulting,
but kept up an increased musketry fire from their trenches.
On the 22nd, the Russians withdrew from Ardemie, with the view of raising the
siege; and on the morning of the 23rd, after a tremendous bombardment, they aban•
doned their position, leaving the whole of their works, three miles in extent, and of
great solidity, in perfect condition. They effected a rapid crossing of the Danube
by the two bridges near their position, and by a third about five miles lower down the
river, the former being removed by the 25th.
Owing to the strength of the Russians, which was computed at 60,000 men and 60
siege guns, besides field pieces, on the south side of the river, and the constant and
fatiguing duties of the Garrison, the enemy's retreat was not harassed or interfered
with until the 26th, when a body of 2,000 cavalry and 10 field pieces was sent in
pursuit. On reaching the spot where the lowest bridge had been, they found themselves within range of the Russian guns (18.pounders) on board chaloupes, and of a
battery on the opposite shore, which caused them, in spite of very indifferent practice,
a loss of two men and four horses killed, besides several wounded.
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